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Preface 

This report reviews the scientilic literature relating to observable behav
ioral indicators that might,. along with other information, help detect 
potential attacks, such as those by suicide terrorists or the laying of 
improvised explosive devices (IEDs). The report is intended to be of 
interest to officials contemplating future investments amidst tightening 
budgets, and to researchers and analysts. It deals with individual-level 
indicators and does not extend to d etecting society-level phenomena, 
such as social movements or insurgent groups. 

Our research built on prior RAND Corporation efforts, notably: 

• Walter L. Perry, Claude Berrebi, Ryan Andrew Brown, John 
Hollywood, Amber Jaycocks, Parisa Roshan, Thomas Sullivan, 
and Lisa Miyashiro, Predicting Suicide Attacks: Integrating Spatial, 
Temporal, and Social Features of Terrorist Attack Targets, 2013. 

• Paul K .. Davis and Kim Cragin, eds., Social Science for Counter
terrorism: Putting the Pieces Together, 2009. 

• Thomas Sullivan and Walter L. Perry, "Identify ing Indicators of 
Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) Weapons 
D evelopment Activity in Sub-National TerTorist Groups," journal 
of Operational Research and Society, Vol. 55, No. 4, April 2004, 
pp. 361-374. 

Commems and questions are welcome and can be addressed to Paul 
Davis in Santa Monica (pdavis@rand.org), Ryan Brown in Santa 
Monica (rbrown@rand.org), or Walter Perry in Arlington, Virginia 
(walt@rand.org). 

iii 
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Summary 

Government organization s have put substantial effort into detecting 
and thwarting terrorist and insurgent attacks by observing suspicious 
behaviors. of individuals at rransporration checkpoints and elsewhere .. 
Related technologies and methodologies abound, bur their volume and 
diversity has sometimes been overwhelming. Also, effectiveness claims 
sometimes lack a clear basis in science and technology. The RAND 
Corporation was asked to review the literature to characterize the base 
in behavioral sciences relevant to threat detection, in part to help set 
priorities for special. attention and investment. 

Purpose and Approach 

Our study focused on the science base for using new or nontradi
tional technologies and methods to observe behaviors and how the 
d ata gathered from doing so might- especially when used with other 
information-help detect potential violent attacks, such as by suicide 
bombers or, as a very different example, insurgents laying improvised 
explosive devices (IEDs). Behavioral indicators may help identify indi
viduals m eriting additional observation in an operational context such 
as depicted in Figure S. l. For that context, security personnel at a check
point are assessing (blue oval) whether an individual poses. some. risk 
in the limited sense of meriting more extensive and perhaps aggressive 
screening, follow-up monitoring, or intercept. They obtain informa
tion directly, query databases and future versions of information-fusion 
centers ("pull"), and are automatically provided alerts and other data 

xiii 
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xiv Using. Behavioral Indicators to. Help Detect Potential Violent Acts 

Figure 5 .1 
A Contextua l. View of the Detection Effort 

Proximate behavioral and 
other. information (e.g., 

near. checkpoint or 
possible target) 

fusion centers 

RAND. RR215·S. I 

Assess risk. of individual 
or. smalL group 

information 
(watch list, 
individual-level 
data •.•. ) 

Concern?. Decision on 
secondary. screening, 

monitoring ... 

Information for 
next time 

("push") .. They report information that can be used subsequently. In 
some. cases, behaviors. of a number of individuals over time might sug
gest a potential ongoing attack, even if the individuals are. only pawns. 
performing such narrow tasks as obtaining information. 

Figure. S.l refers to "orher information" (top left)_ Although our. 
study is. concerned with detecting imminent threats. rather. than gath
ering broad information for internal security or intelligence,. such 
information- perhaps accumulated over years-can play an impor
tant role .. Where. might that information be. found,. how might it be. 
structured~ and what indicators might be involved?. We. focus on what 
may be. possible technically,. without analyzing tradeoffs with privacy 
and civil liberties .. We. do, however, note troublesome issues. raised by 
the. technology and methods, point readers. to. an in-depth study of such 
matters. by the. National Academy of Sciences, and suggest research on 
ways. to mitigate. the problems .. 

Figure. 5.2 shows relationships. among our key constructs .. A base 
of technology and methods. (left} allows. detecting behavioral indica
tors. (bottom right) . Moving upward,. these give signals. about activities, 
which are grouped into. activity classes. called phases .. Analysis can then 
assess whether the totality of information (including nonbehavioral 
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Figure 5.2 
Relatio nships Among Co nstructs 

RAND RR.l15-S.2 

Other 
information 

Phases 

Activities 

Behavioral indicators 
of activities 

Summary xv 

Overall assessment, from 
indicators, of need for follow-up 
on individual or small group 

Aggregate activities providing 
evidence (perhaps weak or 
ambiguous) that raises concern 
about subject 

Activities providing evidence 
(perhaps weak or ambiguous) 
that raises concern about 
subject 
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information) adds up to a basis for concern justifying more screening, 
monitoring, precautionary defen sive measu res, o r preemptive action. 
Since detecting a «basis for concern" (Le., need for further checking) 
will probably have a high false alarm rate, a system using this approach 
must be efficient and reasonable if it is to be acceptable. 

Figure 5.3 is a conceptual model show ing phases within w hich 
lower-level activities occur. The. model m erely identifies where to look 
for information. As indicated at the bottom of the figure, there are 
many possible indicators of the activities and a number of technologies 
and methods to use in observing them. The model is merely heuris
tic rather than a rigorous decomposition or timeline. Activities may 
be performed by multiple individuals, not occur, or occur in different 
order. Some activities could occur in more than one phase. 

F igure 5.4 uses the "Developing Intent" phase of Figure 5 .3 to 
illustrate how phases, activities, and indicators relate to technologies 
and methods. For each of three activities, Figure 5.4 shows poten
tial indicators. !he lowest box shows som e relevant technologies and 
m ethods. The Developing Intent phase is unusual in that it includes 
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Figure 5.3 
Conceptual Model of Opportunities for Observation 
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Figure 5.4 
Illu st ration of Met h odology 
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early-in-life activities, such as might be observed by parents, neighbors, 
teachers, physicians, local law enforcement, and others long before an 
individual becomes involved in anything violent. In the main text, we 
discuss the phases separately, identifying generic activities and poten
tial indicarors. 
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Technology and Methods 

We found it useful to highlight technologies and methods in three 
cross-cutting classes of data: (1) communication patterns, (2) "pattern
of-life" data, and (3) data relating to body movement and physiological 
stare. Most of the methods suffer from signal-to-noise problems and 
false alarms; some are vulnerable to countermeasures. 

Communication Patterns 

Communications occurs in, e.g., face-to-face meetings, Internet chat 
rooms, and cell phones. Large commercial and intelligence-sector 
investments have yielded techniques to monitor and analyze these 
communications, which we also treat in three groups: online commu
nications. and analysis, text analysis and natural-language processing, 
and speech analysis. 

Online Communications. Using data collected by online-content 
"scrapers" and subsequent human efforts, it is sometimes possible to 
infer motivations, emotions, and ideologies from online statements 
and actions (e.g., as with the New York Police Department follow
ing Twiner posts such as "people. are gonna die like Aurora" (refer
ring to the July 2 0, 2012, movie-theater shooting in Aurora, Colo
rado). Real-rime social-media search tools can help monitor and track 
discussions of potential targets. Keystroke loggers and other programs 
can reveal past and current searches for materiel; registrations or pay
ments to training programs; location information; and information on 
past searches .. Changes of activity may occur when terrorists "go. dark". 
before an arrack, when logistical preparations for an attack are intense, 
or when calls for vengeance arise after an event such as Osama bin 
Laden's killing. 

This and all the methods include false alarms (e.g., users may have 
benign reasons for their purchases or mere curiosity as they investigate 
troublesome websites),. low signal-to-noise ratio, and vulnerability to 
such counters as burying information atnidst innocuous communica
tion or using anonymous or false accounts. 

Text Analysis and Natural-Language Processing. Techniques ro clas
sify texts and analyze content are fairly well developed, although Less so 
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with respect ro em otion and intent. Explicit content may include brag
ging, ideological statements, o r admiration for terrorist leaders. Textual 
analysis of style can detect word-usage patterns associated with typi
cal attacker motivations and such emotions as anger,. humiliation,. and 
shame. Style of communication does not depend on content, i.e., on 
specific ropic, and can suggest relationships and status within a social 
network. Textual analysis of style has been used for, e.g., detecting cor
porate fraud, terrorist interrogations, and criminal testimony .. Natural
language processing can analyze massive amounts of text about which 
little is. known in advance, classifying documents to be analyzed further 
by subject-matter experts. Clustering methods can identify concepts 
and such ropics as weapons, tactics, or targets. Such mathematical tech
niques as. latent semantic indexing can. help understand concepts and 
have the advantage of being language-independent. Machine t ransla
tion can often turn foreign-language texts into something analyzable 
without foreign-language expertise or. language-specialized software. 
Speech-recognition technology can greatly increase the amount of text 
available for text analysis. It can also help identify individuals. 

A primary shortcoming is nonspecificiry; that is, detected pat
terns (even if apparently threatening) may be unrelated to any immi
nent threat, and their interpretation often depends. on cultural and 
individual idiosyncrasies. A shortcoming of the research base itself 
is that much linguistic-style analysis has been done only on archival 
d ata; more resting and validation is needed with "real-life" data sets. 
Top researchers caution against expecting highly reliable detections or 
interpretations and suggest the need for very large data sets that reveal 
many cultural and individual differences. 

Speech Analysis of Content. Several robust indicators exist for con
necting vocal content and narratives with lying and deception. These 
include the subject (1) distancing himself from unrruthful statements 
by, e.g.,. using the third person or otherwise seeming less verbally 
involved; (2) issuing discrepant statements; (3) providing less detail; 
(4) exhibiting less logical structure and less subjectively plausible sto
ries; (5) providing less context; and (6) making less spontaneous cor
rections or claiming lapses of memory. 
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This approach's primary shortcoming in assessing d eceptive or 
hostile intent is that interpreting lexical and vocal indicators of lying 
and deception depends on context, individual variability, and appre
ciation of nonthreatening explanations. Optimally, analysis has data 
on the individual's speech in a normal nondeceptive/nonhostile state. 
Where this is infeasible, the potential increases markedly for failed 
detections and intolerably many false alarms. Table S.l summarizes 

Table S.1 
Considerations and Caveats: Detection and Analysis of Communication 
Patterns 

Shortcomings 
M easurem ent and 

Domain Status Upside Potent ial Requirements Vulnerabilities 

Online. Extensive. Given trends, Tools already Methods have 
communication collection even more exist. However, not been well 
and activities and analysis and varied challenges validated in 

occurs today interactions for dealing academic or 
for commercial will. be with massive operational 
and intelligence available for volumes of settings. 
reasons. collection. noisy data are Low signa l-to-

Technologies and formidable. noise ratio. 
methods for Effects of 
analyzing such encryption, 
online activities using "code," 
are still relatively using 
unproven in anonymizers, 
either. academic or moving 
or operational offline. 
settings. 

Text analysis. A considerable Using Online text Context and 
and natural- research base operational is naturally cultura l 
language exists with data to train occurring dependence. 
processing numerous past and to create and publicly Inadequate 

applications. baselines. accessible, testing in 
Even natural- could improve requiring operational 
language detection of only passive settings. 
processing can be deception, collection. 
highly accurate. hostility,. or Active 

Need for 

in specific extremist elicitation. of 
substantial 

experimental patterns. text or oral 
data. 

settings. Natural- statements 
language is possible in 
techniques, some. security. 
given training contexts, 
sets, could such as 
quickly analyze checkpoints or 
large amounts. interrogations .. 
of data . 
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Table S.1- Continued 

Domain Status 

Speech This has. been 
analysis: lexical validated in 
and vocal cues laboratory 

settings, 
including those 
specific to 
counterterrorism. 

Summary xxi 

Sho rtcomings 
M easurem ent and 

Upside Potential Req u irements Vulnerabilities 

Advances in. 
protocols 
for rapid 
assessment 
of. speech 
patterns and 
content would 
have wide 
applicability. 
for screening, 
checkpoint, or 
other situations 
involving 
conversations 
with security 
personnel. 

Such analysis 
currently 
requires 
ski lled security 
personnel 
asking 
questions 
and making 
judgments. 

PhysiologicaL 
drivers. such 
as anxiety 
and changes 
in. voca l tone, 
are individual
dependent. 

May be subject 
to counters, 
especially. if 
criteria for 
judging are 
known . 

results of our review for the assessment of communication patterns and 
content. 

Pattern-of- Life Data 

It is. possible to. analyze patterns of communication, travel, purchasing, 
an d other matters using existing records and databases (many h eld by 
private ind ustry). We discuss mobile-device tracking, usin g existing 
records, and mach ine learning fo r pattern detection. These raise pro
found social questions about what kind of data can and shouJd be col
leered and analyzed. 

Mobile-Device Tracking. Ubiquitous mobile devices. provide a 
wealth of data on personal informat ion, social relationsh ips and n et
works, locations, patterns of movement and interactions, preferences, 
political opin ions, the spread of information, and patterns ofhow opin
ions and preferences change. Also, mobile-device usage is related to the 
"Big Five" personal ity traits (openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, 
agreeableness, and neuroticism). 

O ne shortcoming of such data is that much social networking 
through mobile devices is increasingly "m uddy" and in many cases 
d ivorced from both intent to meet and intent to act in the offline "real 
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world." This complicates inference-making about patterns of commu
nication and their connection ro actual threat. And, of course, people 
can go offline. 

Existing Records. It is sometimes possible to develop individual 
profiles from information about, e.g., experiences, behaviors, and rela
tionships over time, and to provide context for assessing other incom
ing data. The data could come from school records, criminal records, 
interrogation reports, and so forth. Additionally, surveillance cameras 
a re now common in public and business settings,. a!Jowing for the pos
sibility of tracking individual patterns-of-life. Integrating such data 
requires analytic techniques, including those for all-source, real-time 
big-data fusion. Related analy tic tools are increasingly available from 
such providers of cloud computing as Google and Amazon and social
media companies. 

The shortcomings include, of course, the administrative, juris
dictional, legal, and database ch allenges of extracting and combining 
data across multiple sources and owners within and outside the United 
States. Accuracy matters for this type of analysis, whereas commercial 
applications often do not require high accuracy ro improve the target
ing of marketing efforts. 

Machine Learning and Big-Data Analysis. Given the sheer magni
tude of data, it is increasingly important to analyze information with
out the benefit of prior hypotheses o r known points of comparison. 
"Supervised" machine-learning techniques use known data sets to 

train the algorithms, which can then classify data, identify relation
ships, and discover concepts. "Unsupervised, learning proceeds with
out the aid of such known prior knowledge. It seeks to find structure 
in the unlabeled data set. For example, researchers have used thousands 
of YouTube images for unsupervised detection of high-level features 
such as faces. Potentially, such techniques could recognize images sug
gesting imminent threat. Such machine-learning techniques have been 
applied to uncover fraud , to recognize deception in computer-mediated 
communication , and for predictive policing. Artificial neural-network 
models are promising and can be applied in real time. Video or image 
analysis and machine-learning techniques could be employed to find, 
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for example, such activities as shaving heads and prayer activities in 
martyrdom videos. 

One shortcom ing is. that machine-lea rning techniques often 
require a large amount of d ata. At least in the public domain, suffi
ciently large databases of violent attacks and other events do not exist 
for topics such as terrorism. One innovative m ethod for obtaining large, 
labeled data sets is to "crowd-source" collecting and labeling individual 
pieces of information. 

Table 5 .2, w hich is analogous w ith T able S.l, is our assess
m ent of the various approaches focu sed on records-based whole-life 
information. 

Indicators from Physical Movement and Physiology 

Behavioral science has identified many nonverbal behaviors that are 
statistically associated with emotional and psychological state and 
with deception or violent intent. These can be roughly categorized into 
(1) kinetics (including gross motor movem ents) and (2) observation of 
physiological state. As discu ssed in the main text , many findings are 
controversial among scientists, and between scientists and operators, 
but our summary assessment follows. 

Kinetics and Gross Movement. Existing technology can collect 
d ata on kinematic patterns (m ovem ent). Surveillance and reconnais
sance platforms (e.g. , rower cameras or drone systems) can monitor 
individuals as they tnaneuver before an attack. Video systems can view 
individuals before attacks and collect information on individuals who 
frequent potential attack sites, providing a baseline for identifying indi
viduals. engaged in pre-execution activities. For example, the gait of 
people who m ay be carrying weighted objects, such as IEDs, m ay be 
compared against baseline "gait signatures." E xisting recordings of ter
rorism inciden ts can provide data for setting parameters on new analy
sis tools. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) 
has fun ded biometric technologies for identification at a distance and 
for early warning. Another app roach seeks to automate recognition of 
potentially threatening body postures or poses. 

Incorporating emotion into machine-learning m ethods m ay 
increase their future utility. To do so, "affective computing" may n eed 
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Table S.2 
Considerations and Caveats for Pattern-of-Life Data 

Measurem ent Shortcomings and 
Domain Status Upside Potent ial Req u irements Vuln erab ilities 

Mobile- Algorithms Mobile devices Mobile device Not traveling with 
device to predict wil l cont inue to t racking or turning off 
tracking individual. add connectivity. may require device will. defeat 

movement features device-owner methods based 
patterns, that enable permissions or on mobile-device 
preferences, tracking (e.g ., cooperation of whereabouts. 
etc., have been location and communications Mobi le-to-mobile 
developed and motion sensors, network communication 
validated in Near Field providers. is often divorced 
laboratory and Communication from "real- life" 
experimental chips). behaviors and 
settings, but can intent. 
benefit from 
more naturalistic 
validation. 

Pattern- Validating Pattern -o f - life Measurement Pattern-of- life 
of-l ife techniques to data may allow does not data may be 
data analyze. large. integrating. require active vulnerable to 

amounts of disparate data or voluntary "cover" activities 
pattern-of- types to build consent. and behavior s. 
life data may fuller behavioral However, access Databases and 
be difficult profiles. on to various algorithms 
in academic individuals databases held for detecting 
settings. of interest. by commercial threatening 
Commercial Accessing and or private patterns 
data sets. and integrating. data sources may be. are in early 
analytic tools is an issue. necessary. development. 
are increasingly 
available. 

Machine Machine-learning Machine-learning Measurement learning 
learning techniques and big-data does not techniques are 
and have been analysis may require active probabilistic and 
big -data extensively used "discover" or voluntary. vulnerable to 
analysis and validated unknown consent. noisy data. 

in experimental patterns or A large amount Current systems 
and some activities hidden of data or do not 
applied settings. in large amounts a strong understand how 
Such techniques of data, but hypothesis to. associate. 
have been used massive amounts regarding behaviors 
in national of data are relevant activity of multiple 
security and law needed for is required . threatening 
enforcement. training. individuals. 
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ro select from various psychology and neuroscience findings and theo
ries of emotion (e.g., "appraisal models"). Often, subsystems of moni
toring and interpretation of stimuli can be computationally modeled. 
Improvements are possible when distinguishing between emotional 
states that differ in arousal, such as anger and sadness. Methods being 
developed to analyze gait signatures could be applied to such existing 
commercial technologies as cameras used for the Microsoft Kinect and 
Nintendo Wii game systems' motion-capture. capability. 

Human observers and analysts may also be employed, but results 
depend on such factors as training, individual talent, and observer 
bias. Detecting deceptive movements is easier for people experienced in 
employing the same deceptive movement patterns. People are best able 
to detect emotions associated with gait when the human walkers are 
expressing anger. Inference from merely a single. stride can be highly 
accurate, suggesting that gait can be used to recognize affect. Perfor
mance varies by individual, and women may be better than men at 
determining actions and recognizing emotions from movements such 
as walking. 

Analysis of kinetics and gross. motor movements. should apply to 
a wide variety of security contexts, although validation in naturalistic 
settings is needed and, as often occurs in looking for behavioral indica
tors, the indicators may arise for benign reasons, such as people being 
anxious at security screenings or checkpoints. 

One challenge for gait analysis is that current detection systems 
and protocols are often built using simulated behaviors (e.g., with 
actors). More naruralistic (real-world) observations are needed. 

Physiological State and Reactions. Observing physiological state 
holds promise for detecting deception and other behaviors. We rouch 
upon polygraph testing, other measures of peripheral nervous system 
response, electroencephalograms (EEGs), vocal stress, and facial
expression analysis. 

Polygraph testing has long been employed and found useful as 
part of an investigatory process (particularly because people often 
"open up" in the process), but is not by itself reliable. A great divide 
exists between the bulk of the academic community, who remain quite 
skeptical,. and the. community of "operators," who insist on its useful-
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ness as one rool in a process. Newer approaches using some of the same 
physiological signals as in polygraphs. (heart rare,. blood pressure, etc.) 
a re in development with respect ro detection of potential deception or 
hostile intent. 

New technologies using electroencephalograms (EEGs) allow 
some physiological features ro be observed without "wiring up" indi
viduals, sometimes at a distance, and som etimes covertly or surrepti
t iously, as with using heat-sensitive. cameras to detect capillary dilation 
and blood flow ro rhe face and head. There is some evidence of unique 
value in indicating decep tion or imminent action by an individual if 
baseline information is available for that specific individual ahead of 
rime or if credible intelligence abour a possible arrack is available. Most 
of rhe technologies are in a relatively early stage of development, but 
there does seem to be potential .. Measurement of physiological signals 
closer to the central nervous system (i.e., the brain) holds the most 
promise for detecting guilt and behavioral intent. 

Evidence of vocal ten sion and h igher vocal frequency may also 
be predictors of stress and deception , and a few observable aspects of 
speech are much m ore difficult for an individual ro. contr·ol than other 
indicators of deception, but countermeasures that obscure differences 
from the baseline of normalcy are definitely feasible. 

Humans appear to sh are universal facial expressions indicative 
of underlying emotional and motivation al states. Cultural differences 
seem to affect only secondary aspects of facial expressions. The seven 
fundamental emotions- anger, disgust, fea r,. happiness,. sadness, sur
prise, and contempt-are displayed on the face w ith some fu ndamen
tal features that are generally recognizable on all humans (barring 
neurological impairment). For the purposes of detecting pre-incident 
indicarors, rhe most promising domain of facial expression analysis 
involves facial micro-expressions-involuntary expressions of emo
t ion appearing fo r milliseconds despite best efforts to. dampen or hide 
them. Whether the relevant behavior is smuggling weapons, t raveling 
on forged documents, or hiding a nger or anxiety near security officials, 
facial micro-expression s can be important indicators of deception or 
some kind of mal-intent. 
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At least currently, the two primary problems with using physi
ological indicators are (1) nonspecificiry (the indicators may stem from 
many causes, most of them benign) and (2) individual differences (the 
observables that indicate attack or deception differ markedly across 
individuals, which requires establishing sound individual-centered 
baselines). Countermeasures are a problem with polygraphs, but per
haps less so with EEG methods. Even with polygraphs, empirical results 
have varied. Some drugs, for example, have nor reduced detection rates 
as. expected, bur physical training can be effective as a countermea
sure. Controlling vocal stress indicators is difficult, but countermea
sures can obscure distinctions between baseline and stressed behavior. 
Facial expressions suffer from the same problems of nonspecificiry, bur 
they have the advantage of being more closely linked to motivational 
stare and intent than are other physiological signals. Individual differ
ences are also important: A psychopathic attacker, for example, might 
be more likely to show micro-expressions of "duper's delight" while 
passing through a checkpoint undetected, while a nonpsychopathic 
attacker might instead show micro-expressions of fear (as would a per
fectly harmless nervous traveler). 

While the link between micro-expressions and deception is well 
evidenced, utility in security-related settings is another matter. Coding 
emotional expressions currently involves hours of labor to analyze sec
onds of data, making this technique unsuitable for use in real time 
at checkpoints or other screening areas. However, a training system 
appears to increase rhe capacity of individuals to detect facial expres
sions and micro-expressions with demonstrated evidence of effective
ness in clinical populations. 

Recognition of emotional expressions based on automated algo
rithms and computation is still in its infancy, bur this is an active field 
of development, and improved algorithms are likely to yield greater 
accuracy and robustness. Furthermore, as with many pre-incident 
indicators of attack,. emotion-recognition algorithms that fuse multi
ple parameters seem to perform much better than inferring emotional 
state simply from facial expressions alone. 

Of course, checkpoints or other security environments are 
dynamic locations where it is difficult to capture high-resolution video 
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(or audio or physiological data) for individuals, bur such de railed infor
mat ion is often necessary for effectiveness . 

Table 5 .3 is our assessment of how rhe approaches based on 
detecting intent from physiological indicators stand in terms of matu
rity, potential, m easurability, and vulnerability to counterm easures. 

Cross-Cutting Themes 

A num her of cross-cu tting issues a rose in our review. These suggest a 
notional framework for thinking about detection systems. Although 
the relevant m etrics have by no m eans. been defined as yet, much less 
tn etrics that rake into account cost-effectiveness, a goal for future 
analysis might be to place som ething like the framework shown in 
Figure 5.5 on a solid scientific and analytic basis. Although it is surely 
not yet "right" or well defined, chis framework conveys a sen se of what 
is needed for sounder discussion. Further, despite its shortcomings, we 

Figure S.S 
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Table S.3 
Detecting Hostility or Deception from Movement Physiology and Movement 

Domain 

Kinetics and 
gross. motor 
movement 

Status 

Indicators have been 
validated for human 
observation and 
automated analysis 
in laboratory and 
experimental settings, 
including some 
operational settings (e.g., 
for gait of individuals 
carrying weighted 
objects). 

Physiological Indicators have been 
state and validated in laboratory 
reactions and. experimental. 

settings, with some 
experimental paradigms 
simulating elements of 
counterterrorism and 
some (facial) cutting 
across culture. 

In some cases (e.g., 
voice stress and facial 
indicators), automated 
recognition shows 
potential but currently has 
high error rates. 

Upside Potential 

Gross motor movements 
may revea l. action, 
intent, or deception. 
On-foot motions may 
be unavoidable in such 
proximal security settings 
as checkpoints. 

Gross motor movement 
may be passively 
observed, but also actively 
elicited. 

Measurement Requirements 

Some security contexts may not 
allow for. sufficient physical 
movement to be interpretable 
(e.g., interrogation). 

Shortcomings and 
Vulnerabilities 

Masking wit h deceptive 
movements. 

Sensitivity to context and 
individual differences. 

Nonspecificity: triggering 
by diverse emotions and 
motivations. 

Internal physiological Currently, measurement Differences across contexts 
reactions are relatively requires direct application and individuals. 
automatic and difficult of sensors or the physical Nonspecificity 
to control (e.g., micro observation of, e.g., facial · 
tremors in speech or micro f lushing, sweating. lnfl~e~ce of drugs and 
facial expressions) ( f . I) . tratntng (e.g., to dampen 

· Some e.g., aCia reqUJre or obscure differences 
Probing of various sorts lighting and proximity with between baseline and 
(even seemingly random currently painstaking coding signals). 
conversations) can t rigger feasib le only for high-value . . 
reactions. interrogations. Success requires Masktng, tn some cases . 

• 
1 

f exceptional "natural" talent or (e.g., sunglasses or plast1c 
Certatn e ements o . . . . . surgery) 
facia l expression are tra1ntng, but l 1m1~e? av.adable 
very difficult to alter data s~ggests tramtng 1s 
voluntarily, including effective. 
micro-expressions. Measurements are most 

valuable when comparing 
against an. individual's 
baseline, which is only feasib le 
in voluntary monitoring or 
interrogation context. 

Some differences exist 
(perhaps not critical) across 
culture. 

Masking (e.g., sunglasses, 
plastic surgery, or Botox 
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have found the framework qualitatively useful for discussing the issues 
that a rose in our critical survey. 

Figure 5.5 uses a radar/spider plot ro characterize a given detec
tion system along seven dimensions, with a score of 100 correspond
ing to a system that has been optimized along that dimension while 
considerin g feasibility and cost-effectiveness. The score given to a lesser 
system is a rough and subjective characterization of how much has 
been accomplished relative ro what would be accomplished optimally. 
The dimensions relate ro (1) appropriate layering, (2) sensitivity and 
selectivity of subsystems for information when it is obtained and coun
termeasures are absent, (3) behavioral stimulation, (4) countermeasu re 
resistance of those subsystems, (5) the ability ro obtain the informa
tion in desirable ways that may include automated observations from 
a d istance, perhaps without subjects being aware of the observations, 
(6) information fusion, and (7) mitigating the consequences of false 
alarms when they occur. 

These dimensions relate to overall system effect iveness as shown 
in Figure 5 .6, which highlights the need for both effective detection 
(minimizing " false negatives") and management of the false-alarm 
problem (minimizing "false positives" or mitigating their negative con
sequences). Returning to Figure 5.5, we see that it illustrates notionally 

Figure 5.6 
Factors Affecting Overall System Effectjveness 

1. Appropriate 
layering 

stimulation 

RAND RR215·S.6 

Detection Effectiveness 

4. Countermeasure 
resistance 

5. Observation 
distance, 
automaticity, 
etc. 

Effectiveness. in limiting 
False. Alarms and Their 

Consequences 

2. Subsystem sensitivity and selectivity 
(no stimulation or countermeasures) 
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what progress might look like over time. For the example, we charac
terize the baseline (tod ay's. system} as more advanced in some respects 
than others, with layering having been taken seriously for some rime, 
but with information fusion, for examp le, being relatively primitive 
and with too little work h aving been done to mitigate the consequences 
of false alarms when they occur. Progress would correspond to sys
tems with contours farther and far ther toward the extremity of the 
radar/spider plot (cautions. in interpreting such p lots are discussed in 
the main text). Subsequent paragraphs touch on each dimension. 

Appropriat e Layering 

The value of layering in detection system s is well discussed elsewhere 
and m erits little discussion other than to note that the fatal flaw in 
some assessments is assuming that the various layers are independent, 
which is n ot the case when, for example, they share lax or incompe
tent management. H ow much layering is appropriate depends on many 
factors. 

Subsystem Sensitivity and Selectivity 

Screening can be. based on many types. of information, such as back
ground checks, overtly observable characteristics (including the car
rying of weapons), or beh aviora l cues. Ongoing research is a mix of 
laboratory- and field-based empirical research and modeling. As an 
example, the D epartment of Homeland Security's (DHS's) Screening of 
Passengers by Observation Techniques (SPOT) Program was designed 
ro help behavioral detection officers (BDOs) identify persons. who. may 
pose a potential security risk at T ransportation Security Administra
tion (TSA)- regulated airports. It foc uses on behaviors and appearan ces 
that deviate from an establish ed baseline and that may be indicative 
(imperfectly, to be sure) of stress, fear, or d eception. BDOs may refer 
some of those w hom they observe. to. additional screening. DHS con
ducted a large randomized tria l of SPOT effectiveness and reported 
that the program resulted in the detection of illegal behaviors ar a sig
nificantly higher rate than random selection s, w ith a small false-ala rm 
rate. Another empirical effort, Project Hostile Intent (later renamed 
Future Attribute Screening Technology [FAST]), included consider-
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arion of h ard-to-suppress micro-expressions as it sought remote, non
invasive, automated sensor technology capable. of real-time detection 
of deception. 

Although not behaviorally oriented, a second class of screening 
method should be mentioned. It is illustrated by the "Trusted Traveler" 
concept, which screens for those who can be excluded from some sec
ondary screening. A 2011 analytical review demonstrated considerable 
promise, especially if measures are taken ro deter auacker efforts to get 
into the program; aspects of the concept are now operational. 

A constant issue in screening is how to trade off detection rate 
against false-alarm rate. Doing so shou ld depend on context. During a 
period of high alert, security personnel can use less discriminate behav
ioral (and other) cues if they have. additional temporary resources. 
During such a period, the public also tends to be more forgiving of 
inconvenience and somewhat higher false-alarm rates are tolerable. 

As mentioned earlier, measuring physiological responses is most 
effective when measuring actual brain activity rather than downstream 
effects such as flushing. For example, electroencephalogram (EEG) 
measurements have shown high effectiveness in laboratory experi
ments to detect deception by subjects in mock terrorist attacks. Such 
methods, however, require the cooperation or coercion of individuals 
and expensive monitoring equipment as well as credible prior intel
ligence about the details of a potential attack. The approach appears 
to be countermeasure-resistant, bur particularly aggressive individu
als. show less of the response being monitored, which would reduce 
real-world effectiveness. Nonetheless, the successes are a remarkable 
advance. Numerous empirical studies have also been performed on 
"downstream" responses, including use of polygraph methods and 
remote detection of peripheral physiological signals. These and other 
methods have shortcomings, such as nonspecificity and sensitivity to 

the "base rare" (the fraction of observed individuals who. present an 
actual threat). If the base rate is very low, then false alarms are high. 

Behavioral Stimulation 

Probing to stimulate behavioral responses can sometimes improve 
detection effectiveness significantly. The basic concept has long been 
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familiar to law enforcemem and m a ny tangible examples exist, partly 
as the result of U.S. securi ty officials learning f rom extensive Israeli 
practice .. More generally, probing refers. to. the. intentional stimulat
ing of behavioral responses, such as by verbal questioning, anxiety
raising ch an ges of procedw·e or process, subliminal stimuli, or tests 
with polygraph or EEG equipment. Probing may be polite, unobtru
sive, or ., in-your-face." Som e probing can definitely improve d etection
system results, but related experimentation and formal assessment h as 
not been pursued as. far as it might be. Verbal provocation and human 
assessment of verbal and behavioral responses can be effective in some 
circum stances w ithout the use of sophisticated or expen sive biological 
monitoring equipmem. Israeli airport and other transit officials have 
used such techniques for many years, apparently with success (some of 
it deterrence-related). Subjective assessment of the p lausibility of rea
sons given for traveling, or being at a certain location, along with the 
consistency of stories over time together provide the best clues about 
hostile or deceptive intent. Further research shou ld address contextu
ally distinct tradeoffs between benefits for detection effectiveness and 
negative consequences for civil liberties, commerce, and the perceived 
legitimacy of the security system. 

Allowing for and Dealing with Countermeasures 

Much of the literature and even more of the advocacy-related dis
cussion focuses on detecting behavioral responses in the absence of 
counterm easures, but countermeasures are in fact a big probletn, and 
vulne rability to countermeasures should be a prime consideration in 
evaluating investment programs .. That said,. countermeasures often 
a re not employed, are attempted poorly, or themselves create indica
tors. Thus, a balance must be struck in analysis: Worst-casing could 
eliminate valuable m easures, but optimistic assumptions could waste 
resources and divert attention from more promising m ethods. Unfor
tunately, net judgments are often made informally and ad hoc. Analy
sis cou ld improve this situation. 
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Observation Circumstances: Remoteness, Covertness, Automaticity 

Many of the potentially attractive technologies and methods currently 
depend on such relatively benign circumstances as close-up observation 
by humans, sometimes with a need to minimize "noise" relevant to 
detection systems. Operational value, however, will be much enhanced 
by improved capabilities to make observations &om a distance, auto
matically, and in some instances without the subjects being aware of 
the observation. Progress is being made by active technology efforts on 
all of these. Some of the efforts are benefiting from commercial and 
law-enforcement-system investments in, e.g., ubiquitous security-video 
recordings; supervised and unsupervised computer search of data, 
including "big data"; and new analysis techniques, such as those used 
in data mining. 

The Potentially. Critical Role of Information Fusion 

We found nothing on the horizon that presented a "magic buller" for 
threat detection, raising the potential importance of effective informa
tion fusion. We reviewed quite a number of methods for combining 
information, ranging from very simple to more sophisticated meth
ods .. Notably, some classes of fusion have long been used. Indeed, poly
graph testing combines information from several types of physiolog
ical signal. However, we have in mind information fusion that also 
combines information across activities and phases. We considered a 
number of possibilities. 

Heuristic and Simple-Model Methods include checklists and risk 
indexes, which are especially suitable for on-the-scene security person
nel. Checklists are common already and can be of two kinds, which 
are sometimes referred to as positive and negative (but with different 
authors reversing which is which). As examples, any indicator, if met, 
might trigger additional screening; alternatively, if a ll indicators are 
met, secondary screening might be minimized. Index methods (scor
ing methods) typically characterize a risk level by summing indicator 
scores, or by computing a risk as the product of a likelihood and a 
consequence, with a score exceeding a threshold triggering additional 
screening. Significantly, good scoring methods often need to be non
linear and should be empirically validated rather than ad hoc. We 
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also consider more complex "simple methods," such as scorecards and 
conditional-indicaror sets. 

More sophisticated integration methods are likely necessary in 
future information-fusion centers, which would try ro incorporate 
behavioral indicators to overcome serious signal-to-noise and false
alarm problems. Accordingly, we reviewed mathematical information
fusion methods that might be adapted and extended (these methods 
are discussed in more detail in Appendix D). Bayesian updating is well 
undersrood and widely applied in other domains,. bur its usefulness in 
our context is limited by its demands for many subjective estimates of 
conditional probabilities for which there are and will continue ro be 
an inadequate base, and by limitations of expressiveness. Some newer 
methods are based on Dempster-Shaefer belief-functions, which dis
tinguish between having evidence for a proposition (such as the malign 
intent of someone observed) and having contrary evidence (i.e., of 
innocence). Evidence for both can be high, whereas if the language 
used were that of simple probabilities,. a high probability of malign 
intent would imply a low probability of innocence. Dempster-Shaefer 
theory requires fewer subjective inputs. Ultimately, however, there are 
several major shortcomings in using that approach as well. 

A much newer approach, called Dezert-Smarandache (DSmT) 
theory, has not yet been widely discussed and applied, but something 
along its lines has. promise because it deals specifically with combining 
evidence from sources and sensors that produce imprecise, fuzzy, para
doxical and highly conflicting reports-precisely the type of reports 
encountered .. For. example, it allows characterizing the evidence that 
both A and B are true; that one or the other of A or B is true (but not 
both); or the evidence that A is true and the evidence that A is not true. 
We also reviewed, briefly, the relevance of "possibility theory," vari
ous multi-attribute theories, "mutual information" (which builds on 
the concept of information entropy), and Kalman filtering. The best 
method(s) for this problem area are not yet certain, but our review may 
help to generate fruitful research in this critical area. 
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Mit igating Costs of Fa lse Alarms 

As m entioned repeatedly, a major challenge in detection system s is the 
tradeoff between false n egatives (failure to d etect) and false. positives. 
(false alarms), known as Type I and Type II errors. An understudied 
problem amenable ro research is how th e broadly construed cost of rbe 
larrer can be reduced-nor just by reducing rhe false-a larm rare, but 
also by mitigating such bad consequen ces of false alarms as wasting 
people's time, raising their fears, in sulting their dignity, or invading 
their privacy. We identify three classes. of initiative: (1) improve system 
effectiveness (a "no-brainer"); (2) reduce effects on dignity and per
ceived violations of civil liberties (e.g., by transparency, explanation, 
fairness, apology, and compen sation); and (3) deter abuse by those 
within the security system. Progress on the latter two is highly desir
able for broad societal reasons and has many precedents in law enforce
m ent. The negative consequen ces of false alarms alienate people, who. 
a re then less likely to cooperate, volunteer suspicions, and support the 
security system. 

A Core Issue in the Use of Behavioral Indicators 

Many of the subjects reviewed in our study are extremely conten
tious. Some of the controversy is scientific, relating to w hether vari
ous detection methods are scientifically sou nd (or, as some would have 
it, pseudo-science). The issue is nor straightforward, because detecting 
attacks by subjects such as terrorists involves looking for weak signals 
amidst a great deal of noise in circumstances in which the " base rare". is. 
extremely low. The consequences of detection fai lure are very high, bur 
there are a lso profound negative consequences related to false alarms, 
as mentioned above. 

We could nor resolve rhe controversies in this study, bur Table 5.4 
m akes dist inction s useful in discussion. It compares how various meth
ods that u se behavioral indicators. can be. used. All of them h ave. deter
rem or cost-imposit ion value (second column). Would-be anackers 
often fear rhe technology and methods and behave accordingly. All of 
the m ethods can, when properly used and in proper circumstance, be 
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Table S.4 
Some Comparisons of Where Behavioral Methods Have Value 

Flagging for Further Flagging with. 
Routine Screening Prejudice for 

Extended 
Deterrence Checking. Basis for 

or. Cost and Tool i n. Arrest or 
M ethod Imposition Automatic Human Detention Interrogation Conviction 

Po lygraph Yes No Yes Maybe Yes, but No 

Voice Yes Yes Yes No Yes. but No 
stress 
analysis 

Facial Yes Technology Yes No Yes, but No 
expression not well 

developed 

EEG Yes Technology Yes Maybe Yes, but No 
not 

deve loped 

Text or Yes Maybe Yes Maybe Yes, but Maybe 
speech 
content 

Gait Yes Yes Yes Maybe No No 
analysis 

useful in providing incremental evidence on which subjects merit closer 
scrutiny (third and fourth columns), although there are big variations 
in whether they can be used automatically, remotely, and covertly. All 
of the methods, if well used, can sometimes (fifth column) justify treat
ing an individual w ith considerable concern, with subsequent assess
ment done "with prejudice" in the sense of being potentially exrended 
and including detention and aggressive questioning. That "sometimes" 
should be understood as "occasionally," however, and the methods typ
ically have high false-alarm rates. The sixth columns uses "Yes, but ... " 
to indicate that yes, if a subject merits in-depth interrogation, most of 
rhe m erhods can-as parr of a more complex process with skilled secu 
riry officers- be useful in obtaining con fessions or informarion, but, 
regrettably, they can also help generare false confessions. Abuse can 
occur. The last column is crucial: None of the methods, except possibly 
for analysis of textu al or vocal content, are individually an adequate 
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basis for arrest o r conviction. Indeed, they may not be an adequate 
basis for purring prejudicial information in a widely shared database 
(e.g., "On such-and-such an occasion, the subject manifested facial
expression behaviors correlated with posing a security risk, although 
other factors led ro his being allowed ro board the aircraft"). 

This illustrates one of the many unresolved dilemmas. From a 
purely detection perspective, and assutning a process for information 
fusion, it would seem desirable to collect and share all kinds of frag
mentary information of varied significance and credibility. However, 
doing so could cause serious injustices to those affected and, in many 
instances, would generate suspicions when none are scientifically war
ranted. It is instructive that, for almost a century, the FBI has main
tained "raw files" on numerous subjects of observation, with important 
instances of those files being misused (even though it can be argued 
that this occurred rarely). How much more trouble would have been 
created if analogous raw data had been widely shared? Such issues are 
Inatters of degree, but no common agreement exists on what is and 
is not reasonable. As a last example motivated by current discussions 
in the news (as of January 2013), consider a teenager being treated 
for symproms of schizophrenia .. What symptoms of violent tendencies 
should trigger a report to authorities that would enter a sharable data
base, and with what balance of positive and negative consequences? 
Such issues are profound. We made no attempt to resolve them except 
that we see a major distinction between, on the one hand, using a 
behavioral indicator as an increment of information in a detection 
system seeking to idemify, without further prejudice, which individu
als merit more-than-usual scrutiny, and, on the other hand, using a 
behavioral indicator to infer probable guilt or as the basis for arrest and 
conviction. It is not accidental that the U.S. justice system has major 
constraints on how methods such as polygraph techniques can be used. 
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Conclusions 

We found a number of important takeaways from our. survey: 

• D espite exaggerations found in commercial claims and the m edia, 
there is current value and unrealized potential for using behavioral 
indicators as part of a system ro detect attacks. Unfortunately, 
analytic quantification of that potential is poorly developed. 

• "Operarors" are often well ahead of the scien ce. base, which is 
sometimes good and som etimes bad . It is very important that 
programs build in and su stain objective evaluation efforts, despite 
budgetary pressures and the tendency ro see them as m ere n ice
to-have items. The evaluations should be subjected ro objective 
peer review and adequate community scrutiny, although perhaps 
within a classified domain. The Department of D efense and the 
Intelligen ce Community have, for example, long used the fed
erally funded research and development centers (FFRDCs), 
national laborarories, N ational Academy of Sciences, and other 
special panels for credible evaluations. 

• Many serious problems and errors can be avoided by up-front 
review of procedures by experts familia r with the subtleties of 
detection and screening in conditions of high false-alarm rates 
and low base rates. Althou gh full validation of techniques may 
rake years (at a time when the d angers of attack are current), 
existing knowledge can be used to avoide many problems that are 
quite significant to privacy, civil liberties, travel and commerce .. 

• DHS and other security organizations. are. experimenting with 
proposed m ethods- som etimes with laudable and ambitious sci
entific tria ls that h ave reported encouragin g conclusions (which 
are difficult ro judge, however, without derailed access to d ata and 
methods). 

• Operators, their agencies,. and the scientific community have not 
done enough to understand how to mitigate the bad consequences 
of detection systems, which invariably have false-alarm problem s. 
Much could be done. 
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• Information fusion is critical if behavioral indicators are ro 
achieve their potential. Fusion should occur nor just within a 
given method, but with heterogeneous. information across activi
ties and phases. Methods for accomplishing this are very poorly 
developed. This said, it remains to be seen how much can real
istically be accomplished. If the indicators being fused all have 
very high false-alarm rates, the fused result may be more reliable 
but still have a high false-alarm rate. Also, success in fusion will 
depend on human ski ll in representing fuzzy, imperfect informa
tion. 

• Information generation and retrieval, integration, and sense
making will tax both automated methods (e.g., including for " big 
data") and perfecting human-machine interactions: Machines 
can process vast amounts of data, bur interpretation will continue 
to depend on human expertise and judgment. An implications is 
that "optimizing" should be for man-machine cooperation, not 
automation. 

• Very little research has been done to understand how much is 
enough, but, subjectively, it seems that major improvements in 
detection are plausible with networked real-time or near-real-rime 
integration of information. This would include further integrat
ing (fusing) CIA and FBI information; proximate information at 
checkpoints and fusion-center information; and criminal, com
mercial, security-related, and even whole-life information. What 
can be accomplished is unclear, and developing a sharper under
standing of payoff potential should be a priority task for objective 
research and analysis. 

• Such steps raise profound issues of privacy and civil liberties, bur 
the irony is that commercial organizations (and even political par
ties) are already far ahead in exploiting the relevant technologies 
and forever changing notions of privacy. 

• Investment decisions. about individual technologies and methods 
should be informed by structured portfolio-analysis approach 
using something like the dimensions of Figure S.6. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

Background 

Federal, state, and local government organizations have put substantial 
effort into detecting and thwarting terrorist and insurgent attacks by 
observing suspicious behaviors of individuals, whether at transporta
tion checkpoints. Technologies. and m ethodologies abound for comrib
uring to such defensive activities in myriad ways. However, the volume 
and diversity of activities and claims has often been overwhelming. 
Further, claims about effectiveness sometimes lack a clear basis in sci
ence and technology. This occurs for different reasons. Sometimes 
operators in the field move quickly to deal with clear and present dan
gers withour having the benefit of scientific groundwork. Other times, 
enthusiasts for a clever idea or new technology exaggerate its potential, 
perhaps by not accounting for diverse operational circumstances or for 
adversary adaptations. 

The RAND Corporation was asked to improve the situation by 
conducting an analytically useful literature review of the base in behav
ioral sciences relevant to threat detection and by identifying tentative 
p riorities for special attention and investment: 

Another recenr srudy relating ro rhe prediction of violenr behavior (Defense Science 
Board, 2012) raises and discusses policy issues rhar we do nor discuss in this report. 
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Scope 

Types of Att ack, Attacker, and Behaviors 

Deciding on the. scope of our research was itself a challenge: Were we 
focused on countering terrorism by suicide bombers? Were we con
cerned w ith insurgent violence that is not really terrorism (i.e., attacks 
on noncombatants)? Were we considering crime as well? Was the scope 
to be defined by target, attacker's intent, or what? After consider
able discussion, we concluded that the scope of our work would be as 
follows: 

l. Detecting potential attacks by individuals or small groups (not 
large military or irregular formations), whether or not guided or 
supported by a larger organization (which might be a terrorist, 
military, irregular, or even criminal organization). 

2.. Diverse contexts and targets, such in a foreign theater of military 
operations or in domestic locations, such as sports stadiums or 
political speeches. 

3. Looking primarily for nontraditional (that is, based on recent 
behavioral science rather than police or intelligence "business as 
usual") behavioral observations and analysis to identify individ
uals. for increased scrutiny because they appear to be more likely 
than others (even if still quite unlikely) to have hostile intent or 
be otherwise supporting an attack. The behaviors need not, and 
typically would not, directly relate to hostile intent. 

4. Our research, then, was on levels of analysis where individual 
behaviors matter. It would address technology and methods 
that might help detect such diverse attacks as domestic suicide 
bombing by a lone wolf or the laying of improvised explosive 
devices (IEDs) in a military theater. It would focus on going 
beyond traditional observation of behaviors as long practiced by 
sentries, guards, police, intelligence officers, and internal secu
rity personnel. 

To. further explain our rationale, we would not focus strictly on 
suicide bombers, because we did not want to exclude attackers who 
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had an escape plan. We did not want to focus exclusively on "terror
ism" (attack on noncombatants), because many attacks of concern are. 
not actually terrorism but rather "normal" violent acts committed as 
part of insurgency or war (insurgents. may or may not use terrorism). 
We would not narrow down to particular motivations, because the 
attacks of concern, whether by terrorists or insurgents, have myriad 
Jnotivations. 

The third item above calls for focusing on "nontraditional" meth
ods. What might be nontraditional? We had in mind (1) exploiting 
information processing and sharing, (2) looking for patterns or other 
indicators that have not been systematically exploited in the past, 
and (3) substantially improving the ability to do traditional forms 
of observation or enabling new types of observation (e.g., with long
distance and/or. automated detection of individuals manifesting stress 
or attempting to avoid observation). Table 1.1 lists many traditional 
methods. alongside the "new" methods or technologies. we are inter
ested in. Although this report certainly touches on some of the items in 
the middle column (traditional methods), more weight is given to those 
in the right column .. As au example, we do not dwell on the extensive 
literature about polygraph tests. Instead, we give more space to newer 
methods. for detecting deception, such as observing unintentional lin
guistic patterns and facial expressions characteristic of deception. 

Although we did not intend to ignore any particular classes of 
attack by individuals or small groups, we had in mind primarily a 
number of relatively special attack classes, such as laying IEDs in mar
ketplaces or against convoys; political or military assassinations; airline 
or other transportation attacks; a "new. September 11"; post-battle kill
ing of innocents; and genocidal raids or attacks. Some of these would 
have combatant targets; some would have noncombatant targets. Such 
examples cover a considerable range but do not include military anacks 
generally, domestic crime. generally, or many kinds of violent action. 

Given the time and resources available, we were unable to sum
marize results separately for. different attack types or different opera
tional environments, even though indicators and methods would vary 
across them. 
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Table 1.1 
Examples of Traditional and Newer Technologies and Methods for 
Detecting Possible Violent Intent 

Observations 

Observe 
physical 
movement 

Observe 
personal 
demeanor and. 
behavior 

Observe 
responses to 
questions 

learn from 
documents 
and personal 
information 

Allocate 
defensive 
resources 

Orchestrate, 
coordinate 

Traditional M etho d s 

Watch for. people seeking to 
avoid checkpoints or exploit 
crowds, or showing strange 
body language. 

Detect signs of stress or 
deception. 

Detect deception or fear of 
questioning. 

Infer information from passport, 
name, garb, responses to 
questions, and use of modest 
network information. 

Allocate guards and observers 
according to visual information 
and hunches. 

Surge or withhold resources 
based on a priori concerns 
and hunches about, e.g., 
orchestrated, sequential attacks. 
and traps. 

Newer Methods 

Increase. automation and at-a
distance methods in watching 
for traditional indicators. 

Detect styles of body movement 
subtly correlated with suspicious 
behavior. 

Detect efforts to suppress 
traditional signs of stress and 
deception. 

Detect subtle. and less controllable. 
signs (e.g ., facial expressions) 
correlated with suspicious 
behavior. 

Detect subtle efforts to deceive, 
h ide, o r suppress information. 

Retrieve extensive personal 
information, history, and 
relationships in real time, based 
on identifications from. passport, 
biometrics, and observations. 

Supplement allocation with 
automated methods using 
sub-threshold indicators (e.g., 
identify multiple people for 
follow-up checks, rather than 
focusing on the first suspicious 
target). 

Supplement decisions with aids to 
mitigate risks and hedge. 

Personally contact other defense- Increase. sophistication of 
system individua ls ad hoc, automated real-time push/ 
perhaps across organizations. pull methods across agencies 

Enter informat ion into record. (network-centric operations). 
Issue communit y bulletins. Simplify data entry (e.g., 

automatically digitized verbal 
information). 

Use automated "data mining" to 
fuse indicators across all-source 
data. 
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Treatment of Privacy and Civil Liberty Issues 

An important con sideration in seeping the project was deciding on 
filters. In particular, would we limit discussion to methods and tech
nologies that seem acceptable to society and are consistent with current 
interpretations of current laws? We concluded that such filters were not 
approp riate: The report's intent was more ro note scientific/technical 
possibilities than ro assess tradeoffs with civil liberties or other con
siderations affecting porenrial acceptability, now or in the future. As 
a result, some of the methods discussed would and should be quite 
controversial, even if feasible. Examples include forms of profiling; cre
ating, exploiting, and mining databases of personal information; and 
sharin g information across agencies in ways th at would increase oppor
tunities for tnisuse .. 

This limitation of scope was troubling, but our concerns were. 
a lleviated by the fact that excellent work has been done specifically on 
the many privacy issues a nd how to reconcile them w ith counterter
rorism efforts. In particular, we refer readers to a National Academy of 
Sciences study chaired by William J. Perry and Charles M. Vest (Perry 
and Vest,. 2008) that included pan elists from law, law enforcem ent, 
information technology, computer science, and other fields. In addi
tion, we decided to include comment from time to time throughout 
the study on privacy and civ il liberty issues, and on w here opportuni
ties exist to mitigate related problems. Thus, w hile we do not analyze 
tradeoffs between detection and civil liberties, we make related obser
vat ions. where doing so appeared useful . 

Structure of Approach 

G iven the broad scope of the review, we constructed a conceptual 
model ro provide structure. The model needed to be comprehensive 
enough to. ensw·e that we would consider an. appropriate range of pos
sible methods and literatures. 

As indicated in Figure 1.1, a nominal context for the report is of 
security personnel watching for individuals or small groups w ho may 
pose a threat near, in position or time, to a potential target or event. 
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Figure 1.1 
A Contextua l. View of the Detection. Effo rt 

Proximate behavioral and 
other. information. (e.g., 

near. checkpoint or 
possible target) 

fusion centers 

RAND. Rll215• 1. 1 

Assess risk. of individual 
or. smal l. group 

information 
(watch list, 
individual-level 
data •.•. ) 

Concern?. Decision. on 
secondary. screening, 

monitoring ... 

Information. for 
next time 

The proximate information might come from, e.g.,. video, audio, or: 
security-personnel communication .. The security personnel may,_ for 
example,. be scanning a crowd,. surveilling an area, checking identity 
papers at checkpoints,. or reviewing relevant intelligence. Something is. 
observed,. which triggers further observations. and checks .. The. checks. 
include. drawing on databases (or consulting with other. humans) to see. 
whether. the subject in question raises concerns. For example,. the sub
ject might already be on a watch list or have troubling records. of one 
type. or. another.. 

Figure. 1.1 should be. interpreted broadly. For example,. the proxi
mate. information might be based on remote. imaging with smart cam
eras .. Also, "other information" may include such recently updated 
projections/predictions. as maps. of" hot spots" where attacks are most 
likely. It might even include information being collected at the same 
time. as. behavioral data (e.g., identification and travel history). 

Figure. 1.2. shows. how we relate indicarors,. activities,. and technol
ogy and methods .. A base. of technology and methods. (left) is. able to. 
detect behavioral indicators. of activities, which may. then be. clumped 
into. aggregate activity classes. that we call "phases"- for: short .. Analysis. 
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Figure 1.2 
Relationships Among Constructs 
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Other 
information 

Phases 
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Introduction . 7 

Overall assessment, from 
indicators, of need for follow-up 
on individual or small group 

Aggregate activities providing 
evidence (perhaps weak or 
ambiguous) that raises concern 
about subject 

Activities providing evidence 
(perhaps weak or ambiguous) 
that raises concern about 
subject 

Observables providing evidence 
o f potentially threatening 
activity 

can then assess whether the totality of wh at has been observed adds 
up to a basis for concern- i.e., justification for more in-depth obser
vat ion (e.g., probin g), precaution ary defensive m easures, continued 
monitoring, or imercept. A high " basis for concern" seldom implies a 
high absolute probability that the individual or small group is likely to 
attempt a violent attack. Indeed, this is a core reality: The "base rate" of 
target individuals is exceedingly small. A system using this approach, 
then, must be efficient and reasonable if it is to be acceptable. 

Figure 1.3 elaborates. The meaning of the phases (top level) is 
fairly self-evidem. The leftmost, however, is d ifferem in kind, relating 
to a phase in which individuals or small groups are doing th ings, such 
as studying extremist ideas o r being recruited for or seeking our a ter
rorist organization, that may lead over time to intending host ile action. 
The subsequent phases in our model are conceived relative to an actual 
attack: the planning-and-laying groundwork phase,. the immediate 
pre-execution phase, the execution phase, and the aftermath phase. 
The names of these phases may relate either to an individual (lone
wolf) attacker or an organization in which individuals are participants. 
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Figure 1.3 
Conceptual Model of Opportunities for Observing Worrisome Behaviors 
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The phased model is purely for the purpose of having convenient 
buc nominal "contain ers" for. activities. It should no t be. taken too liter
a lly. In particular, a given phase may never occur; two phases may over
lap in time; the order of phases may vary; and events in the execution 
or post-execution phase of one attack may affect motivation , planning, 
etc., for a next cycle of attacks. As examples, a particular individual 
of interest might not be involved in some phases (e.g., planning and 
laying groundwork, o r. the aftermath). Or he might have. been peripher
a lly involved in one attack and, as a result, become more interested in 
the organization, its activities, and its ideas. That is, the first phase-level 
activity might com e later for some individuals, even after they have 
engaged in acts of violence rather than before. Again, then, the phases 
are. simply nominal. "containers". of activities. w ithout prejudice as to. 
whether,. or in what order, the individual o r small group participates in 
the various phases. A final subtlety is th at worrisome behaviors of dif
ferent individuals might be observed over time, with the accumulated 
information providing evidence of an attack that the particular indi
viduals being observed know relatively little about. Our intent, then , 
was to be comprehensive. in thinking about "places" ro look for possible 
indicators: 

A few other observations are worthwhile regarding Figure 1.3. 
This is not a decomposit ion diagram, as with an organization ch a rt or 
system en gin eer's breakdown into exhaustive and independent compo
nents. Instead, it has the form of a n approxim ate " factOr tree"t showing 

Roughly analogous methods have been used in a variety of fields , such as with offender 
life cycles in criminology, where different phases are identified with respect to crime itself 
(one phase might be "search. in a pre-criminal situation'') and with respect to periods in a 
crimi nal's life, including a period of g iving up crime. See, for example, the introduc.:tor y. 
chapter of Corn ish and C larke. (1986). Process-model methods. have been used tO system
atize counrerproliferation research, as in identifying the numerous steps necessary to develop 
acquire, field, and employ a weapon of mass destruction. AJI such methods reAect one or 
another. rype of"system chinking," some more rigorous. rhanorhers. 

t "Factor-tree" conceptual models were first used in earlier RAND studies a nd have proven 
quire useful in integrating and commu nicating heterogeneous social-science knowledge. 
relating to terrorism, insurgency, and stabilization and reconstruction (Davis and Cragin, 
2009; Davis, 2011; Davis, Larson, et al., 2012). They can be seen as static simplifications 
of "causal-loop diagrams" or " inAuence diagrams". as used in system dynamics and policy 
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that what we are interested in (evidence of potential violent intent) is a 
function of a number of factors (evidence of activities and sub-activ ities). 
Further, any indkator might, in principle, shed light on any activity, or 
even have a direct effect on the overall assessment. That is, the concept 
must allow for a network more general than a simple hierarchy. 

Table 1.2 shows much the same information, but in tabular form. 
The fact that the. activities in Figure 1.3. are not mutually exclu

sive components of a rigorous decomposition has important implica
tions for how evidence about the various factors (activities) can be com-

Table 1.2 
Phases and Activities 

Phase 

Developing . 
intent 

Plann ing 
and laying 
groundwork 

Immediate 
pre-execution 

Execution 

Aftermath 

Activities 

Motivational. development 
Psychological convergence 
Recruitment or joining 

Development of strategic priorities 
Target identification and intelligence, surveillance, 
and reconnaissance (ISR) 

Materiel acquisition, testing, and development 
Conceopt of operations (CONOPs) development 
Training and mission rehearsal 
Other long-lead-time preparations 

Psychological. and physiological preparations 
Changed social patterns 
Ritual practices 
Deception and concealmenta 

Intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) 
Deployment and positioning 
Coordination and communicationa 
Target shaping and feints 
Main attacks 

Post-attack reporting 
Strategic communication 
Protective measures 
Adaptation 

a This activity may also. be associated with other phases. 

analysis. The nodes (i.e., rhe facrors or variables) need not, and rypically are not, inter preted 
probabilisrically, as are rhe influence diagrams in Bayesian or. influence-ncr research. 
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bined, as discussed in Chapter Seven briefly and in Appendix D in 
more detail. 

Within each of the activities, there may be potentially observable 
indicators. These may be exploited by either existing or future tech
nologies and methods. Figu re 1.4 illustrates our methodology for the 
«Developing Intent" activity of Figure 1.3. It shows the activities for 
this phase (as in Figure 1.3 as well, but horizontally rather than verti
cally). Ir then lists, for each activity, the behavioral indicators that we 
considered and the kinds of technology and methods that are or could 
be applicable. For such listing and discussion, we conducted a substan-

Figure 1.4 
Illustration of Methodology 
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rial literature search and also interviewed prominent scientists and offi
cials (see also Appendix A). 

As noted earlier, the conceprual phase-level activities of Figure 1.3 
a re to some extent ambiguous and overlapping. We followed certain 
conventions in deciding in what phase a given activity or observable 
belongs. Overall, the primary issue is achieving approximate compre
hensiveness, not cataloging each and every possible activity uniquely. 
This said , our rule-of-thumb conventions are as follows: 

1. Developing Intent. This phase is associated more with indi
viduals than with the organization; it is about motivation and 
commitment-whether to a cause, organization, or activity. An 
individual might be participating in organizational activities, 
such as meetings or even general training, that have the effect of 
creating motivation and commitment. If so, the activ it ies are in 
the developing-intent phase. In contrast, previously motivated 
and committed individuals particip ating in the sam e activities 
might have their activities counted as part of the planning-and
laying-groundwork phase. 1l1e same observable activity might 
be listed in both phases. 

2. Planning and Laying Groundwork. This phase is associated 
with the organization (or a lone wolf) ' even though we may be 
observin g individual behaviors. This is the phase in w hich the 
organization does its planning and prepares its people broadly 
for operation s, perh aps with general physical training and the 
reaching of combat skills. 

3. Immediate Pre-Execution. This p hase, again associated w ith the 
organization's perspective,. is one in which plans are finalized 
and resources mobilized and maneuvered so as to make sub
sequent execution feasible, if decided upon. It might in clude 
increased reconnaissance (or, conversely, a period of reduced vis
ibility because adequate information has a lready been obtained). 
It might m ean deploying people ro the relevant country, area, or 
city, bur putting them in holding patterns. 

For lone-wolf rerrorisrs , organizarion. and individual are. rhe. same. 
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4. Execution. This phase applies once a decision ro commence the 
attack has been made (by the organization or, in. a lone-wolf 
case, by the individual himself). This definition is consistent 
with the meaning of execution in military command and con
trol. Execution may require initial activities, such as maneuver
ing resources ro their final attack locations (perhaps moving 
through or around checkpoints), final reconnaissance, arming 
of weapons, and coordination-related communications. Almost 
any execution operation is contingent, in that the attack can 
be called off along the way. Nonetheless, until and unless the 
attack is called off, activities in response ro an "execute" order 
(or decision) are regarded as in the execution phase. 

5. Aftermath. After an attack is accomplished or an in-process 
attack is terminated, activities. are considered ro be in the after
math phase. This might include dispersing, vacating observa
tion posts, pulling back agents, and communications related to 
escape or withdrawal. 

Recurring Themes 

Some themes recurred throughout or research. We came to these 
themes based on the following conclusions: (1) Most indicators of 
potential interest will have low detection rates and large false-alarm 
rates; (2) detection rates can probably be raised only by extracting weak 
signals amidst a great deal of noise. or by somehow causing the signals 
to be stronger; and (3) even where a new approach seems promising, 
we should anticipate adversary adaptations and countermeasures when 
assessing its potential. The themes, then, are as follows:· 

One absent theme is general data mining, such as collecting and mining behavioral 
data on all people in a population over time. Our focus is more on detecting attacks (e.g., at 
checkpoints or other defenses around targets) rather than, say, searching broadly for people 
with patterns of behavior char might relate somehow ro terrorism, o r in searching broadly for 
evidence that an individual is possibly subversive. Broad behavioral surveillance. wouJd raise 
especially profound issues of privacy, civilliber£ies, and the nature of pluralistic. democracy 
(Perry and Vest, 2008}. 
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• screening for individuals or groups mermng further monitor
ing and evaluation, and understanding risks and benefits of 
such screening, with and without probing or the stimulating of 
responses 

• dealing with countermeasures and adaptations 
• combining information (information fusion) across indicators 

and activities. 

For each of these, we see. several corollary themes that represent areas 
for greater focus and development: 

• real-time and near-real-time networking on an extraordinary level 
to draw on information of disparate types and sources-both to 
increase detection rates and to reduce false-alarm rates 

• managing the system by adjusting sensitivity of detection systems 
by context in recognition that in some periods. maximizing detec
tion probability is paramount, whereas more normal operations 
must limit the false-alarm rate because of disruptions to people 
and commerce, and the high costs of dealing with those false 
alarms 

• mitigating tbe. ill consequences of false alarms, which w ill assur
edly occur when dealing with weak signals amidst noise. 

Chapter Structure 

The chapter structure for the remainder of the report is as follows. 
Chapters Two. through Five discuss activities and possible. observables 
for the various phases. These chapters can be skimmed if the reader is 
primarily interested in detection technologies and method. Chapter 
Six discusses such technologies and methods in more derail. Chapter 
Seven reviews som e cross-cutting themes. Chapter Eight gives conclu
sions. We also include four appendixes that include our a literature 
review, references and cases ro. support historical examples. and the 
indicator tables, and information fusion methods. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Developing Intent 

"Developing Intent" includes developing a motivation, disposition, or 
inclination chat may lead co a violent act in the context of terrorism 
or insurgency: We divide chis phase into three lower-level behavioral 
activities:. (1) motivational and emotional development, (2) psychologi
cal convergence, and (3) recruitment or joining. 

Motivational and Emotional Development 

Cognitive and Emotional Underpinnings 

Some cognitive and emotional characteristics developed relatively early, 
perhaps under harsh conditions and even oppression, could support 
later involvement in a terrorist or insurgent attack. Behavioral indica
tors of such developments typically provide only very weak and ambig
uous signals. For example, social disaffection can lead to involvement 
with criminal groups,. to mental illness, or to addiction- all uncon
nected with insurgency or terrorism .. H atred of a regime, or an ide
alistic drive for change, can lead to peaceful revolution. Even weak 
signals, however, may be useful in recognizing individuals who are 
more likely chan ochers to be part of violent attacks. Examples might 
be thrill-seeking or antisocial behaviors, as with the shooters of the 
Columbine High School massacre (Kass, 2009), or an extensive history 
of having been bullied in school, as w ith Timothy McVeigh (Smith, 

• This phase may unfold over momhs or years, m ay occur s ho rdy before an arrack, o r m ay 
nor. even occur. separarely. 

15 
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Damphousse, and R o berrs, 2006). Even if criminal acuvtty occurs 
early, however, its significance is m odest. Empirically, the m ajori ty o f 
crimina ls. seem to be motivated by thrill-seeking or peer influences t hat 
a re limited to adolescence and early adulthood (Moffitt, 2006; Moffitt, 
Caspi, Harrington , and MiL1e, 2002; Kallioniatis and Macleod, 2010). 
Such large longitudinal studies have shown that only a sm all minor
ity of early criminals develop into hardened, pathological criminals in 
adulthood. Many, a nd perhaps most, people with such backg ro und 
indicators grow up. to become law-abiding and sometimes exemplary 
adults. 

Also, interpretation of early-life indicators is tricky and depend s 
in parr on distinctions. For exan1ple, "acting our" in class is apparently 
a much weaker indicator of future v iolence than is sadism to animals. 
No single indicator has proven effective, bur aggregate indicators have 
shown significant correlations. with f u ture violence (Office of the Sur
geon General e t al., 2001): 

The bulk of the research that has been done on risk facto rs identi
fies and measures their predictive value separately, without taking 
into account the influence of other. risk factors .. More impor
tant than any individual factor, however, is the accumulation 
of r isk factors. Risk factors usually exist in clusters, not in isola
tion. Children who are abused or neglected , for example, tend to 
be in poor famil ies with single parents living in disadvantaged 
neighborhoods beset with violence, drug use, and crime. Studies. 
of multiple risk factors have found that they have independent, 
additive effects- that is, the more risk factors a child is exposed 
to, the greater the likelihood that he or she wUl become violent. 
One study, for example, has found that a 10-year-old exposed to 
6 or more risk factors is 10 times as likely to be violent by age 18 
as a 10-year-old exposed to only one factor . . . . 

Demographic Indicators 
Empirically, such demographic variables as education level, poverty, 
and unemployment are, in isolation, poor predictors of future involve
m ent in terrorist activities (Kreuger and Maleckova, 2003; Berrebi, 
2009), as are many other indicators related to so-called "root causes" 
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(Noricks, 2009). Demographic indicators also yield many false posi
tives .. For. example, most attackers are fighting-age males, bur knowing 
that is not especially helpful. And, of course, some attackers are differ
em from the statistically based norm, as was the female suicide bomber 
who killed 43 people at an aid distribution center in northwestern 
Pakistan on Christmas of 2010 (Associated Press, 2010). Because such 
indicators have not worked well, and because of deep concerns about 
civil liberties,. there exists a sometimes-fierce public debate. about using 
demographic information for profiling and screening in national secu
rity (Harris and Schneier, 2012). We discuss these issues further in 
Chapter Six. 

Early Behavioral Indicators 

It is only logical to imagine that, in principle, useful warning-sign indi
cators of personal behavior could be found in the course of a person's 
development by educators, police, physicians, or computers studying 
web-using patterns of individuals and inferring other matters. 

The most studied issue is probably whether there are warning 
signs before mass killings by violently crazed individuals. In retrospect, 
it is often possible to find such warning signs. Perpetrators often have 
records, whether with schools, law enforcement, or physicians, that 
include. what could have been seen (and sometimes were seen) as indi
cators of possible future trouble. So also, interviews with family and 
friends not uncommonly show that some of the people saw odd behav
iors. One study focused on school killings found that 

Most arrackers engaged in some activity, prior co the incident, rhar 
caused others concern or indicated a need for help. (Vossekuil et 
al., 2002, p. 34) 

The study also found that most attackers had difficulty dealing 
with significant losses or personal failures . Many had felt bullied, per
secuted, or injured. It remains unclear how valuable the information 
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would have been even if it had been shared: When viewing the evi
dence for the conrext of this srudy, however, we see two important 
distinctions: 

• First, an indicator that would by no means justify an arrest or 
enforced medical treatment might,. in connection with other. 
information, have value at. a checkpoint or an intelligence center 
pondering a tip about terrorist action. The result might be to 
increase caution, double check a discrepancy,. look for more infor
mation, put the person in question under surveillance, or conduct 
an interrogation. 

• A person-specific behavioral indicator. is very. different from one 
based on attributes such as nationality, race, and gender, although 
some of the same issues arise (e.g., for a young male to be risk
taking or aggressive is merely to be in a very large category within 
which only a small fraction would be of concern). 

If such early indicators were to be useful in a later assessment of 
whether an individual deserved greater-than-normal scrutiny in some 
security context, t.hey would have to be known at the time. In imagin
ing this as a possibility, a number of issues arise:. 

1. If certain indicators are observed, should they be reported and 
stored (e.g., in police records) or remain confidential within a 
sch ool system or clinical setting? 

2. If indicators are stored, sh ould they. be shared? 
3. If they are shared, would the information be pushed or pulled, 

and, if pulled, with what authorization (e.g., a request from the 

It is often concluded that none of the earlier information about an individual involved 
responsible for a mass killing had been actionable because, afrer all, most angry or depressed 
people do not kill other people, a nd behavioral changes may be due to any number of rea
sons, possibly temporary. There is understandably great reluctance to report individuals, 
much less involve government aurhoriries, unless absolureJy necessary. Even reporting an 
incidem to a teacher or school principal. is nor undertaken lighcly by most people. Such reluc
tance can be especially high in authoritarian. coumries, where the. consequences of reporting 
can be parricularly unpredictable, severe, and irreversible. 
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counterterrorism center [CTC] is different from a request by a 
random police officer)? 

4 .. Could a ny such shared data be ccraw," or would it need ro be. 
filtered and p ackaged so as ro minimize misinterpretation and 
misuse? 

The same kinds of issues arise in debates about gun control and sexual 
crimes, so they are familiar. That does not make them easier ro deal 
with. 

Finding Additional Indicators 

With respect ro where more useful indicators might be found with 
add itional research,. we found three topics of potential interest. 

PsychoLogical Autopsies. Psychological auropsies have been con
ducted for years after domestic and milita ry incidents of suicide, 
whether or nor related to terrorism. They can turn up remarkable 
information about personality; inte rpersonal relationships; prior indi
cations, such. as recent changes of behavior; and probable intentions. 
I t is possible that more such work in connection. w ith terrorist events. 
would yield new insights.· 

U nfortunately, such work has been largely unsystematic with 
large variations in the background and qualifications of those conduct
ing the autopsies, no common doctrine for doing so, and few if any 
controls. (Pouilot and De Leo, 2006). Thus, generalizing conclusions 
is. difficult .. In our reading of th is literature, an even bigger problem
for our context rather than, say, reducing the suicide rate of military 
personnel or teenagers-is that the focus h as largely been on finding 
evidence of m ental ilL1.ess . Substantial evidence indicates that terror
ists, including terrorist suicide bombers, are not unusually afflicted 
with such illnesses .. Rather, they often h ave deep. beliefs and values bur 
op erate in a c ultural environment in which suicide attacks are seen as 
worthy and h eroic. Parts of Palestinian society, for example, idolize 
suicide bombers (Merari, 2010). The subculture of al Qaeda does so as 

We were poinred ro. rhis subject in discussions wirh Dana La Fon, who has much relevanr 
experience, A number of references describe psychological auropsies (La Fon, 2008;. Deparr
mem of rhe Army, 1988; Cavanagh er al., 2003). 
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well, as illustrated by the attackers of 9/11 and others subsequently. We 
conclude the. following: 

• More intensive work in psychological profiling might pay off if 
broadened to. include more attention to the cultural and envi
ronment factors affecting the attackers, as illustrated by ongoing 
work on how terrorist groups manipulate cultural narratives to 

recruit suicide bombers (Hafez, 2007). 

Additionally, profiling should be undertaken with the recognition 
that relatively weak and unreliable signals can sometimes be useful, 
if judiciously used in a context of information fusion, as discussed in 
Chapter Seven and Appendix D. 

More Discriminating Profiles. We believe, as do a number of scien
tists and practitioners, that the potential for "profiling" potential. ter
rorists has been underestimated because prior efforts have. been rela
tively crude (e.g., those focused on demographics and mental illness) 
and because of a desire to find strong correlations. rather than informa
tive but weak evidence: 

Speculatively, we would not be surprised if, for example, a mindset 
of intolerance and purely black-and-white thinking had some warning
sign value. Such thinking, of course, would also correlate with many 
other classes of people, including v isionaries and idealists-not just 
the. kind of people. referred to derisively as intolerant "true. believers." 
Nonetheless, information about such a personal style might have value 
(as indeed it does in our everyday lives as we judge whom to trust and 
with whom we are able to work). Some published research, although 
difficult to. interpret, is suggestive about the need to " look harder" 
for profile-relevant information. As a puzzling example, sociologists 
Diego. Gambetta and Steffen Herrog found that a much larger-than
expected number of known terrorists had backgrounds in engineering 
(Gambetta and Herrog, 2009). The authors speculate about reasons 

The term "profile" has multiple meanings, which causes a good deal of trouble. Also, the 
use of various profiles varies from benign and responsible to injurious and illegal. Some of 
rhe issues will be discussed more fully Larer in rhe report:. as we. discuss challenges in derecrion 
rheory and informadon fusion. 
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and arrempt to test their hypotheses. They argue that the most plau
sible explanation is the result of the confluence of mindset and profes
sional frustration. Near the. end of their article, they observe (p. 227): 

The only other case in which we find a trace of engineer pre
eminence outside oflslamic violent groups is, consistent with the 
mindset hypothesis, among the most extreme right-wing move
ments, especially in the United States and Germany. 

Additional empirical evidence comes from survey researcher Tom 
Rieger for the Gallup Organization, which used the Political Radicals 
model (POLRAD) to identify two dHferenc classes of what the report 
called "radicals," one. of which was. seen to be intolerant, elitist, ideo
logical, distrustful of government, and able to thrive in areas where 
safety concerns are especially strong (Rieger, 2008)." 

However these issues turn out after further study, these strands 
of research provide evidence that cognitive style and personal behav
ior may fare better than crude demographics in a search for indicatOrs 
based on empirical correlations. 

Much p ersonal information, of course, is usually off limits for 
networked crosschecks, but a huge spectrum exists between having 
records never available (until after a tragedy) and having them rou
tinely available ro authorities. Investigations by police or the FBI fre
quently draw on personal information. Indeed, it is common for televi
sion shows. and movies to assert remarkable capability roday,. as in the. 
popular. NCIS (Naval Criminal Investigative Service). And,. of course, 
some intelligence agencies today depend heavily on n etworked data
bases for diverse purposes. 

Behavioral Targeting. A domain with unquestionable potential 
(but many pitfalls) is. the mining of web data for personal information,_ 
patterns, and plausible inferences. The terms used are. "behavioral tar
geting" and "predictive behavioral targeting." A small public literature 
exists on the subject, although such matters were largely outside the 
scope of our study. A well-researched and thoughtful review, from an 

We beneficed aLso. from personal discussions wirh Thomas Rieger abour survey-research 
conclusions from Iraq and Afghanisran, including discussions ofimolerance. 
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academ ic press although intended for a public audience, is 1he Daily 
You (Turow, 2011). Whether or not desirable (see Perry and Vest, 2008, 
for in-depth discussion), much pattern development is a lready being 
accomplish ed . Related technologies a re d iscussed further in Chapter 
Six. The primary conclusion h ere is that: 

• Technically, an enormous amount of personal-level information 
could be rapped in neat: real rime w ith m assive networking. Some 
of this is happening already for commercial o r other purposes. 

As a poior of contrast, current-day background checking at secu
rity checkpoints such as airports is based on a remarkably small class 
of data, such as whether the individual 's passport number has been 
flagged~ whether the p erson is on a watch lis t, and what countries he or 
she has visited. It may be that significantly more could be done before 
reaching the point of serious conflicts with civil liberties. For example, 
a "risk score" might be provided to a ch eckpoint based on data held 
elsewhere (in a future typ e of fusion center?) regarding prior criminal 
convictions, formal security-related investigation s, or associations with 
known terrorists. To be sure, however, collection and use of such data 
could be to starr down a very slippery slop e. 

Intellectual, Ideological, Re ligious, and Other. Motivations 

The "D eveloping Intent" phase often involves ideological, religious, or 
political motivations, but m ay sometimes relate instead to the desire 
to be part of somethin g larger, to have comrades, and to experience 
action and excitem ent. Other. times, it is associated with the. reality or 
perception of oppression or direct challenge to o ne's religion, culture, 
or people. That is, the range of motivations is broad, and it is a mis
take to imagine that terrorism is uniquely related to Islam, to religion 
more generally, or to political ideology: Sometimes it is, and som e
times it is defin itely no t. This subject of motivations has been reviewed 
elsewhere,· bur it is relevant here because motivations play such a strong 

See Helmus (2009). and Paul (2009) in a review of social science for. counterterrorism 
(Davis and Cragin> 2009). See also subsequent work discussing social-movement consider
ations in Davis, Larson, et a l. (2012). An A rmy-sponsored report reviews diverse socia l and 
psychological theories of rad icalizat:ion (C rossett and Spitaletta, 2010). A Department of 
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role and because people are often relatively overt as they develop the 
motivations, even if they later become. more secretive. They typicaJly 
work with and need a larger organization, which increases the potential 
opportunities to find indicators of motivation-building activity (e.g. , 
radical prayer-group m eetings in the Middle East or expressions of hate 
and braggadocio by domestic right- and left-wing groups).· 

Looking at Cases for Insights and Indicators 

Case histories can provide insights and possible indicators. A few 
examples are possible. from the public record, drawing on direct testi
mony of individuals involved. These include the case of America n-born 
jihadi Omar Hammami, who was president of his high-school class 
and well liked in a small Alabama town (Elliott, 2010).t The Elliott 
article discusses his intellectual development in high school and col
lege, his highly observable search for meaning, and his progression 
toward v iolent extremism, the outcome of which does not at all seem 
to have been inevitable. Another case is documented in a BBC film My 
Brother, the ]ihadi (Leech, 2011). Again, the jihadi 's development was 
highly observable. :t: 

Defense white. paper collects shore papers on the "perception-to -intent dynanuc" and another. 
compilation discusses social. neurobiological,. and complexity-related issues relating to. moti
vations (Asrorino-Courrois et a l. , 201 2). Dipak Gupta (Gupta, 2008) provides an excellent 
life- cycle-of-terrorism book. Some of the primary authors on these matters. include Bruce. 
Hoffman (Hoffman, 2006) and Marc Sageman (Sageman, 2004; 2008) . 

A well-studied case of right-wing radicalism in the United Stares. is based on experiences 
of Thomas Martinez,. who-afi:er years of involvement and ries to. leadership in the white 
supremacist. organization The Order-broke away and became an FBl informant (Martinez 
and Guinther, 1988). Martinez grew up with anger,. resentment, a nd disil lusionment;. he 
fell into crime and associated w ith strong people. who offered him a path, comradeship, and 
excitement (private communicadon w ith Martinez). Lefi:-wing rad icalism has also yielded 
some insightful discussions , such as a book on true believers and charismatic cults by an 
author with personal experience in the 1960s (Lalich, 2004). 

t In mid-2012. when he was barely surviving in Somalia, Hammadi gave a remarkable 
news interview expressing his attitudes about [slam, Sharia, and the. United States (Purzel. 
201 2) . 

:t: The filmmaker's half-brother, Richard Dan (who renamed himself Salahuddin), was 
arrested by British police shortly before the 2012 Olympics on charges of preparing for acts 
of terro rism (Guardian, 2012). 
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A third and more problematic example is an "autobiography" 
by Omar Nasi ri (a pseudonym), who was a jihadi in the 1990s bur 
came also co spy for Western intelligence services and, eventually, to 
be dropped by them (Nasiri, 2006). The author describes a lengthy 
an d fascinating history of alienation, st reet crimes, drug dealing, early 
minor-league involvement with radical Islamists in prayer meetings and 
other motivational settings,. arms smuggling, associating with numer
ous terrorists and exped iters, going to training camps, and-along the 
way, but in a decidedly non-i ntellecrual way-" p icking up" belief in 
the jihadi cause based on a sense of brotherhood with other Muslims. 
H e shifted back and forth over time in his attitudes about large-scale 
terror attacks: Assuming reasonable credibility, Nasiri's book suggests 
that someone. like himself could leave an informative digital trail for 
years, a trai l of the type that could be valuable when making sense of 
fragmentary information. 

Another class of ongoing research has provided indicators based 
on information directly from terrorists. John Horgan and colleagues 
have been studying and interviewing those who have left terrorism for 
varied reasons (Bjorgo and Horgan, 2009;. H organ , 2009). This semi
nal work began with the Irish Republican Army and their famil ies bur 
has been extended to Middle Eastern cases. 

Less Specific Motivations 

One underlying cause for young people who seek m eaning, ideology, 
and perhaps a movement ro join involves some combination of broad 
disorientation, cultural confusion, and alienation. It can be said that 
if a person suffers from these and is angry, he need not have a specific 
reason for violence.t Since these feelings are common in some societies 

Nasiri 's book has been disputed. with suggestions char it was significantly. embcllishcd by 
rhe publisher and (by implication) British inrelUgence. (Moniquer, 2006). Nonetheless, the 
aurhor was lnrerviewed by CBC and New York Times reporters, who were able to verify some 
aspects of his story. Michael Scheur, previously h.ead of t:he bin Laden desk for rhe CIA, said 
in an imroducrion to the book rhat the book rung very true wit:h him. 

t We draw on workshop observations by and discussion wit:h UK sociologist Frank Furedi 
in research about extremism in Europe (Arana, Baker, and Canna, 2010) . During rhe work
shop, Furedi also argued rhar extremism and rerrorism in Europe should be recognized as 
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for many and complex reasons, it is unlikely that they will be the basis 
of useful behavioral indicators. We. mention them in p an to counter
balance the tendency to look for more p ointed causes and indicators. 

Psychological. Convergence 

Although overlapping in part with acnvuy of "psychological con
vergence,". the previous section largely focused o n the relatively early 
development of motivational substrates (a mixture of socia l, emotional, 
and cognitive) that can , in som e cases, lead to p articipation in terrorist 
or insurgent attacks. Psychological convergen ce focuses on indicators 
that an individual or group is committed to involvem ent in a cause, 
belief system, or group w ith v iolent intent. As such, this activity gener
ally represents a more advanced developme ntal state (or at least a p sy
chological scare more proximal to an acruaJ arrack) in which ideologi
cal radicalization and/or the commitment to involvement in an attack 
is increasingly solidified. Whereas an individuaL m ay previously have 
been searching and experimenting with ideas, causes, or groups, this 
activ ity may include suc h indicators. of radicalization, as (1) statements 
of ideological adheren ce or attempts to proselytize to others, (2) public 
statements of ideological beliefs or explicit declarations of malign intent 
against a state or civilian target p opulation or group, and (3) attendance 
at events that might support ideological commitment to a cause w ith 
terrorist underpinnings (e.g., attendance at radical mosques or political 
meetings). At some. poin t,. of course, a radicalized individual intent on 
violent action may become much more covert about such activities, or 
may assume a cloak of more restrained motivations.· 

a liftstyle. H e also nored rhe huge gaps berween culrures as ro how maners a re viewed and 
whar is "exrreme." H e mentioned anti-consumption, anri-marerialisr, ami-modernise, and 
conspiratorialisr rhemes within rhe European communities of concern . Consisrenr with a 
caurion rhroughour our reporr, he warned against seeing a linear, dererminisric, and consis
renr radicalizarion process. 

The rerms "radical ," "violenr," and "exrreme" have diverse and conrradicrory meanings in 
both normal language and wirhin the official and scholarly communities. To be " radical" or 
even "exrreme" is viewed positively in some communiries, wirh no implication of violence, 
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Such indicators led the father of Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab 
to report his son as a danger to two CIA officers at the U.S. Embassy 
in Nigeria. Abdulmutallab began attending radical religious meetings 
and sp oke of leaving "for the course of Islam" before attempting to 
detonate an explosive on a plane from Yemen to D etroit (Hosenball, 
Isikoff, and Thomas, 2010). 

As discussed in Chapter Six, indicators of activities in the psy
chological convergence category can sometimes be mined from social 
media and unstructured text. 

Recruitment or Joining 

The final activity in this phase relates to paructparion in terroris t or 
insurgent o rganizations. Examples would be the rec rui tment and 
radicalization of the September 11 hijackers (National Commission 
on Terrorist Attacks, 2004) and those involved in the 2005 London
subway bombing (Sciolino, 2005), who were carefully selected , vetted, 
and trained. 

R ecruitment and joining obv iously does not apply to lone wolves. 
Also, in a reas of heavy ongoing con fl ict, individuals may skip straight 
to recruitment or joining without lengthy motivational d evelopment or 
psychological convergen ce, as when some suicide bombers are moved 
to violence by a recent death of a family m ember or house d emolition 
(Los Angeles Times Staff, 2012). This "direct-to-recruitment" develop 
mental pathway may be. especially likely where involvement in resis
tance movements is socially normative and a majority of the popula
tion is directly involved or complicit in its support- as in certain areas 
of Northern Ireland, Sunni n eighborhoods in Iraq, and Kandahar in 
Afghanistan. In such environments, involvement in violent terrorist or 
insurgent groups might be as n ormative and prevalent as involvement 

muc h less te rro rism .. In othe r cases, the terms ~extreme" (and sometimes "radical") a re used 
specifically to distinguish t he vio lent or potentially v io lem from o thers who may also have 
strong views. One consequence is a tendency. to. use. multiple adjectives, as w ith "violent 
exrre1nisr organization." 
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in police or military organizations in the United States (or, as another 
example, involvement in gangs in certain neighborhoods) .. 

Recruitment or joining may be relatively formal or informal and 
may involve clandestine or completely open procedures, including 
use of training videos: Membership in terrorist or insurgent groups 
might also be part-time, as in Afghanistan, with major activity during 
the fighting season and "piecework" actions, such as burying a jLLg of 
homemade explosives, for quick cash, with individuals otherwise make 
a living as subsistence farmers . Recruitment into terrorist organizations 
may involve deception or coercion. For example, in 2004 a Palestinian 
boy suffering from severe Down's syndrome accepted an offer to wear 
a bomb vest to an Israeli checkpoint with the promise of later com
pensation (Daraghmeh, 2004). In others, volunteers may travel long 
distances or even pay money our-of-pocket for. a chance co officially 
join terrorist operations and be a "parr of the fight." Of course, these 
aspects of variability in the recruitment and joining process affect the 
presence as well as the relative ease of observation for behavioral indi
cators associated with recruitment and joining terrorist and insurgent 
organizations.t 

The Inrernet has many video segmenrs. showing recruitment and 
handling of suicide bombers. Some are anonymous You Tube uploads; 
others come by way of reputable news media. A review essay on suicide 
terrorism provides a good overview (Crenshaw, 2007). 

Summary Activities and Indicators 

Table 2.1 pulls together the topics discussed in this chapter. The first 
column lists generic indicators. Subsequent columns illustrate how 
they may relate to the several activities (they might sometimes occur 

A mLmber of recruitmenr-related videos are readily available on the web. See, for example, 
Zubaydah (no dare). Much more warlike and acrion- filled videos can be found readily wirh 
an Internet search. 

t Some. official docurnenrs (e.g., U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command, 2006) draw 
on past cases ro characterize suicide bombers, their recruitment, and relared matters. 
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under activities). Appendix C gives more specifics, as well as references 
to the. literature .. 

Table 2 .1 
Behavioral Indicators for Developing Intent and Nominal Association with 
Activities 

Generic lndicator(s) 

Revea l hatred, prejudice, trauma, 
or shame 

Exhibit motivation for prestige, 
glory, status 

Approach life and decisions through 
ideological framework 

Explore different organizations and 
strategies 

Proselytize and adhere strictly to 
organizational standards 

Impose or reinforce practices and 
beliefs in others 

Show signs of reinforced 
commitment 

Form new connections i n social 
network to known terrorist elements 

Seek out, read, or post radical 
content 

Attend radical mosques or events 

Change behavior at school or home 

Moti vational 
and Emotional Psychological Recruitment or. 
Development Convergence Joining 

• • 
• 

• 
• • 
• • 

• 
• 

• 
• • 
• 
• 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Planning and Laying Groundwork 

Except for spontaneous attacks chat use immediately available weap
onry or explosives, a planning phase usually exists in which individuals 
or organizations select a target , acquire o r develop and test the necessary 
explosives or weaponry, develop a plan of attack, and train or rehearse. 
One example was the Oklahoma City bombing. Timothy McVeigh 
carefully selected his specific target: knowing the arrack would receive 
much press; he picked a building with a large window fac;:ade to create a 
more dramatic post-explosion image. A lso , h e used a variety of discrete 
ways to acquire bomb-making material, preformed numerous tests to 

ensure correctness, developed a plan of placement, and rehearsed the 
drop (Smith, Darnphousse, and Roberts, 2006). As with the previous 
phase (Developing Intent), nor every attack involves a ll of the activities 
described below, and the entire phase may be skipped or play a fa irly 
minor role- especially if ta rgets, opportunities, and weapons are read
ily available to attackers. In this chapter, we pay particular attention 
to aspects of planning and laying the groundwork that yield an "our 
of the ordinary, behavioral signature potentially detectable by current 
or emerging observational technologies. We identified six comriburing 
activities: (1) development of strategic priorities; (2) materiel acquisi
tion, testing, and development; (3) target identification, surveillance, 
and reconnaissance (ISR); (4) development of concepts of operations 
(CONOPs); (5) training and mission rehearsal; and (6) long lead-time 
preparations ." 

• As a reminder, rhese need nor all occur and need nor be sequenrial. Furrher, an individual 
or group may be conducting activiries associated wirh more than one phase ac a rime, and 
may move flu idly back and fonh among such phase-level acriviries. 

29 
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Development of Strategic Priorities 

Terrorist or insurgent organizations, and even individuals, often think 
carefully about the types of targets ro attack, based on their strategic 
or tactical objectives. It was no accident that the World Trade Center 
was targeted on September 11th, and had been targeted previously in 
the 1993 bombing. As known from bin Laden's post-9/11 communica
tions, the rowers. were exactly the type of targets that al Qaeda prefers: 
those that are high-profile, have potential for many deaths, and are 
symbolic of free enterprise trade (National Commission on Terrorist 
Attacks, 2004). Organizations may issue corresponding directives to its 
operatives, such as al Qaeda's call for "homegrown jihad" on soft tar
gets in U.S. and European cities. Even individuals consider what types 
of targets most fit purposes, as did Timothy McVeigh when he specifi
cally targeted a U.S. government building (Smith, Damphousse, and 
Roberts, 2006). To the extent that strategic priorities are expressed in 
official decrees, individual communications, or other media (e.g., chat
room communications), such information can help mark not only the 
possible locations of impending attacks, but also the stage of planning. 

Target Identification, Intelligence, Surveillance, and 
Reconnaissance 

Beyond deciding target-type priorities, attackers must identify specific 
targets. This usually requires physical reconnaissance and surveillance, 
which may involve clandestine movement or camouflage ro avoid 
detection if rhe target is heavily guarded or monitored. In some cases, 
would-be attackers will attempt to gather intelligence about targets 
throLLgh unwitting or complicit insider sources. They may even rest 
the security perimeter around particular targets as part of their target 
selection and target reconnaissance and surveillance .. This was. the case 
in 2009 when Hosam Smadi attempted ro detonate a bomb in a Dallas 
skyscraper. Before the attempted attack, which involved a dud weapon 
obtained from the FBI in a sting operation, Smadi did considerable 
reconnaissance to assess where best to place the bomb and where secu-
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rity levels would allow him to do so (Trahan, Gillman, and Goldstein, 
2009): This type. of activity involves deception and concealment and, 
sometimes, behavior designed to provoke and test existing security. 
Surveillance and reconnaissance can also be completed in a nonphysi
cal manner, as when the 2008 Mumbai attackers used Google Earth to 

locate weaknesses in the security perimeter and locations to hide from 
security forces (Moreau and Mazumdar, 2008). The ease of remote sur
veillance and reconnaissance is growing as more advanced information 
becomes readily available to the public, esp ecially v ia the Internet . 

Materiel Acquisition, Testing, and Development 

Unless the necessary weapons or explosives are readily available near 
the desired target (e.g., as with insider attacks on security-force. train
ers with weapons), the attackers must acquire these materials. We did 
not con sider acquisition or movem ent of large payload s. of m aterial by 
insurgent or terrorist organizations (i.e., large-scale weapons traffick
ing), but rather we were interested in signs that individuals and small 
groups who might conduct an attack are. in the. process of acquiring, 
developing, or testing weapons. In some cases, this involves active 
experimentation , which can lead to detectable chemical or explosive 
h azards.t In other cases, this might be indicated by. purch ase records 
for explosive precursors or reta il sales of firearms. R eports surfaced 
after the 2009 shooting at Fort H ood that, just weeks before, Nidal 
Malik Hasan entered a local gun store and abruprly asked for "the most 
technologically advanced weapon on the market and the. one with the 
highest magazine capacity" (M cKinley and Dao, 2009). In other cases, 
materiel is obtained through small-scale tra fficking networks similar to 
those used by criminals. 

The FBI complaim ro obrain an arresr warranr provides considerable official derail (U.S. 
Disrricr Court, 2009), including lengthy discussion of Smadi's preparations. 

t Discussions with John H organ, March 28, 2012. 
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Development of CONOPs 

To prepare an actual attack, attackers often must develop a plan to 
train and move p ersonnel to the target site,. implant explosives, create. 
decoys or other diversions, and execute the attack itself This can either 
be a very simple plan (open fire on nearest cluster of soldiers, such as in 
the Forr Hood attack) or a much more complicated plan (e.g., deploy 
multiple groups of attackers simultaneously, as with the September 13, 
2011,. Kabul attack or the 2008 Mumbai attack) (Sengupta, 2009). The 
behavioral indicators of CONOP development itself are likely to be 
scant or difficult to detect, unless there is some leakage of communica
tion among the team members or the attack involves repeated visits to 

the target site, a known safe house, or planning location to confirm or 
develop details of the attack CONOP. 

Training and Mission Rehearsal 

Once a broad plan of attack has been serried upon, it is sometimes 
necessary to acquire or improve marksmanship or other skills. Nidal 
Malik Hassan, who carried out the shooting at Fort Hood, visited an 
outdoor shooting range several times. just prior to the attack, where h e 
allegedly became adept at hitting silhouette targets at distances of up to 
100 yards (Brown and Graczyk, 2010). Also, early reports indicate that 
James Holmes, the Aurora-theater shooter, had sought membership to 
a gun range (Associated Press, 2012b). Enrollment records for training 
programs and related travel records might be observable clues, bur, of 
course,. very few individuals who acquire. such training conduct attacks .. 
Another difficulty with this class of indicator is that training activities 
may occur shortly or long before an actual attack. As with almost every 
behavioral indicator, information on training is useful only in com
bination with other indicators as part of a more holistic analysis. For 
example, before the. Columbine massacre,. Eric Harris and Dylan Kle
bold bragged about: n ewly acquired skills verbally and through online 
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communications and videos, thereby leaving a communication trail. 
They also had web presence with many troubling features: 

In some cases, attackers conduct a mission rehearsal, although 
seldom at the exact target site because of the risks of doing so. Although 
rehearsals soon before the intended attack will likely attempt to maxi
mize operational security, they may still yield indicators of special value 
in suggesting details about intended targets, preferred mode of attack, 
and perhaps even the personnel involved. In some. cases, groups or an 
individual engage in such "partial" rehearsals as challenging security 
personnel or alarm systems to test their sensitivity, but then quickly 
depart the area. An example of this is, as noted before, the "dry run" 
by the attacker on the 2009 attempted bombing of a Dallas skyscraper 
(Trahan, Gillman, and Goldstein, 2009). 

Various federal, state, and local agencies srudy continue ro develop 
doctrine on how to construct and make use of "suspicious activity 
reports, while respecting civil liberties" (U.S. Department of Justice, 
2008). 

long lead-Time Preparations 

In rare cases, attackers cultivate inside sources, as did double-agent 
Humam Khalil Abu-Mulal al-Balawi, a Jordanian doctor who gain ed 
acceptance with the CIA before a suicide attack at the CIA's Camp 
Chapman that killed seven CIA officers. Another example was the Tal
iban's ruse about a desire. for negotiations, which allowed the "turban 
bomber" to receive an audience with former Afghan President Rab
bani, at which time he detonated a bomb in his turban (Rubin, 2011). 
Anorher fairly long lead-time example was the Irish Republican Army 

Much of the online information a bo ut rhe Columbine massacre is erroneous, some of it 
even hoax mate riaL Jo urnalist Dave Cullen's book (Cullen, 2009) draws heavily on massive 
documentary evidence about: videos, notebooks, and school assignments, as well as extens ive 
interviews .. The book illustrates. well the massive numbe r o f prior indicators, bur a lso the 
difficulty in observing them or making use of them. before a major crime, especially when 
rhe duo was extremely deceptive and sometimes persuasive. See a lso Erickson , 2001,. for. an 
official report. 
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planting a bomb in the Brighton Hotel weeks before a planned visit 
by Prime Minister Thatcher. In terms of behavioral signatures, such 
preparations. are not necessarily different than shorter-term prepara
tions, except for the need for attackers to keep preparations and sources 
secret for a much longer period of time, which in turn yields more 
potential for detection. In retrospect, of course, there were many such 
observables prior to the 9/11 arrack because complex preparations were 
indeed made for months. As with attack rehearsals, attackers with 
at least. moderate capabilities and experience are likely to maximize 
secrecy and operational security in such long lead-time preparations. 
Indeed, skilled or experienced organizations are the most likely to con
duct these types of complicated and highly involved arracks, which 
usually involve high-value targets or the intent ro inflict massive casu
alties. Because they occur so far in advance of an actual attack, these 
actions may only be obviously connected with the attack after it has 
occurred (unless corroborating or supplementary suspicious behaviors 
a re observed). 

Illustrative Planning Behavioral Indicators 

Table 3.1 records generic indicators (left column) and nominal asso
ciations of indicators with each of the activities discussed above. More 
details are in Appendix C. 
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Table 3 .1 
Illustrative Behavioral Indicators of Planning and Nominal Association with 
Activitie s 
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Seek information on 
construction of weaponry • and explosives 

Visit training camps and seek 
aviation or marksmanship • training 

Acquire dual- use electronics, • explosives, ignition devices 

Conduct surveillance of • • target 

Use dry runs to simulate and • practice attack 

Try to provoke or test security • • responses near target 

Release information or 
discuss how to harm or • influence target population 

Experiment with. chemica l or • explosive weapons 

Purchase explosive precursors • or firearms 

Maneuver clandestinely 
or with camouflage near • • potential. targets 

NOTE: For references and instances observed, see Appendix C. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Immediate Pre-Execution 

The "Immediate Pre-Execution" phase refers co the behavior of attack
ers and such support personnel as drivers and handlers in the period 
immediately preceding the attack (usually 24 hours or less) in what 
could also. be termed "final preparations" for the attack. Due to the 
temporal proximity of these behaviors to attack execution, this phase 
could be the most useful and relevant for security and intelligence ser
vices attempting to detect and disrupt an attack before (or during) its 
occurrence. This temporal proximity also has relevance for a range of 
psychological and physiological changes and preparations, as well as 
alterations in social behaviors and acrual physical preparations made by 
attackers in advance of attack execution. Because attackers are prepar
ing to either risk or in some cases intentionally end their own lives, a 
number of significant social and psychological rituals and other poten
tially detectable processes tend to occur in the period immediately pre
ceding the attack. 

Some of these behaviors are unintentional physiological responses 
to the. stress. and cognitive burden of evading detection during clan
destine movement, interactions with security personnel, or such other 
requirements of the attack as detonating an explosive device or firing 
on civilians. These unintentional "tells" include outward signs of ner
vousness, facial-expression "leaks" indicating deceptive commwlica
tion or hostility, or even patterns of gross motor movement indicating 
deception or hostile intent. Such behaviors have. received considerable 
attention by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in the past 
few years. Specifically, DHS and other agencies have explored the abil-

37 
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ity of human observers, as well as of technological tools, to detect these 
subtle indicators during routine observation or screening .. Below, we 
pay particular attenrion to such behavioral indicators. 

We identified five contributing activities: (1) psychological and 
physiological preparation for operation, (2) d eception and conceal
m ent, (3) ritual practices, (4) changing patterns of social interaction; 
and (5) logistical preparation for operation. As with activities in the 
other chapters,. these do not a lways appear, may appear simultaneously, 
or in any order. 

Psychologica l and Physiological Preparation for 
Operation 

Changes in p sychological behavior or physiological body function 
can be relevant indicarors, a lthough most of the following examples 
occur much more frequently in people who have nothing at all to 
do with planned violence. In any case, the current stare of the art in 
research on the underlying physiological and neurological m echanisms 
for aggression and violence support rhe existence of alternate biologi
cal and behavioral pathways to v iolence .. A rev iew of recent research 
supports the existence of both individuals who tend to show a more 
"reactive" p attern of aggression and those who show more of a "proac
tive" or instrumental aggressive response (Scarpa, Haden , and Tanaka, 
2010). The reactive pattern is typified by more pronounced physiologi
cal reactions to stressful stimuli (including heart rare and skin conduc
tance resp onse), while rhe proacrive/insrrumenral pattern is typified by 
reduced physiological reactions ro stressful provocation , and in some 
cases pronounced calmness (Patrick, 2008). These two behavioral and 
physiological exu emes represent a lternate responses to similar situa
tions and stimuli. Which occurs in a given individual may depend 
partially on his or her personality and psychological profiles. 

The changes referred co here, such as wirhdrawing from normal conracrs, even wirh 
family,. are different from chose menrioned earlier, such as joining exrremist groups. 
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Suicide bombers in partic ular seem to present one of two profiles 
(interview w ith N aval Postgraduate School professor Nad av Morag, 
2012): an unusually relaxed and disconnected state (sometimes with 
ind icators of euph oria), or an extremely n ervous and ten se state. 

S tudies of suicide bombers have noted that some attackers m ay 
go into a deep dissociative state, exhibiting little visible emotion al 
response, feeling subjectively disconnected from ongoing events, and 
in some cases d isconnected from physical sensation (Speckhard, 2008). 
Although discussed later as a separate activity, both p ersonal and social 
rituals can help to induce this dissociative state, which h as a lso been 
described among various groups of nonconventional combatants across 
th e globe, especially after traumatic stress (Schauer and Elbert, 2010). 
A review discusses the associations. among trauma,. disassociation, 
and v iolence, noting that a cycle sometime occurs (Moskowitz, 2004, 
p. 38), which we indicate schematically in Figure 4 .1. 

Outward signs h ave been described as showing "no obvious em o
tion," having a " blank stare," or appearing to be in a "trance-like state" 
(Mullan ey and C ost igan, 2010). Significantly, this phenomenon only 
sometimes occurs, and eyewitnesses of other terrorist incidentS. have 
described perpetrators ch atting or otherwise carrying on normally.t 

While the proactive pattern of aggression is rare and tends to be 
associated with sociopathy and psychopathy (Patrick, Bradley, and 
Lan g, 1993), it applies to at least some of those associated with terror
ism and mass killings. Othe1· attackers show different outward sign s 
that might be described as a hyper-arousal and hyper-vigilance. This 
suggests strong short-term activation of both the sympathetk nervous 

Figure 4.1 
A Cycle Involving Trauma and Violence 

Exposure to trauma D issociation Violent behavior 

RAND.RR215-4. 1 

t Personal communication with John Horgan. 
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system and the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis (Cacioppo, 
Klein, Berntson, and H atfield, 1993; Kagan, 1997; Meaney et al., 
1996). It may include excessive sweating, shaking, nervous glancing, 
and other physiological and m icro-behavioral signs of hyper-arousal 
(Mullan ey and Costigan, 2010, p . D39). 

Pre-execution activities may be indicated by Kinetic patters (i.e., 
body movement or gait), such as a d em eanor indicating hostile intent, 
attempted clandestine movement, or carry ing a weapon o r bomb. For 
instance, as. suicide bombers approach populated areas or ocher car
gets on foot to place an lED, they need to physically conceal it, as by 
attaching it to the target , covering it with road d ebris, or buryin g it in 
the road. A ttackers using light weapons such as guns or knives may, of 
course, have to m ove very close to their targets. Research has identi
fied different footstep types and rhythms by individuals attempting to 

avoid detection near a target location (Rowe et al., 2012). 
Gait a lso provides clues about emotional state (Karg, Kuhn

lenz, and Buss, 2010). The relevant features include both movem ent 
and posture (Roether, Omlor, Christensen, and Giese, 2 009). Hos
t ile intentions may be exhibited by strong visible emotions, such as 
anger. Indeed, anger. appears. to be. more easily detected than other 
emotions, and to aid in identifying human m otion amidst random 
noise (Ch ouchourelou, M atsuka, Harber, and Shiffrar, 2006). How
ever, emotions may sometimes be produced by multiple p attern s of 
body movement (Dael, Mortillaro, and Scherer, 2 012), implying a w ide 
range of emotional gaits about w hich knowledge is incomplete. Anger, 
chese authors note, was. "very well discriminated from any other emo
tion" and "en coded with a very sp ecific response profile, ch aracterized 
by high rates of communicat ive and emphasizing gestures combined 
with forward body inclination." That is, angry individuals tend to ges
ture visibly and generally lean forward in posture. Research h as also 
identified both hesitance and purposefulness of gait as behav ioral indi
cators. of imminent arrack close to target locations (Kull et al., 2009, 
p. D 35). 
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Changing Patterns of Social Interaction 

While some attackers are lone wolves,. eschewing all but the most casual 
or utilitarian forms of interaction (Pantucci, 2011), many others are 
not. For attackers who have been recruited from otherwise socially con
nected lives, rhe ramp-up toward an arrack often involves progressive 
isolation from nonterrorist or non-insurgent elements of their social 
network, including friends. and family members. Summing up evidence 
gleaned from interviews with Islamic militants as well as the analysis of 
several documented attacks and other sources, Guss, Tuason, and Teix
eira (2007) describe the most common trajectory in parrerns of social 
interactions in rhe rime leading up ro an arrack: 

To dismiss furr.her doubts. and possible confrontation w ith con
tradicting views, the volumeers are often isolated from their 
families and friends. The volunteer's need for affiliation is met by 
belonging to a group of people who think similarly, and who are 
most likely ro have had experienced the same oppression, outrage, 
and helplessness. (p. 426) 

Isolation from elements of the attacker's social network who are 
nor involved in planning, supporting, or coordinating the arrack serves 
dual roles. First, this isolation helps ensure psychological comJTiit
ment and restricts potentia l regret or other moral emotions that might 
interfere with having the conviction to conduct the attack ;. that is, it 
ensures that the master. narrative of humiliation,. justification, revenge, 
and redemption that drives much of terrorism and insurgency (Hafez, 
2007; Post, 2005) is not questioned or interrupted. Furthermore, this 
social isolation helps to ensure secrecy and increase operational security 
by limiting contact with those outside the terrorist organization who 
might leak information or interrupt the plot at hand. 

Ritual Practices 

Preparations leading up ro an arrack may include not just practical 
actions and involuntary physical reactions, bur also physical and social 
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rituals . These prepare the arracker for the psychological intensity of 
their upcoming actions {up ro and including intentional death through 
suicide bombing). The rituals usually serve to cement resolve and may 
make it more difficult for them ro. renege on their commitment to attack. 
For example, the organizations that recruit, train, and deploy Pales
tinian and Iraqi suicide bombers create "martyrdom videos" in which 
attackers claim responsibility for their impending attacks (Kimmage 
and Ridolfo, 2007). These are released after the arrack has been com
pleted {Guss, Tuason, and Teixeira, 2007; Hafez, 2007). Making these 
videos and recording one's. last words. for public consumption make it 
more difficult for individuals to withdraw from the process. This pro
cess is part of a suite of social mechanisms and sanctions intended to 

ensure that suicide bombers follow their operational plan or else face 
embarrassment, shame, or even more severe social sanction (Ferrero, 
2006; Bloom, 2005). 

Rituals can also involve more specific activities tailored to. the self 
or body in final preparations on the evening before or morning of an 
arrack. While ritual preparation for battle is nor unique to terrorist or 
insurgent organizations and has many histOrical counterparts, prepara
tion for suicide or high-risk attacks particularly emphasizes the transi
tion to the afterlife. This frequently involves shaving and washing the 
body in ritual preparation for entering heaven after death. Instructions. 
for final preparations in incidents of Islamic terrorism are replete with 
religious references and familiar rituals or prayer and ablution. As such, 
this weaves steps of the attack with religious understandings and rituals 
designed to calm attackers and steel their will. Bruce Lincoln's analysis 
of al Qaeda's official textual instructions to the, 9/11 attackers for their 
.final24 hours illustrates the role of rituals in preparing the attackers for 
an attack {Lincoln, 2006): 

"Shave excess hair from the body and wear cologne." In the 
last paragraph of the same section . . . cleansing one's body is 
described as ablution: a ritual act of self-purification that helps 
secure salvation. 

"Pray the. Morning Praye r in a group and ponder the great rewards 
of that prayer. Make supplications afTerwards,. and do. not leave 
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your apartmenr unless you have performed ablution before leav
ing, because the angels will ask for your forgiveness as long as you 
are in a state of ablution, and will pray for you." (p. 9) 

Ritual preparation practices can also include in structing attackers 
ro demonize their civilian targets (Guss, Tuason, and Teixeira, 2007) 
and (0 visualize. themselves during me attack, seeing themselves as. part 
of a great, mythical battle with religious implications (Lincoln, 2006). 

Deception and Concealment 

As mentioned earlier, under "Physiological and Psychological Prepa
rat ion for Operation," one of rhe most important components of a 
successful terrorist or insurgen t anack is deception and concealment, 
whether to pass through ch eckpoints, acquire materials, implant a n 
explosive, manipulate a source close to the target~ or avoid detection 
and interruption in the final approach to the target. A large and sophis
ticated body of research exists on deception and its detection, much of 
it sponsored by the Department of Defense (DoD) and various U .S. 
law enforcement agencies. Most instances of deception and conceal
ment, of course, have nothing to do with planning attacks. Nonethe
less, detecting deception and con cealment are con sidered to be major 
elemen ts of attack-related security. Here, we focus on elem ents most 
st rongly connected with terrorist and insurgent attacks. We. do not 
exhaustively review or evaluate the use of polygraph rests, bur we do 
touch upon measurements used in these rests (galvanic skin response, 
heart rate, etc.) and whether the potential exists for such m easurem ents 
from standoff positions or during screen ing. Such matters are discussed 
in C h apter Six. 

The upshot of recent research focused on. national security set
tings is twofold. First, people intending to commit a future criminal 
act and lying about it produce less plausible stories about their intent, 
as determined from subjective ratings of plausibility .. Second,. people 
lying about past criminal acts produce s tories that are less plausible, 
less derailed, less internally consistent, and less con sistent across inter-
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views (Vrij, Granhag, Mann, and Leal, 2011a; Vrij, Leal, and Mann, 
20llb). These results are based on subjective ratings conducted by lay 
(unrrained) personnel, which suggests their usefulness for detection in 
basic screening procedures, rather than only in lengthy interrogation 
sessions. 

logistical Preparation for Operation 

On a more practical level, terrorists and insurgents must attend co such 
logistical details as ensuring that explosives and other weapons are 
functional and disuibured to those who will use them. Vehicles must 
be fueled and prepared, and individual attackers given their final brief
ings. In some cases, attackers travel to a safe house or other location 
near the target .. Additionally, final surveillance and reconnaissance of 
the target is common (Hafez., 2007). 

Logistical details might seem mundane, but are often given sym
bolic or religious meaning by terrorist organizations or the handlers 
assigned to suicide bombers. For example, an al Qaeda propaganda 
and training video illustrates how Abu Osama al-Maghribi (one of the 
I raq UN Headquarters bombers) was overjoyed to hear char his wife 
had given birth to a new son on the day of his attack and gladly ran 
toward his lED-carrying vehicle to conduct jihad, which he accepted 
as his "new wife" (Hafez, 2007, p. 105). Similarly, Lincoln describes 
how the mundane detail of making sure the box cutters carried by the 
9/11 attackers. were sharp was g iven religious significance and imbued 
with meaning by construing the flight attendants who were co be killed 
as an animal sacrifice. A l Qaeda's textual instructions read, 

Check your weapon before you leave and long before you leave. 
You must make your knife sharp and must not discomfort your 
animal during rhe slaughter. 

Table 4.1 summarizes illustrative indicators for generic indicators 
and relates them to the various activities of the pre-execution phase (see 
also Appendix C). 
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Table 4 .1 
Behavioral Indicators and Nominal Associations with Pre-Execution 
Activities 
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Separate from nonterrorist • elements of social network 

Increase communication with • • terrorist elements 

Take specia lized actions to motivate • self and co-attackers 

Give inconsistent responses to • • questioning 

Give nonverbal signa ls of deception • and lying 

Hesit ate near target • 
Sho w accelerated heart rate, sweaty • • palms, therma l indicators 

Show m icro-expressions of fear, • • host ility, deception, detachment 

Show indicators of instrumental • aggression 

Exhib it body-movement patterns 
indicating hostile intent, clandestine • • • movement, o r weapon carrying 

NOTE: For references and instances observed. see Append ix C. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Execution and Aftermath 

This chapter combines th e phases of Execution and Aftermath. W e 
included these. phases. in a deliberate approach to look for plausible 
observables everywhere we could think to do so. Indicators from on e. 
attack 's execution and aftermath could be valuable in detecting a 
future attack. We drew on existing historical cases, logical thinking, 
and knowledge from what occurs with criminal behavior to generate 
a long list of behavioral in dicators. Probably none are truly new or 
unusual except if looking for indicators of these types by. exploiting 
1nassive n etworked computer search es in near real time, by drawing 
on prior knowledge about individuals, and by fusion seeking to detect 
potential signal amidst a great deal of noise. For example, it might be 
that a search of travel data around the time of the attack (from a day or 
so before until the attack itself) could be focused on all of the in divid u
als (pooled across databases) h aving even weak "tags" about possible 
associations to the insurgent/ terrorist organization. It is possible that 
the hit rate would be small enough to have value, even if only to add 
marginally to the tagging of individuals arising in the search. A current 
example of this technology in use can be found in the Total D omain 
Awareness System employed by the New York Police D epartment in 
coordination with Microsoft (New York City, 2012). 

Smne terrorist and insurgent attacks are almost instantaneous
for example, those that begin and end with a single suicide bomb deto
nation. H owever, terrorist and insurgent attacks are sometimes "com
plex attack s," meaning they combine tactics, such as using multiple 
suicide. bombs or firearms of various sorts. and/or using multiple per-

47 
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sonnel attacking in stages. In such cases, arrackers are emitting behav
ioral cues during the attack itself that might hold information about 
how subsequent anack stages will unfold and what people may be of 
concern. 

Furthermore, after an attack has been completed, behavioral cues 
left in the forensic evidence of the arrack can help provide a rimeline 
of how arrackers behaved over the course of the attack- for exam
ple, where and when they were positioned, how many rounds were 
expended and via what kinds of firearms, approximately when sui
cide bombers detonated, and the force of explosion/type of explosive 
material and detonators, etc. Such information can be combined with 
direct observational and other evidence (e.g., dosed-circuit television 
[CCTV]) to provide a more complete picture of how the arrack was 
carried our, providing information on insurgent and terrorist tactics, 
techniques, and procedures (TTPs) that can be leveraged to antici
pate operational behaviors in future arracks or hints about identities of 
organizational members still alive. Forensic data are discussed in more 
detail in Chapter Six. 

Finally, attackers continue to display behaviors after an arrack. For 
example, surviving attackers may flee the scene (or general area), coer
cively silence (or kill) people close to the attack, or even brag about the 
success of the attack in the ensuring hours or days. Similar! y, operational 
planners and groups will often engage in public "spin"-declaring the 
attack a success, inserting details or footage of the attack into propa
ganda or recruitment videos, or even arguing with opposing forces (for 
example, the battles between the Taliban and International Security 
Assistance Force [ISAF] on Twitter) about the success and moral righ
teousness of the attack. These post-attack behaviors can again provide 
clues about the targets, TTPs, and other features of potential future 
attacks, as well as surviving members of the organization. 

This chapter briefly steps through the various activities associ
ated with terrorist or insurgent attacks at the execution and aftermath 
stage, frequently relying on information about the September 13, 2011, 
attack on ISAF headquarters and the U.S. Embassy as an example bur 
drawing on other attack cases as well. The contributing activities are 
(1) intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance, (2) deployment and 
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posmoning, (3) coordination and communication, (5) target shaping 
and feints, (6) main attack(s)~ (6) post-arrack reporting and strategic 
communication, and (7) protective measures and adaptation. 

Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance 

Attackers perform final surveillance and reconnaissance on their 
target individuals or locations in the. very moments leading up ro a n 
attack. For example, Palestin ian suicide bombers are often given some 
leeway in the precise timing and targeting of their attacks. This m ay 
lead to h esitation near the moment of detonat ion as suicide bombers 
decide wh ether there is a large en ough concentration to create signif
icant casualties (in terv iew with Naval Postgraduate School professor 
Nadav Morag, 2012). Meanwhile, bus bombers m ay look around and 
attempt to rime deronation to maximize Israeli casua lt ies or target spe
cific groups, such as Israeli soldiers (Butterworth, D olev, and Jenkins, 
2012). A lthough asking for directions is hardly a n indicator of som e
thing troublesome, it is interesting that attackers w ho have traveled a 
long distance. may even directly speak w ith indiv iduals to determine 
whether they have found the correct target. 

Deployment and Positioning 

As an attack commences, the initial positioning and subsequent move
ment of at tackers can y ield clues about the next stages of the at tacks. 
For example, attackers during the September 13, 2011 attacks on the 
U.S. Embassy and ISAF in Kabul, Afghanistan, used suicide bomb
ers at multiple checkpoints, perhaps hoping to distract from the bulk 
of the attack. Attackers who position them selves within line of site for 
particular ta rgets could (if they were otherwise su spicious) be giving 
away clues that they intend to fire on these targets. For example, the 
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September 13 arrackers in Kabul rook up positions in an abandoned 
construction sire with a clear. view ofiSAF and the U .S. Embassy): 

Coordination and Communication 

Durin g complex or multistage arracks, attackers must communicate 
and coordinate with each other to carry our a multistage operational 
plan (e.g., the Mumbai arracks) (Moreau and Mazumdar,. 2008). This 
m ay involve direct vocal chatter over radios, a lthough in certa in envi
ronments this is avoided because adversary forces (i.e., the state or 
occupying powers) are known to have superior listening capabilities. 
In some cases, attacks may employ different personnel as "eyes on the 
ground" ro fire on their targets and indicate v isually (e.g., signaling 
with a mirror) when ro detonate a roadside bomb. If video. feeds are suf
ficient or arrackers can be di rectly observed, it m ay be possible ro pick 
up on communication p atterns signaling clues for impending opera
tional activities and subsequent attack stages. In the hours before the 
2005 suicide bombings of the London subway system, the attackers 
communicated v ia mobile phone while gerring into. their positions to 
be able to detonate in qu ick succession (Sciolino and van Natta, 2005). 

Target Selection, Shaping, and Feints 

Attackers nor only collect information and perform final surveillance 
on their targets before attack; in some cases they select, shape o r attempt 
to shape the target itself. Last-minute target selection was illust rated by 
the "Passover Massacre" in 2002, in which the attackers drove around 
for som e time before settling on the P ark Hotel in Netanya, Israel 
(Intelligence and Terrorism Information C enter at C enter for Special 
Studies [Israel], 2004). Feint arracks were arguably illustrated in the 
September 13. attack on Kabul, in which attackers. attempted ro draw 

Informacion on the September 13. attacks comes. from severa l sources such as Rubin, 
Rivera, and Healy: (2011); A ik ins (2012) ; and live videos available on the web .. Some. of the 
inrerprerarions are speculadve. 
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protective m easures away from the main attack area . Meanwhile, mul
tiple-detonation suicide-bomb attacks, such as occurred frequently in 
Israel during rhe Second Intifada and which occur currently in Iraq, 
intentionally target rescue personnel or onlookers who. gather at the 
scene of the arrack (Butterworth, Dolev, and Jenkins, 2 012). In some 
cases, attackers may try to clear the target area of individuals they con
sider to be friendly, such as occurred in moments just before Eric Harris 
and Dylan Klebold opened fire on students and faculty ar Columbine 
High School. J usr before the massacre, Brooks Brown, a classmate who 
had recently patched up a longstanding series of disagreements with 
Eric H arris, was warned by Eric, "Brooks, I like you now. Get our of 
here. Go home" (Merrirr and Brown, 2002). As another example from 
the Columbine Massacre, shortly before arriving at the school, H arris 
and Klebold placed a smal l bomb in a field located approximately one 
mile away from Columbine High School. The bomb's explosion was set 
as. a diversion for emergency personnel (Cullen, 2009). 

Main Attack(s) 

Behavioral indicators of a main arrack are many and varied, bur some 
include overt communication and coordination, moving rapidly (per
haps even in crowded automobiles) to attack points, running check
points, taking firing positions, etc. 

Hostage-raking sometimes signals plans for a long standoff. The 
Beslan school siege. in September of 2004 involved the capture of over 
1,100 people as hostages (including 777 children). The anacks ended 
only after Russian security forces stormed the. building with tanks, days 
after the situation began (Osborn, 2004). And just years before, during 
the Nord-Ost siege, forces decided they had to end the long hostage 
standoff by pumping chemicals in the venrilarion system, which caused 
the death of 128 hostages. Indeed, hostage-taking as parr of the. arrack 
strongly indicates that the attackers are prepared for a lengthy confron
tation (Osborn, 2004). 
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Post-Attack Reporting and Strategic Communication 

If part of a group, attackers who survive and Bee may communicate 
back to headquarters about the success. of their attack. Post-attack 
reporting may contain clues about the perceived success of the attack, 
as well as the overall mood of the attackers, planners, and leaders (exu
berant, demoralized, etc.) (Jenkins, 2011): 

Meanwhile, public "spin"-whether directed to the media at 
large, other group members, or potential recruits- contains clues 
about ways that organizations mobilize and motivate potential recruits, 
including the "grand narratives" that speak to recruits' personal and 
moral sensibili ties. For example, jihadisr recruitment videos feature a 
narrative of humiliation and Muslim leaders' impotence, followed by 
the redemptive heroic action of suicide bombers and insurgents (Hafez, 
2007). These materials are. designed to bolster the commitment of cur
rent group m embers and drive future recruiting; thus,. the "D eveloping 
Intent" phase begin s again. 

For rhe same purposes, attackers extend strategic communication 
post-attack. O ftentimes, because the attackers themselves are captive or 
dead, post-attack communication originates &om the attackers' asso
ciates. After Major Nidal Malik Hasan opened fire on soldiers at Fort 
H ood , his "religious advisor," Anwar al-Awlaki, posted a n online mes
sage, allegedly endorsed by Hassan before the attack, asking Muslim 
U .S. soldiers to follow in H assan's footsteps (H ess, 2009). Attackers 
still living after their planned attack have also engaged in strategic 
communication. American teenager turned Islamic radical Zach a ry 
Chesser, who threaten ed the. lives of American writers, wrote public 
letters to senators from prison, urging the creation of different foreign 
policies. Others use their highly publicized courtroom appearances as 

This secrion deals with post-atrack communications by the attackers. In some instances, 
attacker communications before or during an attack are intercepted but nor analyzed until 
afterward. For example, according co ABC N ews, che National Security Agency intercepted 
a nd recorded two conversatio ns in Arabic on. September 10, 2001. One said, .. Tomorrow is 
zero day," and the other said,. "The march begins tomorrow." The messages. were not r:rans
lared until after rhe arracks (Ross and ABC News i nvestigative Team, 2011). Nonetheless, 
from the viewpoinr of our. analytic suucrure, these indicarors belong ro pre-arrack or arrack
phase indicmrs. 
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a stage for communication. A recent example is Anders Breivik, the 
right-wing extremist behind a bomb-and-shooting massacre that killed 
77. people in Norway. Breivik has entered and exited every courtroom 
appearance with the Nazi salute and has crafted his defense statements 
in support of his views. In his plea, Breivik admitted to the acts but not 
to criminal guilt, saying the attacks were necessary "to protect Norway 
from being taken over by Muslims" (Associated Press, 2012a). 

As for the attackers whose lives are lost in their arrack, they still 
can, and have, personally engaged in post-attack communication .. As 
noted earlier, it is common for Islamic attackers planning on dying 
in a suicide attack to make "martyrdom videos," which are released 
after their death (Kimmage and Ridolfo, 2007). The videos typically 
include a statement of purpose by the arracker preparing to be a martyr 
(Kimmage and Ridolfo, 2007). While the videos are usually released 
immediately after the attack, some, like the martyrdom video of the 
CIA double agent, surface later. Almost a year after he detonated a sui
cide bomb, killing seven CIA employees, al-Balawi appeared in a video 
calling the American team a "gift from God" (Oppel, Mazzetti, and 
Mekhennet, 2010): "Look, this is for you," he said ro the camera, stra
tegically appealing to his base and potential recruits, "It's not a watch. 
It's a detonaror to kill as many as I can, God willing." 

Protective Measures and Adaptation 

Vacated offices or safe houses may contain clues about the attack, 
including specific tactics. The subsequent search of the LAX would
be-bomber's "safe house" in 1999 revealed significant planning details 
and valuable information about al Qaeda's organization, recruitment, 
and training (U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, 2010). This 
was a fortunate find, since terrorist groups often attetnpt to cover their 
tracks, either through destroying evidence of planning or silencing col
laborators who. might leak vital information. For example,. in response 
to infiltration, Palestinian militant groups rook punitive actions against 
suspected "collaborators" (with Israel) in the Occupied Territories 
(Jackson et al., 2007). 
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If a terrorist or insurgent group concludes that an arrack's impact 
was deterred or. lessened by. prior knowledge (or if post-attack arrests 
were made), this may tip them off about collection and detection meth
ods. As a result, such groups adapt, continuously evading detection and 
maximizing the effectiveness of their attacks. For example, Palestinian 
militant groups have dressed suicide bombers as religious Israeli Jews 
or Israeli soldiers to enable them to escape detection by CCTV and 
get closer to their targets, while Jemaah lslamiyah has used camou
flage to avoid aerial surveillance (Jackson et al., 2007). Adaptation and 
countermeasures are discussed further in Chapter Seven. Mtermath 
activities provide opportunities to connect the dots, understand target 
selection and purpose, and otherwise understand something about 
potential. future attacks. 

Behavioral Indicators of Execution and Aftermath 

Based on the preceding discussion, Tables 5 .1 and 5.2 show generic 
indicators and their relationship to activities of the execution and after
math phases. See also Appendix C. 
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Table 5.1 
Behavioral Indicators of Execution 

Generic 
lndicator(s) 

Take action portending 
next stage 

Indicate intent by nature 
of in itial targets or give 
clues about future attacks 

Drive car packed with 
fighting-aged males 

Run checkpoints or 
security barr iers 

Split into groups 

Deploying 
and 

Positioning 

• 

(signaling multiple points e 
of attack) 

Run into buildings with 
cover or line-of-sight, 
indicatin g intent to 
engage targets 

Shape population 
composition of target 
area 

Collect intelligence 

Interact w ith security 
personnel 

Prepare attack or fe ints 

Conduct main attack 

Communicate post-attack 
"spin" to med ia 

• 

ISR 

• 
• 
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Target 
Coordination Shaping 

and and Main 
Communication Feints Attack(s) 

• • 
• 

• • 
• • 
• • 

• 

• 

• 
• 

NOTE: For references and instances observed, see Appendix C. 
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Table 5.2 
Behavioral Activities in the Aftermath 

Generic 
lndicator (s) 

Take resp o nsibility or lay blame 

Call t o action 

Idolize attackers 

Communicate with headquarters about 
operationa l success or failure 

Silence (kill, threaten, etc.) those w it h 
protected informati on about the attack 

Clean evidence from safe houses and 
planning areas 

Report troubles- including inte rdiction 
or interruption o f att ack 

Develop new tools and CONOPs as 
workarounds 

Post-Attack 
Reporting 

and Strategic 
Co mmunication 

• 
• 
• 

• 

NOTE: For references and instances observed, see Appendix C. 

Protective M easures. 
and Adaptation 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Technologies and Methods 

Previous chapters describe behaviors displayed by terrorists and insur
gents prior to, during, or after attacks. This. chapter addresses technol
ogy and methods. for detecting such behaviors, grouping them in three 
cross-cutting categories of information: (1) communication patterns, 
(2) ccpattern-of-life" data, and (3) indicators relating to body movement 
or physiological changes. The items in each category can be useful in 
observing behaviors in the activity classes used throughout this report: 
developing intent, planning and laying groundwork,. immediate pre
execution, execution, and aftermath. Because our review is to inform 
research and development (R&D) management and investment, it is 
selective rather than exhaustive, and the topics covered vary greatly 
in development status and robustness. Thus, we include paragraphs 
on cautions and tables assessing development status, upside potential, 
measurement requirements,. and shortcomings. Some of the issues are 
quite controversial, both scientifically and with respect to privacy and 
civil liberties. We touch on the primary points of controversy. 

Detection and Analysis of Communication Patterns 

Individuals communicate in many ways involving, e.g., face-to-face 
meetings, Internet chat rooms, and cell phones. Techniques exist to 
monitor these communications and to analyze their content. Indeed, 
both commercial and intelligence sectors invest heavily in such tech
niques. What follows draws only from work in the public domain. 
The first three subsections discuss online communication, text analysis, 

57 
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and speech analysis. Drawing in part of the first three, the fourth sub
section add resses more expLicitly threatening communications, which 
have been well studied in their own right. 

Online Communication and Activities 

Ir is possible ro learn abour some activities in the "Planning and Laying 
Groundwork" and "Immediate Pre-Execution" phases by tracking 
onl ine communication and activities. Online, statemenrs and actions. 
may reveal or suggest thoughts, emotions, or even intent. Thus, related 
tools and methods for analyzing online content and communications 
may be particularly helpful. Data collection itself can be performed 
manually, bur is more efficiently done using online-content "scrapers.''· 
These can pull in content constantly from particular sites or individual 
authors and can "flag" specific types of conrenr. 

Monitoring social media discussion for threatening communica
tions is often the responsibility of human analysts, such as the New 
York Police D epartment's social m edia unit (Rock, 2011). The NYPD 
investigated threats posted on Twitter (e.g., "people are gonna die 
like Aurora") following the July 20, 2012, movie-theater shooting in 
Aurora, Colorado. (Ruderman, 2012). Real-time social-media search 
tools can facilitate monitoring for discussions relating to potential vio
lence. They may also track general discussion around such potential 
targets as land1narks, military bases, or upcoming events. Such social 
m edia search tools as Kurrently and Social Mention illustrate the tools 
available. Some large social media services, such as Twitter (Ruderman, 
2012) and Skype (Timberg and Nakashima, 2012), have made content 
and user information available to law enforcement. 

Knowing identities is crucial for tracking communications and 
interactions. Many users, however, seek anonymity- for any of many 
reasons-by creating accounts with no or false information. This tactic 
is. also useful to those. who plan, acquire radical ideologies, or discuss. 
violent attacks. The magnitude of the fake-account problem was con-

Relared rcrms include "web harvesring" and "web dara exrracrion." The rechnology is 
closely relared ro rhar for" indexing," which is cenrral ro rhe work of familiar Inrcrner search 
engines. Numerous scraper roo is are readily available for download. 
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firmed in our interview of a Facebook engineer w ho deploys detection 
and review tools fo r questionable conrenr o r inappropriate usage. There 
may be close to 83. million fake Facebook accounts (Wasserman, 2012). 

Understanding online activities and their meaning requires 
knowing what individuals. post or sh a re and also what they read and 
consum e. Scrapers or human analysts can track the former, while key
stroke loggers or even downloadable computer m alware can capture 
online consumption. Perusing an individual's documents or browsing 
history may show online searches for materiel (e.g., dealers, instruc
tion manuals) or online registrations or payments to relevant train
ing programs .. Subtler m eth ods leverage the increasing p ersonalization 
of online services. For instance, if an individual is logged into such 
Google serv ices as Gmail, Google attempts ro aurocomplete search 
terms, revealing previous searches. Google searches may also prov ide 
information on immediate. location or other preferences. Marketing 
research exploits such m ethods heavily. 

Spikes. or trends in online activity m ay reveal shifting patterns of 
social interaction activity in the "Immediate Pre-Execution" phase, as 
when people stop posting or browsing, or cur off contact with family o r 
other social contacts .. This may relate. to "going d ark" before an attack. 
Conversely, an uptick in the communications of suspected terrorist 
elements or radical groups can relate to logistical preparations for an 
imminent attack or-as in the aftermath of the raid that killed O sama 
bin Laden- communications among those eager for vengeance. A 
number of attacks have been linked to such calls for vengeance, the 
first being a suicid e bombing killing 80. people in Pakistan (Brulliard 
and Hussain, 2011). 

A conference of DoD and commercial stakeholders sponsored by 
the Office of Naval Research articulated such key challenges as estab
lishing the predictiveness of social-m edia data causality b etween social 
media data and future events, validating social media data amidst mis
information and deception, and the accuracy of sentiment analysis 
(Lyon and Afergan, 2012). Even tools that h ave not overcome these 
challenges, however, can flag potentially significant events for. subse
quent in-depth analysis. Given the tools' present status, such coupling 
of manual and automated analyses is an effective way of moniroring 
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social media data (Elson et al., 2012). We doubt that this need for man
machine cooperation w ill change soon. 

A good area for future research is the relationship between online 
activity and content (what is posted and read) and physical action s 
(attending meetings, training, etc.). 

Cautions and Shortcomings. O nline communication s and activi
ties. may reveal interactions between individuals or groups planning 
violent attacks, bur false alarms arise w hen, for example, people search 
for information or purchase "dual-use" material that could be used 
either for attacks or- much more commonly- for entirely benign pur
poses. Also, indicators of actual hostile intent may be hidden within 
seemingly benign communications. Finally, high-qua lity encryption is 
increasing as companies such as Apple increase security options avail
able to developers and users of smartphones (Garfinkel, 2012). 

Text Analysis and Natural language Processing 
Content 

The content of online communication s can be studied with automated 
textual-analysis techniques, a number of tools for which are available 
for such purposes as academic srudy of text for signs of cl inical depres
sion or different styles of cognition. Text analysis can also help detect 
violent intent.· For instance, explicit content may include bragging 
or making ideological statements, as well as engaging or expressing 
admiration for known violent extremists such as the late jihadi leaders 
Osama bin Laden and Anwar al-Awlaki.t 

Once again, we remind rhe reader rhar such indicarors are seldom specific and may nor 
be. acrionable. 

t As one example, Major Nidal Hasan (rhe Forr Hood shoorer) wrore a series of emails ro 
Anwar a l-Awlaki, subsequently rdeased by the FBI. One referred co Hasan Akbar, an Ameri
can Army soldier who killed rwo feiJow soldiers. and wounded 14. others. in Kuwair in 2003. 
The email, reponed by CCN (Shaughnessy, 2012), said (wirh grammar errors reraiued), 

There are ... many !vluslirns who join che armed forces for a myriad of different reasons. 

Some appear ro have imernal conflicts and have even killed or cried ro kill ocher us sol

diers in che name of Islam i.e. Hasan Akbar .... 
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Linguis t ic Sty le 
Text analysis of how people write and talk can also shed light on 
thoughts and feelings. One prominent example is Linguistic Inquiry 
and Word Count 2007 (LIWC) (Pennebaker, Booth, and Francis, 
2007; Pennebaker, Chung, Gonzales, and Booth, 2007), simple word
counting software identifying word-usage patterns statistically associ
ated with motivations, attitudes, emotions, and other psychological 
states .. These patterns can be analyzed to extract topics of discussion 
(Pennebaker and Chung, 2008). 

Tools such as LIWC may uncover such psychological states as 
yearning for prestige and status, anger, humiliation, or shame-all rel
evant to the Developing Intent, Planning and Laying Groundwork, 
or Immediate Pre-Execution phases. Analyzing linguistic style has the 
distinct advantage that people cannot easily manipulate word-usage 
patterns in everyday conversation (Chung and Pennebaker, 2011). Fur
ther, linguistic style information is available regardless of the content 
or specific topic being discussed. Thus, while content analysis provides 
insight about topics, linguistic style analysis provides insights about the 
writer or. speaker (Elson et al., 2012) 

Linguistic sryle may also help Bag extremist thinking. For exam
ple, use of third-person plural pronouns (e.g., "they," "them") may sug
gest "that the group is defining itself to a large degree by the existence 
of an oppositional group" (Pennebaker and Chung, 2008). Linguistic 
style, when combined with techniques identifying topics of discussion, 
may help identify potential targets of attack.. 

Analysis of linguistic style has already been applied to such topics 
as corporate fraud (Keila and SkilJicorn, 2005), terrorist interroga
tions, and criminal testimony (Skillicorn and Little, 2010). Keila and 
Skillicorn (2005), for example, observe: 

Would you consider someone like Hasan Akbar or other soldiers rbac have commirred 

such aC£s with rhe goal of helping Muslims/Jsla.rn (Lees juscassume rbis for now) 6ghting 

Jihad and if they did die would you consider them shaheeds (marryrs)? 

As. ofren happens, rhe e-mail could have been read ar rhe rime. as nor yer rhrearening. 
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Deception theory suggests that deceptive writing is ch aracter
ized by reduced frequency of first-person pronouns and exclu
sive words, and elevated frequency of negative emotion words 
and action verbs. We apply this model of deception to. the Enron 
email dataset, and then apply singular. value decomposition to. 
elicit the correlation strucnue between emails. Those emails that 
have high scores using this approach include deceptive emails; 
other e m ails that score highly using these frequency counts also 
indicate organizational dysfunctions such as improper communi
cation of information. Hence this approach can be used as a tool 
for both external investigation of an organization, and internal 
management and regulatory compliance. 

Individual Differences. Linguistic style may also reveal such attri
butes as age (Pennebaker and Stone, 2003), gender (Newman,. Groom, 
and Handelman, 2008), health status (Pennebaker and Mayne, 1997), 
or emotional stare (Alpers, Winzelberg, and Classen, 2005). Pennebaker 
and Stone found that, as they age,. people use fewer first-person singu
lar words and more first-person plural words. Newman and colleagues 
examined over 14,000 text files from 70 studies to analyze gender dif
ferences. in language use, finding that men more often discussed "exter
nal events, objects, and processes," while women more often discussed 
"people. and what they were doing.". Greater use of first-person singu-
1 ( "I " " " " ") lf- c: d . ar pronouns e.g., , me, my suggests se -10cus an ts some-
times statistically associated with depression (Rude, Gartner, and Pen
nebaker, 2004) and, perhaps, of tendencies toward suicide (Stirman 
and Pennebaker, 2001).' Use of second-person plural pronouns (e.g., 
"you," "yourselves") suggests attention paid to or focus on others and 
is. associated with better health (Cohn, Mehl, and Pennebaker, 2004; 
Gorrner and Pennebaker, 2003; Stone and Pennebaker, 2002). Using 
more positive than negative emotion words, such as when discussing a 
particularly traumatic experience, is linked with better physical health 
(Pennebaker and Mayne, 1997). Some work suggests that personality 

We observe, however, rhat such stacisricaJ associations are often weak and context
dependent. The heavy use of"I" and "we," for example, is normal (and part of good commu
nications) in many comexrs, bm a bit "off" in others. 
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traits may be unrelated to linguistic indicators as measured by LIWC 
(Kahn, Tobin, Massey, and Anderson, 2007), bur other researchers 
show more positive results with automated inference about personality 
based comparing a number of algorithms' performance experimentally 
(Mairesse, Walker, Mehl, and Moore, 2007). 

Social Dynamics. Examining people's communication s can indi
cate the nature of their relationships w ith others. This may help identify 
social networks and individual positions. within them. For example, 
Tausczik and Pennebaker (2010) review research showing that people's 
language use varies according to their status relative to the listener. 
Higher-status individuals speak more often and more often use words 
referring to others (e.g., first-person plural pronouns, such as "we"). 
Lower-status individuals use more self-focused words (e.g., first-person 
singular pronouns,. such as "1"). Knowledge about such social hierar
chies may indicate, for example, ideological leaders or operational plan
ners in terrorist cells. 

Natural-Language Processing. Natural-language processing tech
niques should be useful for analyzing large amounts of text about 
which little is known in advance. However, these techniques attempt 
to solve extremely difficult problems in computer science. Accordingly, 
many competing algorithms and applications have been proposed. 

These techniques can help detect behavioral indicators of violent 
attacks. Document classification can sort large amounts of text for 
subsequent analysis by appropriate technical or subject-matter experts. 
They might examine blueprints, how-cos, instruction manuals, state
ments of policy or intentions, news articles, or religious sermons. Topic 
mapping, such as by using clustering methods to identify concepts and 
topics discussed in text, could be useful for indicators in the Plan
ning and Laying Groundwork phase by indicating particular searches 
for information or advice on weapons, tactics, or acquiring materiel. 
Mathematical techniques such as latent semantic indexing (or latent 
semantic analysis) can be used to understand concepts within the 
text and relationships among them. They have the advantage of being 
language-independent, with word order not playing a role. Machine 
translation can render foreign language texts into a form analyzable 
without foreign-language expertise or software. speciali.zed to the target 
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language. Speech recognition- determining textual content of spoken 
language- can greatly increase the amount of text available for text 
analysis. Similarly, voice recognition can help identify individuals from 
speech samples. 

Text analysis and natural-language processin g are complem entary 
ways of learning about the content and implicit meanings of text. Lin
guistic scyle, however, is nonspecific. Changes in these indicators may 
suggest either individual or emotional differe nces, but interpretation 
is sometimes culture- or individual-depende nt. This is one reason chat 
natural-language processing can be used to categorize text or topics, 
but manual analysis of the content will likely still be required . 

Cautions and Shortcomings. D espite the considerable past research, 
further work will be. required before- if ever-linguistic s ty le analysis 
can be reLiably used to detect d eception. Noting that much prior work 
has used archival emails, a Deloitte report (Mosher, 2010) argues that 
LIWC-based deception research needs further testing and validation 
on "real-life data sets." Similarly, in a national-academ y review volume 
(Ch auvin, 2011), authors C hung and Pennebaker (2011), pioneers in 
suc h work,. point our the need to adequately understand the. perceiver/ 
listener of potential deception and the individual differences or situ
ational factors that influence his/her judgment. They also say, 

Given th e current state of knowledge, it is. inconceivable that any 
language assessment method-whether by human judges or the 
best computers in the world-could reliably detect real-world 
deception or other. psychological quality at rates greater. than 80. 
percent,. even in highly controlled datasers .. 

I t should be emphasized that the validity of inferences based on 
linguistic cues depends heavily on such context. Cultural o rientation 
for example, helps shape lang uage use. To illustrate, a study of Ameri
can and Japanese texts found that American authors used far more 
first-person plural pronouns, in a distant, royal-we manner, as com
pared with Japan ese authors (Fiddler, 2007). Significantly, cultural 
orientation does nor n ecessarily signify race/ethnlcity, but rather the 
culture with which one identifies. For instance, a Caucasian-American 
living abroad could- b ur would nor necessarily- have integrated 
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deeply into Japanese culture. It is also possible for culrural orienta
tion to involve adopting beliefs and behaviors from religion or groups 
defined in ways other than race/ethnicity, such as a large corporation 
or military. Understanding cultural differences in language use may 
thus suggest ways to identify a person's affinity for particular groups or 
cultures from the way they speak. 

Content Analysis of Speech 

The vocal content of conversations and narratives has long been studied 
for cues indicating lying and deception. Robust indicators, based on 
multiple studies, show a significant connection between vocal content 
and narratives with lying and deception. These include (1) the tendency 
to distance oneself from lying statements (a classic example of this is 
speaking in the third person about actions one has taken) or seeming 
less verbally involved, (2) issuing discrepant statements (lack of inter
nal consistency), (3) providing fewer details, (4) exhibiting less logical 
structure and less subjectively plausible stories, (5) providing less con
text, and (6) making fewer spontaneous corrections or admitted lapses 
of memory (DePaulo et al., 2003). 

As described in other sections of this report, experiments with 
scenarios attempting to mimic potential terrorist attacks have shown 
positive results for some of these indicators- particularly subjective 
plausibility and the lack of consistency across statements or conversa
tions (Vrij et al., 20lla; Vrij, Leal, and Mann, 20llb). As discussed in 
a later section of this chapter in greater detail, Vrij and Granhag (2012) 
argue that vocal content in response to well-placed probes or. carefully 
crafted questions is the most reliable indicator of deception. 

While such formal analytic tools as manual coding schemes are 
available, they are both long and complex to administer and there is 
no evidence in the literature that such formal tools perform better than 
trained subjective assessments. Thus, the fast-paced, real-time chal
lenge of detecting potential attackers lends itself to some combination 
of (1) automated analysis of lexical content (which would require accu
rate translation from audio to text and is currently possible only under 
the best audio conditions) and (2) the use of trained human interview
ers and observers. 
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A later section discusses content-independent analysis of voice 
reflecting physiological state, making more explicit comparisons. with 
techniques based on vocal content. 

Threatening Communications 

Communications regarded as threatening are worth discussing sepa
rately, albeit with some overlap with the previous sections. Analyzing 
communications for threats or other behavioral indicators. of potential 
arrack may draw insight from research on threatening communications 
to public figures made by violent groups and individuals. Given the low 
base rate of actual attempted attacks against public figures, much of 
this research has focused on uncovering characteristics of communica
tions (e.g., methods, content) associated with " inappropriate approach
ing behaviors" thought to suggest the potential for violence (Scalera 
et al. , 2002). While much of this research predates the Internet, such 
approaching behavior has been linked with behavioral indicators that 
1nay be observable from online communications. For instance, Dietz 
and colleagues examined threatening letters sent to public figures, 
including celebrities and members of Congress (Dietz et al., 199la, 
199lb). 'They identified both "risk-enhancing" and "risk-reducing" fea
tures associated with inappropriate approach. Examples of the former 
include using multiple modes (e.g., letter writing, phone) and repeated 
communications. 

Interestingly, explicit verbal threats are not necessarily predictive 
about violent actions. because potential attackers often do not publicly 
communicate their intentions, although they may communicate pri
vately (perhaps online) to family and friends (O'Hair, Bernard, and 
Roper, 2011). Similarly, Dietz and colleagues (199la, 1991b) found that 
overt verbal threats either were not associated with or were strongly 
negatively correlated with "approaching behavior" with celebrities and 
members of Congress, respectively. Similarly, people w ith certain spe
cific motivations for inappropriate approach (e.g., those with delusions 
of having royal identity) may simply approach public figures directly, 
rather than writing threatening or otherwise observable communica
tions Qames et al., 2009). 
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Such findings suggest that examining explicit threats is insuffi
cient and that analysis should address implicit behav iora l indicarors as 
well. For instance, O 'H a ir and colleagues use a communications-theory 
perspective that explores how and why m edia facilitates inform ation al 
goals (e.g., interact ivity, comfort level in en gaging others) . They pro
pose online communication m euics that include parcerns of m essaging 
that may reflect behavioral insight about motivations and source cred
ibility .. To analyze implicit v iolence-related content of speech, Chung 
and Pennebaker (2011) suggest coding for constructs such as domi
nance values (i.e., seeking power over others) and affiliation m ot ives 
(e.g., seekin g to maintain internal group relations). They also categorize 
linguistic features for how threatening text reflects actual violent inten
tions. These. features can include. either deception (i .e., bluffing) or hon
esty (whic h may indicate delusional beliefs or char the writer intends 
to carry out stated threats). Similar analysis may also reveal symptoms 
of severe mental illness, which is particularly prevalent in those who 
stalk public figures (e.g., Meloy, 2011; Scalora et al., 2002; Mullen et 
a l., 2009; James et al., 2009). Observable symproms include delusional 
chinking, particularly. of persecution or grandiosity Uames et al., 2009; 
Scalora et al. , 2002) and fixation on the potential target of violence 
(Mullen et al., 2009). As in so much of what we review in this report, 
such symptoms seldom h ave much predictive value. Very few people 
with m ental illness, delusional thinking, and the like are stalk ers. 

Cautions and Shortcomings 

Given the abundance and variety of online media types now available, 
a number of online communication patterns similar ro those found in 
offl ine communications may prove ro be usefu l correlates of threaten
ing behavior. One caution is. that much of the evidence. linking written 
communications w ith approaching targets predates online communi
cation. Meloy (2011) notes that little work has been done to compare 
the differential relationships with approaching targets for online and 
offiine forms of written communication. 
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Assessing the Communication-Pattern Methods 

Table 6.1 summarizes our discussion of communication patterns. It 
has columns for development status, upsid e. potential, measurement 
requirements (which may suggest opportunities o r limitations), and 
shortcomings and vulnerabil ities. 

Table 6.1 
Considerations and Caveats: Detection and Analysis of Communication 
Patterns 

Shortcomings 
Measurement and 

Domain Status Upside Potential Requirements Vulnerabilities 

Online Extensive Given trends, Tools already Methods have 
communication collection even more exist. However, not been well 
and activities and analysis and varied challenges validated in 

o ccurs today interactions for dealing academic or 
for commercial will be with massive operational 
and intelligence available for volumes of settings. 
reasons. collection. noisy data are Low signal-to-

Technologies and formidable. noise ratio. 
methods for Effects of 
analyzing such encryption, 
online activities using "code," 
are still relatively using 
unproven in anonymizers, 
either academic or moving 
or operational offline. 
settings. 

Text analysis A considerable Using Online text Context and 
and natural- research base operational is naturally cultura l 
language exists with data to t rain occurring dependence. 
processing numerous past and to create and publicly Inadequate 

applications. baselines accessible, testing in 
Even natural- cou ld improve requiring operational 
language detection of only passive settings. 
processing can be deception, collection. 

Need for highly accurate hostility, or Active 
in specific extremist elicitation of 

substantial 

experimental patterns. data. 
text or oral 

settings. Natura l- statements 
l~ngu~ge i$ pos$ible in 
techniques, some security 
given training contexts, 
sets, could such as 
quickly ana lyze check points or 
large amounts interrogations. 
of data. 
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Domain Status 

Speech This has been 
analysis: lexical validated in 
and vocal cues laboratory 

settings, 
including those 
specific to 
counterterrorism. 

Pattern-of-Life Data 
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Shortcomings 
Measurement and 

Upside Potential Requirements Vulnerabilities 

Advances. i n 
protocols 
for rapid 
assessment 
of speech 
patterns and 
cont ent would 
have wide 
appl icabilit y 
for screening, 
checkpoint, or 
other situations 
involving 
conversations 
with security 
personnel. 

Such analysis 
currently 
requires 
ski lled security 
personnel 
asking 
questions 
and making 
j udgments. 

Physiological 
drivers. such 
as anxiety 
and changes 
in voca l tone,. 
are individual
dependent 

May be subject 
t o counters, 
especially if 
criteria for 
judg ing are 
known. 

It is possible to analyze patterns of communication , travel, purchas
ing, and other: m atters using existing records and databases, many of 
which are held by private industry. This. section reviews several of these 
data sources and discusses methods for combining and making sense 
of this information to assist w ith the detection of potential threats. 
We address (1) mobile-device-tracking, (2) use of existing records, and 
(3) machine learnin g and big-data analysis. 

Mobile-Device Tracking 

Mobile devices (e.g., smarrphones) are ubiquitous and indispensable; 
they a re a n important new source of data fo r individuals' personal 
information and relationships in real time, and, in the aggregate, to 
identify social relationships, groups, and networks. Mobile phones c~n 
leave electronic trails involving G lobal Positioning System (GPS), cel
lular service,. a nd WiFi data . An increasing number of consumer appli
cations ("apps") provide such locarion-based services as recommenda
tions and directions for nearby restaurants, result ing in a la rge amount 
of potential data. Many commonly installed apps also have access to 
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personal information stored on the device or obtained through other 
online serv ices (often withour the user being aware of this, much less 
consciously consenting) .. Technologies for tracking and analyz ing such 
mobile data may be useful for "D eveloping Intent" activities, such as 
revealing individuals' links with existing organizations, extremists, or 
people with violent inclinations. Mobile data may also uncover such 
evidence of attack-planning activities as trips to known training camps 
or repeated v isits ro known or potential terrorist targets. 

Because people typically carry their mobile devices wherever rhey 
go (unless fearful of surveillan ce), tracking the devices (e.g., using WiFi, 
GPS, or connections to cell rowers) is a useful proxy for following their 
owners' movements. O ver rime, these data can be aggregated to build 
a fuller picture. Identifying and predicting people's location and move
ments has already received a fair amount of academic attention. Ana
lyzing millions of mobile. call records, Kang et al. (2010). computed 
typical travel ranges at different times for individuals of different age 
and gender. Others have also estimated the pred ictability in people's 
whereabouts Qensen, Meservy, Burgoon, and Nunamaker, 2010) and 
future locations (Burbey and Marrin, 2008). Successfully predicting 
the p atterns of people's daily lives may help understand motivations or 
logistical preparations, although such models might not be able to flush 
out anomalies, such as preparations for an actual attack. 

Mobile-phone data can help in understanding the spread of infor
mation and arritudes. Madan, Farrahi, Garica-Perez, and Pentland 
(2011) modeled individuals' exposure to diverse individuals and politi
cal information and how the d iversity or. lack of it affecrs opinion 
ch ange. M easuring diversity of information exposure and political opin
ion change may also suggest potential for identifying radicalization or 
"D eveloping Imenr" activities. Smarrphone usage data (Chittaranjan, 
Blom, and Gatica-Perez, 2012) are related ro the «Big Five" person
ality traits: openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, 
and neuroticism (Costa and McCrae, 1990). These may provide some 
insight into motivations. Extroverted p eople are more likely to receive 
calls and spend more time talking. Emotional stability is associated 
with more incoming text messages. Chittaranjan and colleagues also 
found gender differences, which would help identify indiv iduals. 
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Going forward, experimemal mobile data may also benefit from 
using more. naturalistic settings, such as using actual mobile phones 
rather than experimental sensors (Momoliu, Blom, and Gatica-Perez, 
2012). Such research may clarify the extent to which patterns of mobile 
data-based indicators are related to actual behaviors and are stable 
across individuals. Other mobile devices may also be useful for under
standing patterns of behavior and movement: not just tablet comput
ers, but also such fitness items as personal-activity trackersJ which are. 
wearable motion sensors that capture individual movements and trans
fer information wirelessly to websites or social media. These actions 
may provide further mobile-based information about patterns of life. 

Cautions and Shortcomings. As social networking through mobile 
devices becomes more. commonplace, individuals are increasingly com
municating with others that they never meet in person (Lampe, Ellison,. 
and Steinfield, 2008). In some cases, relationships that occur entirely 
through mobile devices or online may be substituting for more "tradi
tional" forms of social comact (Deresiewicz, 2011). The substitution 
is imperfect, however, and communication patterns and links derived 
from mobile-to-mobile communication. is increasingly "muddy" and 
divorced from both intent to meet and intent to act in the offline or 
"real" world. Clearly, this complicates drawing inferences about actual 
threat. And, of course, people can choose to not use a cell phone. 

Ex ist ing Records 

It may also be possible to develop profiles of individuals from disparate 
pieces. of information about a person's. experiences, behaviors,. and rela
tionships over time, and to provide context for assessing other incom
ing data (this is a type of information fusion, as discussed further in 
Chapter Seven). Behavioral indicators in the Developing Inrem phase 
may also prove useful when creating profiles of individuals. 

Building individual profiles could use whole-life data (e.g., from 
school, criminal, civil, legal, interrogation, medical, travel, financial, 
consumer, and social/public communication). Consumer data are 
increasingly available on such matters because of electronic payments 
becoming the norm, leaving an electronic trail. General purchasing 
behaviors are stored by dedicated consumer data firms (e.g., Axciom) 
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as well as retailers (e.g., Target) and may help understand planning or 
other actions. Information on r:he purchasing of restricted material (e.g., 
firearms, explosive precursors) can be shared and flagged. Criminal 
d ata may be used to track activities indicating logistical preparations or 
planning for violent attacks, or that may suggest extremist motivations. 
Data systems for rapid intelligence have been used by police and secu
rity organizations. Online activities also provide a wealth of behavioral 
data. Social networking services store and analyze data on user activi
ties. A Facebook "Data Team," for example, mines user data co better 
understand social relationships and interactions (Simonite, 2012). The 
team has produced reports showing how, for example, novel informa
tion is spread via social networks through distant contacts (Bakshy, 
2012). Finally, public behaviors can be capmred and stored (including 
by surveillance cameras, which appear in many public areas). 

Integrating such information well would ideally exploit analytic 
techniques for all-source information fusion, some of it in real- or near
real time. Big-data analytic tools are increasingly available from such 
providers of cloud computing as Google and Amazon, while social
media analytic companies such as Topsy provide mer:rics of trending 
copies and sentiment. Techniques such as probabilistic unsupervised 
topic models may be used to extract topics from data (Farrahi and 
Gatica-Perez, 2012). 

Cautions and Shortcomings. Clearly, extracting and combining 
d ata across multiple sources and owners within and outside the U nited 
States presents ir:s own adminisr:rative and database challenges .. Per
haps even more dHE.cuJt is knowing what combinations of indicators 
should raise alarm signals. While particular purchasing patterns may 
be appropriate red flags in isolation (explosive precursors, bulk ammu
nition, er:c.), many available records contain somewhar: cryptic signals 
that are often discovered only in retrospect, as with subsequent discov
ery ofTimothy McVeigh's. troubled record in school and in the Army 
(Smith, Damphousse, and Roberts, 2006). After an event, a set of indi
cators over time can sometimes paint a relatively clear pattern of warn
ing signals that existed beforehand, bur the critical challenge is pro
ducing analytic systems that can notice these patterns before an attack 
takes. place (perhaps in response to queries made at the time of screen-
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ing or related monitoring). The information-fusion issue is discussed 
in the next section and extensively in Chapter Seven and Appendix D. 

Machine Learning and Big-Data Analysis Drawing on Online and 
Other Activity 

As d ata on human behaviors are increasingly digitized, the volume of 
potentially analyzable data increases accordingly, and manual analysis 
becomes impractical or impossible. It will be inc reasingly important 
to. analyze. such data withour the benefit of prior hypotheses or known 
points of comparison. Doing so can help to detect outliers or anoma
lies, discover previously unknown associations and rules, and continu
ally monitor data stream s as a preven tive measure. 

"Supervised machine-learning techniques" rely on known data 
sets to train the. algorithms, which learn and apply rules ro classify 
data, identify relationships, and discover concepts. For example, one 
might wish to build a classifier to categorize online threats as either 
legitimate or spurious. Supervised learning requires a training data set 
where some threats were known to have led ro violent attack s, and 
o thers were known to have not led to violent attacks. In other words, 
the. data would be "labeled" as either having led ro v iolent attacks or 
not. The algorithm would then be applied ro the t ra ining data and 
rested on a sep arate set of d ata. 

Techniques designed to analyze d ata without the aid of such 
known comparisons are referred to as "unsupervised learnin g." 
Research ers from Stanford and Google used thousands of images from 
YouTube. to demonstrate. the feasibility of building h igh-level feature 
detectors (e.g., faces) without providing labeled data (Le et al., 2012). 
It is easy to envision this technique being applied to learn and detect 
human bodies and, potentially, those that present violent attack indica
tors, such as hostile affect or carrying a weapon. 

Such machine-learning techniques have been applied ro national 
security and law enforcement issues, such as using data mining to 
uncover fraud (Li, Yen, Wu, and Wang, 2012) and using classifica
tion m ethods to predict deception in computer-mediated communica
tion (Zhou, Burgoon , Twitch ell, and Qin, 2004). Predictive policing 
efforts d raw on incident reports, geographical data, and other informa-
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rion to feed information into algorithms that generate crime forecasts 
(sometimes with hot-spot maps) .. Com panies such as Palantir have. used 
such techn iques to build software th at is widely used by law en force
m enr, inrelligence agencies, and militaries worldwide (Vance and 
Stone, 2011). Quantitative approaches, such as arrificialneuralnetwork 
models, appear to be promisin g ways to pred ict national security prob
lem s and can b e applied in real rime (Bueno de Mesquita, 2011). V ideo 
or image analysis and machine-learning techn iques (Le et al., 2012) 
could be employed to discover, for example, activities in martyrdom 
videos, such as sh aving heads and praying. 

Cautions and Shortcomings. A major draw back of machine
learning techniques is that they require a large amount of data for 
model building and resting. An SRI International engineer w ith expe
rience in machine-learning and national security issues suggested in a 
July 2012 interview with the authors approximate rules to assess where 
learning technologies could h elp a problem. First, if one does not have 
a strong understanding of the phenomena (e.g., indicators of violent 
attacks), then a lot of data are n ecessary (e.g., thousands to millions of 
instances)-data w ith the occurrence to non-occurrence ratio of the 
phenomena being relatively good (e.g., 1:4 rather tha n 1:1,000,000). 
That is demanding a great deal. Second, if instead one does not h ave a 
large am ount of data (e.g., only hundreds of instances), a strong under
standing of the phenomena is n eeded. 

At least in the public domain, sufficiently large databases of vio
lent attacks and other events do not exist for topics suc h as terrorism 
(according to the SRI International engineer we spoke with and others) 
or threatening communications and their relationships to actual 
behaviors (Chung and Pennebaker, 2 011). Commonly used terrorist 
databases lack the necessary information. One innovative m ethod for 
obtaining large, labeled data sets is to "crowdsource" the work of col
lecting and labeling indiv idual pieces. of information. The. effectiveness 
of crowdsourcing has been demonstrated in other domains unrelated 
to terrorism, notably creating a dataset of emotional facial expressions 
(McDuff, Kaliouby, and Picard, 2011). 
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Assessing Pattern-of-Life Approaches 

Table 6.2 is our assessment of the various approaches focused on 
records-based whole-life. information. 

Table 6.2 
Considerations and Caveats for Pattern-of-Life Data 

Measurement Shortcomings and 
Domain Status Upside Potential Requirements Vulnerabilities 

Mobile- Algorithms Mobile devices Mobile device Not traveling with 
device to predict will cont inue to tracking or turning off 
tracking individual add. connectivity may require device will defeat 

movement features device-owner methods based 
patterns, that enable permissions or on mobile-device 
preferences, tracking (e.g., cooperation of whereabouts. 
etc., have been location and. communications Mobile-to-mobile 
developed and motion sensors, network communication 
validated in Near Field providers. is often divorced 
laboratory and Communication from "real-life" 
experimental chips). behaviors and 
settings, but can intent. 
benefit from 
more naturalistic 
validation. 

Pattern- Validating Pattern -of - life Measurement Pattern-of- life 
of-l ife techniques to data may allow does not data may be 
data analyze large integrating require active vulnerable to 

amounts of disparate data or voluntary "cover" activities 
pattern-of- types to build consent. and behavior s. 
life data may fuller behaviora l However, access Databases and 
be difficult profiles on to various algorithms 
in academic individuals databases held for detecting 
settings. of interest. by commercial threatening 
Commercial Accessing and or private patterns 
data. sets and integrating data. sources may. be are in early 
analytic tools is an issue. necessary. development. 
are increasingly 
available. 

Machine Machine-learning Machine-learning Measurement learning 
learning techniques and big-data does not techniques are 
and have been analysis may require active probabilistic and 
big -data extensively used "discover" or voluntary vulnerable to 
analysis and validated unknown consent. noisy data. 

in experimental patterns or A large amount Current systems 
and some activit ies hidden of data or do not 
applied settings. in large.amounts a strong understand how 
Such techniques of data, but hypothesis to associate 
have been used massive amounts regarding behaviors 
in national of data are relevant activity of multiple 
security and. law needed for. is required. threatening 
enforcement. training. individuals. 
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Data on Movement and Physiological State 

Behavioral science has identified a host of nonverbal behaviors associ
ated with emotional and psychological state as well as intent and moti
vation. These can be roughly categorized into gross motor movements 
(including the specifics of whole-body movement) and internal physi
ological changes with outward signs, including the "micro-behaviors" 
of facial expression. Each can potentially provide information about 
intent to deceive security officials or. to carry out a hostile action. How
ever, as detailed below,. these indicators also suffer considerably from 
nonspecificity,. context-sensitivity, and individual variability-factors 
that limit their potential utility in detecting pre-incident indicators of 
arrack. 

This section is long because so many strands of research exist and 
because many of them are quite controversial. 

Kinetics and Gross Motor M ovem ent 

Existing technology can collect data for kinematic patterns (move
ment). Surveillance and reconnaissance platforms (e.g., rower cameras 
or systems on unmanned aerial vehicles) can monitor individuals as 
they maneuver before an attack. Video recording and transmitting 
devices can view individuals before attacks and collect information 
on individuals who frequent sires, providing a baseline for identify
ing individuals engaged in pre-execution activities. For example, "gait 
signatures" may be compared against information in a database analo
gous to that of the controversial early-in-century Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) program on Total Information 
Awareness (TIA) (Pugliese, 2008). Existing recordings. of terrorism 
incidents (e.g., suicide bombings) may also provide baseline. data for 
rraining new analysis tools. For example, Cohen, Morelli, and Scott 
(2008) proposed a method to model and Aag potentially hostile intent 
gestures (including gait) from CCTV feeds for manual observation. 
This method,. however, has yet to be rested experimentally. 

Fewer tools exist for gait analysis than for data collection. DARPA 
has funded some biometric technologies, including HID (human 
identification at a distance) and VEW (video early warning) projects 
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(Pugliese, 2008). A major hurdle for gait analysis that seeks to identify 
individuals or their intentions by comparing against some normative 
standard is. establishing good context-dependent baselines .. Without 
baselines and careful analysis that recognizes contextual issues, certain 
sets of people may be misidentified or their intentions miscast. These 
may include people from other cultures or people with walking dis
abilities (Pugliese, 2008). Related to gait analysis of hostile intentions is 
recognition of potentially threatening body postures or poses, or "dis
mount threat recognition through auromatic pose identification." Free
man (2012) used a machine-learning approach to "detect behaviors 
and postures that precede threatening actions/activities." TI1is approach 
used a Microsoft Kinect camera, along with a training algorithm for 
classifying data. Results showed that the algorithms were better able to 
determine threats than ro correctly identify postures. 

Such machine-learning approaches. are illustrative of potential 
computer science-based solutions ro autOmated gait analysis, which 
may include, for example, algorithms, affective computing, and fea
ture extraction. Incorporating emotion may be one way to increase the 
future utility of such computer science technologies. Affective com
puting may need to select from various. psychology and neuroscience 
findings and theories of emotion (e.g., appraisal models). Often these 
models provide subsystems of monitoring and interpretation of stim
uli, which can be computationally modeled. One further possibility, 
as suggested above, is to inlprove machine capabilities for detecting 
and recognizing emotion (Dittrich and Atkinson, 2008). For instance, 
improvements. are possible when distinguishing between emotional 
states that differ in arousal, such as anger and sadness (Karg, ] enke, 
Kuhnlenz, and Buss, 2009). 

Methods are being developed to analyze the gaits of people who 
may be carrying weighted objects, such as IEDs or firearms (Green
emeier, 2011). These methods could be applied ro such existing tech
nologies. for cameras as the Microsoft Kinect and the Nintedo Wii for 
motion capture (Savva and Bianchi-Berthouze, 2011). Human observ
ers and analysts may also be employed to d etect these potentially 
threatening indicators (Blue Ribbon Panel, 2011). 
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A number of facrors influence human performance in threat 
detection, only some of which are mutable. Training, of course, is one 
factor. There may also be relevant individual differences (e.g., stress or 
cognitive load, gender, expertise, motor experience) or bias in observ
ers' detection abilities. Threat-detection-program setup or organiza
tional factors can also play a role, and situational features can introduce 
bias. For example, as shown in a study conducted by Fessler, Holbrook, 
and Snyder (2012), people who are either seen or known to be carrying 
weapons may be perceived as taller, larger, and more muscular. Partici
pants of the study were asked to estimate the height and rate the size 
and masculinity of men pictured in still photographs. The m en shown 
brandishing a dangerous weapon were perceived to be taller, larger, and 
more masculine than other weaponless men of the same size. 

Emotion-in targets as well as observers-plays a significant role 
in individuals' ability to detect or interpret gait or other body move
ments. People are most sensitive to detecting emotions associated with 
gait when the human walkers are expressing anger, as compared with 
walkers expressing other emotions or moving neutrally (Chouchoure
lou, Marsuka, Harber, and Shiffrar, 2006). Figure 6 .1 shows rhe aver
age detect ion performance broken down by emotion in chat paper. 

Observation of merely a single stride can be highly accurate (reach
ing 95 percent), suggesting that gait can be "an additional modality" 
for recognizing affect (Karg et al., 2010). Performance, however, varies 
by individual, suggesting a relationship with identity verification. Also, 
men and women differ in their ability to identify individuals based on 
gait observation. Compared to men, women may be more accurate at 
determining actions, and faster at recognizing emotions, from move
ments such as walking (Alaerts et al., 2011). Furthermore, the ability 
to recognize emotions from body movements appeared to be correlated 
to emotion recognition from facial cues, suggesting a generalized abil
ity to recognize emotions and even biological motion that varies across 
individuals. As discussed in the same article, some specific features of 
gait detection are particularly difficult, such as recognizing an indi
vidual's gender. Participants in one study were not above chance at rec
ognizing gender from motion, and in another study participants con
flared angry motion with men and sad displays with women Qohnson, 
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Figure 6.1 
Greater Sensitivity to Anger 
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McKay, and Pollick, 2011). Yet even if a walker's gender is difficult to 
identify explicitly, it may be that gender implicitly influences percep
tions of emotional gait. Halovic and Kroos (2009) found that fear and 
anger were identified significantly (p < 0.01) faster in female walkers 
than in male walkers. Figure 6.2 shows some results f rom their paper. 

Observers may a lso be able to detect deceptive or clandestine 
movements. R esearch on deceptive motion has tended to focus on situ
ations in which an actor attempts to deceive potential observers regard
ing (1) the nature of his or her actions (e.g., pretending to lift boxes as 
though they were different weights [Runeson and Frykholm, 1983]) or 
(2) whether people are truly performing an action (e.g., fake passing 
a ball versus actually passing it [Kunde, Skirde~ and Weigelt,. 2011]). 
Research has shown that people are better at detecting deceptive move
m ents if they are them selves experien ced in those deceptive actions 
(Canal-Bruland and Schmidt, 2009). In the 2009 Canal-Bruland and 
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Figure 6.2 
Gender Differences in Speed of Gait-Based Emotion Recognition 
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Schmidt study, veteran handball players and novices were asked to pre
dict whether a simulated player shot or faked a shot. Skilled handball 
players significantly outdid novices in discriminating shots from fakes. 
People are also more likely to recognize intentionally deceptive actions 
by observing significant kinematics. However, observer expertise does 
not help in determining deception when the body movement is inci
dental to the intended d eception (Sebanz and Shiffrar, 2009): 

..... studies have not investigated situat ions in which the body 
is consciously used as. an instrument for deception. Rather, the. 
focus has been on non-verbal signals that leak out without the. 
individual 's awareness .. .. Such a passive perspective on the body 
does not capture situations wherein movements are designed to 
be deceptive, such as when people fake injuries .... 

Analysis of kinetics and gross motor movements should be appli
cable to a wide variety of security contexts, many of which involve 
people moving in relatively confined spaces of interest. Indicators of 
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emotion and acrion (e.g., lifting weighted objects} are. fairly well under
stood , although val idation in more naturalistic settings is needed. Fur
thermore. these indicators are not specific to attacks-for example. 
people who are anxious or upset are common at security screenings or 
checkpoints. Active elicitation of specific motor movem ents may help 
m easure these indicators in naturalistic exp eriments to further under
stand gross motor movements. 

Cautions and Shortcomings. One challenge for improving gait 
a nalysis (both machine and human) is that current detection systems 
and protocols are often built by (and algorithms trained on) "acted 
affect" rather than on naturalistic behaviors (Karg et al., 2010). Natu
ralistic {rather than laboratory). observation of moving individuals who. 
are expressing anger or hostility are needed to ameliorate this problem. 
Savva and Bianchi-Berthouze (2011) offer an example of a way to use 
acrual actions (using a Nintendo Wii) to capru re and explore affective 
body movement, rather than relying solely on gait. lhrear detection 
may also benefit from greater derail on human motion itself Roether, 
Omlor,. Christensen, and Giese (2009) propose algorithms to. unpack 
specific features of how we understand emotional human motion. 

Physiologica l State and Reactions 

Observing physiological state and physiological ch anges holds promise 
for detecting deception and other behaviors, but the science base notes 
myriad difficulties and ambiguities. 

Polygraphs 

The. best-known approach to using physiological indicators. is. polygraph 
resting. Ir has been extremely conrenrious for decades, and continues 
to be: The most definitive review was accomplished by the National 
Academy of Sciences in 2003 (National Research Council, 2003). 
Most work subsequent to the 2003 review has echoed or embellish ed 
the original findings, maintaining that physiological responses to con
versational probes are highly context-dependent and display dramatic 

See rhe self-published Maschke and Scalabrini (2005) for a paf[icularly. harsh cririque by 
amhors who advocare againsr use of polygraphs. 
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variability within and across individuals, making their use question
able in courts of law (Vigluicci, 2009). Research has reiterated concerns 
about questioning techniques. used during polygraph tests. that m ay 
extract false confession s (K assin et al., 2010; Porter and ten Brinke, 
2010). Only a small subset of nonverbal indicators is (weakly) corre
lated with lying (Vrij, 2010). 

Despite these problem s, enthusiasm for the m ethods continues 
in law enforcement and intelligence communities, who argue that 
the methods a re useful-as part of larger investigative processes"-to 
deter lying, loosen tongues, and generate information (including con
fessions). In such investigations, rhe guilty parry is also relatively likely 
to be atnong those rested, raising the ''base rate."t Polygraph n~erhods, 

then, have proven value in forensic psychiatry (G rubin, 2 010). 
The value of polygraphs for national security screening is less clear

cut even than its use in criminal matters, in large part because the base 
rates are typically quite low. Honrs and Schweinle (2009) highlight the 
role ofbase rate with a Bayesian " information-gain analysis," originally 
introduced in connection with assessing eyewitness testimony (Wells 
and Olsen , 2002), which describes the value of added information~ as a 
function of base rates of deceptive intent.§ Figure 6.3, taken from their 
paper, shows. results for a national security screening application. Infor
mation gain is the vertical axis; the base rate (expressed as percentage) 
is the horizontal axis. The results distinguish benveen information gain 
when assessing deception versus assessing truth-telling. Unfortunately, 

These larger processes might include nothing more than au extra round or so of question
ing, or they might involve trickery, psychological pressure, physicaldiscomforr, and repeated 
rounds of interrogation. l11e National Academy study contains some case histories that are 
illuminating, both positively and negadvely (National Research Council, 2003). 

t The base-rare issue is discussed more in Chapter Seven, since it is generic. 

:t "Information gain" is defined as rhc difference between post-analysis assessment of the 
probability of guilt and rhe. base. rate of guilr. 

§ We discuss Bayesian combination and fusion methods more fully late in rhe chapter 
a nd in Appendix D . Although the H onts-Schweinle indicrmenr of signal-detection theory/ 
receiver operator chaiaC[erisrics (ROC) approaches is controversial (Rosenfeld and Penrod, 
2011, p, 117) and seems to depend on how rhose approaches are used, their. emphasis on the 
information-gain depiction of issues is new and has disrincc. advantages, in our view. 
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Figure 6.3 
Information Gain Versus Base Rate for Polygraph Testing 
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base rates for national security screening w ill typically be low (near 
the bottom left) , so little benefit is to be expected. However, if initial 
screening or other classes of information could increase the base rate to 

something more like 10 percent or m ore, rhe polygraph resting would 
have significantly more value. Here and elsewhere in the reporr, we 
conclude that candidate methods for exploiting behavioral responses 
appear at first not to have much potential, but that the potential can 
change significantly with use of combined information, as discussed in 
Chapter Seven. 

Countermeasures, of course, are another problem, as discussed 
more generically in Chapter Seven. The empirical science on the issue. 
is insufficient to justify strong conclusions bur is rich enough to call 
into question a good deal of conventional w isdom (see the extended 
discussion and review in National Research Council [2003]). D rugs, 
for example, might seetn to be an obvious countermeasure, but empiri
cal studies have had mixed results. about the effects of both drugs and 
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mental training on polygraph resting. Physical countermeasures, or a 
combination of physica l and mental measures, are probably most effec
tive. The use of countermeasures, moreover, can sometimes be detected 
by professional examiners, so that the counter becomes an indicator 
itself. 

Methods Related to Polygraphs 

Changes in such physiological indicators as galvanic skin response 
measuring sweat-pore activity and heart rare have long been compo
nents of polygraph rests involving sophisticated (and often lengthy) 
questioning paradigms. However,, recent research indicates that more. 
advanced physiological parameters such as respiratory sinus arrhyth
mia (RSA) m ay reveal clues regarding deceptive intent if measured 
during basic tasks unrelated to the deceptive behavior per se (Aikins, 
Martin, and Morgan, 2010). Since an individual need nor be actively 
engaged in deception,. there has. been some optimism in the use. of 
physiological parameters in standoff or screening environments. Single 
physiological parameters such as RSA are notoriously sen sitive to indi
vidual physiological differences and competing physiological demands 
(Brownley, Hurwitz, and Schneiderman, 2000) and therefore tend to 
be very poor indicators of ourcmnes in isolation. However, the combi
nation of several physiological parameters together holds more infor
mation and offers more potential predictive ability about future events 
(Gruenewald et al., 2006). 

One such effort is called Preliminary Credibility Assessment 
Screening Systems (PCASS), developed by the Applied Physics Labo
ratory of Johns Hopkins U niversity. It uses three sensors and some
th ing akin to a personal digital assistant. As discussed in an National 
Research Council workshop (Pool, 2011, p. 13): 

Two of the sensors are electrodermal sensors, which measure the 
electrical conductivity of the skin, and one is a photoplethysmo
graph, which is attached ro a finger and used to measure changes 
in blood flow The signals from the sensors are fed th rough an 
analog-to-digital converter and sent . ... for analysis. 
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PCASS is specifically intended to detect deception by combining the 
signals collected. Accord ing to the workshop report (Pool, 2011), lab
oratory experimental evaluations. showed performance significantly 
better than chance for both detection and m in im izin g of false alarms. 
PCASS h as been used in combat, but without rigorou s field evalua
tions (due to th e dan gers involved). Informal assessm ents vary from 
quire positive to m uch more skeptical, bur the need for field evaluations 
is clearly recogn ized by the scient ists involved, w ho cite (p. 16) u np ub
lished 2008 work of Sujeeta Bhatt and Susan Brandon (previously of 
the D efense Intelligence Agency). 

DHS is conduc ting experim ents to determine the optimal combi
n ation of physiological indicators using standoff technology in efforts 
fi rst k nown as Project H ostile Intenr (PHI) and later Future Attribute 
Screening Technology (FAST), both of which are discussed later in this 
chapter. Sensors for detecting behavioral and physiological phenomena 
a re an area of very active development, and include thermal, hyperspec
rral, laser Doppler, radar, and other detect ion modalit ies (Bornstein 
er al., 2010; Fein, Lehner, and Vossekuil, 2006). As many of these tech
nologies are in the p rototype stage, references in the literature are often 
relegated to the description of r:he. basic features of notional or proto
type detection systems (e.g., Derrick et al., 2010). As is apparent from 
these descriptions, conversations with experts (Middleton, 2011), and 
from our own review of physiological indicators, any assessment of the 
utility of a single detection modality must be considered in a systems 
perspective as part of a multi-modal detection suite; and rhus the cost
benefit trade-off of any particular technology should be considered as. 
part of a broader portfolio analysis (see Chapter Eight). 

Voice Analysis 
Considerable work has addressed voice. analysis technologies, such as 
layered voice analysis and voice stress analysis, primarily in attempts 
to detect deception, to detect truthfulness, and to discern inaccuracies, 
high stress, h igh cognitive effort, anxiety, and overall physiological 
state. Measu ring vocal p itch is easily accomplished; only a laptop and 
a microphone are necessary to evaluate observable. "micro tremors" in 
the voice that are ind icative of deception. For instance, Villar, Arciuli, 
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and Paterson (2012) used standard voice recordings and freely available 
audio editing software to analyze vocal pitch, then simply rook the 
averages of vocal pitch in a given speech sample. 

Vocal pitch and other nonlexical features of speech can be sub
sumed under the general category of "vocal stress" and are measur
able via a range of commercially available devices, each of which uses 
a different combination of frequency, pitch, and other parameters to 
assess vocal stress. In parr because of convenience and low cost, such 
techniques. have been used by DoD, the Federal Bureau of Prisons, the 
Intelligence Community, and law enforcement agencies, including the 
Los Angeles Sheriff's D epartment. The techniques have reportedly not 
been embraced by the more cautious and skeptical intelligence commu
nities (Pool, 2011, p. 11-12, referring to discussion by Philip Ruben). 
An earlier review conducted for the Air Force Research Laboratory 
(Haddad, Walter, Ratley, and Smith, 2002) concluded that such meth
ods can- like polygraphs- be useful in helping to obtain confession s 
during interrogations. The work for the Air Force Research Laboratory 
a lso reported that such methods can detect stress at greater-than-chance 
levels and competitively with polygraphs and, as mentioned above, are 
less expensive, eas ier ro use, and less constrained (Hopkins, Ratley, 
Benincasa, and Grieco, 2005). A 2003 review and meta-analysis cov
ered upward of 1,300 articles about cues of deception and identified 
both vocal tension and higher vocal frequency as robust predictors of 
lying (DePaulo et al., 2003). There is some indication that these aspects 
of speech are much more difficult to conrrol than other indicarors of 
deception (Villar, Arciuli,. and Paterson, 2012). However, more recent 
work, reviewing research over 30 years, concluded that the voice-stress 
technologies performed, in general, no better than chance (comments 
by Ruben in Pool [2011, p. 11] citing work by Bhatt and Brandon that 
appears not to have been published in the public domain). Ruben went 
on ro say (without citations) that questions exist about the underlying 
physiological hypotheses. The perceived shortcomings had been part of 
what motivated the PCASS approach described above. 

As with polygraphs, then, the techniques remain scientifically 
very controversial, and their value, which many still report, seems to 
depend on interrogator art, as in persuading those being interrogated to 
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believe that the technologies work. The m ethods have been described in 
such strong language as. "charlatanry" and "pseudo-science' ' (Eriksson 
and Lacerda, 2007): We found useful the full report (ra ther than its 
paraphrasing) of an exp erimental study done with prisoners in which 
prison ers were asked about drug use in prison (D amphousse, Pain
ton, Upchurch, and Moore, 2007; Damphousse, 2008). Only roughly 
15 percent of drug users (as determined by blood tests) were detected 
by the voice. measurements, meaning that the test was not very sensi
tive. More than 90 percent of those found to be nondeceptive were 
telling the truth about wh ether they were using drugs. That might be 
regarded as a good resu lt, bur it m eans that about 10 p ercent of those 
not being deceptive were misclassified. The ratio of false positives to 
true positives was roughly 9:4 .. The. Damphousse study also saw no. 
ability to distinguish between stress and deception .. I rs most positive 
result bore on something often mentioned by practitioners: The study 
showed that subjects were only about on e-third as likely to be decep
tive if they knew that the voice test and a computer program was being 
used , and therefore that their deception might be detected. This deter
rence factor is known as the "bogus-pipeline effect" in the related lit
erature. Another ana lysis also showed voice analysis results near those 
expected by ch ance, and with high fa lse-alarm rates (H arnsberger, 
H ollien , M artin, and Hollien , 2009).t 

ConfUsing Considerations. The literature on this subject is con
fusin g and appears to be contradictory because som e of it (particu
larly headlines) obscures key technical issues and logical differences. It 
seems that if subjects are being deceptive. and are afraid of being caught 
and punished, then voice stress analysis will have a high detection rate 
(sensitivity). Also, it is not easy for subjects to "control" micro tremors 

The online version of rhe Eriksson-Lacerda article wa.~ wirhdrawn by rbe journal after 
rhe threat of a lawsuit for deF.unation by an affected manufacturer, bur rhe article itself was 
neither withdrawn nor repudiated, despite claims to rhe conrrary in some sources. 

t Some very recent research, a lthough in a different domain and o f uncertain sign ificance, 
is interesting. It. appl ied voice analysis in rhe context of financial-analyst conference- call 
discussions with business managers and concluded rhat evidence of affect gained by voice 
analysis "comains useful information abour a firm's fundamentals" above and beyond rhat 
from quamirarive earnings data and linguistic analysis (Mayew. and Venkatachalam, 2012). 
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of voice, suggesting resistance to countermeasures. However, if subjects 
are not especially worried (as when stakes are low), then there is no 
stress to detect, explaining some of the negative experimental results in 
laboratory. conditions. It is unclear that the tests distinguish between 
suess and deception-related stress (Haddad et al., 2002, p. 19), no 
small thing given that subjects of questioning may be stressed for many 
reasons. Further, while subjects may not be able to "control" micro 
tremors, the value of micro rremors as an indicatOr can be drastically 
reduced if they occur randomly and frequently in the base popula
tion· or in the course of an individual subject being asked both control 
and target questions (e.g., curling toes, biting the tongue),. by analogy 
with results obtained in polygraph experiments (Honts, Raskin, and 
Kircher, 1994) :t 

... the spontaneous use of countermeasures by untrained subjects 
has been found to be ineffective .... However, other research has 
shown that training in simple physical maneuvers, such a biting 
the tongue or pressing the toes to the floor, can be effective in 
defeating polygraph tests by enhancing physiological reactions 
to control questions .... [Hones and co-workers] reponed rhar 
60% of their decisions were incorrect when subjects had been 
trained to unobtrusively bite their tongues and press their toes to 
the floor when control questions were presented during the test. 
Using simila r training and stronger incentives to pass the test, 
[Honts and co-workers] failed to correctly classify any subjects 
who were using countermeasures. 

To add to these cautions, a scientific review of vocal srress analysis 
through currently available means concluded that such analysis still 
suffers from many of the same problems as other methods to assess 

For example, we would expccr an individual wirh hosrile imem w be much more difficuJt 
ro detect in a rowdy crowd or in a populadon of angry people going rhrough an irriraring 
checkpoinr. 

t Some sources claim rhar H ones and co-workers say variously that voice-stress resting 
can be defeated by a "rack under rhe rongue" or a "rack in the shoe." We were unable ro find 
such statements in the referenced articles and assu.me rhar rhe authors are extrapolating from 
Honrs's earlier work on polygraph experiments. 
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deceptive or hostile intent (H addad et al., 2002). That is, vocal stress 
can be caused by many different stressors-not just the stress of lying. 
Furthermore, vocal stress. is both context and individual-specific in its 
baseline state as well as in its response characteristics (range, sensitiv
ity to emotional provocation, etc.). Optimally, analysis of vocal stress 
to detect hostility or deception would first involve measurement of the 
individual (or a group of like individuals) in a "normal" nondecep
tive state (see also Porter and ten Brinke, 2010). That is typically nor 
possible. when screening with clandestine, standoff, involuntary mea
surements, where no prior vocal data on the population is available. 
This increases the potential for total error (either false positive or false 
n egatives, depending on where detection threshold s are set) in trying 
to identify potential anackers in a crowd. 

In sum, detection of deception or hostile intent through auto
mated vocal analysis is still in its infancy and suffers from nonspeci
ficiry; i.e., it is easy to detect stress but harder to detect more specific 
emotional or motivational states. A recent paper summarizes the status 
as follows, which captures our own sense from the literature (Elkins, 
Burgoon, and Nunamaker, 2012): 

Our voices are encoded with emotional information. While it 
is complex and difficult ro develop software ro classify emotion 
from the voice, it is possible .... It is unrealistic to rely com
pletely on che voice co dececc deception and hostile intent for all 
people and all siruacions. Bur, by exploring the vocal variables 
used by the software, we are able to correspond and fuse them 
with other: detection technologies for higher: prediction reliability 
and accuracy. 

Implementing an unreliable and invalid detection technology 
could place the country's security in jeopardy. by failing to detect 
actual threats. Just as deleterious, however, would be to dismiss 
technology, such as vocal analysis, before it has been thoroughly 
examined. This would deprive DHS of a valuable tool for detect
ing threats and securing our homeland. 
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Electroencephalogram s (EEGs) 

Neuroscience has com e into its. own in recent years,. but most stuclies. 
are done in laboratory settings with individuals wired up to machines. 
Technologies have recently been developed allowing some physiologi
cal features to be observed without such wiring up, and sometimes at 
a distance, even coverdy or surreptitiously (for example, using heat
sen sitive cam eras to detect capillary dilation and blood flow to the 
face and head to infer underlying patterns of central nervous. system 
activation): Much more seem s to be feasible than one might expect 
intuitively. A lso, there is some evidence (d escribed below) of unique 
value in inclicating deception or imminent action by an individual if 
baseline information is available for that sp ecific individual ahead of 
time. Most of the technologies are in a relatively early stage of d evelop
m ent,. bur some seem to h ave potential. Measurement of physiological 
signals closer to rhe central nervous system (i.e., rhe brain) holds more 
promise for detecting guilt and behav ioral intent. An example is the 
work of Meixner and Rosenfeld (2011), which used electroencepha
lograms (EEG s) to m easure resp onse to sp ecific stimuli relative to the 
inclividual-sp ecific baseline. 

In experimental settings, EEG responses. to stimuli associated 
with a simulated crime proved useful in de termining guilt or innocence 
(Meixner and Rosenfeld , 2011). Specifically, an event-related potential 
called P 300 that indicates brain activity in the parietal area of the brain 
shows more pronounced amplitude if an individua l view s p a rticularly 
salient stimuli. Thus, the accuracy of this detection method dep ends 
partially on prior intelligence of a planned attack, as it requires the dis
play of something like key dates, attack modalities, or targets as stim
uli to help distinguish suspicious individuals from innocent civilians. 
Using this technique, false positive rates tend to be low (< 5 percent), 

More. of the. ambitious undertakings. are now becoming publicly available knowledge, 
as with. DARPA's recent announcement of progress in its Cognitive Technology Threat 
Warning System, wh ich combines a 120-megapixel, tripod-mounted, electro -optical v ideo 
camera; cognitive v isua l processing algorithms. that can be run on laptops tO ide nr-ify. poten
tial rargecs and c ue images for operator review; and an EEG cap mat monitors the operaror's 
brain signals and records when the operator detects a threat (Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency, 2012). DARPA reporrs low false-alarm rates. 
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and false negatives low as well (5-10 percent). These neural responses 
to. high-salience stimuli related to an attack are. essentially uninten
tional physiological "tells" of prior involvement in planning a violent 
attack. 

Figure 6.4 shows the waveforms retrieved in Meixner and Rosen
feld (2011). In this study, some participants were given information to 
withhold (the guilty group) and others were not (the innocent group). 
Figure 6.4. shows. that the average Probe P300. amplitude (peak-peak) 
was seen to be in the guilty group when withheld information was 
displayed (solid line depicts P300 response to withheld information). 
However, the innocent group did not display increased P300 ampli
tude when the same stimuli were displayed. 

Cautions and Limitations. To be sure, this technique. has limita
t ions. First, it probably requi res specific credible intelligence about an 
impending attack so that relevant stimuli can be displayed, although 
guesses can sometimes be made about the potential details of a planned 
attack, as is common in criminal interrogation by skilled investiga
tors. Fu rthermore, since P300 is generally responsive to the salience 
of stimuli, if individuals have lived near the attack target or were. born 
on the displayed day, this will also produce a P300 spike-a potential 
source of false positives. Finally, an increasingly strong body of research 
indicates that individuals with aggressive tendencies (including gen
eral externalizing tendencies, impulse control problems, and reactive 
aggression tendencies) show a reduced P300 spike relative to normal 
controls. Such individual differences would decrease effectiveness of 
this tool for screening out individuals with hostile inrenr (Patrick, 
Bradley, and Lang, 1993). 

It would seem that, at present, the most pragmatic approach is to 
flag individuals with physiological states far from the norm of the con
textually determined population and to then check against evidence of 
nervousness or unusual calm (as in earlier discussion) .. 

Facial Expressions 
Much scientific work has. concluded that humans share. at least some. 
universal facial expressions indicative of underlying emotional and 
motivationaL states (Ekman, 1970; Ekman and Rosenberg, 2005). 
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Figure 6.4 
Average P300 Response over Subjects to "Guilty" Stimuli 
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While there has long been som e academic disagreement,* particularly 
with respect to cultural differences (Scherer, 1970; Russell, 1995), pro
ponents of universal. emotions. have defended with rigorous data analy
sis (Ekman, 1992a; Ekman, 1992b; Ekman, 1993). Cultural differences 
seem relegated to the secondary dampening or accentuation of etno
tional responses, the categorization and perception of emotional states 
(Jack e t al., 2012), and enculturated "display rules" that cause minor 
differences in predominant facial expression tendencies determ ined by 
m ajor facial muscle groups (Matsumoto, 1990). A strong expression of 
the science seems to be th at 

The seven fundamental emotions-anger, disgust, fear, happi
ness, sadness, surprise, and con tempt-are displayed on the face 
with some fundamental features that are generally recognizable 
on all humans (barring neurological impairment). 

For our purposes, the most promising domain of facial expression 
analysis is the detection of facia l micro-expressions. Micro-expressions 
a re. involu ntary. expressions of fear, anger, or other emotions that dis
play on the face for milliseconds, despite the best efforts of individuals 
to d ampen or hide these expressions (Ekman, 2003). Whether the rel
evant beh avior is early in the cycle of attack (e.g., smuggling weapons 
or traveling on forged doCLunents), or closer to the actual attack (e.g. , 
hiding anger, nervousness, or fear near security officials), facia l micro
expressions potentially hold vital information about attackers. and 
their intent. These micro-expressions can be detected via movements 
in the facial muscles that are coded as "action units," as displayed in 
Figure 6.5: 

Draw ing heav ily from the work of Ekman and his colleagues 
(Ekman, 1970 ; Ekman, 1992a; Ekman, 1992b; E kman, 1993), DHS is 

A popular-level summary of controversy regarding some of Ekman's work is Weinberger 
(2010), w hic h d raws. on mate ria l from an unpublished JASON study and the claims of some 
of an inability. to reproduce Ekman's work .. For a. journal-quality discussion, see. Vrij. and 
Granhag (2012) ro the effect that the questioner-subject relationship is crucial and that 
assessmenr of unstimulated facial expressions (and other physiological observations) is inef
fecrive. See Frank and Svetieva (2012) for a response. Controversy cominues. 
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Figure 6 .5 
Example Facial Action Units (AUs) for Detecting Emotion 
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Lip depressor 
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Nose wrinkler Lip corner puller 
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Lip stretcher 

---
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Lip tightener 

AU1 4 
Dimpler 

AU 24 
Lip pressor 

SOURCE: Sayette et al., 2012, p. 873. Images from Cohn -Kanade Database, 
copyrighted by Jeffrey Cohn. Used with permission. 
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currently examining how both close-up and standoff detection of facial 
expression (or use of facial expression analysis in screening scenarios) 
m ight aid the early detection of impending attacks. Some existing 
research has shown that so-called "micro-expressions" of emotion (last
ing only milliseconds) are "leaked" despite the best efforts of individu
als to conceal them in social situations. While. some individuals seem 
to be naturally more attuned to picking up on th ese m icro-expressions 
(Posamintier and Abdi, 2003), individu als can also be trained to do 
so (Kanade, Coh n, and Tian, 2000): Also, micro-expressions can 
be detected via frame-by-frame analysis of video footage (Ekman, 
1970). Working with both Ekman and h is colleagues, O H S has a two
pronged research program to determine the. efficacy of facial expres
sion for determining deception or hostile intent. This involves both 

We are aware that the existence of deception-detecting "wizards" is also debated, as 
discussed in a popular article (Weinberger, 2010). We are familiar w ith the relevant journal 
article. {Bond and Uysal,. 2007), a terse response (O'Sullivan, 2007), a more. detailed response 
{O 'Sullivan, 2008), and several inc reasingly grumpy. iterations in the form of journal com
ments. O 'Sull ivan and Ekman note the important dist inction between testing college stu
dents detecting low-stake lies versus testing, e.g. , Secret Serv ice agents in their ability to 

detect high-stake lies. A broader anicle of interest is Vrij (2010). 
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experimental research and the analysis of years of video footage &om 
airport environments in which actual attacks (or anempted arracks) 
rook place .. While there. has been recent controversy and disagreement 
about the use of facial expression for this purpose, only some of the 
controversy revolves around scientific validity versus ethical and legal 
concerns. There is severe criticism about using such behavioral cues to 
infer intent. 

Cautions and Shortcomings. To some extent, facia l expressions 
suffer from the same problems of nonspecifidty as. physiological sig
nals, but less so. While changes in heart rate or blood pressure are 
driven by many non-emotional physiological demands and also may 
show similar changes across different emotional states, the facial expres
sion of emotion is a biological system specifically for communicating 
emotional and motivational state. It is thus "closer «ro actual motiva
tional state and intent than peripheral physiological signals. However, 
the link between facially expressed emotion and actual behavior (or 
behavioral intent) differs dramatically across individuals. An arracker 
with a psychopathic profile might be more inclined to show micro
expressions of«duper's delight" (Ekman, 1981) while passing through a 
checkpoint undetected (hence, his subtle. expression of delight). A non
psychopathic attacker might instead show micro-expressions of fear, 
which a perfectly harmless nervous traveler might also show." 

While the link between micro-expressions and deception is well 
evidenced , the usability and utility of micro-expressions in security
related settings is another matter. Coding emotional expressions for 
use in scientific studies currently involves a painstaking process of 
frame-by-frame analysis in which hours of labor are. required to. analyze. 
seconds of data. Such a burden of analysis and time lag is too great for 
this technique to be usable in real time at checkpoints or other screen
ing areas. However, Ekman has developed a training system, the Micro 
Expression Training Tool (METT), that appears to increase the capac
ity of individuals ro detect facial expressions and micro-expressions, 
with demonstrated evidence of effectiveness in clinical populations. 

Video illusrracions of duper's delighr can be found wirh Google searches, bur rhe web 
links may not be srable. 
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(Russell, Chu, and Phillips, 2006; Russell, Greene, Simpson and Col
theart, 2008): 

Furthermore, while recognition of emotional expressions based on 
automated algorithms and computation (rather than human observers) 
is still in its infancy (commercially available platforms can easily be 
fooled), this is an active field of d evelopment, and improved algorithms 
are Ukely to yield greater accuracy and robustness (e.g., Polikovsky, 
Kameda, and Ohta, 2009). Furthermore,. as w ith m a ny pre-incident 
indicators of attack, emotion-recognition algorithms that fuse multi
ple param eters (facial expression, speech , and gross motor movement) 
seem to perform much better than inferring emotional state simply 
from facial expression (Castellano, Kessous, and Caridakis, 2008; Car
idakis et al., 2007). 

O f course, checkpoints and other. security environments are. 
dynamic locations where it is diffic ult to capture high-resolution video 
(or audio or physiological data) for individuals, but such detailed infor
mation is necessary for the reliable detection of hostile or d eceptive 
intent. 

Video Data for Observing Kinetic or Other Indicators 

Previous sections discussed behaviors and indicators of interest . This 
one discusses one way to observe those indicators. 

Video image captw·e is becoming increasingly ubiquitous in 
many settings around the world, including long-distance observational 
assets in operational environments, as well as continuous monitoring 
through CCTV at government instirutions, transit points,. commercial 
settings, and even private residences. As a result, significant attention 
h as been focused on the use of automatic detection of hostile, decep
tive, or otherwise suspicious patterns of b ehavior from video data that 
signal either an imminent attack or advance preparation for an attack 
(e.g., surveillance behav ior, planting explosives) .. Such approaches have. 
also been applied to the. security screening and interviewing context; a 

Some, of this is familiar co television viewers of rhe series Lie To Me, whkh was inspired 
by. Ekman's work. The show,. of course, is. enrerrainmenr and rakes. considerable libenies for 
rhe sake. of imeresr. 
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group of researchers at the University of Arizona has made significant 
headway in developing automated multimodal systems ro simultane
ously ana lyze patterns of kinetic movement in combination with vocal 
and speech patterns to. detect deceptive intent Uensen et al., 2010; 
Burgoon et al., 2009; Meservy et al., 2005a, 2005b). This is a limited 
example of information fusion. 

Detection of behavioral s tare (and possibly intent) from video 
images faces m any of the same. challenges. as detection of intent from 
che other behavioral (or behavior-related) modalities described in this 
report. That is, it is quite possible to design h igh-performing detec
tion system s in controlled laboratory settings and "clean" data sets
for example, a single camera at a set distance in cont inuous and even 
lighting, a quiet room co aid the detection of vocal onset and other 
characteristics of speech (Jensen et aJ., 2010). However, "real life" 
operational settings introduce a large number of challenges, including 
distinguishing human actors from complex and dynamic visual back
grounds, classifying behaviors into distinguishable and meaningful 
categories, and fusing information across multiple camera feeds (Ko, 
2008). Additionally, setting and context (including social and cultural 
context) affect rhe nature of behavior patterns char must be derecred, 
which means that not only the background but the core set of threat
ening behaviors is. a moving target. As a result, artificial intelligence. 
(AI) approaches are at the forefront of current development efforts (Ko, 
2008), and data m ining or unsupervised learning approaches show 
promise (Hospedales, Gong, and Xiang, 2009; Ke-Xue, G uo-Hui, and 
Ya-Li, 2006; Peng er al. , 2012; Zhongfei, 2002). Such fully automated 
approaches. are very much in the development stage, and combined 
human-machine interfaces (i.e., using automated detection to "zero-in" 
on a video image for screening by a live human operator) may be the 
best interim solution (Cohen et al., 2008). 

Forensic Data for Observing Kinetic, Physiological. or Other 
Indicators 

Forensic techniques are another mechanism for observing the range of 
indicators mentioned above, and some others. as well. Such techniques 
are constantly improving and highly pertinent to gaining knowledge 
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about the capabilities and behavior patterns of terrorist and insurgent 
attackers. Many forensic investigation rools involve highly technical 
analysis, including complex biological procedures involved in DNA 
matching, and the physics of deriving insights from destroyed struc
tured and blast patterns. We do not cover such physical methods in 
this report, but a few observations are appropriate here. 

Forensic investigations conducted after terrorist or insurgent 
attacks can result in significant new insights regarding the tactics, 
operational steps, targeting preferences, and capabilities. of attackers. 
Forensic information can be gathered in the following ways: 

• reviewing CCTV or other camera feeds (see previous section) 
• interviewing bystanders or survivors of the attack as well as secu

rity forced involved in resolving rhe incident 
• analyzing the severity and patterning of wounds incurred by 

casualties (both dead and wounded) 
• examining weapons, planning documents, and any other mate

rial left by terrorist or insurgents at the site of the attack or nearby 
staging areas and safe houses 

• examining the bodies of dead attackers. 

These sources can provide a wealth of information about behaviors 
of terrorist and insurgent attackers. The unclassified literature mostly 
addresses attacks in the small number of arenas that do not directly 
involve U.S. interests (McCorkill and Griffin, 1998). Most recent 
forensic investigations of terrorist and insurgent attacks around the 
globe remain in the sensitive, limited distribution lirerarure. Whar fol
lows is our own cur, drawn from published accounts and logic, at a list 
of the generic types of information that might be extracted regarding 
terrorist and insurgent attackers from forensic investigations, including 
the techniques for information extraction described above: 

• deployment and positioning of attackers, including feints designed 
to draw attention or resources away from the primary attack 

• level of training and aptitude with weapons 
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• tactical style and techniques. (e.g., rapid movement or ch anging 
fi ring positions) 

• missed opportunities for detection or interdiction before the 
attack 

• disguises or impersonation/camouflage (e.g., concealing attack
ers in large crowd) and other techniques used to approach target 
without detection or interruption 

• demographics (age, ethnicity, gender) of attackers as well as 
number involved 

• chronological reconstrucrion!timeline of attack steps 
• probing and testing events used to determine vulnerabilities in 

security 
• If attack was failed o r impact mitigated, why and how? 
• trends in attack style, targeting preferences, and weapons (com

parison with past attacks, projections for future attacks) . 

Testing and Val idation Attempts 

Much of the relevant work to rest and evaluate national security m eth
ods using behavioral indicators is. nor available to the general public, 
but some is. 

The SPOT Program 

One of the continuing failures in U.S. planning has been the failure to 
conduct independent, rigorous, peer-reviewed research on the efficacy 
of methods and performance of technologies. Responding to scientific 
criticism, this failure has been decried by the Government Account
ability Office (GAO , 2010) and various members of Congress (see, e.g., 
statement of Paul C. Broun in U.S. House of Representatives, 2011), 
much of it with respect to DHS's Screening of Passengers by Observa
tion Techniques (SPOT) program. 

The SPOT program is intended to provide behavior detection 
officers (BDOs) with a means of identifying persons who may pose 
a potential security risk at Transportation Security Administration 
(TSA)-regulated airports by focusing on behaviors and appearances 
that deviate from an established baseline and that may be indicative 
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of stress, fear, or deception. SPOT may make referrals for additional 
screening that may include use of new or experimental methods. 

In an effort to. conduct sound experimental validation rests, DHS 
conducted a randomized trial study of the effectiveness of SPOT in 
identifying illegal behaviors .· According to congressional testimony, 
the study involved 43 airports that instituted a procedw-e of random 
selection for secondary screening in parallel with SP OT. TI1.e data set 
included a rotal of71,589 random selections and 23,265 SPOT selec
tions. As discussed in testimony, SPOT-initiated selections reportedly 
resulted in the detection of illegal behaviors at a significantly higher 
rate than random selections. In the experiments, only 2.8 percent of 
the general public exhibited the most common single behavior on the 
list of SPOT behavioral criteria. 

The GAO reported in some depth on the SPOT program (GAO, 
2010), noting that 

... approximately 14,000 passengers were referred to law enforce
ment officers under SPOT from May 2004 through August 
2008. Of these passengers, 1,083 were arrested for various rea
sons, including being illegal aliens (39 percent), having outstand
ing warrants (19 percent), and possessing fraudulent documents 
(15 percent). The remaining 27 percent were arrested for other 
reasons such as intoxication, unruly behavior, theft, domestic vio
lence, and possession of prohibited items .. As. noted in ow· May 
2010 report, SPOT officials rold us char it is nor known if the 
SPOT program has ever resulted in the arrest of anyone who is a 
terrorist, or who was planning ro engage in terrorist-related activ
ity. More recent TSA data covering the period from November 1, 
2010, to April 18, 2012, indicates char SPOT referred 60,717 pas
sengers for additional screening, which resulted in 3,803 referrals 
ro law enforcement officers and 353 arrests. Of these 353 arrests, 
23 percent were related to immigration status, 23 percent were 
drug-related, 9 percent were related to fraudulent documents, 

We benefited from a lengthy interview with Mr. Larry Willis of DHS regarding these 
experimencs and relared issues. 
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22 percem were related to outstanding warrants, and 28 percent 
were for other offenses. • 

A later report, GAO (2012a), which includes test imony from DHS's 
S tephen Lord, refers. (footnote 16) to a validatio n study that is not gen 
erally available; the footnote states: 

See DHS, SPOT Referral Report Validation Study Final Report 
Volume I: Technical Report (Washington, D.C.: Apr. 5, 2011). 
DHS's study defines high-risk passengers as rravelers who know
ingly and intentionally try to defeat the security process, includ
ing those carrying serious prohibited items, such as weapons; ille
gal items, such as drugs; or fraudulent documents, or those who 
were ultimately arrested by law enforcement. 

A good many details about SPOT effectiveness were deleted from the 
public document because it is deemed sensitive. security information by 
TSA (see subsequent footnotes). 

The SPOT program h as been bitterly criticized by numero us crit
ics, and its deployment prior to scientific validity testing has been criti
cized by the GAO. The desire for prior testing is readily understandable 
given the high costs of deployment and the potential for the SPOT 
system be either useless or w orse. if it infringes on privacy,. dignity, or. 
civil liberties. The other perspective, however, is illustrated by testi
mony of Paul Ekman, on whose work some of the SPOT program's 
indicators are based (Ekman, 2011): 

Critics of rhe SPOT program ofte n focus on rhe finding that it has not resulted in the 
acresr of a terrorist or would-be terrorist, even though ir is reflecting the extremely low inci
dence of terrorists attempt ing to get through the screening rather than a shortcoming of the 
program. The program, after all , seeks to detect behaviors that suggest the need for further 
scrutiny, nor detecting te rrorists per se. That the people detected in t ria ls were deceptive for 
reasons other t ha n terrorism was inevitable. Whether DHS/TSA should be using methods 
like the SPOT program given the low base rate of terrorists and the potential o f such pro
grams for abuse such as illegal profiling is beyond rhe scope of rhis report and a marter of 
strong dispute. An apparem example of racial profiling by TSA officers at Logan Airport is 
described in news accounts (Schmidt and Lichrblau, 2012). 
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I have a lso been told by critics of SPOT rh at TSA should have 
first don e observational research in airports, and the type of 
experimental check-point study carried our by Mark Frank and 
colleagues at Buffalo .... That would be a great plan if Al Qaeda 
and associates agreed to a three year vacation, during which the 
American people would not need the layer of security provided 
by SPOT. 

T SA was not g ropin g in the dark when it initiated SPOT . Ir 
reached our for the best evidence avail able that would allow them 
co introduce this layer of security without delay. They came to me 
and my colleagues, based on their perusal of the scienri fie litera
cure; I did nor reach ouc to them to sell them anydung. We were 
able ro provide relevan t informacion because our research showed 
char hot spots are useful clues rhat are not lie-specific but are pres
ent in all high stake lies when there is a threat of severe punish
ment. A nd finally, keep in mind that these behaviors do N O T 
trigger an arrest. They trigger a conversation, usually around 
30-90 seconds in length,. during which the Behavior Detection 
Officers. attempt to ascertain why this individual showed the 
behaviors they d id . At t imes they uncover malfeasance, at times 
they find a n innocent reason, at times they find a stressful buc not 
illegal reason (e.g., a philandering traveler sneakin g off ro cheat 
on their husband or wife). 

We do not know whether the field-test trials of SPOT have been 
peer reviewed and publish ed in a formal and objective process (even on 
a classified basis), but the work was done by the American Institutes 
for Research. Nonetheless~ the lack of transparency has undercut con
fidence and provided fodder for critics, including those in Congress .. Ir 
is not a subject that we can resolve in this report. We do note, however, 
that first-class peer-review and publication processes within an appro
priately cleared classified community h ave many precedents over the 
years. Indeed , this is common with some. federally funded research and 
development centers (FFRDCs) and national laboratories. Also, stud
ies by the National Academy of Sciences, the D efense Science Board, 
JASON, and others are often don e on a classified basis or have classi
fied components. Unfortunately, their very existen ce is som etimes not 
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acknowledged in public-domain discussions, although it certainly can 
be if the government chooses to do so, as may occur naturally or. as the. 
result of congressional testimony. 

Project Hostile Intent (PHI) and Future Attribute Screening 
Technology (FAST) 

Another DHS effort, Project Hostile Intent (PHI), looked at multi
ple additional indicators, including micro-expressions as studied by 
Ekman and colleagues (King, 2007). The goal of PHI was to develop 
remote, non-invasive, automated sensor technology capable of detect
ing deception in incUviduals with hostile intentions in real-rime assess
ments; to understand the associations between behavioral cues, decep
tion, and hostile intent; to conduct experiment to capture participants' 
behavioral and physiological responses to security questioning during a 
high-stakes deception scenario, in which participants were required to 
lie about their intentions regarding a future action; to extend research 
in the. field of deception detection by identifying cues most strongly 
associated with deception by an individual with the intention to 
commit a future hostile action; and to conduct a series of analyses to 
develop a baseline understanding of the relationship between behavior 
(facial expressions and body movements) and deception during a hos
tile intent scenario: 

PHI later became the FAST program described in Burns (2008) 
and Middleton (2011). The program seeks to improve the screening 
process at transportation and other critical checkpoints by developing 
physiological and behavior-based screening techniques that will pro
vide additional indicators to screeners to enable them to make more 
informed decisions. FAST is not intended to provide probable cause 
for law enforcement processes, nor would the technology replace. or 
p re-empt the decisions of human screeners. Research on FAST is per
formed at laboratories such as Batelle, Draper Labs, and the Naval 
Research Laboratory. 

• Additional research addressed privacy issues of some of rhe DHS experimems rhemsclves. 
A brief discussion is given in Willis, 2008. 
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The overall goal of the FAST project is to determine whether 
technology can help identify and interpret cues or signatures wirbour 
rhe. need for op erator-induced stimuli .. If successful, that would allow 
security personnel to rem otely diagn ose intent to cause h arm . It would 
eliminate. (or at least reduce) the need for face-ro-face interaction and 
reduce costs. 

At the outset, the program sou ght ro evaluate five sensors (Burn s, 
2008): 

L A remote cardiovascular and respiratory sensor. to measure heart 
rare and respiration, which allows for the calculation of heart 
rare, heart rare variability, respiration rate, and respirarory sinus 
arrhythmia. 

2 . A remote eye tracker, which is a device that uses a camera and 
processing software ro track the p osition and gaze of the eyes 
(and , in some instances, rhe entire head) of a subject. Most eye 
trackers will also provide a measurement of the pupil diameter. 

3. Thermal cameras that provide detailed information on the. 
changes in the thermal properties of the skin in the face will 
help assess electrodermal activity and measure respiration and 
eye movements. 

4. A high-resolution video camera that allows for highly derailed 
im ages of the face and body ro be taken so that image analysis 
can determine facial features and expression s and body move
ments, and an audio system for analyzing huma n voice for pitch 
change. 

5. Other sensor. typ es such as pheromones detectors. 

Experiments have been conducted, but we did n ot find results 
in the public domain. N umerous articles. express extrem e skepticism 
abour the very feasibility of the FAST objectives. Popular-media and 
blog-level articles often deride the program as being an ill-advised 
attempt at mind reading. 

We mention the FAST program here because it is a significan t 
effort that includes resting of remote m easu rements. 
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Assessing the Kinetic and Physiological Approaches 

The strengths and weaknesses of various d etection approaches were 
discussed earlier, but here. we. elaborate. on the. shortcomings and limi
tations o f physiological indicators. The primary problems with using 
physiological state or physiological changes as pre-incident indicatOrs 
of terrorist or insurgent attack are twofold (see also Chapter Four): 
(1) The physiological states and reactions can be due to a variety of rea
sons, most of them benign, and (2) the stares and reactions associated 
with attack and deception differ markedly across individuals and set
tings. Both imply the likelihood of a high rate of false alarms. 

The nonspedficity of physiological states is due to the states being 
associated with general system demands and em otional states, such as 
perceived d emand (Blascovich , Mendes, Hunter, and Lickel, 2000), 
fear of negative outcomes, or even physiological exhaustion- rather 
rhan something as specific as deception or intent to detonate a sui
cide belt or engage in a mass shooting. This is partially due ro the fact 
that individual differences in developmenta l pathways mean that simi
lar physiological end states can result from diverse upstream processes 
(Cacioppo, Uchino, and Berntson, 1994; Brulliard and Hussain, 2011). 
In practical terms, this mean s that the false-alarm rate would be. quite 
high if rely ing on such indicators for detection. 

Another aspect of this is that most m easurable physiological 
parameters lie far downstream of the central nervous system and are 
distant echoes of rhe complex cognitive and motivational states within 
the brain. Higher-quality lie detectOr rests involve sophisticated proto
cols with multiple lines of questioning linked to multiple physiological 
parameters to better distinguish decept ive intent &om general nervou s
ness (or ind ividual-specific oddit ies) (Grubin and Madsen, 2005). Poly
graphs, however, cannot be applied ro a large population, but rather 
only to a small number of people selected for special observation an d 
questioning. Further, their m ost dramatic value (e.g., d etecting knowl
ed ge of a plot or deception regardin g a specific target) requires using 
stimuli that depend on the rester hav ing some knowledge of that plot 
or target. 

The other major ch allen ge is that different individuals show very 
different physiological responses when attempting, e.g., to deceive or 
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arrack. Individual differences or response p arrerns in a physiological 
stare may reflect multiple different emotional. stares, motivations, o r 
impending actions. In short, everyone is "wired differently," with dif
ferent thresholds for physiological response as well as different base
line physiological states (Brulliard and Hussain, 2011). As a result, one 
man's sweaty palms and nervous lip-biting before an attack are another 
man's cold stare and blissful smile. To elaborate, literature reviews of 
pre-incident. indicarors (Smith, Oamphousse,. and Robe rt, 2006) and 
expert opinions (interview with Naval Postgraduate School professor 
Nadav Morag, 2 012) report two "opposite" indicators of impending 
attack : nervousness, sweating, ere. (indicarors of extreme sympathetic 
n ervous system activation), and intense calm, dissociation, and Bar 
affect (evidence of extreme. parasympathetic nervous system activation) 
(Speckhard, Jacuch, and Vanrompay, 2012). 

An interesting corollary is that an individual's physiological sig
nals are likely to be much better c ues of attack timing than anything 
else-bur only when individual potential attackers have already been 
identified and baselined. In that case, moment- to-m oment shifts in 
blood pressure, heart rare, and other p arameters. could be helpful in 
determining the exact moments when insurgents or terrorists are about 
to commen ce their violent attack (Scarpa and R aine, 1997; Raine, 
1996). Such indicators of attack timing may come too late for effective 
intervention, and they also assUine precise real-rime m easu rement and 
interpretation, which is not yet feasible. While laser-Doppler technol
ogy and other related approaches. hold promise for future applications. 
(Bornstein et al., 2010), end-organ (blood pressure, sweating, etc.) and 
even EEG-based measurements are still quite sensitive to movement 
artifact and typically require the d irect application of sensors for accu
rate and reliable measurement. This makes such technological tools 
potentially useful in interrogation or intensive questioning environ
ments. bur less useful w here. standoff distance or early and clandestine. 
detection is paramount. 

A Recent Review Across Physiological Indicators. To end o ur assess
m ent, we draw on recent research (on lie-catching more gen erally, no t 
just from polygraph testing). This discussed rhe n eed for combining 
information but deplored the lack of adequate scientific experiments 
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and noted candidly that expert human skills must be pan: of the lie
catching merhod (Porter and ten Brinke,. 2010): 

In observing the absence of a single cue o r behavioural c hannel 
that consistently reveals deception, a holistic approach with con
current anen tion to multiple chan nels of a target's behaviour (ide
ally videotaped for review) and chan ges from baselin e behaviour 
is recommended whenever possible. Among the best-validated 
cues to be considered together include: illustrators, blink and 
pause rate, speech rate, vague descriptions, repeated derails, con
textual embedding, reproduc tion of conversations, and emotional 
' leakage' in the face. W hile advocatin g a reliance on empirical 
evidence, we observe that few studies. of h igh-stakes deception 
yet have been conducted. Further, some manifestations of lying 
are highly idiosyncratic and difficult to address in quantitative 
research , pointing to the n eed for keen observation skills, and 
psychological insight. A recurring theme is the need for the field 
to devise innovative approaches for studying high-stakes lies to 

promote ecological validity. Ultimately, such work will provide 
a strong fou ndation for the responsible application of deception 
research in forensic and security settings . 

Critiquing a Key Underlying Assumption and Setting New Goals. 
One of rhe m ost important conclusions to which many scientists have 
been coming in recent years is that rhe. assumptio n that hostile intent 
betrays itsel f in stress is highly questionable. Indeed, a recent study 
argued that it is not worthwhile for researchers to look further into 
detecting m align intent by, e .g., just observing subject s as they go by, 
whether by facial expression or otherwise. Instead , it is argued, much 
greater emphasis should be placed on finding ways to stimulate observ
able reactions. by inc reasing "cognitive burden," rather. rhan. stress (Vrij 
and Granhag, 2012). This line of argument is based on substantial 
research discussed in the article, which supports the idea that lying 
is "more difficult" than telling the truth. Lying may come easily in 
a sense, but not if it requires putting rogerher a convincing narrative 
and answering questions. phrased in. ways that require. "thinking." This 
stream of recommendations emphasizes the crucial role of the ques-
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rioner and his or her skill, which is also consistem with rhe experience 
of many practitioners in the long-time use of polygraphs. In a par
rial rebunal, Frank and Sverieva (2012) support the importance of the 
questioner and questions but are less sanguine about the effectiveness 
of methods such as asking questions that require "thinking backward." 
Also, rhe authors strongly dispute rhe relevance of many "laboratory" 
assessments of emotion detection because, they argue, those studies 
are typically conducted wirh students or other people who are merely 
asked ro pretend to be terrorists. That, it is argued, is quire different 
from the context of real terrorists in very high-stakes circumstances. 
Frank and Svetieva conclude with the observation that "wh ether we 
researchers like it or nor, real world law enforcement or intelligence 
interviews feature highly elevated emotional and cognitive loads." 

Informal Criticisms That Cannot Easily Be Assessed. One of the. 
many frustrating aspects of our literature review was that many of the 
continuing disputes are not pulled together so that convergence .is pos
sible on both points of agreement and points of disagreement. Authors 
write in their various favored journals but seldom in a forum expect
ing clarification, iteration, and convergence on points of agreement 
and disagreement. This, arguably, is just a standard problem in sci
ence that is not solved by normal peer review. Resolutions, when they 
are achieved, often come about with studies of the National Academy 
of Sciences or independent analysis by organizations such as federally 
funded research and development centers (FFRDCs). 

To illustrate, a well-written Nature article (Weinberger, 2010) 
summarizes some of the many disputes about the ability to detect 
" intent to deceive" bur does so in a journalistic manner of contrasting 
what various people say, not necessarily with peer-reviewed publica
tions to support their statements. One of the important studies referred 
to, by DoD's JASON organization, is not published (a summary was 
apparently provided to Nature as background for rhe article) . Several 
skeptics of rhe work of Paul Ekman are quoted as being unable to 
reproduce his work, bur the failure-to-reproduce studies have appar
ently not been published. Further, some of the articles quoted sug
gest to us that part of the dispute stems from potentially irresolvable 
matters of perspective. For example, the author of rhe JASON study 
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is quoted (in Weinberger, 20 10) as saying «The sciemific community 
thinks that it is extremely important to go through the process of scien
tific verification, before rolling something our as a practice that people 
trust." That statement initially seems reasonable, but it seems to assume 
that there is an accepted and feasible process for scientific verification, 
which appears not to be the case. It also seems to ignore the fact that 
operators who favor the tools in question rhink of rhem as tools to be 
used as part of more complex processes, nor as something that can be 
crusted on rheir own. 

Table 6 .3 is our assessment of how the approaches discussed in 
this chapter stand in terms of maturity, potential, measurability, and 
vulnerability to countermeasures. 

Distinctions Helpful Amidst Controversy 

As discussed earlier, many of the behavioral-indicator methods are 
highly controversial. 

Table 6.4 is another depiction comparing approaches, this one 
intended to draw some contrasts and highlight disrinccions that are. not 
a lways clear in rhe often-emotional debates about methods. 

The second column of Table 6.4 reminds us that if subjects are 
worried about security officials watching for behavioral indicators, they 
may be deterred in some respects. They may go more our of their way 
to avoid the observation they fear; they may be more stressed when 
questioned;. and, in some cases, they may be more inclined to coop
erate or even tell the truth when questioned. There is a long history 
of subjects being more worried about their deceptions being detected 
than laboratory studies suggest would be objectively warranted given 
the methods' imperfections. The remaining columns ofT able 6.4 show 
distinctions in value as a function of defense-system intent. If the pur
pose is merely to indicate that an individual merits a somewhat closer 
and not very troublesome look rhan the average person being screened, 
then the methods all have potential or actual value, in some cases even 
with automated methods. Using the methods to justify more vigorous 
and extended checking, undertaken with some prejudice and perhaps 
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Table 6.3 
Detecting Hostility or Deception from Movement Physiology and Movement 

Domain 

Kinetics and. 
gross motor 
movement 

Status 

Indicators. have. been 
validated for human 
observation and 
automated analysis 
in laboratory and 
experimental settings, 
including some 
operational settings (e.g., 
for gait of. individuals 
carrying weighted 
objects). 

Physiological Indicators have been 
state and validated in laboratory 
reactions and experimental 

settings, with some 
experimental paradigms 
simulating elements. of 
counterterrorism and 
some (facial) cutting 
across culture. 

In some cases (e.g., 
voice stress and facial 
indicators), automated 
recognition shows 
potential but currently has 
high error rates. 

Upside Potential 

Gross motor movements 
may reveal action, 
intent, or deception. 
On-foot motions may 
be unavoidable in such 
proximal security settings 
as checkpoints. 

Gross motor movement 
may be passively 
observed, but also. actively 
elicited. 

Measurement Requirements 

Some security contexts may not 
allow for sufficient physical 
movement to be interpretable 
(e.g., interrogation). 

Internal physiological Currently, measurement 
reactions are relatively requires direct application 
automatic and difficult of sensors or the physical 

Shortcomings and 
Vulnerabilities 

Masking with. deceptive 
movements. 

Sensitivity to context and 
individual differences. 

Nonspecificity: triggering 
by diverse emotions and 
motivations. 

Differences across contexts 
and individuals. 

Nonspecificity. 
to control (e.g., micro observation of facial f lushing, 
tremors in speech or micro sweating, etc. Influence of drugs and 
facia l expressions). Some (e f . I) . training (e.g., to dampen 

b
. . . . .g., acla ~e~we. or obscure differences 

Pro mg of vanous sorts hghtmg and prox1m1ty w1th b t b 1• d 
(e e · 1 d 

1 
• k' . e ween ase me an v n seemmg y ran om current y pamsta mg codmg · 1 ) conv~rsations) can t rigger feasib le only for high-value sign~ s · . 

react1ons. interrogations. Success requires Maskmg, 1n some cases . 
Certain elements of exceptional "natural" talent or (e.g., sung lasses or plast1c 
facial expression. are. training, but limited available surgery) 
very difficult to alter data suggests t raining is Some differences exist 
voluntarily, including effective. (perhaps not critical) across 

culture .. micro-expressions. Measurements are most 
valuable. when. comparing 
against an individual's 
baseline, which is only feasib le 
in voluntary monitoring or 
interrogation context. 

Masking (e.g., sunglasses, 
plastic surgery, or Botox 
for facia l), but this may 
also be an indicator. 
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Table 6.4 
Some Comparisons of Behavioral Methods 

Flagging for: Further Flagging with 
Routine Screening Prejudice for 

Extended 
Deterrence Checking Basis for 

or Cost and. Tool in. Arrest or. 
Method Imposition Automatic Human Detention Interrogation Conviction 

Polygraph Yes No Yes Maybe Yes, but No 

Voice Yes Yes Yes No Yes. but No 
stress 
analysis 

Facial Yes Technology Yes No Yes, but No 
expression not well 

developed 

EEG Yes Technology Yes Maybe Yes, but No 
not 

deve loped 

Text or Yes Maybe Yes Maybe Yes, but Maybe 
speech 
content 

Gait Yes Yes Yes Maybe No No 
analysis 

including significant delay and detention~ is quite anoth er matter. Here, 
none of the methods are generally valid (i.e., always valid). However, 
in som e cases they may help trained operators spot someon e w orthy of 
careful attention even though som e false alarms w ill occur. For exam
ple, someone d isplay ing high vocal srress o r marked use of language 
correlated with deception is a naturaL candidate for further inquiry, 
even though the causes m ay be benign. There a re analogues f rom the 
long history of experience w ith polygraphs. For example, an entirely. 
innocent person m ay fail a polygraph test because of idiosyn cratic fear 
of the rest or suppressed guilt about unrelated and even trivial matters. 
Because of th is, it has proven extremely importan t that operawrs be 
well trained and professional and that the testing process follow pro
tocols minimizing inappropriate anxiety and unreasonably intrusive 
questioning .. 
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We conclude, then, that in some cases (but not "on average") the 
methods may be. valuable. for Hagging suspicious individuals. With 
respect to the small subset of individuals who might be interrogated 
in more detail with the intent of extracting confessions, there is solid 
evidence about the methods' value as part of a more general process that 
includes skilled officers. At the same time, there is also clear eviden ce of 
false confessions and other significant side effects. The "Yes, but ... " 
in Table 6.4. is meant to indicate that, yes, there. is value, bur great care 
must: be taken and, historically, there have been serious lapses. 

The last column in Figure 6.4 is crucial: We see no basis in the 
scientific literature for using evidence from most of the methods as the 
basis for arrest or conviction. There are good reasons for existing legal 
constraints on this. matter.. An exception is that the content of text and 
speech (including threatening communications) is. sometimes signifi
cant evidence, and is allowable in criminal trials. The primary point 
here is that the behavioral indicators are or have the potential to be 
useful indicators for identifying people meriting a closer look, but they 
a re not robust enough for anything more. 

Even this statement would be resisted by some because the. objec
tive evidence of the methods' independent validity remains controver
sial and less than scientifically persuasive, and because claiming that 
the methods are valuable when used as a tool by a trained professional 
as part of a larger process is inherently dissatisfying scientifically. This 
is a domain in which there are enduring tensions analogous to chose 
that allow police officers to rake some measures. based on subtle indica
tors, and even intuition, but not to rake other measures with anything 
less than "probable cause." We cannot resolve such issues in this study. 

General Observations. Regardless of the sensor used or specific 
behavior being measured, a common set of issues pervades the use of 
detectable behavioral indicators to predict terrorist or insurgent attacks. 
These issues directly bear on the advisability of investment in detection 
technologies and tools. 

One crucial axis of variability across indicators and detection 
measures is the degree to which they are applicable across attacks. 
Some indicators (and thereby their associated detection measures) are 
common to a w ide. variety of attacks (for example,. a high percentage. 
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of attackers approach their targets on foot, at least in the final stages, 
making gait analysis applicable to many attack types). Another cru
cial axis. of variability,. covered in greater detail in Chapter Seven,. is 
whether indicators can be detected through clandestine, passive mea
surement or whether they require some sort of active intervention (for 
example, a "random intercept" interview while waiting at screening 
checkpoints) . Indicators and associated detection methods also vary in 
the degree to which they are detectable at standoff distances or while 
surrounded by various sorts of "noise" (such as the presence of other 
individuals). As mentioned earlier in the chapter, indicators also vary 
in their discriminant validity-some indicators indicate emotional 
or motivational states (such as anger or deception) that are common 
during attacks or attack planning but also common ro a w ide variety 
of other behaviors. Indicators also vary in their context-specificity and 
cultural variability. Very few indicators provide good predictive capac
ity for attacks on their own. Thus, information fusion (as discussed in 
the latter part of Chapter Seven) becomes important. How much it 
can accomplish depends on the false alarm rates of the separate indica
tors, and the techniques used for fusion, which may include subjective 
judgments. 

To render a definitive assessment of which sets of behavioral indi
cators and associated sensor systems are most worthy of further invest
ment, it would be advisable to develop a formal set of metrics with 
which to assess currently available (and emerging or "under develop
ment") indicator-detection technologies with respect ro the criteria 
described above. This formal assessment, however, is beyond the scope 
of this report.· 

Other merhods nor much discussed in rhis report because rhey are nor behavioral include 
bomb-detection systems that work at a safe. distance,. such as standoff non-imaging radar, 
and provide. method and automatic derecrion systems ro protect high-value. assets , such as 
buildings, airports, and checkpoints, from personnel-borne lED. rhreats. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

Cross-Cutting Issues 

Introduction 

This chapter is about cross-cutting issues that loomed large as we sought 
to make sense of our review of the science base. To our knowledge, the 
literature contains no agreed framework for thinking about this, so we 
constructed a first-cut fran~ework ourselves. We characterize a system 
in terms of its detection effectiveness and its effectiveness in limiting 
false alarms and their consequences .. We then see these as depending 
on seven characteristics of the system, as shown in Figure 7.1. We dis
cuss them in the numerical order shown in the figure, which is not 
strictly left to. right so as to keep the figure clean (no line-crossing). The 
characteristics are (1) layering; (2) the sensitivity and selectivity of sub
systetns in the absence of behavioral stimulation or countermeasures; 
(3) behavioral mechanisms for stimulating responses; (4) countermea
sure resistance; (5) observation distance, covertness, and automaticity; 
(6) information fusion; and (7) mitigation of false-alarm consequences 
when they occur. 

Given such system characteristics, it is possible to discuss alterna
tive. systems with. a depiction such as the. radar/spider plor in Figure 7.2, 
which compares four notional systems represented by rhe contours. 
The notional systems are labeled as primitive, baseline, advanced, and 
very advanced. The dimensions representing the characteristics from 
Figure 7.1. appear as axes or rays. Each is scaled from 0 to 100, allow
ing a subjective measure of how well the system does with regard to the 
particular dimension, in comparison with. what might be "optimal" 
in terms of effectiveness and cost (which are affected, of course, by 

115 
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Figure 7.1 
Factors Affecting Overall System Effectiveness 

Detection Effectiveness 

Effectiveness in limiting 
False Alarms and Their 

Consequences 

1. Appropriate 
layering 

stimulation 

RAND Rl!215•7. I 

Figure 7.2 

4, Countermeasure 
resistance 

5, Observation 
distance. 
automaticity. 
etc. 

consequences 

2, Subsystem sensitivity and selectivity 
(no stimulation or countermeasures) 

A Notional Framework for Characterizing an Overall Syste m 

Approximate layering 

Mitigation 
of false-alarm 

Information 
fusion 

Observation d istance, 
covertness, automaticity 

RAND RR215·7.2 

1 

Subsystems' sensitivity, 
selectivity (no stimulation) 

- Primitive 
- Baseline 

Advanced 
- Very advanced 

Sensitivity and 
selectivity with 
behavioral stimulation 

Countermeasure 
resistance of subsystems 
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rhe projected state of technology, feasibility, ere.). Again, this is highly 
notional (the scales. could be. defined better in future work), bur t:he 
qua litative framework provides a useful way ro structure discussion. 
M erely for the sake of illustration, Figure 7.2 assumes that the baseline 
(say today's system ) is more advanced in some respects than others, with 
layering having been taken seriously for some time, but with informa
tion fusion, for example, being relatively primitive· and roo lirrle work 
having been done ro m inimize consequences of false alarms when they 
occur. Progress would correspond to systems with comours farrher and 
farther toward the extremity of the radar/spider plot. t 

The following sections discuss all of the dimensions above, but, 
before proceeding, we note again that our study focused primarily on 
rhe science of whether possibilities for better detection methods exist, 
without prejudice as to w hether they should be acceptable in Ameri
can society. Some of the detection methods raise important issues of 
privacy, ethics, and law, as discussed in a recent National Academ y 
of Scien ces study of privacy and civil liberties (Perry and Vest, 2008). 
Although not analyzing such issues, much less rhe difficult tradeoffs, 
we comment on some of the issu es in che course of rhe chapter, par
ticularly in regard to reducing false alarms and mitigating t:heir. conse
quences when they occur (which they assuredly will). 

Appropriate Layering 

l ayering and Screening 

Since no single foolproof derecror is plausible, good security-system 
designs exploit the potential leverage oflayering, i.e., of using a sequence 

We were struck by how litrle information is available to airport security, for. example .. 
The information certainly may include basic passport data, whether. the person is on a watch 
list, and something about the person's recent uavel history, bur that is a sJnall fraction of the 
information that could be available if that were desirable. 

t The area within a contour is nor a sou nd m easu re of the option's overall effectiveness 
because not al l of the dimensions are necessarily of equal importance and their value need 
nor add linearly. The figure, however, is. sufficient for. our. purposes. in indicating that overall 
progress involves progress along a ll of the dimensions shown. 
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of detection m easures. Mathematically, the leverage can sometimes be 
dramatic. Suppose that an attacker must penetrate three independent 
layers, each. of which has only a one-third chance of detecting him .. 
With three layers, the defense has about a 70 percent likelihood of 
detecting h im. The sam e benefits can be achieved by applying multiple 
detector m ethods at a given point in time, turning a single layer into 
the equivalent of multiple layers. 

The mathematics of layered defenses has been developed in the 
past for ballistic missile defense (Wilkening, 1999), defense in-depth 
generally, and even cyber defen se against worms (Albanese, Wiacek, 
Salter, and Six, 2004). One treatment deals with countermeasures, 
game-theoretic considerations, and common-mode failLues (Willis, 
Bonomo, Davis, and Hillestad , 2006). Another technically rich discus
sion includes subtleties of inter-layer correlations (LaTourette, 2012). 
For many reasons, such as those discussed in the article, how much 
layering is enough (and when additional layering is even coumerpro
ducrive) depends on m any considerat ions. 

If the first layer cannot detect the intruder bur can dist inguish 
between high- and low-risk individuals (in it ial screening), then those 
classified as. high-risk can be required ro go through additional checks 
(secondary screening). Or, more typically, everyone will go through 
additional ch eckpoints, but those in the high-risk category will be 
exposed to more scrutiny, which rakes rime and resources and m ay also 
delay and otherwise inconvenience those affected. 

The problems that arise in such approaches include (1) low detec
tion probabilities, (2) high false-a larm probabilities with numerous. 
n egative consequences, (3) correlated probabilities, and (4) counter
m easures (which affect all of the previous three). D etection probabili
ties based on individual behavioral cues are typically modest. Further, 
m any people may exhibit similar behaviors even though they h ave no 
malign intent, thereby creating false alarms. As noted , rhe effectiveness 
of successive detection layers is. often correlated, as when lax manage
m ent affects multiple parts of a system , or when- because of weari
ness or anxiety- an innocent individual triggers multiple behavioral 
indicators. Finally, of course, a would-be attacker w ill try to "bear the 
system" by avoiding defenses or by employing countermeasures such 
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as by trammg to avoid behavioral cues. As discussed in LaTourette 
(2012), interactions among non-independent layers can. either reinforce 
or degrade performance, including through deterrent effects and so
called shirking effects. 

In our study, layering comes in when, for example, behavioral 
indicators are used for screening, to flag individuals meriting fw-cher 
scrutiny. 

If behavioral indicators are. used to classify people into. those who 
a re and are not regarded as representing more than normal risk, and 
should therefore be subject to further scrutiny, this can be referred to 
as negative screening- i.e., screening to identify people of concern 
because they do not "pass" all measures of "normalcy." Screening and 
the. related issue. of profiHng~ continue to be quite conuoversial, as dis
cussed by. the GAO (2010), Congressional Research Service. studies 
(Elias, 2009, 2011), and news media. 

Screening/profiling based on or seemingly based on national 
origin, age, or apparent racial or ethnic grouping has generated some 
of the most heated debates (for a serious popular-level debate with 
informative discussion, see Harris and Schneier, 2012). Using a purely 
mathematical approach to analyze the advisabiHty of racial or ethnic. 
profiling, Press concludes that weak profiling (rather than what he calls 
democratic screening, which is when everyone is screened) is optimal 
(Press, 2009).t It is also is important to consider the secondary effects 
of such screening processes, as well as the possibility of malign actors 
thwarting simplistic screening procedures through the recruitment of 
operatives nor displaying the screened characteristics. (e.g., lack of an 
overtly Muslim or Middle Eastern appearance and use of female or 
child operatives). 

The rerms "screening" and "profiling" are nor generally differenriared, bur in some con
rexrs "screening" is more descriprive and objective, while "profilingn infers characteristics, 
i.e., is more extrapoladve. Somerimes, "profiling" refers ro making decisions, such as about 
wherher ro. imerrogare, based on racial or erhnic characrerisdcs, which is illegal in many 
jurisdictions .. Orher times. "profiling" has no such negative meaning .. 

t Press defines "srrong profiling" as screening in which the probability of being selecred for 
secondary screening is ar least proporrional ro a "prior" (rhe prior probability) . A weaker ver
sion selects for secondary screening in proporrion ro rhe square root of rhe prior probability. 
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Screening that d iscriminates on the basis of protected character
istics is illegal, bur using behavioral cues is. acceptable unless. it has 
disproportionate impact on the protected categories. Ongoing research 
includes empirically based research in both laboratory and field set
tings, as well as research and analysis based on mathematical models 
and simulations. Those below are intended to be illustrative. 

A Different Kind of Screening: The Trust ed Trave le r Co ncept 

Although it is outside the scop e of this study, we sh ould at least mention 
a different kind of screenin g,. the purpose of which is to identify p eople 
wh o can be excluded from som e or all subsequent ch ecking. This is the 
idea behind the «Trusted Traveler" concept, insights about which were 
published early in the previous decade (Shaver and Kennedy, 2004; 
Robinson, Lake,. and Seghetti, 2005). Robert Poole champ ioned what 
he called a ((risk-based" approach to screening (Poole and Passatino, 
2003; Poole, 2009). The subject was. reviewed analytically (Jackson, 
Chan, and LaTourrette, 20ll), assessing the value of using background 
check s to sort individuals into high- and low-risk categories for differ
ential attention at checkpoints. The amhors use receiver operator char
acteri stics (ROC) curves and relatively simple mathematical models to. 
lay out the different conditions under which screening into low- and 
high-risk groups would yield increased or. decreased detection rates. 
The condition s a t issue involve the false-positive and false-negative rates 
of primary screening, the increased time that is " freed up" and avail
able for secondary screen ing, th e baseline. detection rate of secondary 
screening, and the base rate of attempted terrorist attacks. Together, 
these determine whether a two-stage screening process. yields. increased 
rates of detection. If attackers do not try to get into the t rusted-traveler 
program (and measures can arguably be taken to h elp de ter them from 
doing so), then the increased time and resources available to scrutinize 
those. not in the. program would presumably ra ise. detection rates. sig
nificantly. Aspects of the trusted traveler concep t are now being imple
m ented by T SA: 

Some addirional recenr papers are worrh ciring: Morosan, 2012; McLay, Jacobson, and 
Kozba, 2006; Jacobson, 2012; Srewart and Mueller, 2012. 
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Sensitivity and Selectivity 

Basic Concepts and Terms 

In discussing the effectiven ess of a d etection system and its. subcom
ponents, it is necessary to define some technical terms. T able 7.1 uses 
classic terminology ro show rhe four cases that apply w hen a given 
individual is tested by a detecror that reports either positive or nega
tive (rather than, e.g, "m aybe," as discussed in the section on informa
tion fusion). The results, then, are referred ro as True Positive (TP), 
False Positive (FP),. False Negative (FN), and True Negative (TN). The 
intent is to minimize false negatives (failure to detect) and minimize 
false posicives (false alarms). These errors are commonly referred ro as 
Type I a nd Type II errors, respectively. 

Less-than-perfect detection systems show a tradeoff between sen
sitivity and false alarm rate. TI"lat is, it is. usually possible to increase the 
system's sen sitiv ity (minimizing Type I errors), but only at rhe expense 
of raising the rate of false alarms (raising Type II errors). For example, 
if an initial screening tries to distinguish between high-risk and low
risk indiv iduals, it is certainly possible to toughen the screening criteria 
so that more people will be regarded as high-risk, but then more inno
cent people will then be subjected to the subsequent scrutiny .. Further, 
the false-alarm rate may r ise dramatically and overwhelm the system. 
This is especially so when rhe " base rate" is low, i.e., when rhe fractio n 

Table 7.1 
Classic Mat r ix o f Detectio n. Outcomes 

Testee's A ctual Character 

Positive Negativ e 

<IJ 
False . .... > True v ·.::::; 

Positive (FP) '5 ·;;; Positive (TP) ... 0 (Type II Error) <IJ 0.. > 
-"' ... 
0 <IJ .... 
v > Fa lse <IJ ·.::::; True .... n:l Negative (FN) <IJ C\ Negative (TN) 0 C1l (Type I Error) z 
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of people being screened who have malign violent intent is quite low 
(e.g., 1 in a million rather than 1 in 3). 

Several terminologies. are. used to address the same basic concepts .. 
Unfortunately, authors do not always use the words to mean the same 
thing. In this report, we use "sensitivity" to 1nean the detection rate, 
the probability that a deceptive subject will be detected. "Specificity" 
is the probability that an innocent subject will be classified as inno
cent: These are complementary measures. They measure how probable 
it is. that someone deceptive and someone innocent will be classified 
as such, respectively. T aken together, they provide a good measure of 
simple detection-system capability, although there are many further 
subtleties. 

Another measure that is often used is "accuracy," which in simple 
cases, such as that depicted in Table 7.1, is the fraction of calls (positive 
or negative). that are true. The term "reliability" is sometimes used, but 
inconsistently. It is best used as a measure of whether results are con
sistent across trials. The false-positive rate is the complement of speci
ficity, i.e., 1 - Specificity. The false-negative rate is the complement of 
sensitivity, i.e., 1 - Sensitiv ity. These are just the fractions of positive 
and negative calls that are true, respectively (National Research Coun
cil, 2003, p. 122). Table 7.2. summarizes some of the relevant expres
sions mathematically. 

The tradeoff between sensitivity and false-alarm rate has been 
studied for years, often in papers referring to signal detection theory 
(SOT) or ROC-curve. The mathematics is relatively straightforward, 
but not intuitive (Fawcett, 2006). Figure 7.3. is. one example of a so
called ROC-curve, adapted from Appendix H of National Research 
Council (2003). If the sensitivity of the system (y-axis) is 0.8, so that 
it detects 80 percent of attackers, and if the test applied has a system 
accuracy called the accuracy index A of 0 .9 overall (see page 44 of the 
NRC study), then both the false-positive and false-negative rates are 
about 0.2 (20 percent} (actually, 0.17 and 0.2). What is not so clear 
from this, however, is that if the attackers are only a very small fraction 
of those being screened (e.g., 1 in a thousand or million), then almost 

See also NarionaJ Research Council, 2003, Chaprer 4. 
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Table 7.2 
Mathematical Expressions 

Variable 

Sensitivity 

Specificity 

Accuracy 

False positive 
and negative 
rates 

Equation 

TP 
Sensitivity=---

TP+FN 

TN 
Sensitivity=---

FP+TN 

TP+TN 
Accuracy = ---------

TP+TN+FP+FN 

FP 
False positive rare = ---

TP+FP 
. FN 

False neganve rate = ----
TP+FN 

all positives will be false positives. We dramatize this. in Figure 7.4, 
which shows. the false-alarm index (number of false alarms. per alarm) 
as a function of the base rate (fraction of true positives in population) 
and detection-system accuracy. The takeaway is. that for populations of 
interest, the false alarms can readily dominate the system. This means 
that initial screening could be useful if it increased the base rare of 
threats were something more like 0.1 (1 in 10), rather than 1 in a thou
sand or million. As the table at the right of Figure 7.4 shows, the false
positive index is still high (0.2- 0.6, depending on system accuracy), 
but drastically better than with even lower base rates. 

The Role of Context. Comext matters when pondering how to 
trade off detection rate and false-alarm rare. As occurs in the imme
diate aftermath of a crime, it is possible temporarily to ratchet up the 
sensitivity of screening (e.g., at a security checkpoint on a road leading 
away from a terrorist incident) despite the price paid in increased false 
a larms. l11ar price can be mer with temporary additional resources (the 
additional security personnel focused on that area). Experience with 
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Figure 7.3 
Illustrative. Tradeoffs. Among. Sensitivity,. Accuracy,. and. False. Alarms 
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SOURCE:. Adapted from Nationat Research. Council,. 2003~ Figure H.2,. PP- 340ff. 
NOTES~ The. curves. are. based on. a number. of. illustrative. assumptions .. ln. particular, 
the. probabilities. of positives. with. deceptive and nondeceptive. groups. are. assumed 
to be. described. by. Gaussian distributions. with. identical. means .. 
RAND.RR215-7.3 

polygraph work supporrs this concept:. Data from polygraph testing 
(and related interrogation and d iscussion) can significantly in crease. the. 
likelihood of detecting the. guilty party and may be. especially justified 
when the g uilty party is more likely to be among those tested (a higher
than-normal base rate). (Hom s and Schweinle,. 2009) .. 

By analogy,. secu rity person nel on the watch fm potential attack
ers could use less d iscriminant behavioral (and other) cues. during a 
period of high alert if they had additional resources .. Furthermore, 
d uring such a period, the public would probably also be. more forgiving 
of inconvenien ce. 
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Figure 7.4 
False Positive Index Ver su s Base Rat e and A ccu racy 
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Effectiveness of Screening Without Stimulation 

Considerable disagreement exists about whether screening with the var
ious behavioral indicators works when security officers observe subjects 
as they pass by or move through routine lines. As discussed in Chapter 
Six, TSA's SPOT program has been described by DHS as highly effec
tive in trials, but that evaluation, although serious and ambitious, is 
not in the public domain. Many outside scientists are skeptical and 
have published discouraging experimental results, which have in turn 
have been criticized as unrealistic. We cannot resolve the matter here. 

Improving Effectiveness with Behavioral Stimulation 

One of our early conclusions when beginning our review was that we 
should be sure to distinguish between the value of behavioral indicators 
with and without stimulation. That hypothesis was corroborated by the 
literature. Although some things can be accomplished by observing 
unstimulated behavior (e.g., observing a gait that may suggest decep-
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tion or observing general nervousness and an apparent desire to avoid 
checkpoints), stimulat ing behaviors. appears much more valuable in 
other instances. It is a contrast, for example, to observations and even 
mild questions chat allow subjects to proceed relatively comfortably 
and to perform as they have rehearsed. A recent review article expressed 
this as a general principle in using beh avioral indicators, seeing it as key 
to progress (Vrij and Granhag, 2012). This view is consistent with long 
experience by Israel's airport security personnel. 1l1e poim can be. exag
gerated, and the unstimulated behaviors can sometimes be valuable in 
themselves or in combination, as discussed earlier (see also Frank and 
Syetieva, 2012, which responds to Vrij and Granhag, 2012), but this 
section focuses on stimulation or probing. 

General Considerations 

Probing refers to the intentional stimulating of verbal or behavioral 
responses to assist in detection activities. Police forces and security 
organizations have much experience in such matters. The first issue 
becomes how much additional information is gained from such prob
ing rather than passive observation of individuals' unatural behav
ior." The information gains then have to be weighed against (1) the 
resources expended (perhaps at the expense of more comprehensive 
passive observation, background checks, etc.); (2) such negative con
sequences as inconveniencing, insulting, or unnecessarily raising the 
anxiety of innocent people; and (3) the potential for the probing activ i
ties. to reduce. future cooperation or even cause some of those affected 
ro be radicalized due to a sense. of humiliation and unfairness. The 
third of these is especially salient when the probing is done by, say, an 
occupation force or the security forces of an authoritarian government. 

Conceptually, behaviors might be stimulated by diverse means: 

1. verbal questioning, or even interrogation 
2. anxiety-raising changes of procedure or process (e.g.,. being 

questioned in an isolated room, being sem into a clearly differ
ent line) 

3. subliminal stimuli 
4. tests, such as with polygraph equipment. 
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Probing may b e polite, intrusive or even " in-your-face," or unob
trusive. Examples of the latter are being studied. Probing, however, 
can also be quite intrusive. Much more complex probing is possible, 
such as directing p eople in unant icipated directions, to unusual lines, 
or to anxiety-inducing machinery. A reasonable hypothesis is that even 
well-trained attackers would be m ore likely to " lose their cool" in such 
circumstances, especially if the probing risks an operational delay. To 
our knowledge,. however, this tack has not been pursued nearly as far as 
it might be, nor did we encounter public scientific literature on experi
ments to test such procedures. 

Given efforts to stimulate, behaviors can be observed in several 
different ways. We highlight only a few, drawing from the literature. 

Physiological Responses to Probing 
Broad Considerations 

As noted in Chapter Six, measurement of biological responses to prob
ing seems to be most effective when closest to measuring actual brain 
activity. For example, using EEG m easurements to m easure the P300 
amplitude wave to detect involvement in a simulated terrorist plot in 
response to known items. associated with the p lot (target location or 
individual, weapons used, etc.) has shown false positive rates as low as 
5-10 percent and false negative rates as low as percent in experimen
tal settings (Meixner and Rosenfeld, 2011). However, such methods 
require the cooperation or coercion of individuals and the use of expen
sive monitoring equipment: Nonetheless, the successes shown in the 
Meixner and Rosen feld work are a remarkable. advance. Rosenfeld and 
studenrs have also published a number of articles on countermeasures 
and countermeasure-resistant m ethods to P300 test ing. 

Furrhermore, individuals with aggressive. tendencies rend ro show P300 spikes with 
reduced amplitude (Parrick, 2008). That is, while chis detection method requ ires distin
guishing between individuals. based on P300 spike amplitude associated with specific stim
uli, rhe very individuals w ho are most aggressive tend to show a tende ncy coward a smaller 
P300 spike in genera l, regard less of rhe conrext. Th is would p robably reduce the effectiveness 
of a P300- based stimulus-response detection technique if applied in a la rge-scale population 
context (e.g., at ai rport checkpoinrs)-increasing false-alarm rares and, possibly, reducing 
valid derecrion races. 
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Som ewhat "further from the brain," researchers have also 
attempted to use the response to provocation of peripheral physiologi
cal signals (heart rate and heart rate variability, blood pressure, etc.) to 
detect hostile or deceptive intent (Aikins, Martin, and Morgan, 2010). 
However, p eripheral physiological responses are notoriously nonspe
cific (Porges, 1995) and rife with individual differences in response pro
files (Cacioppo et al., 1992, 1994). For example, the onset of aggressive 
behavior itself may be accompanied by either increased or dec reased 
heart rate,. depending on whether the aggressive act is reactive or i nstru
m ental (Scarpa and R aine, 1997). Instrumental aggression is comm on 
am ong those with psychopathic or sociopathic tendencies, as discu ssed 
in Chapter Four. See Dutton, 2003. 

Verbal Probing and Human Observation 

Another approach to probing is verbaL Verbal provocation and the 
human assessm ent of verbal and behavioral responses without rhe use 
of sophisticated or expensive biological monitoring equipment can be 
quite effective in som e circumstances. Israeli airport officials have used 
such techniques for many years, apparently with great success. Israeli 
security authorities engage passengers designated as high-risk with 
numerous rounds of aggressive questioning or detainment (sometimes 
by different people, sometimes by an officer overseeing the process) to 
observe their verbal and behavioral responses. 

Current research indicates that basic subjective assessment of the 
plausibility of reasons g iven for traveling, or being at a certain loca
t ion, along with the consistency of srories over time across interviewers 
together provide the. best clues about hostile or deceptive intent (Vrij, 
Granhag, Mann, and Leal, 201la; Vrij, Leal, and Mann, 2011b; Vrij 
an d Granhag, 2012). To elicit these stories (especially multiple itera
tions of the srories), passive observation is not enough . Potential attack
ers must be asked to provide reasons for their presence in a part icu
lar area,. intent to travel, and so on. These provocations may produce 
both linguist ic and other behavioral cues that can lead to detection and 
interdiction. 

These are ch ecks that n on-expert personnel can perform. For 
example, Israeli bus drivers are trained in both behavioral profiling 
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and deliberate verbal probing in order to help detect potential suicide 
bombers boarding buses. There are quite a few documented cases in 
which this training and simple verbal provocation has either helped 
thwart or mitigate the damage from attempted attacks. !h.e following 
two examples illustrate the value of such verbal probing: 

... the driver, 52-year-old Menashe Norial, followed the security
awareness training procedures and stopped the bus before the bus 
stop to have time to examine the waiting passenger's appearance 
and behavior. ... He opened the door, and in accordance with 
security-awareness procedures, asked the passenger several ques
tions about his destination. The passenger didn't respond and 
started to board the bus. Norial thought that he. was a "weird" 
person, maybe on drugs, like some of the youth traveling to the 
festival. He asked again for the passenger's destination and asked 
what was in the bag, bur the young man did not respond and 
rook another step onto the bus. At that point,. Norial became 
suspicious and decided to take action. He pulled the handbrake, 
turned, and stood up against the passenger, ready to tackle him . 
. . . Norial pushed the young man down the stairs and out of 
the bus, holding the bomber's hand to keep him from operating 
the switch. Ar the last step, Norial pushed rhe would-be bomber 
away from the bag and threw him down on the. ground .... 
Police. arrived at the scene, arrested rhe. terrorist, and disarmed 
the explosive device. (Burrerworch, Dolev, and Jenkins, 2012, 
pp. 10-11) 

... he [the driver]. still exercised a high level of security awareness 
and decided to question the. suicide bomber. He called to him and 
asked him for his destination. The suicide bomber responded, 
"To the hospital." The driver recognized an Arabic accent and 
the high level of tension in the bomber's voice. Increasingly suspi
cious, he rold the terrorist to wait on a bench next to the Number 
12 line bus stop .... The security guard started to walk toward 
the bomber and reported on his radio that he. was approaching a 
potential suspect for a security check. He realized that the suspect 
was alternately standing up and sitting down. The security guards 
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acted almost simultaneously." (Bu tterworth, Dolev, and Jenkins, 
2012, pp. 58- 59) 

In both cases, simple verbal probes. led to d etectable verbal and nonver
bal behavior that disrupted or lessen ed the impact of ongoing arracks. 

Dealing with Countermeasures and Adaptation 

Much of the literature on d etecting behavioral responses assumes that 
the targets. of observation are behaving normally, but it is obviously 
essential to worry about countermeasures. Indeed , vulnerability to 

countermeasures should be a prime consideration in evaluating invest
m ent p rograms. 

As noted in a recent study, 

It should not immediately be assumed that the newest and most 
advanced technologies- the highest wall, rhe most sensitive 
surveillance- will best protect society from terrorist attack. .. . 
It is. only through fully exploring an adversary's counter. technol
ogy behaviors. that vulnerabilities in a nation's defenses can be 
discovered and the best choices made to protect the nation from 
the threat of terrorism. (Jackson et al.> 2007, p .. 23} 

RAND has reviewed countermeasures taken by various groups ro 
avoid detection-including Palestinian terrorist organizations, Jemaah 
l slamiyah , the Tamil Tigers, a nd the Irish R epublican Army. Docu
m ented counterm easures (including adaptations) include changes. in 
patterns,. style, and m edia for communication,. disguise, false docu
mentation, new weapons innovation, switching target sites, tnodify
ing attack duratio n , monitoring of moniroring devices and personnel, 
relying on the capabilities of more ad vanced affi liate organizations, 
destruction of forensic eviden ce, and punishment of informants ro 
decrease the effectiveness of human intelligence efforts U ackson et al., 
2005). In each of these cases, the state security apparatus responded 
with its own adaptations, too, including some that required technologi
cal development a nd refinement. 
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Nor surprisingly, much information is readily available in the 
public domain on how to. defeat security system s. Indeed , both indi
viduals and groups seem eager to find and communicate such informa
tion, perhaps by an alogy to communicating how to " jailbreak" a sm art 
phone or, in earlier decad es, how to make long-distance telephone calls 
for free (a famous prank of the young Steve Jobs) . As one example, a n 
ongoing project called "CV Dazzle" provides open-source information 
on bow to thwart automatic facial detection algorithms (cvd azzle.com). 

Countermeasures, of course, lead to iterative patterns of innova
tion and counterintelligence on both sides over time. Thus, investment 
in tools and technologies for detecting m align intent must be weighed 
against their vulnerability to countermeasures by malign actors. This 
is less straigh tforward than it might seem because even if countermea
sures exist,. they may not be used (or may not be. used well). Worst
casing would eliminate measures that could be quite valuable. On the 
other hand, basing decisions on optimistic assumptions (absence of 
countenneasures) has the potential to waste enormous resources and 
d ivert attention from more promising m ethods. 

Observation Distance, Covertness, and Automaticity 

There is clear value in being a ble to observe behavioral indicators from 
a distance and, sometimes, covertly and even automatically. These are 
different "desirables." Viewing from a distance can allow observers to 
look at an entire crowd rather than just an indiv idual at a checkpoint, 
for example. Subjects may not know that they (or, for example, their 
communications) are being viewed , even if they know that observa
tions take place. Other observations may be more fundam entally 
covert. Automaticity refers to th e desired ability to collect and analyze 
a great deal of data with machines, inserting humans only by excep
tion .. This,. of course, could greatly increase. efficiency. These matters. are 
discussed further in Chapter Six. 

Having discussed various screen ing issues, wh at follows is differ
ent in ch aracter. Perhaps the strongest of our cross-cutting observations 
relates to the crucial role of combining information. 
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Combining Information: From Heuristics. to Information 
Fusion 

This section is longer than the preceding ones because we concluded 
rhar progress in information fusion should be a critical element of 
furure work, bur we did not find an abundance of directly relevant 
literature. Thus, we sought to add value w rhe existing literature by 
providing our overview of where some promising areas may lie. 

Initial. Observations 
The Spectrum of Combining-Information Methods 

Before proceeding, we note that combining informacion is a maner 
of degree and leveL Even in something as narrow as polygraph rest
ing, operators have long used information from several physiological 
measurements to make an overall estimate. Also, from rime eternal, 
security officers h ave combined information when, e .g., noticing that 
an individual is both looking amund furtively and seemingly attempt
ing ro move amidst crowds of people. In th is chapter, however, we are 
dealing largely with higher-level aspects of information fusion, which 
may combine information from heterogeneous classes of data (e.g., 
gait, behavior, and past arrest history), and perhaps do so in a future 
version of a "fusion center," rather than at a security checkpoint itself: 

The Basic Challenge 

A crucial step in assessing possible malign intent is reaching an overall 
assessment based on combining diverse indicators and overlaying infer
ence (since the indicators are nor able to reliably and selectively detect 
intent in most cases). The best that can be hoped for is a stronger sense 
of relative likelihood (even if small), so as to know when to look harder 
at an individual, or even rake preemptive action. To illustrate, suppose 
rhar an individual atten ds one radical meeting each week for six months 

Ex isting DHS fusio n. cen ters have recently been discussed in scathing tenns in a. biparti
san Senate report by Senators Carl Levin a nd Tom Coburn (U.S .. Sena te, 2012). This repo rt's 
re ferences to f usion centers have in mind f ut ure centers that would h ave very different classes 
of inform at ion and a naly tic too ls available to them. We d id no research on the c urrent 
centers. 
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and a lso accesses radical websites. · How likely is it that he is contem
plating membership. in a radical group? H ow do. we combine. knowl
edge from the two indicators? How do we "fuse" the indicator reports 
to modify our likelihood assessment? In this context, fusion is the pro
cess of combining information from various sources (similar and dispa
rate in ch aracter) with the intention of obtaining a better composite of 
that being studied (see a review discussion in Perry, Signori, and Boon 
[2004]). Fusion m ay be accomplished with simple methods or much 
more sophisticated mathematical processes, as described briefly below 
and, in more detail, in Appendix D. What follows in the remainder of 
this section is a brief discussion of fusion methods that we thought rep
resentative of the classes of fusion m ethods in use for other applications 
and which could be used ro assess. hostile inrenr.t 

Heuristic and Simple-Model Methods 

Diverse simple methods are in use today in many domains, and for 
screening at many airports in the United States. Four of them are dis
cussed below. Opportunities exist to greatly improve them over time, 
and it is possible that they eventually could provide a good fraction of 
what would otherwise be attempted with more expensive and demand
ing approaches.+ 

Checklists, Negative and Positive 
Checklists are perhaps the most famil iar of decision aids. They can 
be either negative or positive. One kind of negative checklist has a set 
of indicatOrs, any of which, if observed, triggers additional screening, 
m onitoring, or both. A positive checklist might have a set of indicators 

In this reporr, we use "radical" more or: less synonymously with "'extremist," or "poten
rially violent exuemist." In other comexts, a "radicar may be a perfectly legitimate and 
respected figure that just happens to be seeking more than incremental change. 

t We. do. nor rreat dara mining here because we do nor see it as. information fusion, bur 
others sometimes do, and it is imporranr in any case, for reasons discussed in borl1 Chapter: 
Six and Appendix D. 

+ As noted in a classic paper by psychologist Robin Dawes, simple, and even linear decision 
aids have a track record of being remarkably effective. in comparison with expert predictions 
(Dawes, 1979). 
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such that if all criteria are met, the indiv idual is deemed nor risky and 
put in a fast-track line. 

Security guards often use what amounts ro a mental negative 
checklis t. A positive-checklist approach is familiar to anyone who h as 
to show identification and be on an expected-visitor list to gain a non
escort badge in a high-security office building. For the context of this 
report, a positive. checklist might require. that a p erson at checkpoint 
have ID, appear visually ro be the same as the picrured person, have 
a clearance on record, and not be on a watch lisr: Numerous variants 
of checklists exist. Most of these are essentially simple examples of an 
index approach, as discussed next. 

Risk Indexes or Scoring Methods 

Index m ethods (scoring m ethods) typically ch aracterize a risk level by 
summing a number of indicator scores (perh aps with a rule such as 
"risk is high if the sum is greater than" some level), or by computing a 
simple product, as with treating risk as rhe product of a likelihood and 
a consequence. If the score exceeds some threshold, then risk is consid
ered , in different settings, to be significant enough to justify more rests 
(m ed icine), more caution (granting of credit), or further screening and 
monitoring for detecting possible terrorists.t We highlight score-based 
methods here because, if fusion techniques are ro be operationally fea
sible, they may need ultimately ro be rather simple even if they come 
from a more substant ial research base. This is especially so when con
sidering decision aids for security personnel at ordinary checkpoints o r 
monitoring stations, rather than special h igh-capability reams operat
ing at a regional or national fusion center. 

Scoring methods are u sed widely and are often referred to by gov
ernment agencies and industrial organizations as part of best practices 
in assessing risk. They were used for d ecades in DoD's force planning 

See rbe earl ier. discussion ofTSA's "Trusted Traveler. Programn in this chapter. 

t As an example, one such National Institutes of H ealrh index asks. for age,. gender, roral 
cholesrerol, HDL cholesterol, smok ing (yes/no), syscolic. blood pressure,. and medication for 
high blood pressure (yes/no). Ir then reporrs the, likelihood of a heart arrack over the nex t. ten 
years {National Cholesterol Education Program, no dare). The underlying formula is based 
on srarisricaJ analysis of medical data over many years. 
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(Kugler, 2006). Score-based methods can be simplistic, moderately 
simple, or sophisticated, as with the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) 
(Saary, 1999). The individual indicators (typically risk faccors) should 
be carefully chosen and should either be independent or have the cor
relations among them be accounted for in the scoring. Significantly, it 
is often necessary for good scoring methods to be nonlinear, as when 
evaluating a system that will be ineffective if any of several critical 
components are inadequate, or a strategy that will be unacceptable if 
it fails. to address. any of several conflicting objectives. adequately. This 
is an issue in a version of portfolio analysis developed for defense and 
other types of strategic planning (Davis, Shaver, and Beck, 2008b; 
Davis, Gompert, Johnson, and Long, 2008a;). 

Scoring methods have problems, as summarized in a recent paper 
(Hubbard and Evans, 2010), albeit a paper that gives only one side of 
the. argument. The. problems. noted are that 

1. Unaided subjective estimates of both probability and conse
quences are subject to cognitive biases. 

2. There can be considerable variability in. how qualitative labels 
such as "low" and "high" are interpreted, even among experts, 
and even though. the illusion of communication exists. 

3. Reasoning errors can arise when implicitly assuming ratio scales 
when in fact the values are more like ordinals (e.g., something 
with a score of 4 may not actually be twice as likely as some
thing with a score of2), or by range compression (e.g. , assigning 
a score of 5 for anything "large," which eliminates differences 
between large and gargantuan). 

4. The methods may be misleading because of statistical correla
tions among the inputs (e.g., two security defects may tend to 

occur cogether because of a common cause, such as poor man
agement). 

Because of such issues, authors such as Hubbard and Evans insist that 
risk assessments. should be based on explicit probabilities and conse
quences, even if those must be subjectively estimated. They go on to 
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a rgue that various methods can be used to improve the quality of the 
subjective estimates. 

The cautions are all valid, bur the prescription is not uniquely 
right and can be counterproductive. If a problem is well enough under
stood so that concrete probabilities and consequences can be used, 
that is preferable. However, if a problem is complex, fuzzy, and poorly 
understood, tightening up analysis by using a "rigorous formulation" 
of only one elemem of rhe phenomenon may not be helpful. In this 
report, we are dealing with weak, ambiguous, and poorly understood 
relationships among behavioral indicators and security risks. Later in 
this chapter, we discuss Bayesian methods and extensions and conclude 
by arguing that more. recent and "fuzzier" methods show more promise 
than familiar probabilistic approaches. 

Scorecards and Score Sets 

Although it would sometimes be convenient to reduce an assessment of 
risk to some composite score, it would often be better to provide a deci
sion aid showing individual indicators or a set of aggregate indicators, 
as with a colored scorecard. This is especially so when the assessment 
"should be" nonlinear for one reason or another (e.g., the presence of 
an oddity in any of several indicators should be a concern, with nor
malcy of other indicators not cancel ing out the exception). If the user 
is not to be overwhelmed, however, the number of indicators should be 
modest or their presentation cognitively effective. 

Conditional indicator Sets 

A more complicated method is to create conditional indicator sets. This 
could be a check list that reads: "If indicator a, c, and d are observed 
(but nor necessarily indicators b, e, ... ), then the basis for concern is 
high." This results in a checklist in tabular form that lists. the combina
tion of indicators and the resulting assessment. This approach is often 
superior to a simple heuristic score based on linear weights. However, if 
the set of indicators is large, or if the indicators have degrees, then the 
combinatorics become onerous. For example, with five indicators, each 
of which has possible values of low, medium, or. high,. there would be 
243. combinations. to deal with. Still, in the era of computers and apps, 
what was once too complicated for routine operations can be doable. 
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Information Fusion 

In this and successive sections, we discuss combining m ethods often 
referred to as infonnation fusion. There are two aspects to fusion: 
(1) at a given time, combining several indicator reports from dispa
rate sources, and (2) combining the result with previous reports to 
obtain an updated estimate of likelihood (H all and Llinas, 1997). The 
second (updat ing) is the better understood , as discussed in D arilek 
et al. (2001). !he first is more problematic because reports are often 
a mix of quantitative and qualitative information without an obviou s. 
mechanism for combining them . 

A third aspect of the fusion problem is especially important for 
our context, and is a combination of the previous two: p eriodic updat
ing of reports over time when the reports com e from multiple sensors 
and sources that are often disparate in characteL In all of this, it is 
important not to lose sight of the overall objective of the fusion process: 
to modify the likelihood that an individual or group is contemplating 
some hostile act-that there is some "basis for concern" (as shown in 
our conceptual m ode, depicted in Figure 1.2). 

Bayesian Updating 

Perhaps the most common fusion method is Bayesian updating, which 
is based on Bayes' rule (Feller, 1950; Mood and Graybill, 1963; Raiffa, 
1968; Stone, Barlow, and Corwin, 1999). Bayes' rule is a statem ent 
of conditional probabilities .. It can be. used to assess, for example, the 
likelihood that an indiv idual is abour to join a radical group given that 
(i.e., if) he is observed attending a group meeting: 

A simple example illustrates the method. Suppose that without 
any information from indicator reports, the likelihood that an individ
ual is about to join a radical group is 0.01, or P(A) = 0.01. That m eans 
that the likelihood that h e will not join the group is 0.99 .. These. are. 
referred to as the prior probabilities. Now suppose a reporr is received 
from an observer reporting that the individual attended a radical-group 
m eeting. Suppose further that we have enough experience with both 
the observer and the history of previous m eeting attendees to estimate 

See Appendix 0 for an explanation of the development of this rule. 
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how significant attending such a m eeting is .. By applying Bayes'. rule, 
we could update our assessment of risk. A single indicator report, fo r 
example, mighr. raise our. assessed likelihood from, say, 0.01. to 0.16. 
The latter is called the posterior probability. Although easy to imple
m ent in simple problem s, and although a huge literature exists on 
Bayesian updating and its applications; we believe that such m ethods 
are unlikely to go very far in our problem area, except for the simplest 
of instances. There are two basic problems with this approach: 

• First, it is difficult to reasonably estimate a ll the conditional prob
abilities required of the approach, especially with multiple indica
mrs and multiple values thereof 

• Second, the. m ethod does not allow us to express information such 
as evidence that an individual is engaged in two or more activi
ties at the same t ime if, logically, he can only be involved in one. 
(Probabilities are calculated for the basic hyp otheses. only. That is, 
the m ethod produces a p robability distribution for the set of basic 
activities. It does not directly account for an individual who may 
be engaged in two or more activities at the. same time. Nor does it 
a llow us to account for the probability that an individual is or is 
not engaged in some combination of the activities.) 

Belief Function Methods 

Some relatively new me thods are based on Glenn Shafer's belief func
tion concept. Belief functions are. considered a "less. restrictive Bayes." 
In his book, first written in 1971, Shafer distinguishes between prob
ability and belief. There is a fundamental shortcoming of trying to do 
evidential reasoning in terms of binary probabilities alone.t If we esti
mate the p robabili ty of a n event occurring as P, then we are "forced " 
to assume that the probability of th e event not occurring is 1 - P. Sup-

Research on rhe use of Bayesian updating in inrelligcnce analysis indicates that irs u tility 
may. be highly variable across analysts, due ro rhe. possibility of amplifying bias. (Poole, 2009, 
pp. 21-24). 

t A better way ro say this is "in terms solely of probabilities of propositions being true." 
That is, one may use rhe apparatus of probabilities, bur d istinguishing between probabilities 
of necessity or provability, rather than probability of truth (Shafer and Pearl, 1990a). 
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pose, however, that we receive a report from a trusted agent that our 
suspect has just attended a racUcal group meeting and appears likely ro 
join the group." His past reporting suggests that he is 70 p ercent accu
rate. From this, we can justify a " belief" (not a probability) of 70 per
cent that the su spect is abour to join the radical group, but only 0 per
cent " belief " that he will nor. That is, we have no evid ence to support 
the proposition that h e will not join and therefore, unlike probabilities 
(where we would assess 30 percent ro the likelihood that he will not 
join), the two beliefs about the suspect joining or not joi ning need not 
sum to 100 percent. Together, then, these two constitute a belief func
tion (Shafer and Pearl, 1990b). 

For a given threatening activity, A, we h ave two hy potheses: Our 
suspect is engaged in this activity, or he is not. For example, we m ay 
assess whether an indiv idual is or is not "Developing Intent," as dis
cussed in Chapter One. 

As reviewed in Appendix D , using Bayesian a nalysis, we can con
ditionally update probabilities based on the collected evidence. For 
belief functions, the updating uses Dempster's rule of combination, 
which produces updated estimates of activity likelihoods by mulriply
ing the likelihood estimates and then normalizing (Dempster, 1967). 
The result is a normalized orthogonal sum of the belief function s for 
each of the reports. 

Ultimately, there a1·e three shortcom ings in using D empster's rule 
of combination when used to fuse indicator reports and activities: 

1. There is no good way to d eal w ith total conflict, that is, when 
two indicator rep orts contradict each other or when two activ i
ties on which there are indicators cannot exist at the same time. 

2. The D empster-Shafer approach allows us to express belief in the 
d isjunction of any combination of the basic hypotheses (threat
ening activities, in this case). Hence we are able to assess belief 
that an indiv idual is engaged in activity A "or" B, but not in 
A "and" B. Nor does it allow us to express. belief that an indi
vidual is not engaged in an activity. This does not fit the nature 
of the problem we are working on or the model presented in 
Chapter One. For example, it is possible that some indicators 
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suggest that an individual is attempting to join a radical group, 
while o thers. suggest that is not the individual's intention. The 
Dempster-Shafer m ethod cannot handle reports of this namre. 

3. The normalization rule used in D empster 's rule of combination 
has the effect of ignoring conflict and not accounting for evi
den ce conflicting with the proposit ion havin g the highest belief 
score. As a result, the application of the rule may have the effect 
of producing inconsistenr results (Sentz and Ferson, 2002). 

The D ezert-Smarandache Theory of Plausible and Paradox ical 
Reasoning 

The indicator reports chat point co various threatening activities are 
likely to be imprecise, fuzzy, paradoxical, and highly conflicting. 
Combining the information from such reports can therefore be just 
as imprecise, and d ealin g with likely conflicting information is cer
tainly problematic. We noted earlier that resolving conflicting infor
m ation may not be possible in a ll cases. with the Dempster rule of 
combination. However, several ocher recent methods of combination 
h ave been advanced in efforts to improve the situation. One is the 
D ezen-Smarandache theory (DSmT), which we concluded has prom
ise (Sm arandache and D ezerr, 2009a, 2009b). We discuss the m erits of 
D SmT in Appendix D. 

Other Combining M ethod s 

Several other combining methods may be of use in information fusion . 
In this section , we briefly introduce four of them: possibility theory, 
multi-attribute assessm ent, mutual information, and filtering. 

Possibility Theory 

The phrase "th eory of possibility" was coined by Lotfi Zadeh (1978). 
Possibility theory is an uncertainty theory that deals. with incomplete 
inform ation , and is therefore well suited to the problem of discerning 
individual or group activity that may indicate hostile inrenr. Possibility 
theory states that any proposition not known to be impossible cannot 
be ruled out. A possibility distribution is taken to be a m embership 
function of a fuzzy set (Dubois, 2006) of mutually exclusive values. 
As with all the combining methods. discussed , we. first start with some 
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m easure of how likely it is that an individual or group is engaged in 
some. hostile act iv ity based on some indicator report. With the. possi
bility distribution defined, Dubois and Ptade (1994, 1998) introduce 
the. possibility measure and the necessity measure. The two concepts are 
duals. There is no unique method of combination using the possibilis
tic approach. R ather, th e method chosen will depend on what assump
tions we make about the reliability of our sources of information. This 
"complication" is good substantively, in that this. approach is the first 
of those that we h ave d escribed that a llows for taking such reliabilities 
into. account .. In earlier chapters, we d iscuss indicators. and the likely 
m ean s of observing subjects looking for these indicators. In som e cases, 
we rely on humans to provide indicator reports from direct or indi
rect observation, and we a lso discuss technical means. Using possibility 
theory, there are two modes of combining reports from two or more 
disp arate or similar sources: the conjun ctive mode and the disjunctive 
mode. The former is used when all the sources agree somewh at and are 
reliable. The latter is u sed when the sources disagree such that at least 
one of them is wron g. 

Multi-Attribute Assessment 
The simplest (bur perhaps not the most accurate) way to deal with the 
problem of fusing inform ation is to create a weighted sum of the. activ
ity likelihoods included in the indicator reports: As mentioned earlier,.. 
weights generally imply some notion of relative importance; in this 
case, the weights would be assigned to. the rep orts- and ultimately to 
the sources. This, then , is another way to account for the reliability of 
the sou rces. However, it is better to consider the weights as reflecting 
the relative. reliability of rhe reports. Regardless of how well we are able 
to assign weights that truly reflect the relative reliability of the various 
reports and report sources, a weighted sum is inherently flawed because 
the. likelihood estimates need not be additive. Nevertheless, as. a means 
of comparison, the method is useful at times. The objective of multi
arrribure assessment, in this context, is to derive a single assessed like
lihood .. In this formulation, we assume that several indicator reports 

Adapred from Perry and Moffar (2004). 
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consisting of the likelihood that an individual or group is en gaged in 
one or. more of the hostile activities we have identified. The methods we 
discuss to develop this single assessment derive from Multiple Attribute 
D ecision Making (MADM) theory (Hwang and Yoon, 1981). Using 
MADM would be a way to assess rhe likelihood that an individual or 
group is about to engage in each of the threatening activities. In this 
case, the "attribute" would be the source, and the value of the attribute 
would be. the reported likelihood estimate based on the observed indi
cator. The choice of one technique over another depends on the nature 
of the sources whose likelihoods are being combined and their rela
tion to one another. There are three basic methods: (1) Simple Additive 
Weights (SAW), essentially the method d iscussed above; (2) Weighted 
Product,_ which is similar but generates a product instead of a sum; and 
(3) a Keeney-Raiffa multi-attribute. utility method (Keeney and Raiffa, 
1976). Multi-attribute assessment uses a nonlinear utility function, 
and the technique allows for the consideration of possible interactions 
between the reports, which could be important. 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, a number of related and 
important methods exist and could be adapted to. the present purpose, 
but we do not elaborate on them here. These include the Analytic Hier
a rchy Process (Saaty, 1999), Value Focused Thinking (Keeney, 1992), 
and RAND methods for "portfolio analysis," which recommends 
multi-criteria assessment m.ethods but recommends against combin
ing scores into a single measure until, perhaps, strategic decisions have 
been largely made (Davis and Dreyer, 2009). 

Mutua/Information 

This. method examines. the relationship. among the threatening activi
ties .. It is. less concerned w ith fusing indicator reports than were the 
previous sections. The question here is: What can we learn about other 
threatening activities given what we know about one or more particu
lar threatening activities? For example, suppose that, based in several 
indicator reports, we conclude chat it is highly likely that an individual 
suspect will join a radical group .. Does that tell us anything about the 
likelihood that he will participate in target-identification activities? We 
refer to such questions in terms of asking about mutual information. 
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Mutual information is derived from information entropy (Cover and 
Thomas, 1991; Kullback, 1978; Shannon, 1948); it deals directly with 
independence among the activities. We construct a mathematical model 
that allows us to modify our estimates of the likelihood that an indi
vidual or group is about to engage in a threatening activity through our 
knowledge that the individual or group is likely engaged in some other 
threatening activity. Because. one random variable. informs another, we. 
refer to this construct as mutual information. Mutual information is 
based on the concept of relative entropy. Relative entropy measures the 
difference in entropies as calculated with two probability distributions 
(Cover and Thomas, 1991). The difficulty associated with implement
ing this method is that it requires that we know the probability distri
butions on the activity likelihood variables to start. 

Filtering 

Filtering is a process that removes noise from a signal. When this is done 
repetitively over t ime, and perhaps with different sensors, it becomes an 
example of combining information. Applied to information fusion, the 
signal is the indicator report, and the noise is the inaccuracy associated 
with the uncertainties in the report and the errors introduced by the 
process itself. Of the various filtering methods, the most commonly 
used is the Kalman filter (Lewis, 1986). The combining process in a 
Kalman filter is essentially a sequential update of a state vector based 
on a prediction-correction process. 

Summing Up. Combining Methods 

Information fusion is. a critical component in detecting threatening 
behavior on the part of individuals or groups. Indicator reports are likely 
to originate in a w ide variety of sources and sensors-some human and 
some technical, as discussed in earlier chapters. The common denomi
nator among them all is an assessment of the likelihood that the indi
vidual or group observed is engaging in some threatening activity. This 
allows us to fuse. a report from a remote heartbeat sensor with a human 
observation of some kind. 

That said, the method best suited to fuse such information is far 
from settled. We have summarized a number of them in this chapter, 
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a nd elaborate furrher in Appendix D, bur each has problems. The fused 
judgment may be berrer, bur irs false alarm rare may still be. high, lim
ited by rhe base rate and the rates of the indicators being fused. Consid
erable furrher research will be needed to understand which, or which 
combination, has the most promise, although we have offered some 
subjective judgments on the matter above. 

Mitigating the Consequences of False Alarms 

To complete this chapter on cross-cutting issues, let us touch again on 
the problem of false positive (or false ala1·ms, or Type II errors). These 
impose costs in many dimensions. Given finite resources, it is impor
tant to minimize rime (i.e., resources and money) wasted on unfruit
ful checking. Beyond that, however, there is cost when people's time. is 
wasted, their fears raised, their dignity insulted, or their privacy invaded. 
There is cost to society when the security system demeans individual 
rights and dignities. There is also cost to society when procedures pivot 
on attributes such as gender, erhnicity, race, or religion. Finally, there is 
a security cost when large numbers of inefficiently handled false alarms 
reduce a security organization's credibility or legitimacy. 

Technically, the issues are complicated by the need to consider 
not just the "average" effectiveness of the security system, but the dis
tribution of results. If even a small number of people are severely incon
venienced or mistreated, that is a serious problem even if rhe average 
person has only minor inconveniences ... If even a single violent extrem
ist slips through security and is able co execute a significant attack, 
that is a serious problem even if the overwhelming percentage of attack 
attempts are foiled. We observe- in the scientific literature as well as 
in more usual discussions-a tendency to underestimate some of the 
considerations (such as direct economic cost), while focusing on others. 
We believe. that it is important ro recognize that 

• The quality of the system, evaluated holistically, can be improved 
by (1) improving the likelihood of detecting someone with hostile 
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intent or (2) reducing the negative impact (costs) on those without 
hostile ime nr. 

The second p ossibility is seldom d iscussed , w h ich to us represents. 
a gap , especially since beh avioral scien ce a lso has much to say about 
1n easures to mitigate the costs. W e see three ways to reduce n egative 
impacts, which we describe in the following pa ragraphs. 

Improving the System's Efficiency 

The d irect side effects of false a larms (e.g.,. tim e lost, commerce inter
r upted , expen ses incurred) go down as system efficiency improves, as 
w ith reducing th e t im e required for seconda ry screening. Such efficien
cies a re m ost plausible when they in volve computer-mediated sorting, 
comparin g, and fusing of data, and least plausible wh en they require 
huma n-inte nsive actions, such as prolonged questioning or even inter
rogation. M a ny in centives a nd upsides exist for imp rov ing efficiency, 
however, so we do not d eal further w ith the issue here . 

Reducing Effects on Dignity and Perceived Violations of Civil 
liberties 

The sciem ifi c. literarure seldom discusses the p rofound side effec ts tha t 
occur w hen p eople a re created in ways that they perceive as. u nfair, 
offensive, humiliating, or in violation of their liberties. These issues are. 
certa inly recognized , as when TSA h as gone to considerable effort to 

improve both reality and percept ions regarding full-body scanning; 
but the scientific d iscussion is disappointing-especially when what 
mitigations work and can be accomplish ed efficiendy is in parr a n 
empirical issue worthy of study and analysjs.t 

See a reporr from rhe Congressional Research Service for issues arising in airporr screen
ing and some efforrs ro allay concerns or: mitigate ismes (Elias, 2011). 

t What needs ro be mitigated is, of course, culture-dependent. We la rge.ly have in mind 
consequences of false alarms in detection systems in countries with values akin to chose of 
Western democracies. I ntrusive imerrogations in some counrries are more commonplace. 
There are also distinc£ions between what is reasonable in normal screening and, say, in a tar
gering search as m ight occur in a theater: of conflict. 
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Relevant literature exists in oth er domains. For example, the U .S. 
Joint Forces Command, in worrying abour population-centric opera
tions,. supported work d rawing on psychological research and business
world experien ce (Helmus, Paul, and Glenn, 2007). One p oint &om 
the study is "Virtually every action, m essage, and decision of a force 
shapes the opinions of an indigenous population: how coalit ion per
sonnel treat civilians during cordon-and-search operations, the accu
racy or inaccuracy of aerial bombardment, and the treatment of detain
ees. Unity of message is key in this regard.". The study also. discussed 
the importa nce of anticipating that mistakes w ill assuredly occur and, 
therefore, of being proactive. We believe that much could be done with 
six classes of action: 

• transparency 
• destigmatization* 
• explanation 
• apology 
• compen sation (e.g., travel vouchers, cash , expeditin g travel by 

another route after a missed flight) 
• prompt correction of errors (e.g., correcting watch lis ts). 

Another potential domain could be psychological research on 
"personal control." Allowing people to feel a sense of comrol over their 
situation can increase satisfaction , p sychological "comfort," etc. In our 
view, it should not be diffic ult for research and analysis to draw on 
o ther domains for insights and sugges ted docrrine.t 

This refers ro reducing the perceived significance of follow-up questioning by, e.g., ran
domly. choosing people for such follow-up ro reduce the stigma of s uch questioning .. Related 
suggestions were. included in the. White House Commission on Aviation Safery. and Security 
(1997), Appendix A~ and remain useful. We thank Brian Jenkins for. pointing this our. 

t The reader might think of personally fam iliar examples, such as how a high-quality hotel 
deals wirh mishaps, or how a professional police force deals with people of varied back
grounds and erhniciries. 
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Deterring Abuse 

A third compon ent of reducing the ill consequences of false alarms is 
again familiar and well-studied in other domains. This relates. to. avoid
ing abuse by those within the security system. For example, networked 
use of extensive personal information could be both invasive and inju
rious, leading co. stolen identities, sullying of reputations, and the like. 
Further, methods such as probing, sequential screening, interrogation, 
and detention for questioning can easily include abuse for a variety of 
reason s. We see the. need for pointed research and analysis,. specific to 
the terro rist-detection problem, bur informed by the extensive knowl
edge based in other domains on how to minimize the likelihood of 
abuse. Two elements of this are 

1. monitoring of the monitors (or, more broadly those in the secu
rity system ) 

2. deterrence (e.g.,. enforcement of laws punishing severely those. 
who m isuse information or abuse authority when giving inter
rogations or holding individuals for questionings). 

Identifying appropriate measures is inherently complicated by 
conflicting consideration s and organizational resistance, but much has 
been learned over the years about how to. "square the circle" on analo
gous issues such as deterring police abuse. 

Why It Matters, Even If Detection Were the Primary Objective 

In the absence of better ways to reduce side effects and abuse, there will 
be continual efforts to constrain or further constrain methods such as 
profiling, screening, sharing information, and information fusion
even when they have the potential to significantly reduce the likelihood 
of detecting and thwarting attacks. Thus, this section on "mitigating" 
negarive consequences seems to us central to the problem, as well as 
important in itself. One subject for future investment in behavioral 
research, then, might well be on the mitigation challenge. 
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Summing Up 

This chapter has covered considerable concep tual and technical ground. 
In our review of the major issues surrounding screening, detect ion , and 
d ata fusion, we found a few points pa rticularly important to emphasize. 
First, it is important to consider multiple dimensions when designing 
a screening and detection system, including multiple layers of screen
ing, the. degree to. which covert versus overt observation is employed,. 
and the degree to which potential suspects are intentionally provoked 
to observe their behavioral reactions. In most cases, there are rrade
offs between false positives and false negatives. Contextual condition s, 
such as th e level of ambient risk, w ill affect decisionmaking on what 
measures a re most acceptable and where detection thresholds should be 
set. Perhaps most important technically, because of weak signals, high 
false-alarm rates, and countermeasures, and because no "silver bullets" 
are on the horizon , information fusion is likely essential for success. It is 
not a panacea, and m ay or may not succeed , but information fusion 
seem s to be the only hope. Finally, effort must be made to reduce the 
negative consequences of screening- both to protect society's values 
and because public coop eration highly important in the detection of 
threats. 
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Conclusions 

Continuing Themes 

Some themes have been important throughout our study. First, it is 
clear that most. relevant behavioral indicators will have low detection 
rates and large false-alarm rates. Such problems are exacerbated by. 
adversary countermeasures. Detection-system performance, however, 
can in a number of instances be. improved by probing or otherwise 
stimulating responses. 

Second, because of the weak signals and false-alarm rates, there 
is need for two classes of activity: (1) pattern discovery by man-machine 
study of data and (2) information fusion. It remains to be seen what 
either or both can accomplish, bur we expect the gain to be considerable. 

Panern discovery often requires large data sets for training 
machines and extracting weak signal from background. Automated 
tools are essential (e.g., data mining, machine learning), but man
machine cooperation will probably remain optimaL The related state 
of the art has improved dramatically, but is still in its infancy. 

Information fusion varies. in degree, scope,. and character. A check
point officer may use simple tools ro achieve a significant degree of 
fusion (comparing passport with face, looking for signs of anxiety, and 
noting responses to questions), but regional or national fusion centers 
could draw on far more extensive. data (some of it highly protected) 
and use much more sophisticated tools for fusion, some of it in real 
or near: real time and some of it over a more extended period (perhaps 
while individuals remain under observation or tracking). A lso, fusion 
may be passive or adaptive and interactive, as when initial fusion sug-

149 
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gests p ointed questions to ask or other probing (e.g., isolating someone 
for special questioning), screening, o r continued monitoring. Sophisti
cated fusion analysis may generate highly simplified b ut individualized 
and contextualized rules usable by on-the-spot officers. Fusion, then, 
is a la rge and multifaceted subject , and the scholarly literature on it is 
not at all well structured to dealing with detecting hostile intent as yet. 

A third theme is that effective fusion w ill require networking on 
an extraord inary level to draw on information of disparate types and 
sources. As with fusion itself, networking can vary greatly in scop e, the 
types of connections, accesses, and so on. 

A fourth theme (covered in Chapter Seven) is the need to reduce 
the consequences of false. alarms both by reducing false-alarm rates and 
by mitigating the negative consequences when they occur. 

Many observations can be made that bear on these general 
themes. We offer a few of them here. Some are our at tempt to put our 
findings in perspective. Some bear on where the challen ges and oppor
tunities lie. 

Observations 

Operator Initiative Versus Scientific Testing of M ethods 

In the course of our srudy, we frequently noted that "operators," whether 
in law enforcement or intelligence p a rticularly, are currently well ahead 
of the scien ce base in many instances. Many a re skilled in using intu
itive low-tech methods to. observe behavior; some already exploit or 
experiment with advanced technology. The New York Domain Aware
ness Center illustrates that many items discussed in this report are 
op erationally feasible, including degrees of fusion, networking, and 
probing (New York Ciry, 2012). 

I t is also true that operators are sometimes 1nore. enthusiastic 
and less skeptical about technologies and m ethods than is justified by 
the science base-this is especially true w hen advanced mathematical 
methods are used to supp ort predictive analyses. These can h ave a cer
ta in cach e, while not being fully understandable. Contributing to the 
inadequate skepticism is the fact that operators (and indeed all of us) 
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are subject to psychological biases when making intuitive inferences, a 
problem that a rises regularly in criminal law and other fields, such as 
medicine. For example, humans do not naturally account properly for 
base rates when estimating probabilities or assessing the significance of 
an additional increment of information. 

As pattern-discovery and information-fusion methods evolve, it 
will be essential to vet decision aids with solid analytic reasoning and, 
where possible, to ground them empirically. This said, demands that 
advanced methods should nor be deployed or employed until their 
validity is well established scientifically are indefensible: Science moves 
slowly, the experiments needed for resting are complex and only some
rimes feasible, and security threats are a current reality. What is feasible 
and appropriate. is to demand that the decision-aiding aspects of detec
tion systems be well informed and updated by the substantial current 
knowledge about such matters. Using that knowledge can avoid many 
mistakes that would otherwise occur: In addition, considerable invest
ment should be made- and sustained- to improve the empirical base. 

Knowledge in the Private Sector 

The private. sector has developed technologies that may be useful 
for preventing violent attacks that are sometimes at least as sophisti
cated as, and often more polished and ready for use than, what some 
government agencies possess. Microsoft's Kinect camera is perhaps 
the best exan~ple of this. Originally developed for Microsoft's Xbox 
video game system, the Kinect camera has been used, for example, for 
motion-capture applications to. understand emotions in gait. and facial 
expressions. 

This suggests the value of an initiative to review the state of the 
private and commercial sectors for useful technologies that might 
uncover fruitful advanced technologies that could be used "as is." Also, 
it might better leverage academic research that has been conducted, 
a nd models and techniques thar have been built, on top of rhose com
mercial technologies. Such a survey would, in some instances, have 

Examples include inappropriate kinds of profiling, poor lineup procedures in criminal 
law, and seriously misleading inferences based on failure ro accoum for base-rate information. 
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ro protect proprietary information and would need ro go well beyond 
what is easily found in the public domain. 

The. Big Dat a Phenomenon 

Researchers always want more data, but there are special needs with 
regard ro improving the usefulness. of behavioral observables. Our. 
report rook as general an approach as possible, bur this meant lump
ing very different things together (e.g., complex insurgent attacks on 
hardened targets on the one hand, and lone-wolf mass murders on 
the other). R esearch programs need to assure that data being collected 
increasingly recogn izes important d istinctions, such as. classes of attack,. 
political and social context, and individual variations. 

As one example, implanting and remotely detonating a n IE D on 
a mili tary target in the context of a rural insurgency carries a very 
different behavioral signature than embedding and detonating suicide 
bombers in crowded locations within Israel. This is due in part to the 
mode of attack (and the expected fare of the attackers), bur also the 
nature of the target environment and immediate possibilities for d etec
t ion and interdict ion or retaliation (mili tary versus civilian, rural versus 
urban, etc.). 

The principle illustrated by the example is general. We k now from 
the existing science base that beh avioral observables and their interpre
tation as indicators vary with cultural and contextual factors and across. 
individuals. It follows that training sets for machine learning and rules 
of thumb that are developed for security personnel need to be based on 
large and substantial data sets that allow the distinctions to be recog
nized and better understood: 

One special problem that arises in discussing data and dissemi
n ation w ithin the relevant scientific community is that som e data are 
either sen sitive for. various reasons (e.g., privacy, a central con cern in 
m edical research) or proprietary. Although we did not look into such 
m atter in this report, va rious possibilities were mentioned. One would 

Relared issues are discussed in two Narional Academy of Sciences reporrs: Chauvin, 
2011, and fischholf and Chauvin, 2011. Also, Chung and Pennebaker (2011) addresses such 
data needs for language-related indicators. 
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be for a trusted parry to house sensitive data and independendy perform 
a ll testing of new models and techniques within a specific detection
system domain. Another possibility would be to use a cryptographic 
protocol to control sharing, perhaps b etween particular agencies and 
private firms. 

Information Fusion 

We have given considerable weight to our discussion of information 
fusion (Ch apter Seven and Appendix D ). The challenges are formi
d able. The primary intent is to provide credible assessments of whether 
an individual or group being assessed m erits special concern, such as 
additional screening, m onitoring, or even intercept. This 1·equires that 
(1) the activities and indicators used must be reasonably associated 
with hostile intent; (2) indicator reports can be mapped into measures 
of evidence (e.g., likelihood estimates); (3) the combining algorithm 
accounts for the n ature of the activity set; and (4) reasonable interven
tion thresh olds are established. We have reviewed a number of meth
ods in this report (including in Appendix D ), but very few of them 
have been carefully evaluated analytically or in laboratory experiments, 
much less operationally rested. Thus, much remains to be done. We 
can touch briefly here on the four classes just listed: 

• Activities. and Indicators. Are the activities and indicators we sug
gest ad equate? Are they sufficiently complete? Are the activities 
well enough related to hostile. intent so as. to avoid unacceptably 
numerous false alarms? Are the activities plausibly observable? Is 
the set of activities and indicators readily expandable based on 
additional information? 

• Measures of Evidence. T o use the approach we introduced at the 
outset , in Figw·e 1.1, indicator reports must b e translated into a 
measure of eviden ce that the individual or group. is engaged in 
th at activity (e.g., a measure in probabi lity terms). Hence, info r
m ation fusion in this sense is the combining of evidence to arrive 
at an overall assessment about whether a subject raises enough 
concerns to justify further actions. TI1.is is true of both q ualitative 
and quantitative indicator reports. Indicator. reports for example 
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are likely ro originate in a wide variery of sources and sensors
some. human and some technical. 

• Combining ALgorithms or RuLes. Given a reasonable ser of activities 
providing eviden ce of possible hostile intent, how do we com
bine the evidence- especially if the evidence is from disparate 
sources and spaced in time? We reviewed a number of possible 
approaches in Chapter Seven and Appendix D. What criteria 
should be. used in choosing among them? We. noted rwo impor
tant ones: (1) accounting for "fuzziness" (e.g., rhe evidence. may 
be ambiguous, contradictory, or complicated, as with "we have 
evidence of either this, or this and that, but we're not sure which") 
and (2) operational and contexrual considerations (even a rrained 
behav ior detection officer may need a checklist, whereas a fusion 
center could use more powerful methods if monitoring an indi
vidual over: time, perhaps with probing and specialist intervention 
providing tailored information). We do not see a single method 
being universally appropriate. 

One more point is crucial here. Nor all evidence is equally 
credible, and sometimes. little of the evidence is very credible. at 
a ll. Thus,. a major issue in "combining algorithms. and rules" is 
how to fold in credibility assessments. This is something dealt 
with in "possibility theory" (Appendix D) but it is not usually 
addressed at all. 

• Criteria for Intervention. Ultimately, the assessments we discuss 
are supposed ro determine whether follow-up action should be 
taken, whether in the form of secondary screening, monitoring, 
or even arrest . What should the criteria be, and what should be the 
follow-up, if any? There can be no general answer to this (decid
ing ro require a secondary check with more probing, assigning a 
surveillance ream ro follow a suspect over days or weeks follow
ing some observed activities, or "raki ng down" someone intent on 
imminent suicide bombing are different matters), but developing 
related doctrine is a major challenge that should be informed by 
research.· 

As analogies, American police forces have largely shifred away from high-speed vehicle 
chases. because accumu.lared evidence abour rhe harm rhey cause and rhe feasibil iry of sue-
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Our conclusions about information fusion in this report are based 
largely on theoretical and analytical considerations. M ore such eval
uation is possible, but there is pressing need fo r more concentrated 
research testing the more promising m ethods with existing data on 
past hostile acts. TI"Ie question would be this: "Would a given com
bining algorithm activity set and associated indicators have helped in 
thwarting hostile acts (not always, bur often enough to be valuable)?" 

Informing Investments 

Although we cannot advise in sp ecific detail on future investments 
based on this study, we can offer some insights about how to proceed. 
We have highlighted certain them es that we believe would be central to 
improved success exploiting behavioral information to detect potential 
attackers, such as suicide bombers. Also, Chapter Six identifies criteria 
that can be used to assess technologies and methods when thinking 
about resource allocation. Also, based on p rior work with some analo
gous features, we recommend that a "portfolio analysis" approach be 
ta ken with a number of distinct criteria (objectives), particularly upside 
potential and vulnerability to countermeasures. 

A standard difficulty encountered by organizations. is that simple 
prioritization schem es often work quite poorly for complex decision
making because the results so often follow the m ost recent headlines 
or points of sen sitivity expressed by sen ior leaders, rather than taking a 
1nore comprehensive and longer-term look. A better approach is port
folio analysis, good me thod s and tools for which have. been developed 
over the past decad e: In this context, portfolio analysis refers to find
ing a good mix of investments so as to attend to quite a number of 

cessfuJ intercept without such chases. In conrrasr, police. are largely. assured the r ight tO act 
in what they believe is self-defense, even with deadly force, despite occasional tragic errors, 

RAND has developed methods and tools for higher-level decision making under uncer
tainty and disagreement (Davis and Dreyer, 2009; Davis et al. , 2008a, 2008b; Davis, Shaver, 
Gvineria, and Beck, 2008c) and more mathematical methods to use in aspects of R&D 
investment where optimization. is. feasible (Chow eta!., 2012). MITRE has developed other, 
partially. similar. methods in a variety of projects (Garvey, Moynihan, a nd Servi, 2012~ 
Moynihan. 2005). Both approaches have been applied in multiple projects. A significant 
number. of analogous. commercial methods exist, although many are restricted m uncritical 
use of linear weighted sums. 
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semi-conflicting objectives, such as time scale of value, assuring that 
all critical components. of capability are dealt with (e.g., deployabil
ity and sustainability, not just laborawry capability), and looking for 
high potential while at the same time attempting to limit risk and cost. 
Such analysis is much more difficult than financial investment because 
much of the input data for analysis are inherently subjective or based 
on preliminary assessments. Nonetheless, much can be done. 

An especially big challenge. for investment is developing portfo
lio options. It is by no means difficult ro obtain long lists of discrete 
programs in which to invest, since many laborarories, companies, indi
viduals, and agencies will have good suggestions. It is much more dif
ficult ro package them inro sensible composite options so that invest
ments attend properly to the. multiple objectives while. dealing with 
constrained budgers. One promising approach involves computerized 
generation of the many large combinations of discrete options avaH
able, followed by a screening analysis that can quickly eliminate most 
options as illogical or inappropriate, and thar can find options that are 
near the "efficient frontier" (Parero curve) by at least one set of assump
tions (Davis, Shaver, Gvineria, and Beck, 2008b). The resulting set can 
then be assessed in more detail by humans, using a portfolio-analysis 
framework, but with full recognition that many subjective judgments 
must be made. 

Finally, we note that core elements of sound resource-allocation 
analysis are missing. We encountered virtually no information that 
would direcrly inform using concepts. such as «production curves," 
curves of diminishing returns, or tradeoff analysis. Such concepts are 
most meaningful when evaluating acquisitions rather than investments 
in R&D, but even R&D investment decisions n eed to be informed by 
approximate versions of such concepts, as suggested in Chapter Seven 
with our highlighting of upside potential as a criterion. R&D invest
ment decisions. also. need to. be. informed by approximate estimates of 
eventual costs for acquisition and operations. Much could be done 
along these lines to better structure investment decisions despite the 
early development status of many of the proposed technologies and 
methods. 
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Takeaways 

We found a number of important "takeaways" from our. survey: 

• D espite exaggerations found in commercial claims, studies, and 
rhe m edia, there is current value and uru·ealized potential for 
using behavioral indicators as part of a system to detect arracks. 
Unfortunately, analytic quantification of that potential is p oorly 
developed. 

• "Operators" are often well ahead of the science base, which is 
som etimes good and sometimes bad . Ir is very important that 
programs build in and sustain objective evaluation efforts, despite 
budgetary pressures and the tendency to see rhem as mere nice-to
have items. The evaluations should be subjected to objective peer 
review and adequate. community scrutiny, even if security con sid
erations would that such review should be accomplished within 
a domain of cleared personnel, with limited distribution, etc. For 
example, the federally funded research and development centers 
(FFRDCs), national laboratories, National Academy of Sciences, 
and other special national panels have conducted analogous eval
u ation s for decades. on a classified basis. 

• Many serious problem s and errors can be avoided by up-front 
review of procedures by experts familiar with the subtleties of 
detection and screening in conditions of high false-alarm rates 
and low base rates. Although full validation of techniques may 
take. years (at a time when the dangers of attack are current), 
m any problems can be avoided with existing knowledge .. Some 
problems so avoided a1·e quire sign ificant ro privacy, civil liberties, 
and the efficiency of travel and commerce. 

• DHS and other securi ty organizations are making efforts to 
experiment with and evaluate proposed methods-sometimes 
with laudable and ambitious. scientific trials that have reported 
en couraging conclusion s (which are difficult to judge without 
detailed access to data and methods) . 

• Operators, their agencies, and rhe scientific community have not 
done enough to understand how to mitigate the considerable bad 
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consequences of detection systems, w hich invariably have false
alarm problems. Much could be d one. 

• Information fusion is critical, not just desirable, if behavioral indi
cators are to achieve their p otential. Fusion should occur not just 
within a given m ethod (as within polygraph m ethods), but with 
information across activities and phases. Methods for accomplish
ing this are very poorly d evelop ed. This said, it remains to be seen 
how much can realistically be accomplished. 

• Information generation, retrieval, integration, and sense-making 
will place en ormous dem ands on both automated m ethods (e.g., 
including for " big data") and p erfecting human-machine inter
actions: M achines can process vast amounts of data, but inter
pretation will continue to dep end critically on human expertise 
and judgment. "Optimizing" should be for man-machine coop 
eration, not automation, despite what some technologists may be 
inclined to emphasize. 

• Very little research has been done to understand how much is 
enough , or w h at the curve of diminishing returns looks like, but, 
subjectively, it seems that major improvements in detection are 
plausible with networked real-time or near-real-time integration 
of information. This would include not just integrating informa
t ion of the CIA and FBI (much discussed since 9/11), but also 
in integrat ing (fu sing) (1) proximate information at checkpoints 
with future versions of fusion-center information and (2) crimi
nal, commercial, security-related, and even whole-life informa
tion. All of chis is hypothesis. D evelop ing a sharper understand
ing of payoff potential should be a priority task for objective 
research and analysis. 

• Contemplating such steps raises profound issues of privacy and 
civil liberties, but the irony is that commercial organizations (and 
even political parties) are a lready far ahead in exploiting the rel
evant technologies and forever changing notions of privacy. 

• Investm ent decisions about individual technologies and methods 
should be informed by a structured portfolio-analysis approach 
using the som ething like the dimensions of Figure 7.1. 
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Ideally, we would end by recommending further investment 
in specific technologies and methods. That, however, is nor feasible 
because nearly alL the technologies and methods. that we. studied appear 
from the literature to have at least some benefit (none are truly pseudo
science, although they might be judged so when viewed for stand-alone 
effectiveness), so the issue becomes one of cost-effectiveness when eval
uated on a "system" basis (e.g., as suggested by Figure 7.2), including 
taking account of operational considerations and information fusion 
of various types. 
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APPENDIX A 

Methodological Notes 

literature Review 

The study's literature review, although undoubtedly incomplete, was 
extensive. It included (1) publications by individual research ers study
ing d etection of stress, deception, and related matters; (2) publications 
describing related technologies, models, and m ethodologies in d evel
opment or in the field; (3) papers on related cognitive, behavioral, 
and psychophysiological theories; (4) reports by organizations that 
are producing technologies or implementing technologies in security
enforcem ent settings; (5) and programs that focus on behavioral indi
cators. and hostile intent. Since there were thousands of relevant items, 
our bibliography is necessarily much more selective, especially when we 
could list good review articles. 

We conducted extensive searches for books and papers with 
Coogle, academic databases, and archived papers from journals in 
diverse disciplines and applied fields. In retrospect, we observe items in 
at least the following classes: psychology, neuroscience, public policy, 
law, behavioral science, culnue, sociology, criminology, information 
theory, decision science, and pattern recognition, as well as classes such 
as terrorism, law enforcement, and security studies. 

Some particular research of prior RAND studies proved espe
cially helpful (Davis and Cragin, 2009; Hollywood, Snyder, et al., 
2004; Jackson, Chalk, et al., 2007;. Jackson, Chan, and LaTourette, 
2011; and Perry, Berrebi, et al., 2013). 

Although literature searches inevitably follow clues that lead in 
directions that were not originally anticipated, we did use numerous 
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search terms in ou r systematic initial efforts. Table A.l shows such 
terms for the possible benefit of readers. who may wish to do similar. 
searches. 

We followed up on the initial searches by reading key sources 
an d tracking down important references cited therein. As the project 
proceeded, of course, we found additional sources through reactions of 
reviewers, interviews and discussions, and other means. 

It is difficult to identify a small number of key references. We did, 
however, pay particular attention to certain studies of the National 
Academy of Sciences, such as National Research Council (2003) on 
polygraphs, Perry and Vest (2008) on privacy, and National R esearch 
Council (2008) on Cognitive Neurosciences. We were also aware of 
somewhat related smdies by the. Defense Science Board (2012), the 
Intelligence Science Board (Fein, Lehner, and Vossekuil, 2006), and 
other organizations. 

Table A .1 
Some Search Terms Used 

Emerging technologies+ 
counterterrorism 

Public private partnerships+ national. 
security 

Psychophysiological testing 
Polygraph testing 
Credibility assessment 
Remote observation 
Remote sensors v io lent intent 
Voice stress analysis 
CCTV surveillance +violence +. security 
Pre-incident indicators+. terrorist attack 
Predicting terrorist behavior 
Risk prediction 
Hostile intent 
Hostile intent detection 
Deception detection 
Passive methods violent intent detection 
Observable behaviors pre-attack+ 
terrorism 

Actionable indicators airport terminal 
behavioral indicators violence 

Behavioral patterns terrorist violence 
Biometrics+ r isk prediction 
Neuroscience + terrorist 
Physiological cues 
Emotional facial expression 
Facial recognition methods 
Involuntary reactions fear terrorist 
Physiological reactions violent intent 
Assorted theories and frameworks 
Signal detection theory terrorism 
Social network analysis terrorist 
Terrorist attack. stages 
Terrorist ritual pre attack 
Terrorist affiliates actions post attack 
Terror cells after attack 
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Searches and Interviews 

We tracked developments in and studies from government institutions, 
academic and research laboratories, and private organizations focused 
o n security. Much of this consisted of Internet searches and correspon
dence by email. Table A .2 lis ts most, i f nor all, of the o rganizations. 
Asterisks indicate where we held interviews. 

Table A .2 
Searches and Interviews with People and Organizations 

Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency 

Defense Sciences Office* 
Federa l Bureau of Investigation 
Federa l Bureau of Investigation,. Special 
Agent in Charge of Counterterrorism, 
Los Angeles* 

FBI Behavioral Science Unit 
Futures Working Group* 
Department o f Defense 
Center for Technology and National 
Security Policy 

Office. of the Secretary. of Defense, Cost 
Assessment and Program Evaluation 

Defense Threat Reduction Agency 
Department of Homeland Security* 
Transportation Security Administration 
Science and Technology Directorate: 
Human Factors Division 

Future Attribute Screening Technology 
(FAST) 

Department of the Navy 
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) 
Threat Management Unit 
Government Accountability Office 
Los Angeles Mayor's Office 
Blue Ribbon Panel o n Airport Security 
U.S. Postal Service 
Threat Assessment Team Task Force 

Foreign and Multinational Public 
Organ izations 

U K Human Terrain Ana lysis Team* 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 
NATO Task Group on Psychosocial, 
Organizationa l, and Cultural Aspects of 
Terrorism* 

Academic and Research Laboratories 
D HS Center. of Excellence: Center for 
Defense Systems Research at the 
University of Texas,. El Paso 

Center for Homeland Defense and 
Security at the Naval Postgraduate 
School*. 

Draper Laboratory* 
International Center for the Study 
of Terrorism at Pennsylvania State 
University 

Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Center for the Scientific Analysis of 
Emerging Threats* 

National Research Council 
Sandia National. Laboratories 
National Academy of Sciences 
SRI International* 
Private Organizations and Public-Private 

Sector Efforts 
Hughes Research Laboratories, U.S. 
NICE Systems,. Israel 
Park Assist, U.S. 
Total Domain Awareness, U.S. (Microsoft/ 

NYPD) 

Facebook, U.S.* 
Palantir, U.S.* 
Google, U.S. 
Shot Spotter, U.S 

NOTE: Asterisks indicate where we held interviews. 
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APPENDIXB 

References and Cases to Support Historic 
Examples 

The following long table gives succinct descriptions of various attacks. 
An asterisk (*) indicates that law enforcement or intervening oppo
sition thwarted the attack. A plus (+) sign indicates that the attack 
was primarily coordinated and carried out by a "lone wol(" The infor
mation here comes from a variety of public sources, including news
paper accounts, which vary in reliability. For each attack, we mention 
specifically only one or a few particular. sources that might be useful 
to a reader interested in pursuing the cases .. Information continues to 
emerge on many of the cases, some of it contradicting earlier accounts 
in the news and online media. 

165 
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Table 8 .1 
Historical Cases 

Attack 

The 1993 World 
Trade Center 
bombing (1993) 

Oklahoma 
City bombing. 
(1995+) 

Examples of Phase Activities, low-level Activities, 
and Behavioral Indicators 

The attackers entered the United States (with no plans or orders) 
aboard a. fl ight from Pakistan _ One of the. attackers was taken into 
custody when customs ag ents found a "terror kit" in his luggage, 
consisting of various videos and bomb-making manuals as well as 
various forged passports from the Middle East and Europe. 

With Osama b in Laden's endorsement, the World Trade Center 
became the prime target of the attack because of its association 
with free. enterprise and g lobal trade. 

Using an alias, one of the attackers rented a storage unit to store 
bomb-making materials .. A lso, the attacker ordered chemicals, 
including urea and nitric acid, to b e delivered to the storage facility, 
paying more than $3,000 in cash. 

A day before the attack, one of the attackers reported a van 
(eventually used for the bomb) stolen from the Pathmark Plaza 
shopping center in New Jersey. Earl ier on the same day, the 
attackers made a phone call i n a last attempt to. acquire even more. 
compressed hydrogen tanks. (Il lustrative source: Reeve, 1999.) 

In the years prior to the bombing, Timothy McVeigh began 
checking-out and buying anti-government books and pamphlets. 
He would share the information and literature wit h "anyone who 
would listen." 

McVeigh frequented the Marietta Aggregates quarry in Marion, 
Kansas, to steal and test bomb components . Terry Nicho ls 
(McVeigh's partner) purchased 2,000 pounds of ammonium nitrate 
at a farm co-op_ McVeigh, d isguised as a biker, drove to a Texas 
racetrack and bought $2,775 worth of racing fuel. 

M cVeigh wanted to target a federal institution and picked the 
A lfred P. Murrah Federal Bui lding in Oklahoma City because he 
noted the huge glass facade, which would maximize injuries. 
McVeigh wanted also believed there would be w idespread press 
coverage of his attack and thought an image of a devastated 
build ing wou ld have "a profound effect on those who saw it." 
McVeigh drove past the building several times before the day of the 
bombing. 

At about 8:50a.m. on the day of the attack, McVeigh parked the 
truck, loaded with explosives, right below the tinted windows of 
the America's. Kids Day Care Center, locked the door, and walked 
away from the b uilding. (Illustrative sources: Smith, Damphousse, 
and Roberts, 2006; M ichel and Herbeck, 2001.) 
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Table 8 .1- Continued 

Attack 

Would-be LAX 
bomber (The 
Millennium 
Conspiracy) 
(1999)* 
An individual 
associated 
with an 
organization. 

Examples of Phase Activities, low-Level Activities, 
a nd Behavio ra l Ind icators 

Ahmed Ressam (the attacker) became fr iends. with Raouf Hannachi, 
anal Qaeda member who had trained for jihad at a camp in 
Afghanistan. He told Ressam about the experience and jihad, 
encouraged him to train as well, and ultimately arranged a trip to 
the camp. for. h im. 

Ressam traveled, using a fraudulent passport, to Pakistan. There, he 
contacted al Qaeda leader Abu Zubaida, who was. in charge of the 
Afghan terrorist training camps funded and organized by Osama 
bin Laden. Abu Zubaida approved him and arranged for him to be 
transported over the Khyber Pass into Afghanistan. 

Ressam returned to Canada with $12,000 in cash he had obtained 
in Afghanistan to fund the attack, as well as chemical substances, 
and a notebook with explosives concoction instructions. He also 
obtained electronics with which he built detonators and timing 
devices. 

While he was on his way to Los Angeles International Airport from 
Canada, U.S. Customs searched Ressam's car, saying later that 
Ressam was acting "hinky." (Illustrative source: Smith, Damphousse, 
and Roberts, 2006). 
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Table 8 .1-Continued 

Attack 

9/11 (2001) 

Examples of Phase Activities, Low-Level Activities, 
and Behav ioral Indicators 

Osama bin Laden claimed in 2004 that the idea of destroying the 
towers. had first occurred to him in 1982, when he witnessed. Israel's. 
bombardment of high-rise apartment buildings during the invasion 
of Lebanon (AI Jazeera, 2004). 

Hijackers were recruited in various ways, including from loca l 
universities and mosques. Bin Laden selected Nawaf ai- Hazmi and 
Khalid ai-Mihdhar, both experienced jihadists who had fought 
in Bosnia. Hazmi and Mihdhar arrived in the United States in 
mid-January 2000. In late 1999, a group of men from Hamburg, 
Germany arrived in Afghanistan, including Mohamed Atta, Marwan 
ai-Shehhi, Ziad Jarrah, and Ramzi bin ai-Shibh. Bin Laden selected 
these. men because. they were educated, could speak English,. and 
had experience living in the West. New recruits were routinely 
screened for special skil ls. For example, Han i Hanjour already had a 
commercial pilot's license. 

In early 1999, bin Laden approved Khalid Sheikh Mohammed's 
going forward with organizing the plot. A series of meetings 
occurred in early. 1999, involving Mohammed, bin Laden, and his 
deputy Mohammed Atef. Atef provided operational support for the 
plot, including target selections and travel arrangements for the 
hijackers. 

The terrorists took flight training before the attacks in Florida and 
Arizona. 

In July 2001, Atta met w ith bin ai-Shibh in Spain, where they 
coordinated details such as final targets. Large planes with long 
flights were intentionally. selected for. hijacking because they. would 
be heavily fueled. Bin ai-Shibh also passed along bin Laden's wish 
for the attacks to be carried out as soon as possible. On August 
29th, Atta gave the date for the attacks to Bin ai-Shibh, who 
ordered active. cells in Europe and the United States to evacuate. Bin 
Laden was told on September 6. 

Days before the planned attacks, hijackers sent notes. to loved ones. 
and engaged in religious practices. 

The ticket agent who served two of the hijackers said on the 
morning of the attacks he was suspicious of Mohamed Atta and 
Abdulaziz Alomar. Atta's demeanor and his angry-looking eyes 
made the ticket agent think twice. 

Early on the morning of September 11, 2001, 19 hijackers, 
coordinating w ith each other, took control of four commercial 
airliners after takeoffs. from Boston, Massachusetts; Newark, New 
Jersey; and Washington, D.C. Hijackers told passengers they had 
bombs, but the FBI found no traces of explosives at the crash sites. 
The 9/11 Commission concluded the bombs were most likely fake. 

Immediately after the attacks, the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
started PENTTBOM, the largest criminal inquiry in the history of the 
United States, 
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Table 8 .1- Continued 

Attack 

9/ 11 (2001) 
continued 

London 
bombings 
(2005) 

Examples o f Phase A ctivities, l o w- l evel A ct ivities, 
and Behavio ral Ind icators 

Shortly before the U.S. presidential election in 2004, i n a 
taped statement, b in Laden publicly acknowledged a l Qaeda's 
involvement in the attacks on the United States and admitted his 
direct link to the attacks (AI Jazeera, 2004). 

Many references exist on 9/11, including National Commission on 
Terrorist Attacks (2004) and, for bin Laden's speech, AI Jazeera 
(2004). 

The bombers joined and recruited each other while traveling to 
Pakistan to attend jihadist training. It was there that they learned 
the methods and techniques of bomb-making. Two of the bombers 
made videotapes describ ing their reasons. for becoming what they 
called "soldiers." Their extremist views can also be traced back 
to blog writings and email communications years prior to the 
bombings. 

Relatives in Pakistan said that Shehzad Tanweer had boasted of 
wanting to d ie as a "holy warrior" and of the appeal of Osama bin 
Laden . 

The suicide bombers studied the layout of the underground system 
and planned their attacks to occur where the most civilian lives 
would be lost. Days before the attacks the bombers surveyed the 
locations they would eventual detonate the bombs. 

Tanweer, Mahammad Sidique Khan, Hasib Hussain, and Germaine 
Lindsay picked up the bombs from a house in the Burley area of 
Leeds, hiding them in large rucksacks. 

The attackers were in constant communication with each other 
up until the final decision to implement the planned attack. 
Khan postponed the event from July 6 because he had to take. his 
pregnant wife to the hospital. 

The four men caught a. train to London King's. Cross rai lway station 
on the morning of July 7. Still communicating via mobi le phone, the 
attacks split ways to their assigned positions. Once in position, the 
attackers detonated four bombs, three in qu ick succession aboard 
London Underground trains across. the. city and,. later, a fourth on a 
double- decker bus in Tavistock Square. Fifty-two innocent people, 
and the four bombers, were killed in the attacks, and over 700 more 
were injured. 

Britain's security forces immediately increased security. Police sniper 
units began as many as a dozen al Qaeda suspects in Britain. The 
covert armed teams were ordered to shoot to kill if surveillance 
suggested that a terror suspect was carrying a bomb and he refused 
to surrender if challenged. 

Syrian-born cleric Omar Bakri Muhammad vowed in December 2008 
that if Western governments did not change their policies, Muslims 
would g ive them "a 9/11, day after day after day." 

Some key references are London Regional Resilience Forum (2006), 
Intelligence and Security Committee (2006), and, for a journalistic 
account, Sciolino and van Natta (2005). 
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Table 8 .1- Continued 

Attack 

Mumbai 
attacks 
(2008) 

Examples of Phase Activities, Lo w -Level Act iv it ies , 
a nd Be havio ra l Indica t o rs 

In October, U.S. intelligence. agencies. warned the chairman of the. 
company that owns the Taj Mahal Palace Hotel that there would 
be a terrorist attack on the hotel. Security was increased, but was 
removed soon after. 

Group members received a huge cache of AK-47s and the explosive 
RDX, which were to be used for the attacks. 

Group members also obtained d rugs, like cocaine, which they used 
in the attack to maintain stamina. Some of the attackers took 
steroids, also. 

The attackers had planned the attack several months ahead of 
t ime and knew some areas well enough for the attackers to vanish, 
and reappear after security forces had left. The attackers had 
used Google Earth to fami liarize themselves with the locations of 
buildings used in the attacks. 

The attackers allegedly received reconnaissance assistance 
before the attacks. In the days before the attack, they were in 
communication with their supporters, and coordinated with each 
other via email and telephone positioning plans. 

Arriving ashore in Colaba on inflatable speedboats~ the. ten 
attackers were queried by local fishermen but told the fishermen 
to mind their own business before they split up into two groups 
heading in d ifferent ways. The fishermen reported this, but the 
police did not act .. 

The men then carried out 11 coordinated shooting and bombing 
attacks across Mumbai. The men split up to attack d ifferent 
locations and breached security via multiple points of attack. 

While the attacks where ongoing, Deccan Mujahadeen sent 
messages to media outlets claiming responsibility for the attacks. 

The terrorists used Google Earth to p lan the attacks, as in locating 
strategic positions for hiding from authorities. 

Several journalistic references are useful regarding the Mumbai 
attack (Moreau and Mazumdar, 2008; Sengupta, 2009). See a lso 
Rotella (2012). 
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Table 8 .1-Continued 

Attack 
Examples of Phase Activities, low-level Activities, 

and Be havioral Indica tors 

Fort Hood Major Malik Hasan,. a U.S. Army psychiatrist,. became increasingly 
shooting (2009). rad icalized by perhaps 2005. He also alarmed med ical colleagues 
An individua l who worried about h is mental health. His email communicat ions 
influenced with a rad ical cleric also showed anger toward the American 
by an government. 
organization. 

Hasan entered the Guns Galore store in Killeen on July 31, 2009, 
and purchased the FN Five-Seven semi-automatic pistol. that he. 
was to use in the attack a t Fort Hood after asking fo r the most 
technologically advanced weapon on the market with a h igh 
capacity. He visited the store regu larly to buy extra magazines, 
a lo ng with hundreds of rounds of ammunition . In t he weeks prior 
to the a ttack, Hasan visited an outdoor shooting range in Florence, 
where he allegedly became adept at hitting s ilhouette targets at 
distances of up to 100 yards (Brown and Granczyk, 2010). 

At 1:34pm local t ime, Hasan entered his workplace, the Soldier 
Readiness Processing Center, where personnel receive routine 
med ical. t reatment before and after. deployment. Hasan sat at an 
e m pty table and bowed h is he ad for several seconds, after which he 
st ood up, shouted "AIIahu Akbar! " and opened fire. 

Much is avai lable about the Hasan case, with more emerging 
through court processes, but some contemporary journalistic 
sources were Esposito, Abraham, and Schwartz. (2009), McKinley 
and Dao (2009), and Zwerd ling (2009). 
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Table 8 .1- Continued 

Attack 

Christmas 
bomber (2009}. 
An individual 
working for an 
organization. 

Examples of Phase Activities, Low-Level Activities, 
and Be havioral Indicators 

The attacker's father reported to two CIA officers at the U.S. 
Embassy in Abuja, Nigeria, regarding his son's "extreme religious 
views," and told the embassy that Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab 
might be. in Yemen . The suspect's name was. added in November 
2009 to the United States' 550,000-name Terrorist Identities 
Data mart Environment, a database of the U.S. National 
Counterterrorism Center. It was not added, however, to the FBI 's 
400,000-name. Terrorist Screening Database, the terror watch list 
that feeds both the 14,000-name Secondary Screening Selectee list 
and the United States' 4 ,000-name No Fly List, nor was h is U.S. visa 
revoked. 

Abdulmutallab had purchased his ticket with cash in Ghana on 
December 16 and obtained Pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) 
with triacetone triperoxide (TATP), which he used to assembled the. 
bomb. 

Abdulmutallab told authorities. he had been directed. by al Qaeda 
and coordinated with them the days befo re the attack. Indeed, he 
had spent several days with Anwar ai-Awlaki, who arranged for 
him to work with the bomb maker who constructed the underwear 
bomb. Awlaki specified that the. attack must be on an American 
target, but otherwise left the choice o f target and flight up to 
Abdulmutallab (Savage, 2012). 

On Christmas Day, 2009, Abdulmutallab traveled from Ghana to 
Amsterdam, where he boarded Northwest Airlines Flight 253 en 
route to Detroit. Abdulmutallab spent about 20 minutes in the 
bathroom as the fl ight approached Detroit, and then covered. 
himself with a blanket after returning to h is seat. Other passengers 
then heard popping noises, smelled a foul odor, and some saw 
Abdulmutallab's trouser leg and the wall of the plane on fire . 
Fellow passenger Jasper. Schuringa, a. Dutch film director, jumped 
on Abdulmutallab and subdued him as flight attendants used fire 
extinguishers to douse the flames . 

AI Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, the organization's affiliate 
in Yemen, claimed responsibility for the attack, describing it as 
revenge for the United States' role in a Yemeni m ilitary offensive 
against al Qaeda in that country. 

For journalistic accounts, see Hosenball, lsikoff, and Thomas (2010), 
Shane and Lipton (2009}, Schmitt and Liption (2009). and Savage. 
(2012). 
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Table 8 .1-Continued 

Attack 

Dallas 
Skyscraper 
(2009). 
A lone wolf 
captured in a 
sting operation. 

Examples of Phase Activities, low-level Activities, 
and Behavioral Indicators 

Hosam ("Sam") Smadi, unaware he. was under continuou s. 
surveillance, joined a social network, and then recruited individuals 
who said they would be w illing to be jihadi warriors and attack 
America. The "sleeper cel l" he created was composed of all federal 
agents. 

The agents in his "sleeper cel l" had supplied him with inert 
chemical, so his bomb had not posed a real threat. 

Smadi initially wanted to target Dallas/Fort Worth International 
Airport, according to the. arrest affidavit. On Ju ly 16th, he contacted 
one of the undercover FBI agents and sa id he changed his m ind 
about the target, according to the document. Smadi allegedly 
decided the airport was not a viable target because the security 
was too strong. Smadi then allegedly told the undercover agent he 
wanted to target a larger building containing the bank. 

Smadi al leged ly. conducted reconnaissance of the build ing and. told 
the undercover agent he had located a bathroom on the basement 
level that would be a good location to "plant a bomb." Smadi told 
the agent the bathroom had a locking door and a drop ceiling that 
could be. accessed by standing on the toilet seat, according to t he 
arrest affidavit. 

In communication with h is "sleeper cell," Smadi went over final 
p lans and location the day before the planned attack 

Smadi drove. to Dallas to meet the undercover agent and got into. 
the Ford Explorer that contained what he bel ieved was a weapon 
of mass destruction. He then drove through downtown Dallas, 
entering the parking garage under Fountain Place building and 
parked t he vehicle. Smadi attempted t o. ignite and detonate t he 
exp losive device by setting the device's timer and fl ipping its power 
switch before leaving the garage on foot. 

Smadi then walked over to the undercover officer and got into 
another vehicle. They drove several b locks away so that Smadi could 
remotely detonate the bomb via cel l phone. The agent offered 
Smadi earplugs, but he declined, indicating he. wanted to. hea r the 
b last. Smadi then d ialed the cell phone, believing it would detonate 
the bomb. The phone number Smadi dialed rang to the phone of 
law enforcement officials, and he was arrested by the FBI Joint 
Terrorism. Task Force. 

Some references on the case are U.S. District Court (2009) and 
Goldstein (2009). 
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Table 8 .1-Continued 

Attack 

CIA-team 
suicide bomber 
(double agent) 
(2009+} 

D.C. subway 
bombing plot 
(201 0). 
An individual 
influenced 
by an 
organization's 
information, 
captured in a 
sting operation. 

Examples of Phase Activities, low-Level Activities, 
and Behavioral Indicators 

Humam Khalil Mohammed had used the online persona Abu Dujana 
a i-Khorasani and was an influential j ihadi voice on the Web. In 
many of the posts under his online persona, Mohammed used 
e lusive language filled with references to literature and the Koran 
to describe his support for violent opposition to the U.S.·Ied wars in 
Iraq and Afghanistan. 

He wrote in one posting, "When a fighter for God kills a U.S. soldier 
on the corner of a tank, the supporters of Jihad have killed tens of 
thousands of Americans through their connection." 

The bomber had been recruited by the Jordanian intelligence 
service and taken to Afghanistan to infiltrate al Qaeda by posing as 
a foreign jihadi. 

But in a deadly turnabout, the supposed informant strapped 
explosives to his body and blew himself up at a meeting December 
30, 2009, at the CIA's Forward Operating Base Chapman in the 
southeastern province of Khost. The bomber was not closely 
searched because of his perceived value as someone who could lead 
American forces to senior al Qaeda leaders. 

See Oppell, Mazzetti, and Mekhennet (2010) for a journalistic 
account. 

Farooque Ahmed was tracked after he began visiting Islamic 
extremist websites and attempted to recruit members of the 
community to participate with him in an attack against America. 

Ahmed took photographs and video of potential targets, including 
Metro stations and hotels. He told undercover agents t he best 
time to stage an attack would be between 4 and 5 p.m.-basically 
rush hour-to have the most casualties and that he would use 
rolling suitcases instead of backpacks so he wouldn't attract undue 
attention. 

See Tavernise and Schmitt (2010) and CBS News (2010) for accounts 
at the time. 
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Table 8 .1-Continued 

Attack 

Zachary Chesser 
(online lslamist 
radicalization) 
(2011+) 

Examples of Phase Activities, Low-Level Activities, 
and Be havioral Indicators 

Zachary Chesser quit his job at a Blockbuster: video store because 
"he objected to working at a place that rented videos featuring 
naked women." His parents described an increasingly hostile 
home environment in which Chesser would institute strict rules to 
enforce what he believed to be proper Is lamic traditions. By August 
2008, he had moved out of his mother's house in Virginia because, 
according to his father, "his mom's relat ionship with her live-in 
partner . . . v iolated his Islamic beliefs." 

By fall of 2008, Chesser had become a full-fledged believer in the 
ideology of violent lslamist extremism and was searching for other 
like-m inded individuals. He gravitated toward the Internet to find 
them. 

In a. series of posts entitled. "Counter Counter Terrorism," Chesser 
outlined ways the violent lslamist extremist movement could w in an 
ideological struggle- the so-called war of ideas- against the West. 

Three weeks before his arrest in July 2010, Chesser authored a 25-
page document entitled " Raising AI-Qaa' ida: A Look Into the Long 
Term Obligations of the Global Jihaad Movement." The piece gave 
suggestions and best practices for engaging Muslims who have not 
joined the violent lslamist extremist movement. 

After arrest, Chesser wrote a letter to U.S. Senate Committee 
on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs staff. In the 
letter, he promoted the idea of better understanding between 
violent ls lamists and the government. He advocated for an online 
discussion board between counterterrorism policymakers and 
lslamist followers where debate and common ground could be 
found. 

See, e .g., U.S. Senate Comm ittee on Homeland Security and 
Governmental Affairs (2012). 
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APPENDIXC 

References and Cases to Support Indicator Tables 

The following tables gives examples for major tables in the text. It draws 
on a range. of publicaUy available information, not all of which is equally 
authoritative. We also mention some specific references that readers 
might find useful in following up on the cases. We have typically cited 
relatively more scholarly sources or good journalistic accounts. 

Table C.1 
References and Cases for Developing Intent (Table 2.1) 

Indicator 

Revea I hatred, 
prejudice, 
trauma, or 
shame 

Exhibit 
motivation for 
prestige, g lory, 
status 

Approach 
experiences 
and. decisions. 
through 
ideological 
framework 

Examples 

Early chi ldhood trauma, bullying 
in high school; traumatic loss or 
separation from spouse or family 
members; open discriminatory 
statements; cruelty to animals, 
peers, siblings, etc. 

Boasting or bragging about 
radical or criminal associations, 
violent acts, or intentions on line 
or. face-to-face. 

Ideological statements to others 
in face-to-face communication 
or online. ideological content 
in school projects, "black-and
white" thinking. 

177 

Instance Observed 
(Attack !In di cato r) 

Oklahoma City Bombing. Timothy 
McVeigh was. a target of bullying. 
at high school, suffered through 
the difficult divorce of his parents 
and the trauma of his mother 
leaving him,. grew up. in Buffalo. 
during a very difficult economic 
period, and was heavily exposed 
to far-right attitudes. 

Fort Hood Shooting. Emails 
between the shooter and a 
Yemen-based cleric (ai-Awlaki) 
showed religious concerns, 
questions about martyrdom, 
and, anger toward the American 
government. 
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Table C.1-continued 

Indi cator 

Explore 
different 
organizations 
and strategies 

Pure 
adherence to 
organizational 
standards 

Efforts to 
reinforce 
practices and 
beliefs in 
others 

Ind ications 
that individual 
is reinforcing 
commitment 

New 
connections in. 
social network 
to known 
terrorist 
elements 

Seeking out,. 
reading, or 
posting radical 
content 

Examples 

Visits to political or radical 
websites, meetings, protests. 

Writing or engaging others on 
political or radical websites; 
attending meetings, protests. 

Attention to uniform or other 
ideological markers, strict 
following of rel igious or other 
group rules. 

Demands on peers, new 
organizational recruits, family to 
fol low relig ious or other group 
membership standards strictly. 

Increasing exclusivity in social 
connections (connected vs. 
outside of radical organization), 
intensification of radical 
statements online or in face
to-face communication, 
denigration of individual 
outside organization or radical. 
movement. 

Facebook or other online 
networking (Twitter, Yahoo 
chat, etc.) associations to known 
operatives or recruiters, direct 
face-to-face social contact and 
meetings with these individuals, 
cell phone call records to known 
"red network." 

Visits to radical websites, 
collection or d isplay of 
recruitment or ideological 
materials, chatting and sharing 
materials online or in face-to
face (political meeting) settings. 

Instan ce O bserved 
(Attack / In d icat or) 

CIA-team suicide bomber. Humam 
Khalil Mohammed wrote posts 
on. the. internet that used elusive. 
language filled with references 
to literature and the Koran to 
describe his support for violent 
opposition to the United States. 

Zachary Chesser. Chesser would 
institute. strict rules on. his family 
to enforce what he believed to be 
proper Islamic traditions. 

Christmas Bomber. The attacker 
informed his father of his 
radicalization and separation 
clearly enough so. that the father 
reported his concerns to American 
intelligence. 

Zachary Chesser .. In a series of 
online posts entitled "Counter 
Counter Terrorism," Chesser 
outlined ways the violent lslamist 
extremist movement could win 
an ideological struggle-the so
cal led "war of ideas"-against the 
West. 
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Table C.1-continued 

Indicator 

Attendance 
at radical 
mosques or 
events 

Changes in 
behavior at 
school or home 

Examples 

Reports by intel collectors 
embedded at radical meetings, 
protests, or other locations, 
interviews or. interrogation 
reports from others attending 
such events/locations, CCTV or 
other imaging feeds monitoring 
events and locations. 

Frequent unexplained absences, 
rapid shifts in mood, changes 
in patterns of interactions. with 
family members regarding 
political issues, gender norms, or 
other radical group concerns. 

Instance Observed 
(Attack/ Indicator) 

The Millennium Conspiracy. The 
attacker became friends with 
Raouf Hannachi, an al Qaeda 
member who served as the 
muezzin at Montreal 's Assuna 
Mosque. He began regularly 
attending the mosque. 

NOTE: Some suggested references include Vossekuil (2002), U.S. Senate Committee 
on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs (2012), Hudson (1999), Pedahzur, 
Perliger, and Weinberg (2003), and Smith, Damphousse, and Roberts (2006). 
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Table C.2 
References and Cases for Planning (Table 3 .1) 

Activities/ 
Indicators 

Seek information 
or guidance on 
construction. of 
weaponry and 
explosives 

Visit known 
training camps 
and seek aviation 
or marksmanship 
training 

Acquire dual
use electronics. 
explosives, 
ignition devices 

Surveillance of 
target 

Dry runs to 
simulate and 
practice attack 

Actions that 
provoke or 
test security 
responses near 
target 

Release of 
information 
or discussions 
of how to 
most harm o r 
influence target 
population 
(e.g ., targets of 
symbolic value 
vs. mass casualty) 

Examples 

Online searching for weapons 
construction manuals. 
conversations with. weapons 
or explosives professional 
or retailers for firearms or 
explosive precursors, contact 
with traffickers and facilitators. 

Online registration, payment, 
and attendance at training 
programs;. travel to known. 
terrorist training locations. 

Acquire dual-use. electronics,. 
explosives, and ignition devices. 

Suspicious behavior near high
value human, infrastructural, 
or MASCAS targets (l ingering, 
observing, photography, rapid 
departure if approached, etc.). 

Operational movements 
without weaponry or. by 
alternate personnel. 

Attempts to penetrate security 
perimeter, interactions with 
guards, attempts to approach 
forbidden or restricted areas. 

Strategic communication with 
operatives through public or 
private targeting directives. 

Instance Observed 
(A ttack/ 1 ndicator) 

Fort Hood Shooting. 

The Millennium Conspiracy. 

Oklahoma City Bombing. 

Dallas Skyscraper Bombing. 

CIA-Team Suicide Bomber. The 
bomber posed as an informant 
willing to provide information on 
the whereabouts of top terrorist 
leaders. 

9/11. Middlemen passed along 
the wishes and directives 
of Osama bin Lad in to the 
attackers. 
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Table C.2-continued 

Activities/ 
Indicators 

Chemical or 
explosive 
hazards from 
experimentation 

Purchasing for 
explosive pre
cursors or retail 
sales of f irearms 

Clandestine 
movement or 
camouflage 
around potential 
targets 

Examples 

Injuries (burns, etc.) from 
experimentation and 
development, smells, smoke, 
explosions, or. other. physical 
signs from residence. 

Instance Ob served 
(Attack/Indicator) 

Pu rchase records or intelligence Fort Hood Shooting. 
trai l related to. acquisition. 

Attempts to. conceal. presence. 
at location under cover of night 
or by blending in with crowds, 
attempts to fool or disable 
monitoring devices or security. 
monitoring personnel. 

NOTE: Some useful references include U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security 
and Governmental. Affairs (2012), National Commission on Terrorist Attacks (2004), 
and Smith, Damphousse, and Roberts (2006). 
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Table C.3 
References and Cases for Pre-Execution Actrvities (Table 4.1) 

Activ ities/ 
Indicators 

Isolation from 
nonterrorist 
elements of 
socia l network 

Examples 

"Going dark" and disappearing 
from family and peer socia l 
cont acts. 

Increased Intensification of cell phone, 
communication on line, or face-to-face contact 
w ith terrorist with radical group members. 
elements 

Rituals or 
other actions 
to motivate 
self and co
attackers 

Inconsistent 
responses to 
questioning 

Nonverbal 
signals of 
deception and 
lying 

Martyrdom videos, shaving head, 
praying, preparation of body 
with o ils, wearing special outfits, 
jewelry, or other adornment. 

Details of reasons for travel 
or presence at location differ 
across. multiple conversations or 
interviews/ interrogations. 

Evidence of stress and cognit ive 
load. 

Hesitation near Slowed. gait, increased attention,. 
targ et multiple changes in direction. 

Accelerated Self-explanatory. 
heart rate, 
sweaty palms, 
thermal 
indicators 

Micro
expressions of 
fear, hostility, 
deception, 
detachment 

Fear, anger, Duchenne smile 
("duper's delight"). 

Instance Observed 
(Attack/Indicator) 

The Millennium Conspiracy. In the 
months before the attack, Ahmed 
Ressam attended one of the 
Afghan terrorist training camps. 
funded and organ ized by Osama 
bin Laden. 

Millennium Conspiracy. Customs 
officials checking Ahmed Ressam's. 
car later said that he acted 
"hinky." 

9/11. The ticket ag ent who served 
two hijackers was suspicious 
when they rushed to their flight 
out of Portland. Mohamed.Atta's. 
demeanor and his ang ry- looking 
eyes and t he pa ir 's f ir st-class, o n e
way tickets to Los Angeles made 
the ticket agent think twice. 
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Table C.3-continued 

Activities/ 
Indicators 

Indicators of 
instrumental 
aggression 

Kinetic (body 
movement) 
patterns 
indicating 
hostile intent, 
attempted 
clandestine 
movement, 
or carrying 
weapon/ bomb 

Examples 

Slowed heart rate, orienting and 
focused attention, f iltering of 
extraneous signals. 

Changes in gait indicating 
burdened with weapon 
or. explosives, gross motor 
movements (gait or otherwise) 
indicating anger or readiness for 
violence, patterns of footsteps 
indicating attempted evasion. 

Instance Observed 
(Attack / Indicator) 

Christmas Bomber. Abdulmutallab 
spent about 20 minutes in 
the bathroom as. the flight 
approached Detroit, and then 
covered himself with a blanket 
after returning to his seat. 

NOTE: Some suggested sources include Mullaney and Costigan (2010) and 
Butterworth, Dolev, and Jenkins (2012). 
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Table C.4 
References and Cases for Execution (Table 5.1) 

Activities/ 
Indicators 

Sequence 
of actions in 
attack (i.e., 
2 suicide. 
bombers 
detonate, 3 
run into nearby 
structure) 
portending 
actions in next 
stage of attack 

Specifics during 
and around 
at tack target 
or individuals. 
singled out) 
portending 
intent of 
group or clues. 
about future 
attack types or 
locations 

Driving in car 
overly packed 
with f ighting
aged. males. 
(sometimes 
with heavily 
weighted 
suspension due 
to munitions) 

Examples 

Deploying to multiple different 
positions, employing a mixture 
of suicide bombers and shooters 
to penetrate checkpoints. 

Instance Observed 
(Attack/Indicator) 

London Subway Bombings. 
The four men caught a train 
to King's Cross railway station. 
Still communicating via mobile 
phone, they split to their assigned 
positions and then detonated 
four bombs. 

Targeting of specific types of The 1993 World Trade Center 
individua ls (e.g., Israeli tourists, Bombing. Bombers picked 
sold ie rs, diplomats); destruction location because of symbolic 
of targets with symbolic or association with free enterprise 
strategic importance; destruction and American-endorsed 
of easy access or "soft targets." capita lism. 

Excessively crowded or 
weighted/laden vehicles; large 
groups of f ighting-aged males 
traveling together. 

Running Aggressive or erratic driving The Millennium Conspiracy. 
checkpoints or behaviors near checkpoints; Customs officials checking Ahmed 
security barriers other unusual patterns of Ressam's car later said that he 

Splitting into 
groups (signa ls 
multiple points 
of attack) 

movement near checkpoints if on acted "hinky." 
foot or other mode of transport. 

Deployment to different 
positions. 

Mumbai Attacks. On arriving by 
inflatable speedboats, the men 
deployed to multiple assigned 
locations throughout breach 
security and carry out attacks. 
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Table C.4-continued 

Activities/ 
Indicators 

Running into 
buildings or 
ascending 
structures 
with cover or 
line-of-sight 
(signals intent 
to engage 
in direct or 
indi rect fire on 
targets) 

Shaping the 
population 
composition of 
the target area 

Intelligence 

Interaction 
with security 
personnel 

Examples 

Occupying positions with cover 
or line of sight to primary target. 

Instance Observed 
(Attack/Indicator) 

Waiting for target groups Oklahoma City Bombing. Timothy 
to arrive or population McVeigh. purposeful ly waited 
concentration to increase, asking to enter the building until 
certain nontargeted individuals the m iddle of the morning to 
to leave or waiting until they maximize the number of people 
depart. Waiting until ambulances in the b uilding at detonation. 
or emergency support arrives to 
initiate secondary attack. 

Collecting final i ndicators on 
location of target bef ore attack 
(while armed and ready) through 
verbal inquiry or line of sight· 

Final collection of information 
through interactions with 
security personnel; manipulating 
personnel. by duping or feint 
attacks to help shape target 
(e.g .• direct targets towards a 
central location). 

CIA-Team Suicide Bomber. The 
bomber was not closely searched 
because of his perceived value 
as someone who could lead 
American forces to senior al 
Qaeda leaders. 

Preparatory Softening checkpoints or primary 
attack or feints target before primary attack; 

Decoy attacks to lure security 
personnel away. 

The real Self-explanatory. 
attack-
detonation 

SOME useful references are Mul laney and Costigan (2010), BBC News Special 
Reports (2008), Butterworth, Dolev, and Jenkins (2008), Heger (2102), and Oppel. 
Mazzetti, and Mekhennet (2010). 
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Table C.S 
References and Cases for Aftermath (Table 5.2) 

lndicator(s) 

Take 
responsibility 
or lay blame 

Calls to action 

Idolize 
attackers 

Communication 
with HQ about 
operational 
success or 
failure 

Silence (kil l, 
threaten, etc.) 
those with 
protected 
information 
about the 
attack 

Clean evidence 
from safe 
houses. and 
planning areas 

Activities 

Post Twitter feeds, and video 
and audio announcements. If 
attack unsuccessful or botched, 
"spin " to minim ize loss of 
a llegiance among adherents and 
maintain wider population of 
support. 

Use stories and images of attack 
to mobilize followers, including 
production and d istribution 
of recruitment videos, f lyers, 
and other materials. If attack is 
unsuccessful, spin to motivate 
subsequent efforts. 

Release still images or recordings 
of. attacker. to celebrate 
martyrdom (Pape, 2003).· 
Develop recruitment videos 
about attackers. Compensate 
and appease family and friends 
(including praise for attackers 
and material gifts). 

Feed operational details into 
decision-making a bout future 
CONOPs, weapons purchases, 
etc. 

Target operatives, collaborators, 
or facilitators who may have 
regrets or play into the hands of. 
authorities. 

Gather materials for future 
efforts, hide evidence that 
would give away tactics and 
procedures. 

Instance Observed 
(Attack/Indicator) 

Mumbai Attacks. While attacks 
where ongoing, Deccan 
Mujahadeen sent messages 
to media outlets claiming 
responsibility for attacks. 

London Subway Bombing. Days 
after the attacks, planners stated 
more attacks were needed until 
Western governments changed 
policies. 

Hamas Suicide bombings. A major 
recruiting factor was economic 
(such as fami ly support after 
suicide attack). Also, suicide 
bombers were idolized like "rock 
stars." 

New York Subway Bombing. 
An associate of the attacker 
attempted to. destroy evidence 
of homemade bombs created to 
detonate on Manhattan subway 
cars. 
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Table C.S-continued 

lndicator(s) 

Report on 
troubles
including 
interdiction or 
interruption of 
attack. 

Develop new 
tools and 
CONOPs 

Activities 

Provide details on possible 
collection measures or resistance/ 
retaliation at target site. 

D iscuss different target types or. 
sites, purchase or develop new 
weapons (including explosives 
and detonation devices), work 
on new disguises, transportation 
mechanisms, etc., as part of 
future CONOPs. 

Instance Observed 
(Attack/Indicator) 

NOTE: Some useful references are Ashworth, Clinton, Meirowitz, and Ramsay. 
(2008), Hafez (2007), Wells and Horowitz (2007), Oppel, Mazetti, and Mekhennet 
(2010), and London Regional Resilience Forum (2006). 
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APPENDIX D 

Information Fusion Methods 

Chapters in the main report identified activities that might suggest a 
greater likelihood of malign intent than "normal," thereby suggesting 
the need for closer scrutiny of an individual or group. For example, an 
activity associated with "developing intent" is "recruitment and join
ing," i.e., an individual actively seeking membership in some radical 
group. Indicators (Table 2.1) might be attendance at meetings or visit
ing radical websites. If we observe an individual attending one meet
ing a week for. six months and also observe that he has accessed radical 
websites, how likely is it that he is contemplating membership in a 
radical group? How likely is it that he is ''developing intent"? That is, 
how do we combine knowledge from the two indicators? Fusion is the 
process of combining information from various sources (similar and 
disparate in character) with the intention of obtaining a better compos
ite of that being studied (Perry and Moffatt, 2004). 

Actually, fusion occurs at many levels of detail. A polygraph test, 
for example, is based on combining information from several physi
ological measurements. A security official may single out an individual 
with an unusual gait for secondary screening after observing that he or 
she was also sweating excessively. Implicitly, data are being fused. In 
this appendix, however,. by "fusion" or "information fusion" we have in 
mind combining higher-level information, as depicted in Figures 1.2 
and 1.3: (I) fusing activity-level information within a given phase and 
(2) fusing information across phases to form an overall (relative) likeli
hood of hostile intent. This chapter reviews various methods that might 
be used, at each of these levels, to fuse evidence about hostile intent. 

189 
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Two types of fusion are usually mentioned: (1) fusion at a given 
time, combining several indicator reports from disparate sources, and 
(2) fusion over time, combining the result with previous reports to 
obtain an updated estimate of likelihood (Llinas et al., 1998). The 
second (updating) is the better w1derstood (Darilek et al., 2001). The 
first is more problematic because reports are often a mix of quantitative 
and qualitative information, without an obvious mechanism for com
bining them. A third type of fusion is important for our context and is 
a combination of the previous two: updating of reports from multiple 
sensors and sources over time with those reports often being very dis
parate in character (heterogeneous): 

All of these aspects of fusion require mathematical algorithms that 
use subjective assessments of conditional probabilities, P(AIB),. where A 
is the activity and B is the indicator. For example, we ask, "What is 
the likelihood that an individual contemplates joining a radical group 
given that he was observed attending meetings of that group?" 

An important question is "How do we know whom to moni
tor?" One important method for identifying individuals or groups to 
monitor is "data mining." We do not discuss it in detail here because 
we do do not see it as information fusion (although others do), bur it 
is very important, for reasons discussed in Chapter Six. Data mining 
attempts to discover patterns in large data sets (see Witten, Eiber, and 
Hall, 2011). It draws on methods from artificial intelligence, machine 
learning, statistics, and database. systems. For our context, "cluster
ing" methods may be used to detect patterns of threatening behavior, 
such as membership in groups known ro be hostile and participation in 
social networks with people known to be hostile. Another data-mining 
method, "anomaly detection," searches for unusual records, such as 
worrisome blogs by individuals or groups that support 1·adical posi
tions .. As the report notes repeatedly,. our. focus is. on detecting attacks 
rather than, say, broad "behavioral monitoring" of the population to 

A generalization is updating over items of evidence, which m ighr o r. mighr not be. ordered 
ch ronologically. As a now-familiar example, cold-case investigations may "update". assess
mentS of an individual's guilt of a past crime by folding in DNA resting using a sample from 
long ago and a modern-day testimony of some prison inmate with alleged knowledge of the 
crime. 
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find parterns of behavior that might relate somehow to terrorism or 
some. other subversive activity .. Such behavioral monitoring raises. major 
civil-liberties concerns (Perry and Vest, 2008). 

In what follows, we describe the general form of the problem and 
then a number of specific m ethods of evidential reasoning drawn from 
the literatw·e. 

The Information Fusion Problem in Detecting Hostile 
Intent 

Our concern is w ith fusing information relevant to possible hostile 
intent. We refer to the activities and phases described in Chapter One. 
For a given phase, we let A = {Ap A 2 , . . • , A3} be the set of activi
t ies associated with a phase such developing intent:t Likewise, we. let 
I.i = f-0.1, ~,2, . •. , ~,m} be the set of indicarors of activity A;· Thus, the 
relevant conditional probability is Pt(A)~,J> ~,2, ... , ~,m) = P,(A)9 ; 
that is, we ask, ccwhat is the likelihood that an individual or group is 
engaged in activity Aj at time t, given information from all possible 
indicators, I}" The rime component accounts for both updating an 
estimate over time and fusing several repo rts within the same time 
period. 

Although this formulation is simple, its implem entation is any
thing but. To illustrate, asswne a single activity with duee indicators, 
so that we get the model P(AI1p 12 , 1~ . For pmposes of this first illustra
tion, we omit the tirne dimension-assuming that all indicator reports 
arrive at the same time. I f all th ree indicators appear (i.e., if one observer 

Fo(. readers rusry in ser notation, S; E S = (S1, S2} m eans that Sr is a member o f the set 
S that has elements S 1 and S2 • The notations A UB and AnB refer ro the union of sets A and 
Band the intersection of sets A and B, respectively. The empty set is denoted lp. lr is also 
conunon ro refer ro propositions dur are either rrue or nor rrue, in which case p refers ro 
the proposition being not true. 

t As described in Chapte r One,. t he underly ing model o f ind icators, activities, and activ
ity classes called phases is only weakly hierarchical. A given indicator, for example, may 
have implications for more rhan one activity and phase. We ignore such subtleties in this 
appendix. 
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saw him. attend a radical group meeting, another monitored his access
ing the group's website, and a third wirnessed his paying a membership 
fee), how likely is it that activity A is in progress? More generally, we 
would expect only some of the indicators to appear. Given three indica
tors, there exist possible reporting cases (e.g., all three report, only the 
first and third report, ... , none report). We need a subjective assess
ment of the effect on the likelihood of A for each of these cases. 

The problem becomes even more complex because the reports on 
indicators will often occur in various orders over time. For example, if 
we monitor activities of a suspect in the example above, we may get a 
report that he attended a radical group meeting on Tuesday and another 
report that he. attended the same meeting the following week. It is also 
possible that after the first meeting he accessed the group's website. The 
more general model needed, then, is of the form Pt(AI9 = j{Pt_z(A), I). 
That is, the current estimate, P,(A II), is a function of both the previous 
estimate (the "prior") and the indicator report(s), ~- This gives us an 
updating algorithm that accounts for both successive and simultaneous 
indicator reports. · The various fusion methods below can be considered 
alternative constructs of this function. 

Bayesian Updating 

Perhaps the most common fusion method is Baysian updating, which 
is based on Bayes rule (Feller, 1950; Mood and Graybill, 1963; Raiffa, 
1968; Stone, Barlow, and Corwin, 1999).t That rule. can easily be 
derived from the definition of conditional probability. 

References tO t:ime relate tO rhe rime of a f usion estimate, which may use evidence abour 
activities ar quire a number of previous rimes. Sometimes, fusion ar rime twill include newly 
recognized evidence about old evenrs (as when DNA analysis is. made. in. 2012 using sample 
dara collected years early a r the place of a crime). 

t Bayes' rule is named for rhe Reverend Thomas Bayes (1701-1 761), an English Presbyte
rian minister who first suggested using the rule tO update beliefs. Being a Christian cleric, 
Bayes was interested in strengthening people's belief in. God through evidence. presented 
in the. physical world (Hamburg, 1983). H e first published his theorem in 1783. in an essay 
reprinted more recently (Press, 1989). The references we include above are bur a few of rhe 
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If P(A,B) is the probability that both A and B are true, 1.e., the 
" joint probability," then it implies rwo relations: 

P(A,B) = P(A IB)P(B) = P(BIA)P(A) . 

If we solve for the conditional probability, P(AIB), we obtain 

P(A I B) = P(B I A)P(A) . 
P(B) 

Next, we can replace the denominator by expressing the marginal 
probability P(B) in terms of conditional probabilities using the nota
tion A to mean the condition that A is not true. This is also called the 
negation of A. Since 

P(B) = P(B I A)P(A) + P(B I A)P(A) ' 

we can use this in the equation above to obtain Bayes' rule: 

P(A I B) - P(B I A)P(A) • 
P(B I A)P(A) + P(B I A)P(A) . 

If successive fusion estimates are made over time, and using ~ 
to indicate an indicator used in the estimate at time t, we can express 
Bayes rule using I rather than B and having the left side refer to time t 
and the right side refer to the previous time. The resu lt is the algorithm 
for "Bayesian updating": 

very good explanations of the rheory. More recenrly, Bayes' theorem or. rule has been used in 
decision analysis. Raiffa (1968) is one such book. 

• P(A ,B) is rhe inrerseccion of A and B, i.e., rhe joint probability that borh A and B occur. 

Solving rhe conditional probabiliry equarion for the joinr probabiliry from equation we get 
P(A,B) = P (A)P(A !B) = .P(B)P(B!A) .. We also note rhar 

P(B) = P[(A,B)u (A,B)=P(A,B)+P(A,B)=P(BiA)P(A) + P(B!A)P(A). 
SubsritU£ing in rhe denominator of rhe conditional equation, we get Bayes rule as expressed 
in rexr. 
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In this formulation, A is the event "the individual or group is 
engaged in a (potentially) threatening activity A," and A is its logical 
negation "the individual or group is not engaged in that activity A." 
Pr_1 (A) is our prior assessment of the likelihood that the individual or 
group is engaged in the. activity A. Pt(A il). is. the. improved estimate of 
the likelihood that our suspect is about to join the group given related 
indicators. It is also referred to as the posterior probability. A more gen
eral model would relax this binary assumption (engaged/not engaged) 
and admit levels of engagement. We discuss this more below. 

In general, our interest in an individual or group stems &om 
some information causing us to concentrate some monitoring effort. 
For example, we might know that a particular meeting is by invita
tion only, raising the likelihood that an attendee might be interested 
in joining the organization, or we might know that many people drop 
in co such meetings, out of curiosity, but never come back or join the 
organization. The "priors" would be. very different in. those cases; that 
is, the. "base. rates" would affect the priors strongly. 

As an example, suppose that a radical group's meetings are moni
tored over a few years and it seems that about 95 percent of attendees 
join. We would then expect a n individual to be 95 percent likely to join 
if we see him in artendance. H owever, suppose that a highly trusted 
agent tells us. that in very recent times the composition of the group. 
has changed: "Real" radicals are going elsewhere, and attendees are 
virtually all just curious or perhaps vicarious adventure seekers, but not 
likely joiners. Suppose that he puts a 98 percent confidence level on 
that because, after all, there is some possibility of a radicalizing indi
vidual just "hiding in the crowd." If we take the agent's estimates as the 
basis for our time-t prior probability evaluation,. then 

~-1 (A)= 0.95 and ~-1 (A)= 0.05 . 
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We can combine this with our prior estimate ro "update" that 
estimate via Bayes' updating formula. Recalling that the "prior" esti
mate of P(A) was 0.95, we obtain 

P.(A !I )- (0.02)(0.95) 
T t - (0 .02)(0.95) + (0.98)(0.05) 

0.019 
-----=0.28. 
0.019+0.049 

Thus, the updated estimate suggests that seeing someone attend 
the meetings in question is not very good evidence-perhaps it implies 
a roughly I in 4 joining rate- but the estimate is still more conserva
tive than the newest one based on the agent report. 

This method is only an approximate inference, but it is at least 
systematic and in the right direction. It combines information in a not
unreasonable manner. So long as we do not interpret the "probabilities" 
roo literally, the method might be helpful in identifying w hen someone 
m erits. more than normal attention. 

Although easy to implement in simple problems, we believe that 
Bayesian updating methods are unlikely to go very fa r in our problem 
a rea, except for the simplest of instances. It is roo difficult ro reason
ably estimate all the conditional probabilities required of the approach, 
especially with multiple indicarors and multiple values thereof And, as 
mentioned, it is difficult ro reflect ambiguity or the absence of informa
tion. Finally, despite its ubiquity, Bayesian updating depends on subtle 
assumptions abour the relative credibility of information and even the 
order in which updating is conducted. Other methods may hold more 
promise. 

Belief Function Methods 

Next we address information fusion methods that attempt to avoid the 
problems of the Bayesian approach, particularly assigning belief where 
there is n o support. These methods are all based on Glenn Shafer's 
belief function concept~ Belief functions are considered a "less restrictive 
Bayes." In his book (Shafer, 1976), Shafer distinguishes between prob
ability and what he calls belief In the real world, the value of proposi-
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rions is often nor binary, as in Yes or No, bur something like Definitely, 
Probably, Maybe, Unlikely, Definitely Nor, and also "Indeterminate" 
(i.e., we have no information). As a result, we need a richer vocabulary 
and mathematics. Evidence supporting one of the propositions may 
not say much about the others. If a juror says that the defendant is not 
proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt, we don't know whether the 
jury believes rhar there was a 50. percent chance of guilt or a 90 percent 
chance of guilt.· 

This illustrates the fundamental shortcoming of trying to do evi
dential reasoning in terms of binary probabilities alone.t If we esti
mate the probability of an event occurring as P, then- if everything is 
expressed in probabilities- we are " forced" to assume that the prob
ability of the event nor occurring is 1 -: P. For example, suppose. we 
receive a report from a trusted agent that our suspect has just attended 
a radical group meeting. His past reporting suggests. that he is 70 per
cent accurate. From this we can justify a " belief" (not a probability) 
of 70 percent that the suspect is about to join the radical group, but 
only 0 percent " belief" that he will nor. That is,. we have no evidence 
to support the. proposition that he will not join and therefore, unlike 
probabilities (where we would assess 30 percent to the likelihood that 
he will not join), the beliefs of 70 percent and 0 percent need nor add 
to 100 percent. Together, then, these two constitute a belief function 
(adapted from Shafer and Pearl, 1990). The remainder of chis section 
briefly discusses. the fundamentals of belief functions. Lacer sections 
cover information fusion methods that are based on belief functions. 

For a given threatening activity,. A,. we have two hypotheses: Our 
suspect is engaged in this activity or he is nor, or A ; = {A;,A;}. For 
example, the "Developing Intent'' phase has three associated activities. 
This generates the set P1 = {Au,A1,2 , A1,3 }, where P 1 is the "developing 
I ntent" phase and the A 1 ; a1·e the three activities associated with the 

It can be argued that assigning a subjective probabiliry m a hypothesis is indeed assigning 
belief. 

t A bener way m say this is "in terms solely of probabilities of propositions being true." 
That is, one may use rhe apparatus of probabilities, bur distinguishing between probabilities 
of necessiry or provability, rather than probabiliry of truth (Shafer and Pearl, 1990a) 
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phase.· For ease of exposition, we drop the phase subscript from here 
on our. 

In belief theory, the set of hypotheses, P = {A1,A2 ,A:3}, is referred 
to as the frame of discernment. It is the set of possible states of proposi
tion values (e.g., all can be true to none are tnte). The logical proposi
tions are subsets of P. For example, suppose indicator reports lead us 
to suspect chat an individual has joined a radical group or that he is at 
least committed to the cause espoused by the group. This, then, is the 
logical disjunction (an "or") of the two propositions: A 2 , "psychologica l 
convergence," and A 3, " joining." The set theoretic representation of the 
disjunction is {A 2 A3}, a subset of P. Note that the disjunction {Ap A3} 

is true if A 1 is true, A3 is true, or both are true.t 

The Frame of Discernment 

In general, we exploit the correspondence between propositions and 
subsets so that the logical notions of conjunction, disjunc tion,. impli
cation, and negation 1nap into set-theoretic notions of intersection, 
union, inclusion, and complementation, respectively.* 

This leads us to examine all of the possible subsets of the frame of 
discernment: 2 P = {<p, P, {A1}, {A2}, {A3}, {AI> A 2}, {AI> A 3}, {A2 , A 3}}. 

At the logical level, this set represents the propositions derived from 
the frame P .. The set 2P is referred to as the power set because its cardi
nality (i.e., the number of elem ents in its set) is 21PI, or 23 = 8 in this 
case. Applying this, we get A= {A, A} if we assume that the only pos
sibilities are enga_ging in the activity or nor. The power set is simply 
2A = {q>,A,{A},{A}}. Each of these propositions can be supporred at 
some level based on evidence obtained from indicator reports (sensors 

The three activities are A 1, 1 = Motivational d evelop ment reflecting inherent characteris
tics and experiences; A 1.2 = Psychological convergence; andA1.3 = Recruitment. or joining. 
See Figure 1.3. 

t If A and Bare propositions in the frame, then {A ,B f = {A UB}, the w1ion of the rwo 
propositions or, in logic, the disjunction of the two. We deal with the conjunction later. 

t To illustrate using two propositions or sets, A and B: 1l1e set notation A UB is equivalent 
ro rhe logical notion AVB. The former is the union of the two sets and the latter is rhe logical 
disjunction of the two. The first is read "A union B" and the latter is read ·~ or B." 
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and sources). We denote the propositions in the power sets as C, and 
next we formally define the level of support, m( C), for the proposition C. 

Definition: If P is a frame of discernment, then a function, 
m = 2P~[O,l], is called a basic probability assignment number when 

• m(<p)= Oand 

• ~ m(C) = l. 
CeP 

In this formulation, m( C) represents. the belief committed to C 
only. No information concerning rhe support levels for the subsets of C 
is available from this assignment. As in our earlier example, if C repre
sents the proposition "an individual has joined a radical group or he is 
at least committed ro the cause espoused by the group," then regard
less of the support level for C, we draw no conclusions about whether 
he has joined the group or has undergone psychological convergence. 
Suppose the support level for Cis 0.3. 'Then m(C) = m({A2, A 3}) = 0.3. 

Note the difference between this formulation and the probability 
approach. In general, if C = {A2 , A 3}, then 

If A 2 and A 3 a re mutually exclusive, we impose the identity 
P(C) = P(A~ + P(A3) = 0.3. This restriction does not apply with 
belief functions. H ence, unlike the Bayes formulation, it is possible to 
start with no support for any of the activities. Consequently, we need 
not impose the requirement that m( C)+ m( C)= 1 . 

Combining belief functions allows us to deal more directly with 
conflicting evidence through the use of focal elements. A focal element is 
a subset ofP that has som e (nonzero) support; that is, if C C P, then C 
is a focal element if and only if m(C) > 0. In our example, the propo
sition {Ap A2} might be considered logically inconsistent, in that A 1 

implies that the individual or group is just beginning ro develop the 
cognitive and emotional underpinnings that might lead to a terrorist 
attack, whereas A 2 focuses on indicators that an individual or group is 
committed to involvement in a cause, and, as such, this activity gener
ally represents a more advanced developmental state. Consequently,. we 
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would conclude that the proposition has no support and is therefore 
not a focal element. 

Belief Functions 

The discussion so far has focused on a method for assessing the belief 
we are willing to assign to all subsets of a frame of discernment. The 
levels of belief are derived from the evidence provided by a single obser
vation of a single. indicaror .. The next step is ro examine a method for 
combining the evidence from multiple indicators, both similar and dis
parate or from repeated observations from a single indicatOr. As we 
have shown, in Bayesian analysis, w e conditionally update the prob
abilities on the hypotheses based on the collected evidence. For belief 
functions, we apply Dempster's rule of combination (Dempster, 1967). 

Dempster's rule allows us ro focus on the focal elements of the 
belief functions developed from the evidence produced from two 
sources and compute an orthogonal sum of the two that results in a 
third combined belief function. The combined belief function can then 
be combined with yet another belief function, and so forth. Although 
the. combining algorithm is rather simple, its mathematical develop
ment is complex, and so we omit it here and explain the process with 
an example: 

We start by defining a belief function using the three activities 
discussed earlier. This produces the set of hypotheses P = {A I> A 2 , A 3}, 

where each of the set elements are activities associated with this phase. 
Then, by definition, something is a belief function over P if it satisfies 
the. following conditions: 

1. Bel(P) = 1, 
2. Bel(<p) = 0, and 
3. Given that the cardinality of the power. set ofP is 8 , then for the 

collection Bp B2 , K B8 subsets of P, 

Bel(B1 u ... uB8 ) ~ L Bel(B) - L Bel(Bi nBj )+ ... (-1)9 Bel(B1 n ... nB8 ) . 

i i<j 

A n excellent discussion of the method and its mathemat ical development can be found 
in C hapter 3 o f Shafer (1976). 
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The first two properties are consistent with the axiomatic def
inition of probability. The third is where the two depart. The third 
property is better explained by example. First, the eight subsets of P 
is the frame of discernment. Suppose we have that B 1 = {Ap A 2 } and 
B 2 = {A2 , A 3}; then the total belief committed to the disjunction of the 
two satisfies the following inequality: 

Bel(B1 uB2 ) ~ Bel(B1)+ Bel(B2 ) - Bel(B1 n B2 ) = 
Bel({A1,Az}) + Bel({A2 ,~})-Bel {A 2 }. 

To make this a bit more concrete, suppose the evidence from a 
single indicator source results in the support levels for the following 
propositions (hypotheses): 

• "The individual is exhibiting motivational development reflect
ing inherent characteristics. and experiences": 
m({A1}) = 0.2 

• "The individual is experiencing psychological convergence": 
m({A2}) = 0 

• "The individual is experiencing psychological convergence and 
he is exhibiting motivational development": 
m({Ap A 2 }) = 0.3 

• "The. individual is being recruited by a radical group": . 
m({A3}) = 0.2. 

All other propositions: 
m({A" A 3 }) = m({A2>A3}) = 0 and m(P) = 0.3. 

This example illustrates the methodology. For now, we assume 
that the evidence we have gathered comes from a single indicator source. 
We deal with evidence from multiple sources later in the discussion of 
D empster's rule of combination. The evidence received a llows us to 
make basic probability assignments to some of the subsets of rhe frame. 

Note that it is possible to support disjunctions independently. 
That is, if the assignments were probabilities, then we would have that 
m({AJ> A 2 }) = m({Ap} + m({A2} = 0.2 and not 0.3. The restriction that 
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the assignments sum to 1.0 forces us to assign 0.3 to the frame. Next, 
we observe that the belief functions arising from these assignments 
produce some interesting results: 

• Bel({A1}) = m({A1}) = 0.2 
• Bel({A2 }) = m({A2 }) = 0 
• Bel({A3}) = m({A3}) = 0.2 
• Bel({Ap A 2 }) = m({Ap A 2}) + m({A1}) + m({A2}) = 0.5 
• Bel({Ap A3}) = m({Ap A 3}) + m({A1}) + m({A3}) = 0.4, and 
• Bel({A2 , A 3 }) = m({A2 , A 3 }) + m({A2}) + m({A3}) = 0.2. 

N ore that the sum of the total beliefs of all subsets of the 
frame is considerably greater than 1. We can also. apply the third 
condition for belief functions to this example. We have for exam
ple that Bel({Ap A2}U{Ap A 3}U{A2, A 3}) = Bel(P) = 1, and that 
Be/({A1}U{Ap A 2 }) = Bel({Ap A 2}) = 0.5. Evaluating the right side of 
the inequality, we get: 

Bel({A1}U{A, A 2 }) = Bel({A1}) + Bel({A, A 2})- Bel({A1}n{A, A 2}) 

= Bel({A1}) + Bel({A, A 2 })- Bel({A1}) = 0.5, 

and therefore the equality condition holds. A more inter
esting case is. to. evaluate the right side of the inequality for 
Bel({h1> h2}U{hp h3}U{h2, h3}) = Bel(H ). = 1. This gives us: 

Bel({hp h2}U{hp h3}U{h2 , h3}) = Bel({hp h2}) + Bel({hp h3}) 

+ Bel({h2 , h3})- Bel({hp h2}n {hp h3}) 

- Bel({hp h2}n{h2 , h3}) 

- Bel({hp h3}n{h2 , h3}) 

+ Bel({hp h2}n{hp h3}n {h2 , h3}) 

= Bel({hp h2} + Bel({hp h3}) 

+ Bel({h2 , h3}) - Bel({h1}) - Bel({h2 }) 

- Bel({h3 }) + Bel(cp) 
= 0.5 + 0.4 + 0.2- 0.2 - 0- 0.2 + 0 
= 0.7. 

Therefore, in this. case the inequality holds. 
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Dempster's Rule of Combination 

For belief functions, we apply D empster's rule of combination 
(Dempster, 1967). 

We illustrate the process with the example developed so far. We 
assume we have two belief functions defined on the same frame of 
discernment, P = {Ap A 2 , A3}. The evidence to support th ese bel iefs 
would have come from fused indicator reports. We also assume that 
the two assessm ents are independent. Regardless, we denote the first 
Be/1 and the second Be~ and depict the orthogonal sum as Bel1 EB Bel2 • 

The basic probability support levels fo r the focal elements from 
the two sources are as follows. Note that we are raking Bel1 to be the 
belief function already developed. Also note that only propositions 
with support are listed as focal elements, consistent with it s. definition. 

• Bel1: m 1({A1}) = 0 .2, m 1({A3}) = 0.2, m 1({Ap A 2})= 0.3, 
m 1(P) = 0.3 

• Bel2 : m2({A3 }) = 0.2, m2({A1 A 2}) = 0.3, m2(P) = 0.5. 

The combined support level for t.he general focal elem ent 
A, m1.2(A) for any two focal elem ents is the normalized sum of the 
product of focal elements from both belief functions whose intersec
t ion is A. The normalizing d ivisor is the complement of the product of 
the support levels fo r all disjoint focal elements. Rather than discuss 
the mathematics of this definition, we resort to a simple algorithmic 
process .. The m atrix depicted in Table D.1 represents the products. of 
all combinations of support levels between Bel1 and Be~ . Note that the 
m atrix is nor necessarily square. We also include the frame because of 
the requirement that the basic probability assignments sum to 1. Each 
entry in the table is the product of the support levels for the row and 
column entries. For example, m l.2({A3}) = m 1 ({A3})m2({A3}) = 0.2 x 
0.2 = 0.04 .. The entries. in parentheses. represent the product of two 
support levels for disjoint focal elem ents. 

Next we calculate the normalizing divisor by summing the "dis
joint" entries and subtracting from 1. This is then used to divide each 
support level entry in Table 0.1 to a rrive at the normalized support 
level entries in Table 0 .2. 
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Table 0 .1 
Support-Level Products 

~ B 
m 1({A1}) ml({A3}) m 1 ({ApA2}) m 1({P}) 

mz({A3}) (0.04) 0.04 (0.06) 0.06 

m 2 ({A pA 2}) 0.06 (0.06) 0.09 0.09 

m 2 ({P}) 0.10 0.10 0.15 0.15 

Table 0 .2 
Normalized Support Levels 

~ B. 
m 1({A1}) m 1({A3}) m 1 ({A pA2}) m 1({P }) 

m2({A3}) 0 0.0476 0 0.0714 

m 2 ({ApA2}) 0.0714 0 0.1071 0.1071 

m 2 ({P }) 0.1190 0.1190 0 .1785 0.1785 

N = 1 - (0.04 + 0.06 + 0.06) = 0.84. 

Table D.2 represents the normalized entries with support for dis
joint focal elements set ro 0. This table is used to calculate the com
bined belief function, Bel1 E9 Bel2 • 

The combined basic probability assignments for each focal ele
m ent are calculated as the sum of the entries in Table D.2 for which the 
intersection of the row focal elements and column focal elements are. 
the focal element being evaluated. For example, for the focal element 
B = {h3} we get the following (from Table D.2): 

m 1,2({A3}) = 0.0476 + 0.0714 + 0.1190 = 0.2380. 

Using this same m ethod, the resultant combined support levels 
for each focal element then is 

Bel1 E9 Belz: m!,2({A1}) = 0.1904, m 1,2 ({A3}) = 0.2380, 
m 1,2 ({A p A2}) = 0 .3927, m 1,2 (P) = 0 .1785. 
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It is interesting ro compare. the combined support levels to 
the constituent levels before combining. They are repeated here for 
convenience: 

• Bel1: m 1({A1}) = 0.2, m 1({A3}) = 0.2, m 1({ApA2}) = 0.3, 
m 1(P) = 0.3 

• Bel2 : m2 ({A3}) = 0.2, m 2({A1 A 2}) = 0 .3, m2 (P ) = 0.5. 

For example the focal element B = {A3} has the following con
stituent support levels: m 1({A3}) = m2 ({A3}) = 0.02. Compare this with 
the combined support level: ml,2({A3}) = 0.2380. In other words, two 
separate (and independent) set of observed indicators indicate that 
there is a 20 percent likelihood that our suspect is about. to join a radi
cal group. H owever, the fusion of these. two assessments results in an 
increase in the likelihood to almost 24 percent. In addition, note that 
the support Level for the frame has decreased considerably (from 0.5 
and 0.3 down to 0.1785). The combination of two independent indi
cator reports has. reduced the level of uncertainty as more. belief was 
assigned to focal elements .. We observe the same. phenomenon for the 
proposition {A p A 2}; that is, the proposition that our suspect individual 
is developing the cognitive and emotional underpinnings that could 
later support involvement in a hostile act or that such underpinnings 
have matured. In contrast, the support for {A1} decreased due to lack 
of direct Bel2 support. In fact , the only reason we have support at all 
is. because of the support derived from the support for the proposition 
{Ap A 2}. 

Ultimately, there are three shortcomings in using Dempster's 
rule of combination to fuse indicator reports and activities. The first 
is that there is simply no good way to deal with total conflict, that is, 
when two indicator reports support opposing propositions or when two 
activities cannot exist at the same time. One of many ways this can 
happen is when two_ sources. of information have different subjective 
interpretations of the same thing. Even the existence of partial con
flict means that one or more reports must be disregarded. Neverthe
less, Dempster's rule of combination at least allows us to measure the 
degree of conflict that exists between reports. In Bayesian updating, 
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the erroneous probability is simply combined with the a priori prob
ability using Bayes' rule. 

The second is the condition that the frame of discernment con
sist of a finite set of mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive set of 
hypotheses. Because the nature of the problem we are addressing is 
likely to result in imprecise, conflicting, and perhaps fuzzy reports, the 
"exclusion of the middle" principle (i.e., excluding the complement of 
the hypotheses) limits the range of possible states because support for 
che negation of a proposition is nor allowed. That is a serious problem, 
because evidence is often conflicting and people reporting "the same 
thing" subjectively often disagree. As another example, it is possible 
that some indicators suggest that an individual is attempting to join a 
radical group, while ochers. suggest that is not rhe individual's intention. 

The. third issue has ro do w ith the face char Dempster's rule of 
combination focuses on combining evidence from two possibly dis
parate sensors or sources-in our case, indicator reports or activities. 
The application of the rule involves a particular normalization that 
has the effect of ignoring conflict and attributing any belief associated 
with conflict to the null set, that is, in effect, has. the effect of zeroing 
out evidence conflicting with che proposition having che highest belief 
score. As a result~ the application of the rule may have the effect of p ro
ducing inconsistent results (Sentz and Ferson, 2002). Sentz and Ferson 
attribute the identification of this problem to Lotfi Zadeh in his review 
of Shafer's book, A Mathematical Theory of Evidence (Zadeh, 1984). 
Zadeh provides a compelling example of erroneous results. Suppose 
chat a patient is seen by cwo physicians regarding the patient's neuro
logical symptoms. The first doctor believes. char the patient has either 
meningitis, with a probability of 0.99, or a brain tumor, with a proba
bility of 0.01. The second physician believes the patient actually suffers 
from a concussion, with a probability of0.99, bur admits the possibility 
of a brain rumor, with a probability of 0.01. Using the values to calcu
late the m (brain tumor) with Dempster's rule, we find that m(brain 
rumor) = L This rule of combination, then, yields a result that implies 
complete support for a diagnosis that both physicians considered to be 
very unlikely (discussed also in Sentz and Person [2002]). 
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This can be easily demonstrated using the algorithm described 
above. Table D.3 records support-level products for the three 
propositions. 

The entries in parentheses are disjoint. That is, we rule o ut the 
possibility of the patient having both a brain tumor and a concussion 
(treating them like the mutually exclusive propositions that Dempster
Schafer deals with), likewise meningitis and a brain rumor and finally 
meningitis and a concussion. The normal izing term is then 1 - (0.0099 
+ 0 .0099 + 0.9801) = . 0.0001. This results in a normalized table with 
a 1.0 in the upper left-hand cell and zeros elsewhere. Consequently, the 
fused support for brain tumor is 1.0- clearly not consistent with either 
physician's best guess. 

Yet another shortcoming is more p roblematic but for a very prac
tical reason. The combinatorial complexity of the rule of combination 
grows in proportion to 0(221Pik),. where IPI is the cardinality of the 
frame (number of cases) and k is the number of activities to combine.· 
For small frames, i.e., when the number of activities is small, complex
ity is no problem. H owever, as the number increases, the problem mag
nifies considerably. For IPI = 4, for example, the combinatorial com-

Table 0 .3 
Support Levels for Neurological Symptoms 

Doctor 1 

Brain 
Tumo r M en ingit is 

£ o <U E .0001 (.0099) 
... ::::1 

N 
a::ll-

... 
0 ... 
IJ 
0 c: 
0 0 

·;:;; 

"' (.0099) (.9801) ::::1 
IJ 
c: 
0 u 

This is an upper bo und based on rhe assumption thar all propositions in rhe frame a re 
focal elements (i .e., rhey all have supporr). ' fhe complexity is greatly reduced if rhe number 
of focal elemenrs is small. 
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plexity is order 256 for each combination. However, for 5, it increases 
to 1024 and for 10, it reaches 1,048,576! For large frames, other meth
ods are required. One such method is described in F ixsen (1977) and 
Perry and Stephanou (1993). 

The D empster-Shafer theory as usually presented is not likely to 

be valuable in our problem, but spinoff m ethods may be- esp ecially 
if care is taken in defining the propositions. One version is Dezert
Smarandache theory, presented next." 

The Dezert-Smarandache Theory of Plausible and 
Paradoxical Reasoning 

The indicator reports that point to various threatening activities are 
likely to be imprecise, fuzzy, paradoxical,. and highly conflicting. 
Combining the information from such reportS can therefore be just 
as imprecise, and dealing with likely conflicting information is cer
tainly problematic. W e noted earlier that although resolving conflict
ing information may not be possible in all cases, Dempster's rule of 
combination at least allows us to measure the severity of the conflict. 
Several other methods of combination have been advanced in efforts to 
improve the ability to resolve conflkts arising from disconfuming and 
conflicting evidence. The Dezert-Smarandache theory (DSmT) is one 
of these (Smarandache and D ezert, 2009a, 2009b). 

DSmT was developed specifically to deal with combining evi
dence from sources. and sensors that produce, imprecise, fuzzy, para
doxical, and highly conflicting reports-precisely the type of reports 
we might expect from the indicators we have identified. It also purports 
to remove the three fundamental conditions imposed by the Dempster
Shafer theory discu ssed above (Smarandache and D ezerr, 2009a). 

We are aware rhat controversy exists,. nor so. much about r he theory, bu t abou t whar has 
been referred ro. as self-promoting and mischievous behavior by S ma ra ndache. Further, we 
are aware rhar rhe vasr percentage of lirerarure references ro the wo rk originates, directly or 
indirectly, wirh rhe authors. N onetheless, we believe rhar rhere are imporranr and practical 
aspects. ro rhe theory that need ro be pursued .. 
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The first is the assumption that the Shafer frame of discernment is 
roo restrictive in that it excludes negation. If a proposition is a member 
of rhe power set 2P, chen its negation is not, another reminder that 
D empster-Shafer theory comes from a tradition of propositions. w ith 
binary values, yes or no. For example, it is nor possible for both {A} 
and {A1} to be m embers of the p ower set. However, the Shafer frame 
excludes more than that. The frame of discernment is defined as the 
power set of the fundamental hypotheses. Each subset in the power 
set is. taken to be a proposition. At the first fusion level, the hypothesis 
set for "developing intent" is P = {Ap A 2 , A3}. Thus, B = {Ap A3} is a 
logical proposition .. The power set includes all unions of the hypotheses 
an d nothing else. Formally, the power set 2 P is defined as the set of all 
composite propositions/subsets built from the elements of P w ith the 
operator (Smarandache and Dezert, 2009a, 2009b). Hence, more than 
just. negation is. excluded: Conjunction is excluded as well. 

To overcom e this deficiency, DSmT includes two more inclusive 
sets: the hyper power set and the super power set. Both of these sets allows 
for an expansion of the Shafer power set to include a richer representa
tion of the proposition s derived from the frame of discernment. This 
allows us to assess belief in more varied ways consistent with a more 
realistic representation of the likely fuzziness of estimates. For example, 
if A 1 = "an individual attended a hostile group. m eeting,". andA2 = "the 
same individual accessed the group's website," then an observer might 
report that he is 70 percent certain that h e d id both. Another may 
report that h e is 50 percent certain that he d id one or the other-but 
not both and a third m ay report that he is 80 percent cerra in that he 
did not attend a meeting, but has nothing ro. say about his accessing the. 
group's website. This rich er representation allows for a more realistic set 
of propositions that reflect real-world fuzziness inherent in proposition 
estimates. The two sets below allow for this richer representation: 

• The hyper-power set: The hyper-p ower set, denoted DP, is defined 
to be the set of all composite proposit ions/subsets built from the 
element of the frame, P, with both U and n operators. The. cardi
nality of this set is such that IDPI > I2PI, thus admitting a greatly 
expanded set from the same frame of discernment~ For example, 
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two of the indicators of the activity of"joining" are I 1 = "Explore 
different organizations and strategies" and I 2 = "Pure adherence 
to organizational standards." The Shafer model would allow for 
the following propositions: {<p, {/1U/ 2 }, {/1}, {/2}}. The hyper power 
set expands the Shafer model to {<p, {!1UI2}, {I1nl2}, {11}, {12}}. The 
set now allows us to assign belief to the proposition that one. or 
the other reports and to the proposition that they both report. 
The actual cardinality relating to sets with increasing nwnbers of 
propositions follows the sequence ofDedekind's numbers: 1, 2, 5, 
19, 167 ... (Tombak, Isotamm, and Tamme, 2001). For example, 
if P is the degenerate case, then P = {<p}. and IDPI = 1. Similarly, 
if P = {A, B}, DP = {A, B, An B, A UB, <p} and then jDPI = 5 .. In 
our case, the cardinality for hyper-power set is 19. In addition to 
admitting all of the disjunctions and conjunctions of the frame, 
P, it also admits combinations of both. 

• The super-power s et: The super-power set, denoted sP, adds 
complemenration or logical negation to. the hyper-power set .. 
Hence, SP consist of aJl composite propositions/subsets built 
from the elemenrs of the frame, P. In this case, we must have 
that {Ipni2} ;e <p, and 11 and I 2 are not disjoint (see Figure 0.2). 
This admits an even greater number of elements. Expand
ing the set above to include the additional propositions gets us 
{q>,cjJ, {I1 u I 2 }, {11 n I 2 }, {11 },{I2 },{Id.(l~}, {I1 u / 2 }, {11 n I 2 }} . 

However, since q> = {11 u 12 } and q> = {11 u 12 } , we get the super 
power set {q>,{/1 u/2 },{11 n/2 },{11 },{12 },{11},{12 },{11 nl2 }}. In 
the three activities example, Dezert and Smarandache show that 
the cardinality of SP is 2 2IPI-1. By comparison, the cardinality of 
the power set is 8, and the cardinality of the hyper-power set is 19. 

Using these Larger power sets, Dezert and Smarandache propose 
combining rules that overcome the deficiencies in Dempster's rule of 
combination discussed earlier. Then they compare their rules to several 
other proposed combining rules. Before describing the new rules, the 
belief function definitions first need to be generalized to operate on any 
of the power sets produced from the frame of d iscernment. Recall that 
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Figure 0.1 
Venn Diagram for the Super Power Set 

p 

RAND RR215-D. I 

Shafer defined a basic probability assignment number, m , as. m(<p) = 0 
and 

I,m(C)= l. 
CcP 

The generalized assignmem takes into account the fact that any of the 
three power sets can be generated from the fram e P .. So. we get instead 
m(<p) = 0 and 

L m(C) =1 , 
CeGr 

where GP can be any of the three power sets. Using this definition 
and the corresponding generalized belief function definition, two 
DmST combining rules are presented. As in D empster's rule of com
bination, we have two independent indicator reports resulting in two 
belief functions Bel1 and Be4_ with associated belief assignments m 1 ( • ) 

and m 2 (• ), except this time all four are generalized. Both combining 
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rules described below assume the hy per-power set is generated from the 
frame and thjs is m eaningful ro the fusion process: 

• The classic DSmT rule. of combination: This model is used 
wh en the free DSm model holds for the fusion process." If there 
are no restrictions on the elemen ts of the frame P, that is, for any 
pair of propositions, their intersection is not n ecessarily empty. So 
if A 1A 2 E D P, we have that A 1nA2 :7: <p for some hypotheses in P. 
The combining rule then is 

m1,2(C) = L m1 (A)m 2 (B) 
A,BeDP 
AnB= C 

for every C E DP. Note that trus is significantly different from 
D empster's rule. D ezert and Smarand ache u se a simple frame of 
four elem ents to illustrate a case where D empster's rule fails to 

produce a logical result whereas the classic D SmT rule does. More 
dramatic, however, is the demonstration that Zadeh 's problem is 
resolved more logically using this method. The difference in this 
latter example is that the norm alizing function is not used and the 
intersection of the elem ents is allowed so that the fused opinions 
are the numbers in Table D .3 above. Of course, one might ques
tion the logic. of assuming that the patient has both a concussion 
and meningitis. 

• The hybrid DSmT rule of combination: This second rule is used 
wh en the free D SmT m odel does not h old- i.e., wh en there is 
no guarantee that the intersections of the elements of P are not 
empty. This is close to the Shafer model where disjoint combina
tions of the elements of 2P are assumed to b e empty. The general 

Many problems, such as assessing hosrile intent, involve fuzzy continuous and relative 
concepts that have no absolute interpretation like " he accessed a hosti le group's website." The 
fru DSm model considers P as a frame of ex haustive elements which can potentia lly overlap: 
"he accessed a hosti le group's website as part of a resea rch project for. school," or "he accessed 
a hostile group's website and ordered material on the group." Both of these activities overlap 
with the original hypothesis. This model is free because no other assumptions are made about 
the hypotheses. 
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form of the hybrid DSm combining rule is mathematically com
plex, and we omit it here. Essentially, it is referred to as hybrid 
because it is a combination of the classic D Sm rule (for cases 
where the intersections are not empty) and the logical disjunction 
(union) of elements whose intersections are indeed empty. This 
m ethod is also used on the two examples cited above, and both 
achieve the same results. In trying to discern h ostile intent, how
ever, we would expect that the intersection of the elements. ofP to 

be non-emp ty-consistent w ith the fuzzy nature of the activ ities 
being observed. 

These combining rules along with the D empster-Shafer m odel 
should be used where they fir the fusion model. If in the simple exam
ple of the. doctors' opinions, we must rule out cases in which the patient 
has. rwo causes for his or her UJness, then the hy brid DSm model can 
be used. W e rule our Dempster's rule of combination because it pro
duces a nonsense result- even though excluding non-empty intersec
tions makes sense. 

Other Combining Methods 

Several ot her combining methods may be of use in information fusion. 
In this section, we briefly introduce four of them: possibility theory, 
multi-attribute assessm ent, mutual information, and filtering. We do 
not provide much detail, but include them to illustrate the variety of 
possible methods and to suggest that each be examined more. closely. 

Possibility Theory 

The phrase cctheory of possibility" was coined by Lotvi Zadeh in a p aper 
titled "Fuzzy Sets as a Basis for a Theory of Possibility" (Zadeh, 1978). 
Possibility theory is an uncertainty theory that deals with incomplete 
information, and is therefore well suited to the problem of discerning 
individual or group activi ty that m ay indicate. hostile intent .. Possibility 
theory states that any hypothesis not k nown ro be impossible cannot 
be ruled out. In his p aper on possibility theor y, Zadeh states that cc ... 
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when our main concern is with the meaning of information-rather 
than with its measure-the proper framework for information analysis 
is possibilistic."· Our main concern in this work is the meaning of the 
indicator reports-not on how they are measured. However, we w ill 
discuss measurement as a prerequisite to combir1ing. 

A possibility distribution, denoted 1fx, is taken to be a member
ship function of a fuzzy set of possible values of the quantity x (Dubois 
and Prade, 1994). All the values of x are assumed to be mutually exclu
sive, since it only takes on its true value. We further assume that all the 
values of x are contained in a closed and bounded set, S . In the level 2 
example, then, we might have the set S = A = {ap a 2, L, an}, where the 
elements of the set A represents an individual's level of engagement in 
activity A . This set is bounded and the elements are mutually exclusive. 
The actual value of x is unknown, but it must be true that one of the 
elements of the set A is the true value of x. If the true value of x = a*, 
then we set ·n)a*) = 1. Likewise, if x ~ a, i.e., if x cannot possibly be 
a, then 1r)a) = 0. In general, if 7rx(a) > 7r'Ja), then we say that ai is 
considered more plausible than aj. Furthermore, in complete ignorance 
(where every ai is equally possible), we have that 1r)a) = 1 for all i. 
A possibility distribution, then, is a mapping of the set S to the unit 
interval [0,1]. As such, possibility complements probability theory. 

As with all the combining methods discussed, we first start with 
some m easure of how likely it is that an individual or group is. engaged 
in some hostile activity based on some indicator report. With the pos
sibility distribution defined, Dubois and Prade introduce two set
functions: the possibility measure and the necessity measure (Dubois and 
Prade, 1988). The two concepts are duals. Although these measures 
a re interesting, they are generally not used to combine evidence. Con
sequendy, we omit their mathematical development. The interested 
reader can find a development of the concept in Didier Dubois's paper 
Possibility 7heory and Statistical Reasoning (Dubois, 2006). 

In their paper on possibility theory and data fusion, Dubois and 
Prade focus on using possibility theory to fuse information when the 

Zadeh credirs rhe use of rhe rerm "possibilisric" ro Gaines and Kohour in rheir paper on 
possible auromara (Gaines and Kohour, 1975). 
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information available from sources and sensors may be of poor quality. 
They refer ro this form of fusion as "pooling" or "aggregation" of infor
m ation from disparate sources. We con sider these terms to be synony
mous with information fusion. 

There is no unique combination mode using the possibilistic 
approach as there is in the previous m ethods. The m ethod chosen 
will depend on what assumptions we make about the reliability of 
our sources of information . This is the first time the reliability of our 
sources is taken into account. In earlier chapters, we discuss indicators 
and the likely m eans of observing subjec ts looking for these indicators. 
In som e cases, we rely on humans to provide indicator reports from 
direct or indirect observation and we also discuss technical m eans. 
In combining reports using possibility theory, the reliability o f these 
sources will dictate the combining method to be used. There are three 
possible source deficiencies, and these may apply to human sources of 
technical sensors and sources (Dubois and Prade, 1988): 

• Inaccuracy: The reports rendered a re inconsistent with actual 
information about the individual or group .. For example, the 
source always underestimates the true likelihood that the indi
vidual or group is engaged in a possibly hostile activity. 

• Overcautiousn ess: The reports rendered by the source are too 
broad. The source always h edges by providing roo great a range 
of possibilities. For example, after observing our suspect attend 
meetings w ith a radical group for three months, h e reports that 
the likelihood that the indiv idual may be joining the group is the 
same as the likelihood that he is just supporting the group w ith 
no intention of joining. 

• Overconfidence: This is the dual of overcautiousness. In this 
case, the source. reports that it is highly likely that the individual 
or group is engaged in a hostile. activity based on very little evi
dence: for example, a report from an observer that an individual 
is definitely on the verge of joining a radical group based on his 
single access to the group's website. 
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Dubois and Prade develop an index that allows them to account 
for these deficiencies in report sources. In general, me index measures 
how accurate and informative the source is. We omit the development 
of this index. However, it is used in possibilistic combining. 

There are basically two modes of combining reports from two or 
more disparate or similar sources: the conjunctive mode and the dis
junctive mode. The former is used when all me sources agree somewhat 
and are reliable (based on the index discussed above). The latter is used 
when the sources disagree so that at least one of them is wrong. 

For example, suppose two. sources report on our suspect. One 
reports that it is likely that h e will join the radical group bur it is also 
possible chat he intends only to support it financially. So he reports 
that the truth is in the set A 1 = {ap a 2} C A = {ap a 2, a 3, a4 }: The 
second source reports chat it is highly likely chat me individual will 
not join the group, but there is some likelihood that he will support 
it financially. So the second source reports that truth is in the set 
A2 =. {a2,. a 4}. C A = {aJ> a2 , a 3,. a 4}. In this case, both reports. agree 
somewhat. If they are also reliable, then the conjunction of the two 
sets represents the "pooled " consensus, givin g us the fused assessment 
A 3 = {a2}. Note chat born sources considered fi nancial support to be 
minimally likely, bur because two reports included this possibility, 
it was considered to. be the truth. This. has the advantage of dealing 
directly with disconfirming and contradicting evidence. However, the 
next question is the likelihood estimate to be assigned. If source one 
assigned a likelihood of 40 percent and source two of 60 percent, what 
is the combine likelihood? Possibility rheory is s ilent on chis subject. 

Multi-Attribute Assessment 

The simplest (but perhaps not the most accurate) way to deal with the 
problem of fusing information from multiple and possibly disparate 
sources is to create a weighted sum of the activity likelihoods included 

The four elements of the set A are the levels of participation in the radical group. They 
are, respectively, a 1 ='"the individual is on the verge of joining the radical group"; a 2 ="the 
individual is abouc ro support. the group financially buc will. nor join"; a3 = "rhe individual 
will write. supporr rhe group. by favorable. writing on his blog";. and a4 = "rhe individual. will 
nor join the group." 
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in the indicator reports. Weights generally imply some norian of rela
tive importance, and, in this case, the. weights. would be assigned ro 
the reports-and ultimately to the sources. This, then, is another way 
to account for the reliability of the sources. However, as we w ill dis
cuss below, it is better to consid er the weights as reflecting the rela
tive reliability of the reports. Although this is indeed d esirable, it is 
not enough in all cases. What is needed is some way to represent the 
inherent dependencies among the reports and/or sources. Regardless 
of how well we are able ro assign weights that t ruly reflect the relative 
reliability of the various reports and rep ort sources, a weighted sum is 
inherently flawed because the likelihood estimates need not be addi
tive. Nevertheless, as a means of cmnparison, the m ethod sometimes 
is useful: 

The objective of multi-attribute assessment is ro derive a single 
assessed likelihood that an individual or group is indeed engaged in 
some hostile activity. In this formulation, we assume that several indi
cator reports consisting of the likelihood that an individual or group 
is engaged in one or more of the hostile activities we have identified. 
The methods we discuss to develop this single assessment derive from 
Multiple Attribute Decision Making (MADM) theory (Hwang and 
Yoon, 1981). 

G en erally, MADM m ethods are used when a decision must be 
made between two or more alternatives based on multiple attributes 
that have incommensurable units, for example, speed and direction. 
We are. suggesting its use here as. a way to assess. the. likelihood that an 
individual or group is about to. engage in each of the threatening activ i
ties we have identified. In this case, the "attribute" is the source, and the 
value of the attribute is the reported likelihood estimate based on the 
observed indicator. The choice of one technique over another dep ends 
on the nature of the sources w hose likelihoods are being combined and 
their. relation to one another. Here we discuss three. methods:. Simple 
Additive Weights (SAW), Weighted P roduct, and the Keeney-RaiJfa 
multi-attribute utility m ethod. 

This section is adapted from Perry and Moffatt (2004). 
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• Simple Additive Weights (SAW) Method: The SAW method is 
perhaps the simplest method of aggregation or fusion (Fishburn, 
1967). A relatively old technique, it is cited in Article I, Section 2 
of the U.S. Constitution as a method to. determine the degree of 
a state's representation in the union (Yoon and Hwang, 1995). 
It is best used when the reports from the sources and sensors are 
independent of each other. For a case where there are n reports 
from several disparate sources or n reports from a single source 
concerning the activity, AJ> we get 

Ln 
L(A .)= . w .L(A .), 

) t=1 l I ) 

where L(A) is the combined likelihood that an observed indi
vidual or group is engaged in threatening activity Aj and 
A = {Ap A 2 , L, A m} is the set of all activities identifi'ed in 
Figure 1.3 as threatening regardless of phase. The term W i, with 
L ~ w

1 
= 1 , is the weight (reliability) of the ith likelihood-

estilliate report L i(A). This method is problematic for two reasons: 
(1) The process must be repeated for each activity, and (2) assign
ing the reliability weights to each set of reports can be onerous. 
Nevertheless, if these two problems. can be overcome,. this. method 
is attractive because of its simplicity. The result is a set of likeli
hoods, L(A ) = {L(A1), L(A2), L, L (A ,J}. Since each likelihood esti
mator is a fraction, threshold criteria can be set so that when the 
likelihood of any activity exceeds that value, we conclude that the 
individual or group is about to engage in that threatening activity. 

• Weighted Product Method: The weighted product method is. 
similar to the simple additive weights technique except in this 
case the likelihood values of the different reports are multiplied 
(Bridgman, 1922). The general form of this method is 

where L(A), A}' and (J)i are as above. 
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Although L(A) might be used directly as a measure of the 
likelihood of the. activity A1 based on n indicator reports, the A_;'s 
fused likelihood in relarion to a some threshold may also be used 
instead, so we obtain: 

- L(A .) 
L(A .)= 1 

; T . , 
J 

where Tj is the threshold above which we conclude that the indi
vidual or group is engaged in activity A1 so we have that Tj > L(A) . 

• A Multiplicative Method from Keeney and Raiffa: As discussed 
in Keeney and Raiffa (1976), on multi-atuibure utility theory, it is 
sometimes important to use nonlinear utility functions. Adapting 
this method, the fusion algorithm takes the form 

QL(A )+ 1= fl n [Qw.L(A )+1], 
J 1= 1 l l J 

where Q is a normalizing factor used to insure consistency between 
the. definition of L (A) and the L(A)'s (de Neufville, 1990). The 
value of Q is given by 

Q= IT~ [Qw£+1]- 1. 
z=l 

This technique is advantageous in that it allows for the con
sideration of possible interactions between the reports, which 
could be important .. 

As an example, if n = 2, and {L2(A), L 1(A) } is. the set of 
indicator-likelihood reports for activity Ap we get 
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Mutual Information 

This next section examin es the relationship among the threatening 
activities. It is less concerned with fusing indicator reports than were 
the previous sections. The question here is what can we learn about 
other threatening act iv ities g iven what we know about one or more 
particular threatening activities? For example, suppose that, based in 
several indicator reports, we conclude that it is highly likely that our 
suspect will join a radical group. Does that tell us anything about the 
likelihood that he will participate in target-identification activities? We 
refer to. such questions. in terms of asking about mutual information. 

Mutual information is derived from information entropy (Cover 
and Thomas, 1991; Kullback, 1978; Shannon, 1948); it deals directly 
with independence among the activities .. What we desire is a math
ematical construct that will allow us to modify our estimates of the 
likelihood that an individual or group is about to engage in activ
ity A1 through our knowledge that the individual or group is. likely 
engaged in threatening activity Ak. We begin by treating L(A) = Lj 
and L(Ak) = L k as continuous random variables defined on the interval 
[0,1]. We assume that they have distributions of values, even if empiri
cal, which we denote for L1 as.fiL1= l) = .fi~). Similarly, we have that the 
distribution on Lk denoted as g(Lk = 11) = g(lk) . We assume that L1 and 
Lk are not independent.. Because one random variable. informs another, 
we refer to th is construct as mutual information .. Mutual information is. 
based on the concept of relative entropy, which we take up next: 

• Relative Entropy : Relative entropy measures the difference in 
entropies as calculated with two probability distributions denoted 
D[ftl)l lq(l)]. It is essentially the error incurred by assuming the 
true. distribution for L is .fil) when it is really q(l) .. Relative entropy 
as defined by Cover and Thomas: 

D[f(l) II q(L)] = f
1 
f(l )log j(l) dl. 

Jo q(L) 

Note that if .fil) = q(l), D[ftl)llq(lo)] = 0. Relative entropy is 
not commutative. That is, D[ftl)l lq(l)] = D[q(l)llfil)] is not always 
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true: Kullback refers to the quantity D(fi/)llq(l)) + D [q(l)llfil)] 
as a measure of divergence between j(l) and q(l), and therefore 
as a measure of the difficulty of discriminating between them 
(Kullback, 1978). 

• Mutual Information: We use the. concept of relative entropy to 
measure of mutual information. First, we need to define h(~, lk),. 
the joint probability function for our two random variables, L1 
and Lk. W e then define the mutual information to be the relative 
entropy between the joint probability distribution and the prod
uct of the probability distributions defined above: 

Hence, l(L/ Lk) defined in this way is the amount of information 
about L1 gained from Lk. 

The next issue is how to incorporate this knowledge into the esti
mate for L1. We note first that I(L/ Lk) E [0,1]. We may employ some 
heuristic that increases L1 a fractional amount equivalent to I (L/ Lk); 
i.e., if L1.0 is the likelihood that an individual or group is engaged in 
activity A1 prior to assessing mutual information, then we might calcu
late the contribution of Lk to be Lk= L1.0 [1 + I(L/ Lk)] . 

The difficulties associated with implementing this method are 
obvious. It requires that we know the. probability distributions on 
the activity likelihood variables to start. But more problematic is the 
assumption that the joint probability be known, and since we must 

· A t rue meuic sarisfies the following properties: A metric space is a pair (X , d ), where X is 
a ser and d is a metric. on X (or. a dis ranee func rion on X ), such rhar for a ll we have: 

• d is real-vaJued, fin ite, a nd nonnegative. 
• d(x,y) = 0 if a nd only if x = y. 
• d(x, y) = d(y, x). 
• d(x,y) ~ d(x , z) + d(z,y). (Kreyzig, 1978). 
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assume that the two random likelihood variables be dependent, the 
joint disrriburion is not merely the product of the separate distribu
tions. Nevertheless, if rhese difficulties can be overcome, mutual infor
mation could be a useful way to assess the effect of what we know 
about the likelihood of one activity on what we know abour another. 

Filtering 
Filtering is a process that removes noise from a signal. Applied to 

information fusion, the signal is the indicator report, and the noise is 
the inaccuracy associated with the uncertainties in the report and the 
errors introduced by the process itself Filtering can be used when sev
eral sources and sensors issue indicaror reports that n eed to be fused 
in near real time. Of the various filtering methods, the most com
monly used is rhe Kalman filter, described below. The reader interested 
in implementation derails may wish to consult OptimaL Estimation by 
Frank Lewis (Lewis, 1986). 

The combining process in a Kalman filter is essentially a sequen
tial update of a state vector based on a prediction-correction process. In 
our application, rhe state vector is the vector of aU likelihoods for the 
activities, i.e., L (t) = [L1 (t), L2 (t), .. . Lm(t)] with rime as one dimension. 
This is because of the time-sequential update mechanism associated 
with .filtering. The prediction-correction mechanism assumes that in 
the absence of any indicator report, the state of the system is as of the 
last update . H en ce we "predict" that this state persists into the future 
until we receive an update in the form of one or more indicator reports. 
These reports rhen "correct" rhe estimate, which rhen becomes rhe next 
prediction and remains so until subsequent reports are rendered. 

Certain conditions must be satisfied to use Kalman filtering. The 
first is that th e dynamical system be linear: 

• D ynatnical Syst:em: A system is dynamical if it changes over 
rime (as new additional indicator reports arrive), with rhe rime
dependence dictated by a fixed rule. The next stare of rhe system 
is a function only of the state of rhe current system. 
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• Linearity: A func tion, fix), is said to be linear if it satisfies the 
following two properties: (1) fix + y) = fix) + j(y) (additivity); 
and (2) fiax). = a j(x) for a ny a (homogeneity) (G rossm an , 1980). 

Secondly, we assume the reports that are received contain some 
error. If we are receiving human assessments of activity likelihood 
based on the indicators, then these assessments are certain to contain 
erro rs-including random errors. We refer to this as "noisy input data." 
The indicaror reports are current estimates of the activity likelihoods 
and as such are t reated as m ean s of the probability distributions, L/t). 
The error consists of two. components: the distribution variance. and 
random error. If the random error is "white n oise," then the Kalman 
filter produces optimal estimates of the activity likelihoods: 

Once the next indicator report arrives, the estimates of the activ
ity likelihood s, L (t), are updated using a weighted average, with more 
weight being given to. reports with h igher certa inty. Because the 
Kalman filter 's algorithm is recursive n ature, it can run in real time 
using only the present indicator rep ort(s) and the previously calculated 
state; no additional past information is required. 

An example may help. Suppose we have just two threatening activ
ities and want to assess the likelihood that an individual is engaged in 
either or both of these activities. The. fiTst of these is wh ether our sus
pect is indeed about to join a radical group and the second is whether 
that radical group is planning an attack. So, at time t, we h ave the state 
vector: 

L(t)=[ ~ (t) ]· 
~(t) 

Let us further assume that indicator reports are arriving period
ically and with some regularity. We are interested in the likelihood 

White noise is a term used for a random process with zero mean and finite standard 
deviation. If the noise is normally disrribured with zero mean and finite standard deviation, 
it is referred to as Gaussian noise (Lewis, 1986). 
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estimates after a new report has arrived a nd h as been processed , i.e., 
we are interested in L (t + 1). The Kalman filter representation of this 
system consists of several components. We discuss these h ere, not to 

completely define the process, but rather to illustrate rhe information 
n eeded to implem ent a Kalman filter fusion process for this problem. 
The firs t component is the discrete time system equations: 

• State transition equation: The state tra nsition equation describes 
how we expect L (t) to transition to L (t + 1) in the absence of a 
new indictor report. This equation models what is referred to as 
the "plant," i.e., where processing takes place. It consists of infor
tnation on how the transition occurs, process noise (random 
inaccuracies in applying the transition process), and controls on 
inputs. All of these entities require subjective assessments. 

• Measurement system equation: This equation measures the 
effect of the indicator report on the current estimate, L (t). This 
equation also requires subjective assessm ents. The first describes 
just how the observation affects the current state vector, and the 
second deals with report noise. This latter quantity can be inter
preted as assessing the reliability of the report. 

• Predictor equation: !his equation produces an update at time 
t + 1 based on the information available at chat time. It uses the 
same information included in the stare transition equation. 

• Corrector equation: This equation is used to update the state 
vector based on one or more indicator reports. It uses information 
from the measurement system equation but requires an additional 
assessm ent of the gain achieved by the Kalman filter. This is in 
rhe form of a matrix that is calculated from known quantities. 

As we mentioned at the outset, the Kalman filter process is a good 
way to fuse indicato r reports from disparate sources when the reports 
are periodic and are somewhat regular. The problem is that it requires 
the subjective assessment of several coefficients, many of w hich are 
matrices. 
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Summing Up 

Information fusion is a critical component in detecting threatening 
behavior on the part of individuals or. groups. Indicator reports are likely 
ro originate in a wide variety of sources and sensors- some human and 
some technical, as discussed in earlier chapters. The common denomi
nator among them all is an assessment of the likelihood that the indi
vidual or group observed is engaging in some threatening activity. This 
allows us ro fuse. a report from a remote heartbeat sensor with a human 
observation of some kind. 

That said, rhe method best suited to fuse such information is far 
from serried. We have suggested several in this appendix, but each has 
problems. However, since, to our knowledge, none of these has been 
implemented for the context of our study, it is difficult to gauge accu
rately whether these. problems can be overcome. What is needed is. fur
ther research aimed at implementing one or more of rhe techniques 
using hisrorical and experimental data. 
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Government organizations have put substantial effort into detecting and 

thwarting terrorist and insurgent attacks. by observing suspicious behaviors of 

individuals at transportation checkpoints. and elsewhere. This report reviews the 

scientific literature relating to observable, individual-level behavioral indicators 

that might-along w ith other information-help detect potential violent attacks. 

The report focuses on new or nontraditional technologies and methods, most 

of which exploit (1) data on communication patterns, (2) "pattern-of-l ife" data, 

and/or (3) data relating to body movement and physiological state. To help 

officials set priorities for special attention and investment, the report proposes 

an analytic framework for discussion and evaluation;. it a lso urges investment 

in cost-effectiveness analysis and more vigorous, routine, and sustained efforts 

to measure real-world effectiveness of methods. One cross-cutting conclusion 

is that methods for behavioral observation are typically not reliable enough to 

stand alone; success in detection w ill depend on information fusion across types 

of behaviors and time. How to accomplish such fusion is understudied. Finally, 

because many aspects of using behavioral observations ore highly controversial, 

both scientifically and because of privacy and civil-liberties concerns, the report 

sharpens the. underlying perspectives and suggests ways to resolve. some of the. 

controversy while significantly mitigating problems that definitely exist. 
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